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1 INTRODUCTION
This report represents the final element of the Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) Short-Range Transit Plan
(SRTP) effort. The SRTP serves as a roadmap for the next 10 years to position the agency for continued
financial and operational success. The purpose of this report is to summarize the background conditions
in which CHT operates, provide a comprehensive evaluation of existing service characteristics and system
performance, and make recommendations for the future. The planning process included examining the
existing market and operating conditions, engaging in public and stakeholder outreach, developing and
refining alternative service scenarios, identifying long-term strategic issues facing the agency, and
recommending a series of next steps necessary for implementing the SRTP.

Project Goals
At the outset of the planning process, a Technical Committee and Policy Committee were established to
allow for in-depth discussion and informed decision-making on the part of CHT’s Partners Committee.
Both committees included representatives from the Town of Chapel Hill, Town of Carrboro, and UNCChapel Hill. The goal of the Technical Committee was to review recommendations and ask clarifying
questions before presentations were made to the Partners Committee as a whole; the goal of the Policy
Committee was to provide strategic direction, review work products and recommendations, and make
recommendations to the Partners Committee.
CHT’s SRTP Technical Committee and Policy Committee developed six guiding principles designed to
inform the future of transit service in Chapel Hill. The six goals are as follows:


Improve transit mode shift. Improving weekend service throughout the system, how often
buses arrive, making service simpler and easier to understand, and providing more all-day service
were strategies identified to improve transit mode shift in the community.



Increase ridership. Recommendations developed as part of the SRTP process improve weekend
service, increase service frequency, and make service more direct to increase ridership in the
system.



Create high frequency transit corridors. The SRTP Preferred Alternative improves service
frequencies in the highest demand areas of the service area, including East Franklin Street and
Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard, to provide a series of high frequency transit corridors.



Emphasize equity. Recommendations considered transit need as part of the service planning
effort, and recommendations result in minimal change to existing service coverage to ensure
transit service continues to be provided where it is needed most.



Improve weekend service. Better weekend service was an important priority identified by the
community, and short-term service recommendations will greatly expand the level of service
offered on weekends.



Enhance the convenience of living without a private vehicle. By improving existing service
frequency, directness of service, Saturday service, and the availability of Sunday service,
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recommendations developed as part of the SRTP will enhance the convenience of living without
a private vehicle in Carrboro and Chapel Hill.

Report Organization
In addition to this Introduction, the document consists of eight chapters, as well as seven appendices,
which are summarized below:


Chapter 2 reviews a variety of local planning and development efforts in the CHT service area.



Chapter 3 reports current and projected population and employment characteristics and reviews
transit propensity and travel demand.



Chapter 4 provides an overview of trends of CHT ridership, revenue hours, and operating
expenses.



Chapter 5 provides a peer review assessment for eleven transit agencies that are similar in
scope and size to CHT.



Chapter 6 summarizes the service scenario development process, identifies the proposed
preliminary service concepts, and highlights the preferred alternative that was developed through
public outreach and stakeholder engagement based on public perceptions of the preliminary
service concepts. This chapter also details recommended changes in service and alignment for
individual routes and sub-areas of the CHT service area.



Chapter 7 evaluates a series of long-term strategic issues facing the agency, including
identifying the issue, assessing the challenges, financial implications, and next steps for the
agency.



Chapter 8 summarizes the ongoing public outreach and stakeholder engagement processes
occurring throughout the SRTP development process.



Chapter 9 identifies next steps necessary to continue the SRTP planning process and move
toward the implementation of recommendations.



Appendix A provides route summary tables and charts that give insight to passenger loads,
boardings, and alightings.



Appendix B provides ridership maps of boardings and alightings for each route.



Appendix C shows the individual route recommendation maps, service span, and frequency for
the Preferred Alternative.



Appendix D provides verbatim comments from the online survey used in Phase I public
outreach.



Appendix E provides verbatim comments from the online survey used in Phase II public
outreach.



Appendix F provides verbatim comments from the online survey used in Phase III public
outreach.
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2 PLAN REVIEW
Current transit planning efforts in the Chapel Hill-Carrboro metropolitan area exist within a broader
planning context that has evolved over time. Accounting for existing plans, rider and community surveys,
and planned development provides a foundation for the SRTP to identify rider priorities, future
transportation projects, and potential increases in demand for service. This planning context is used to
inform the development of the SRTP and ensure alignment with the project goals. This section reviews
that planning context in three main components:
Survey Review. This section presents the results of three surveys administered in the region:


(1) The Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) Passenger Survey (2016)



(2) The GoTriangle On-Board Survey (2016)



(3) The University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill (UNC-Chapel Hill) Campus Commuting Survey
(2015)

Plan Review. This section reviews 10 planning documents that will provide regional context and impact
transit planning and operations in the Chapel Hill region:


(1) Carrboro Vision 2020 (2000)



(2) Carrboro Comprehensive Bicycle Transportation Plan (2009)



(3) The Durham-Chapel Hill-Carrboro Metropolitan Planning Organization (DCHC) 2035 Long
Range Transportation Plan (2009)



(4) UNC Transportation & Parking Five-Year Plan (2017)



(5) Chapel Hill 2020 (2012)



(6) Chapel Hill Bike Plan (2014)



(7) CHT North-South Corridor Study (2016)



(8) Draft Chapel Hill Mobility and Connectivity Plan (2017)



(9) Orange County Transit Plan (2017)



(10) GoTriangle Station Area Market Analysis (2017)

Development Review. This review assesses the development context within the CHT service area,
including mixed-use, residential, and commercial developments that are likely to impact CHT service in
the future.
Findings from this chapter contextualize future transit planning work in Chapel Hill by identifying transit
rider behaviors and perceptions, enumerating the region’s planning goals, highlighting consistent visions,
and identifying potential impacts of future growth on transit planning and operations.
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KEY FINDINGS
Survey Review
The following are key findings from the CHT, GoTriangle, and UNC Survey review:


Most of the transit users surveyed were younger, lower income, students or professionals. This
includes 52% of UNC-Chapel Hill students who identified as a transit commuter. CHT appears
to have a higher percentage of student ridership than GoTriangle, which focuses more on
regional and commuter service.



Between CHT and GoTriangle, most transit riders want to see expanded service on weekends
and evenings. Other common responses were more frequent service and better on-time
performance. Expanded weekend and evening service can improve access to employment
opportunities and community events.



Despite high transit use by UNC-Chapel Hill students, employees are driving to work at the
highest rates observed since 2004. Anecdotally, it appears that this is a result of employees
living outside of the immediate Chapel Hill vicinity, a lack of regional fixed-route transit, and an
increase in park-and-ride user fees.



The most common purposes for transit trips are to and from work and school. Additionally, over
half of transit riders are students, over a quarter are professionals or skilled technicians, and 38%
of riders don’t have access to a private automobile.

These survey results suggest that resources should be targeted towards ensuring the on-time
performance of buses, expanding weekend service, and improving connections between CHT and
regional service providers.

Plan Review
The following are key findings from the plan review:


Regional Transit. The regional plans from DCHC, Orange County, and CHT prioritize
investments in regional fixed route transit including commuter and connector bus service, rail,
and BRT. Specific projects and initiatives include the CHT North-South Corridor BRT plan on
MLK Jr Blvd, the Durham-Orange Light Rail Project, a new Amtrak station in Hillsborough, and
expanding existing bus services to reach underserved communities throughout the region.



Regional Growth. Population and employment growth is expected to continue into the future,
inducing additional demand for regional and local transit. In areas like the North-South BRT
corridor, transit capacity is already constrained, and additional service improvements may be
necessary to keep pace with growing demand.



Bike and Pedestrian Networks. Local comprehensive, bike, and pedestrian plans emphasize
developing safe and comfortable pedestrian networks with connections to transit routes. UNCChapel Hill has developed a primary and secondary pedestrian network that aligns with existing
and planned transit improvements on MLK Jr Blvd, South Rd, Manning Dr, and Fordham Blvd.
The Draft Chapel Hill Mobility and Connectivity Plan also calls for the formation of a bicycle
network with established hubs throughout Chapel Hill. Accessibility improvements currently in
development include enhancing bus shelters, lighting, real-time information, sidewalk
connectivity, and crosswalk improvements.



Connections to Transit. An emergent theme throughout the planning documents is integrating
bicycle and pedestrian networks with existing transit routes and planned transit improvements.
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The Chapel Hill Bike Plan calls for integrating bicycle and transit infrastructure improvements to
encourage additional ridership and multimodal connectivity.

Development Review
The following are key findings from the development review:


Large Mixed-Use Developments. A notable development trend in Chapel Hill is the emergence
of large, multi-building, campus-style, mixed-use developments including Carraway Village, Obey
Creek, Glen Lennox, and UNC-Chapel Hill’s Carolina North Campus. These developments are
high trip generators, containing residential, commercial, and office space.



Proximity to Transit. These large-scale mixed-use developments are located adjacent to existing
transit corridors on MLK Jr Blvd and Fordham Blvd. This provides both an opportunity and a
challenge to expand services, meet growing demand, and capture additional ridership.
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SURVEY REVIEW
This section describes the findings from three surveys that have implications for transit in Chapel Hill.
The surveys were administered to CHT and GoTriangle users, as well as students and employees at
UNC-Chapel Hill. These surveys provide contextual information about rider behavior, customer
perceptions, and priorities for future transit improvements and enhancements.


CHT Passenger Survey (2016).



GoTriangle On-Board Survey (2016).



UNC Campus Commuting Survey (2015).

CHT Passenger Survey (2016)
This 2016 survey was the third passenger survey conducted by CHT and the first since 2012. The
primary objective of the survey was to gather input from riders and identify ways to improve transit
services that better meet the needs of users. Survey questions covered a range of topics including
frequency of use, purpose of trips, ridership by choice or necessity, means of access to the system, and
levels of satisfaction. Key findings from the survey include:


The demographic information from the survey indicates that the majority of CHT riders had an
income under $30,000 (51%), were students (55%), and were under the age of 35 (77%).



The most frequently mentioned destinations of riders were work (47%) and college (46%).



The majority of CHT riders (68%) used public transit at least five days per week; additionally,
62% of riders indicated that they had access to another vehicle that they could have used to
make the trip.



Eighty-nine percent of riders rated the overall quality of CHT as either excellent or good, with
91% saying they were most satisfied with how safe riders feel on the bus.



Seventy-seven percent said they were least satisfied with the availability of bus service on either
Saturday or Sunday.



Sixty-eight percent of riders stated that the timeliness of buses was the most important aspect
of service.



The features that would most encourage riders to use CHT more often were more frequent
service (49%), more service offered later in the evenings (43%), and more service offered on
Saturday (39%) and Sunday (36%).



Thirty-eight percent of survey respondents do not have access to another vehicle that they could
have used to make their trip.

The 2016 passenger survey notes that the most important criteria for decision making are targeting
resources toward services with the highest importance to customers and where customers are least
satisfied. These survey results suggest that resources should be targeted towards ensuring the timeliness
of buses and expanding weekend service.
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GoTriangle On-Board Survey (2016)
The 2016 GoTriangle On-Board Survey was intended to provide updated information on customer
perceptions and satisfaction with the service and agency branding changes made since the previous
survey in 2013. The survey was used to gather new information on customer priorities for service
improvements, how fares are paid, the use of ridesharing, and preference for service change
communications. Key findings from this survey include:


The demographic information from the survey indicates that the majority of riders (52%) are
under the age of 35, 30% of riders are students, 33% had an income lower than $25,000, and
27% had an income higher than $75,000.



The overall satisfaction score decreased from 71% rating the service excellent or very good in
2013 to 67% in 2016. It cannot be shown in the survey data, but anecdotal information suggests
that extensive construction in the service area created delays and resulted in poor on-time
performance for many routes.



The top three service qualities cited most often as desired improvements were buses running on
time (24%), frequency (20%), and hours of service (17%) (Figure 2-1)



70% of riders used GoTriangle to get to or from work, up from 63% in 2013. Additionally, 13% of
riders used GoTriangle to get to or from college or vocational school.



GoTriangle service appears to attract more professionals and commuters than students when
compared to CHT. This is likely due to their focus on regional transit, rather than local service in
the Town of Chapel Hill.



68% of riders have access to a private vehicle and are thus using GoTriangle service by choice,
not necessity.

Figure 2-1

GoTriangle Areas for Improvement

Source: GoTriangle Onboard Surveys 2016
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UNC-Chapel Hill Campus Commuting Survey (2015)
The UNC-Chapel Hill Campus Commuting Survey was first conducted in 1997 to gather data on the
various travel modes used to reach campus and the origins and destinations of both students and
employees. This survey was repeated in 2001, 2004, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013, and is now completed
every other year. The information gathered from these surveys helps the UNC-Chapel Hill Department of
Transportation and Parking and the Town of Chapel Hill plan for their respective transportation needs.
The year-to-year trends from these surveys are shown in Figure 2-2. Key findings from this 2015 survey
include:


The percentage of employees who drive alone to campus increased to 61%, the highest level
since 2004.



Park-and-ride utilization by employees decreased from 16% to 7%, the lowest percentage since
2001, due in part to the introduction of fees to access park-and-ride lots.



Student transit ridership increased from 37% in 2013 to a high of 52% in 2015, with 43% using
CHT local service and 9% using regional bus service. This increase appears to be mostly at the
expense of walking, which decreased from 15% to 5%.



The top three reasons for students not to take transit were irregular schedules, the bus taking
too long compared to a car, and the bus running too infrequently near their home.



Both students and employees cited more frequent and faster bus service as the top two factors
to make them reconsider driving to campus.

Figure 2-2

UNC Campus Commuting Survey Trends

Source: 2015 UNC Campus Commuting Survey
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PLAN REVIEW
This section describes the findings from 11 planning documents that have implications for transit service
in Chapel Hill. These documents include plans from a metropolitan planning organization (MPO), a
county, transit agencies, towns, and UNC-Chapel Hill. Each plan relates to different components of the
overall transportation network, in different planning jurisdictions, and in different planning horizon
timeframes. Collectively, the backgrounds and key findings from these plans create the regional and local
context of transit development in the CHT service area.


Carrboro Vision 2020 (2000)



Carrboro Comprehensive Bicycle Transportation Plan (2009)



DCHC 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan (2009)



UNC Transportation & Parking Five-Year Plan (2011)



Chapel Hill 2020 (2012)



Orange County Bus & Rail Investment Plan (2012)



Chapel Hill Bike Plan (2014)



CHT North-South Corridor Study (2016)



Draft Chapel Hill Mobility and Connectivity Plan (2017)



Orange County Transit Plan (2017)



GoTriangle Station Area Market Analysis (2017)

Carrboro Vision 2020 (2000)
The Vision 2020 plan serves as the Comprehensive Plan for the Town of Carrboro, which establishes
general programs, policies, and development goals for the town through the 2020 horizon year. The
transportation section of the plan focuses on planning, public transportation, and bicycle and pedestrian
traffic.

Planning
This section is primarily concerned with fostering connectivity between transit and cooperation between
local and regional agencies.
Similar to the Chapel Hill Mobility and Connectivity Plan, Carrboro Vision 2020 calls for the
implementation of a connector road policy, as well as cooperation with Chapel Hill and other regional
entities to provide connections between regional transit services. The plan also recommends a passenger
rail connection between the Horace Williams property, through Carrboro’s downtown and the main
campus of UNC-Chapel Hill.

Public Transportation
There are two main policies contained in the public transportation section:
(1) The system should continue to facilitate access to youth activities, special events, and educational
opportunities at UNC-Chapel Hill and should enhance access to employment opportunities, including
through additional park-and-ride lots.
(2) Carrboro should expand its participation in regional organizations and planning for the community
bus system in a way that equitably shares costs with Chapel Hill and UNC-Chapel Hill.
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Traffic
This section of the plan designates the development and maintenance of bicycle and pedestrian paths
as a high priority. It also calls for the town to establish bicycle and pedestrian connections to other
jurisdictions, contributing to a more regional and comprehensive network.

Carrboro Comprehensive Bicycle Transportation Plan (2009)
This plan provides a comprehensive approach toward identifying existing and future bicycle needs and
deficiencies, a route network to address those deficiencies, and implementation strategies for the
development of quality bicycle facilities and programs. The plan has four primary goals to achieve this
vision:


To have bicycling as a viable transportation alternative throughout the town and for all trip
purposes.



A continuing process for reviewing, updating, and implementing bicycle-related policies.



A robust comprehensive bicycle program that incorporates engineering, education,
encouragement, enforcement and evaluation programs.



A safe and accessible network of bicycle facilities.

Bicycle Network Recommendations
A needs analysis was conducted as part of the existing conditions report, which indicated that demand
for a more accessible, safe, and functional bicycle system continues to grow in Carrboro. Although
Carrboro is nationally recognized for being a bicycle-friendly town, citizens have expressed concern about
cyclist safety and a desire for more and better bicycle facilities.
This plan recommends an additional 54 miles of bicycle facilities, including paved shoulders, bicycle
lanes, sharrows, sidepaths, intersection improvements, and off-road trails. The ten highest priority
corridors, based on public requests for improvements, are shown in Figure 2-3. These facilities are
recommended through a phased and prioritized implementation schedule. Additional recommended
improvements include re-striping, repaving, or signage installation with few actual roadway alterations.

Program and Policy Recommendations
The Carrboro bike plan follows a comprehensive approach that calls for more than just improvements to
the bicycle network. The plan recommends programs pertaining to education, encouragement, and
enforcement. These programs include locally organized events and activities and the development of a
citizens’ bicycle advocacy group to champion recommendations, implementation strategies, and
improvements to the plan.
Policy recommendations in this plan are primarily updates to supersede the existing policies from the
1989 bicycle plan. These updates include expanding bicycle parking ordinances for new developments,
updated design guides allowing additional bicycle facilities, and enhanced programming alternatives.
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Figure 2-3

High Priority Bicycle Corridor Map

Source: Carrboro Comprehensive Bicycle Transportation Plan, 2009

DCHC 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan (2009)
This document contains the 2035 Long Range Transportation plan for two organizations: the Capital
Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) and the Durham-Chapel Hill-Carrboro Metropolitan
Planning Organization (DCHC), which guides future investments in roads, transit services, bicycle and
pedestrian facilities and related transportation activities and services to match expected growth in the
region.
The DCHC MPO establishes a set of goals and performance targets within this planning framework
intended to establish a strong overall transportation system.
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Plan Goals
The DCHC has established nine distinct goals for achieving their vision for regional transportation:


Overall Transportation System. A safe, sustainable, efficient, attractive, multi-modal
transportation system that supports local land use; accommodates trip-making choices;
maintains mobility; protects the environment and neighborhoods; and improves the quality of life
for urban area residents.



Multi-Modal Street and Highway System. An attractive multi-modal street and highway system
that allows people and goods to move safely, conveniently, and efficiently.



Public Transportation System. A convenient, accessible, and affordable public transportation
system, provided by public and private operators, that enhances mobility and economic
development.



Pedestrian and Bicycle System. A pedestrian and bicycle system that provides a safe alternative
means of transportation, allows greater access to public transit, supports recreational
opportunities, and includes off-road trails.



Integration of Land Use and Transportation. A transportation plan that is integrated with local
land use plans and development policies.



Protection of Natural Environment and Social Systems. A multi-modal transportation system,
which provides access and mobility to all residents, while protecting public health, natural
environment, cultural resources, and social systems.



Public Involvement. An ongoing program to inform and involve citizens throughout all stages of
the development, update, and implementation of the Transportation Plan.



Safety and Security. Continue to improve transportation safety and ensure the security of the
transportation system.



Freight Transportation and Urban Goods Movement. Improve mobility and accessibility of
freight and urban goods movement.

Performance Targets
The DCHC established a series of performance targets based on 2005 existing conditions, a 2035 nobuild scenario, and adopted 2035 projection data. These targets are set at three different levels, good,
better, and best.

Recommendations
Transit recommendations are comprised of three critical elements:


Bus. A significant expansion of bus service throughout the Triangle, adding new routes to
communities presently without service, and improvements to headways at existing transit
agencies.



Rail. 56 miles of light rail transit connecting Chapel Hill, Durham, Research Triangle Park,
Morrisville, Cary, Raleigh, and North Raleigh.



Circulators. High-frequency (every 10 minutes) short-distance services linking major activity
centers to regional and intercity rail services.

The bus transit improvements called for in the plan include expanding service, providing more frequent
service, coordinating service with rail development, establishing new circulator services, incorporating new
technologies with bus tracking, and improved communication with riders. The plan also calls for
enhanced transit on the MLK Jr Blvd corridor in Chapel Hill, something that was studied in greater detail
in the 2016 CHT North-South Corridor Study.
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Light rail transit development is a departure from past long range plans that focused on passenger rail
service which could not be operated outside of existing rail corridors. This new focus on light rail
development provides the opportunity for passenger rail service to depart from rail corridors and operate
closer to population centers, employment centers, and transit-oriented developments along roadways.
The exact alignment and timing of these fixed guideway investments will be decided with additional,
more detailed studies.
Figure 2-4
No.

DCHC 2035 Performance Targets
Mobility Targets

2005

2035
(no build)

2035

Good

Better

Best

1

VMT Per Capita (daily miles)

28.5

31.6

32.0

29.1

27.5

24.5

2

Percent of Peak Period VMT at
Congestion (V/C > 1)

3.0%

10.4%

3.7%

12.0%

8.0%

4.0%

3

Average Travel Time: all peak
trips (daily minutes)

16.6

20.5

18.3

19

17

15

4

Transit Mode Share: all trips

2.4%

2.3%

3.3%

3.0%

5.0%

8.0%

5

Percent SOV Trip Share: work
trips

81.8%

82.3%

81.2%

78.4%

74.3%

66.0%

6

Percent Non-motorized Trip
Share: all trips

7.1%

6.8%

6.8%

9%

11%

15%

7

Greenhouse Gas Change
(community target)

--

--

+49%

-10%

-20%

-30%

8

Cost of Congestion (in million $)

$351

$1,211

$496

$1,030

$848

$666

9

Percent of EJ Population within ¼
mile of transit

58%

59%

85%

65%

75%

85%

Source: DCHC 2035 Long Range Transportation Pla n, 2009

UNC Transportation & Parking Five-Year Plan (2017)
The Transportation & Parking Five-Year Plan is primarily a financial plan analyzing projected expenditures
and revenues related to the University’s transportation and parking system. Major findings regarding the
use of services, facilities expansion, and cost of providing fare-free transit services are highlighted below:


CHT’s projected cost increases to sustain the current levels of local fare-free transit service
represented a $1.5 million annual increase by 2021/22.



The projected cost increases to sustain the current levels of regional fare-free transit services
represented a $1,056,837 annual increase by 2021/22.



Park-and-ride lots are well-utilized and there is currently a deficit of on-campus parking,
according to UNC-Chapel Hill’s Development Plan.



The UNC Healthcare System has plans to add 700 new employees in 2019.

Chapel Hill 2020 (2012)
Chapel Hill 2020 is the comprehensive plan for the Town of Chapel Hill, which communicates a cohesive
vision for the town, identifies several big ideas for the future, outlines goals for achieving this vision, and
provides implementation strategies for the plan.
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The Big Ideas
The Chapel Hill 2020 public outreach process was conducted in six separate theme groups resulting in
five key ideas for the future. The big ideas focus on transportation and connectivity, encouraging
business and cultural development, ensuring an adequate housing supply, and supporting neighborhood
and community engagement. These concepts are highlighted as follows:


Implement a bikeable, walkable, green communities plan by 2020.



Create an entrepreneurial enterprise hub in the Rosemary Street corridor.



Create entertainment/dining/arts hubs to capitalize on Chapel Hill’s strengths as a recreational
destination.



Increase the ratio of workforce housing by 2020 and develop a plan for student housing in the
community.



Establish a structure to support community and neighborhood engagement in a proactive
manner.

These overarching concepts are intended to address the Chapel Hill 2020 vision to be a multicultural
university town that celebrates connections and choice.

Getting Around
The mobility section of Chapel Hill 2020 is referred to as Getting Around. This section calls for a holistic
transportation system that includes connected pedestrian, bicycle, recreation, automobile, and transit
systems with supportive, flexible strategies and policies that include parking, transit, and bikeways as a
key strategy to minimize growth related congestion.
Specific improvements mentioned in the plan include expanded bicycle and pedestrian connections,
public transportation opportunities such as bus rapid transit, light rail, and park-and-ride options. The
plan does not propose specific projects but does highlight priority focus areas, including downtown, north
MLK Jr Blvd, south MLK Jr Blvd, Highway 54, north 15-501, and south 15-501. These focus areas are
identified based on economic importance, development opportunities, existing transit service, and
regional connectivity potential.

Implementation
The implementation schedule for Chapel Hill 2020 prioritizes clear consensus activities, which are the
most achievable components of the plan. These include focus area studies and regulatory updates,
including the Estes Drive Corridor study, a downtown development plan, and the Martin Luther King Jr.
Boulevard Corridor study.
The Chapel Hill 2020 plan also identifies a town council, which is responsible for evaluating changing
conditions and assumptions in order to provide updates to the plan. This includes analyzing and
prioritizing action items to address conflicts and evaluating new ideas to improve the document and help
achieve the plan’s vision.

Chapel Hill Bike Plan (2014)
The purpose of the Chapel Hill Bike Plan is to provide the town with a set of prioritized infrastructure
improvements, policies, and program recommendations that will guide decisions and investments for the
future. The plan articulates four distinct goals:


Improve the safety of bicycling for all types of riders.
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Foster the development of a culture where bicycling is an accepted and viable mode choice in
Chapel Hill.



Develop a connected network of bicycle facilities in coordination with greenways throughout
Chapel Hill.



Increase bicycle use for all types of trips.

Recommendations
Recommendations from the bike plan include physical infrastructure investments prioritized into shortterm and long-term project lists, changes to policies and programs, and additional data gathering and
reporting. The plan also proposes maintaining GIS datasets on existing bicycle facilities, bicycle counts,
and bicycle collision data to monitor infrastructure changes and their impacts on ridership and safety.
Physical Infrastructure
The plan also prioritizes investment in the physical infrastructure needed to complete a bicycle network
that serves the needs of bicyclists of all ages and skill levels. The primary network is estimated at $16.5
million to complete over a 10-year period. This infrastructure includes various levels of bicycle paths,
lanes, and signage, as well as adequate street lighting and bicycle-oriented traffic signals. These
components can be used to provide access to transit and create additional connectivity within the
multimodal transportation system, shown in Figure 2-5. These improvements are recommended
throughout Chapel Hill, including on high priority transit corridors like Estes Drive, MLK Jr Blvd, Fordham
Blvd and Franklin Street.
The bike mobility plan calls for the development of pavement marking plans for the Short-Term Priority
Network, adding new bicycle facilities during street paving when possible, and providing a minimum
green signal clearance interval for bicyclists at all intersections, among other improvements.
Policies and Programs
In addition to physical infrastructure, the bike mobility plan also recommends changes to local policy and
programs. These changes include revisions to the town design manual to ensure new street designs are
accommodating and safe for bicyclists, including bike considerations in focus area plans and land use
management updates, creating annual reports on bicycle and vehicular collisions, and partnering with the
Town of Carrboro for an annual open streets event. These policies are aimed at providing more
information to cyclists and creating a more welcoming environment for them to ride.
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Figure 2-5

Integration between Bicycle and Transit Networks

Source: Chapel Hill Bike Plan, 2014

CHT North-South Corridor Study (2016)
The North-South Corridor Study was intended to identify and evaluate a series of transit investment
alternatives for implementation within an 8.2-mile study corridor running along MLK Jr Blvd, South
Columbia Street, and US 15-501 South (Fordham Blvd). The locally preferred alternative, shown in Figure
2-6, is a combination mixed traffic/dedicated lane BRT route that will connect the Eubanks Road park-
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and-ride with the Southern Village park-and-ride. This route provides direct connections to the UNC
hospitals.
This study was conducted in order to address several project needs within the corridor:


CHT ridership has increased by more than 20 percent between 2005 and 2012, and buses
often operate at capacity during weekday peak hours on multiple routes. Demand is straining
capacity, which is reducing operational efficiency and resulting in schedule slippage and bus
stacking.



Chapel Hill is comparatively young, but its fastest growing demographic is over age 65. Both of
these demographic groups are increasingly choosing transit for either lifestyle, environmental,
economic, or mobility reasons (senior citizens).



Major development opportunities at the northern and southern ends of the corridor will
fundamentally reshape mobility patterns and needs within the corridor.



Multimodal transportation investments are necessary to accommodate anticipated increases in
travel demand resulting from planned development within the corridor.



Chapel Hill—and the surrounding region—has demonstrated a commitment to sustainable
growth strategies in their adopted plans and policies.

The locally preferred alternative was
developed following an extensive
evaluation process, which analyzed
ridership capacity, consistency with local
plans and policies, economic
development opportunity, environmental
impacts, capital costs, and community
support. These criteria were applied to
no build, BRT, streetcar, light rail, and
commuter rail scenarios.

Figure 2-6

North-South Corridor Locally Preferred
Alternative

Following the adoption of the locally
preferred alternative and entry into the
Small Starts Project Development
process, at the time of this report, the
project is currently undergoing the
NEPA environmental clearance process,
and funding for construction and
operation must be identified.
Construction is anticipated to take
approximately 18 months with the
project opening for revenue service in
2020.

Source: CHT North-South Corridor Study, 2016
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Draft Chapel Hill Mobility and Connectivity Plan (2017)
The purpose of this draft mobility plan is to expand upon existing transportation planning efforts to
enhance bicycle and pedestrian connections and access to transit. The plan’s overarching goal is to
achieve a 35% combined commute mode share of bicycling, walking, and transit in Chapel Hill by 2025.
The plan calls for leveraging findings from the Chapel Hill Greenways Master Plan, the Chapel Hill Bike
Plan, and the 2020 Comprehensive Plan to provide an updated design toolkit for improving on-street
networks that provide safe and convenient corridors and connections. This plan is currently in draft form
and seeking public comment.

Recommendations
The mobility plan organizes its recommendations into three main categories: new facilities, programs and
policies, and culture and mindset. The plan calls for on-street greenway connectors to link greenway trails
through priority corridors and to develop multiuse connections to the regional greenway system that link
Chapel Hill to a greater regional network. These priority corridors are shown in Figure 2-7.
The mobility plan also recommends several new policies, including updating the sidewalk priority ranking
criteria, implementing a sidewalk microgap program, and increasing bike parking requirements for transit
stations. Finally, the plan recommends developing mobility performance and annual reporting metrics,
including continuous bike and
Figure 2-7
Priority Bicycle and Pedestrian Corridors
pedestrian counts. This
reporting provides the
framework for showcasing
tangible benefits of bike and
pedestrian improvements to
the community.
The plan identifies MLK Jr
Blvd as the most heavily
traveled corridor for CHT with
up to 13 buses per hour on
seven routes. However,
pedestrian and bicycle
connectivity to transit stops
are hindered by sidewalk gaps,
limited sidewalk buffers, and
long distances between
marked crosswalks. Shortterm recommendations for
this corridor are focused on
pedestrian improvements like
filling sidewalk gaps;
increasing sidewalk widths and
buffers from Ashley Forest
Road to Northfield Road; and
adding pedestrian crossings
to intersections at Barclay
Road, New Stateside Drive,
Piney Mountain Road, and
Westminster Drive. Long-term

Source: Draft Chapel Hill Mobility and Connectivity Plan, 2017
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recommendations include adding buffered bike lanes, coupled with the North-South Corridor Study BRT
line, to transform the corridor into a true complete street.
Anticipated growth along the Fordham Blvd corridor has raised additional concerns about improving
multimodal connectivity, particularly in the southern portion of the corridor near UNC-Chapel Hill’s South
Campus and the Obey Creek development. Recommended improvements for this area include improved
bike lanes, pavement markings, and constructing a greenway connector from Mt. Carmel Church Road to
Fan Branch Trail to improve access to transit stops along the corridor.

Orange County Transit Plan (2017)
The 2017 Orange County Transit Plan (OCTP) is based upon the 2012 Orange County BRIP and outlines
progress to date on original BRIP proposals. Which cites growing traffic congestion, air quality concerns,
and income-based transit access as reasons for expanding transit services. The Orange County BRIP is
also contextualized by the Special Transit Advisory Commission (STAC) recommendations and the
passage of HB 148, which allows counties in North Carolina to hold referenda to fund transit projects with
voter-approved sales tax measures.
The Orange County Transit Plan includes four primary elements:


New bus service



New Amtrak rail station



New light rail service



Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard (MLK Jr Blvd) improvements

New bus service in Orange County has been expanded by approximately 24,000 annual hours (about
59% of the original goal of 40,950 annual hours over the 25-year life of the plan, and 69% of the
possible 34,650 hours to add in the first five years), primarily through more frequent service, longer
service spans, and new routes. Seven new buses have been purchased and some bus facilities
improvements have been made.
New light rail connecting Orange County to Durham County However, since the development of the
OCTP, the planned Durham-Orange Light Rail project has been canceled.
The new Amtrak station planned for Hillsborough is identified in the 2017 OCTP as a North Carolina
Department of Transportation project that is now scheduled for construction in fiscal years 2019 and
2020.
The MLK Jr Blvd improvement project planned in the 2012 BRIP have been re-titled the ‘North-South
Corridor Study’ and has undergone a locally-preferred alternative (LPA) identification process. CHT is
currently in the process of bringing three designs of the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project into requisite
environmental and public review processes. The Federal Transit Administration has admitted the project
into Small Starts Project Development.
The OCTP presents a robust financial plan and includes a schedule of unfunded planning and project
needs. It also develops an implementation process to translate project proposals into reality.
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Figure 2-8

Orange County Transit Plan Bus Service

Source: Orange County BRIP (2012

Hillsborough Amtrak Station
A Hillsborough Amtrak station was outlined in the Orange County BRIP and continued in the Orange
County Transit Plan. The plan calls for a 20-acre municipally owned lot to be developed into a rail
station, municipal service buildings and offices, a civic events space, and high-density mixed-use
development. The station is planned for a 2020 opening year.
Figure 2-9

Orange County BRIP Amtrak Station

Source: Orange County BRIP (2012)
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Durham-Orange Light Rail Service
New light rail service connecting Orange County to Durham County is planned for in the Orange County
Transit Plan, which is well coordinated with the Durham investment plan. The Orange County light rail
plans include slightly more detailed financials than those presented in their Durham County counterpart,
and calls for a 2026 opening year. Since the development of the OCTP, the Durham-Orange Light Rail
Project has been canceled.
Figure 2-10

Orange County BRIP Light Rail Service

Source: Orange County BRIP (2012)

Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard Improvements
Major improvements to the MLK Jr Blvd corridor were planned in the Orange County BRIP and
continued in the Orange County Transit Plan. The document calls for intermittent exclusive bus lanes
and other preferential transit treatments, and plans for capital funding from the state of North Carolina
and the federal government. This plan calls for completion of the lanes in 2019. The project is explored
in more detail in the 2016 CHT North-South Corridor Study.
Figure 2-11

Orange County BRIP Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard Improvements

Source: Orange County BRIP (2012)
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GoTriangle Station Area Market Analysis (2017)
This document is the result of station area planning and an economic development study for the
Durham-Orange Light Rail project connecting central Durham to central Chapel Hill. The analysis
provides a preliminary review of economic data concerning the development and supply of building types
and projects growth rates into the future. Although the Durham-Orange Light Rail project was cancelled
after the release of this document, the findings may still be relevant for future high-capacity transit
studies or assessing the market for transit within the region.

Findings
The Triangle Region has consistently grown at 3.5%-5.0% per year, even during recent recessions. This
growth would generate more than enough demand to fill up new supply on developable land around
station sites. With overall growth expected to continue, the rail submarkets in Chapel Hill, Central
Durham, and Southwest Durham are in a strong competitive position to attract new companies, stores,
and residents. If rail transit is not constructed, suburban growth in Orange County, Southwest Durham,
and Chatham County are the most likely alternative markets to supply growing demand.
This market analysis demonstrates that the Triangle Region is likely to continue growing at a strong pace.
However, how and where that growth occurs is dependent upon local and regional policy decisions. With
appropriate investments and policies, regional growth can be directed away from neighboring rural and
exurban areas and towards more walkable and transit-adjacent communities. This approach could
leverage sustainable development patterns to attract jobs, expand the local tax base, and enhance
existing neighborhoods. This concentration of growth would necessitate changes in local transit service
to serve these populations and provide enhanced connectivity to regional transit service.
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW
The Town of Chapel Hill, and the greater Research Triangle region, are experiencing significant
population and employment growth, which impacts local and regional transit providers. Figure 2-13
shows the locations of five major planned developments in Chapel Hill.
Figure 2-12

Planned Developments in Chapel Hill
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Carraway Village Mixed-Use Development
Carraway Village, previously named The Edge, is a proposed mixed-use development to be located along
Eubanks Road just west of MLK Jr Blvd in Chapel Hill. The project is anticipated to be fully completed in
2018 in two phases of construction. The first phase of the project will have 400 multi-family residential
units and 8,400 square feet of retail space, while phase two could have up to 25 acres of new
commercial development with a mix of retail, office, and hotel space. A conceptual site plan is shown in
Figure 2-13.
Public transportation service to the development site is excellent, particularly due to the planned BRT
service on MLK Jr Blvd. Pedestrian and bicycle access and connectivity is limited in the area surrounding
this development. Trip generation calculations from the project’s Traffic Impact Study estimate 8,460
net new trips will be generated daily by 2019. Of these new trips, approximately 20% are expected to rely
on transit, walking, or bicycling.
Figure 2-13

Carraway Village Conceptual Site Plan

Source: Town of Chapel Hill, Carraway Villa ge Concept Plan Review, 2011
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UNC Carolina North Campus
Carolina North is a 250-acre expansion campus located on the west side of MLK Jr Blvd two miles north
of UNC-Chapel Hill’s Main Campus. The site is in Orange County and straddles the boundary between
the Towns of Chapel Hill and Carrboro. Carolina North is intended to be a public-private partnership
development featuring academic and research facilities, housing, and commercial developments. The
proximity of this campus to existing and planned transit service makes it a likely hub for CHT service to
link the new campus with the Main Campus and downtown Chapel Hill. In addition to the DCHC Long
Range Transportation Plan, which includes fixed guideway transit serving Main Campus from Durham,
CHT is also studying BRT implementation on MLK Jr Blvd, which would add both local and regional
transit access to the Carolina North Campus. The Carolina North Campus is shown in relation to existing
local and regional transit alternatives in Figure 2-14.
Figure 2-14

Carolina North Transportation Plan

Source: UNC 2007 Carolina North Plan
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Obey Creek Mixed-Use Development
The Obey Creek Mixed-Use Development is a 120-acre development site located across Fordham
Boulevard from the Southern Village area of UNC-Chapel Hill’s South Campus. The development
proposes adding 600 dwelling units, 375,000 square feet of office-commercial space, 350,000 square
feet of retail space, and a 100,000 square foot hotel with 130 rooms. Illustrative plans for the
development are shown in Figure 2-15.
Three existing transit routes serve the proposed development area, and it will be close to the proposed
BRT corridor. The traffic impact analysis estimates that by 2022 this development will result in over
2,500 total daily transit boardings. This includes residents, employees, and shoppers living in or visiting
the Obey Creek Development. This concentrated increase in ridership may impact the decisions of local
and regional transit service providers.
Figure 2-15

Obey Creek Illustrative Plan

Source: Town of Chapel Hill, Obey Creek Design Guidelines, 2015

Glen Lennox Shopping Center
Glen Lennox is an existing mixed-use development located on Raleigh Road and Fordham Boulevard
that plans to redevelop to provide a total of 440 residential dwelling units, 21,276 square feet of
commercial/retail space, and 5,084 square feet of office space. This project is to be constructed in
phases over a 20-year period.
The trip generation calculation for this project estimates that additional transit capacity will be necessary
to accommodate increased ridership to and from the Glen Lennox Redevelopment. Initial estimates of
peak hour demand indicate that 288 AM peak hour, 127 noon peak hour, and 352 PM peak hour trips
are estimated in the 2028 buildout scenario. Given that fixed route service to Glen Lennox is provided
on the G, S, and V routes, the total transit capacity provided by existing service may need to be increased
to meet future demand.
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Wegmans Supermarket
The Wegmans Supermarket is a proposed commercial grocery store to be located on Old Durham Road
on the east side of Fordham Boulevard. This would be a redevelopment project of the existing
Performance Motorworks site. The project proposes constructing a grocery store with approximately
130,000 square feet of floor area and parking for 750 vehicles. The traffic impact analysis estimated
that this development would attract 538 additional daily transit riders by 2019. While the additional
ridership estimate may be optimistic, the project recommends constructing transit stop improvements
for stops serving the current CHT routes CL, and D at Old Durham Road and Cooper Street.
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3 MARKET ANALYSIS
This chapter analyzes 2010 U.S. Census data for population and employment, as well as projected 2040
population and employment according to the Triangle Regional Model Service Bureau. This analysis is
used to identify areas with high population and employment density to determine if CHT is providing
service to high demand areas or if there are gaps in the service network. Additionally, analyzing the
projected 2040 population and employment densities identifies areas of expected future demand to
inform service changes moving forward. This market analysis plays a key role in determining how
effective the current CHT system alignment is at serving areas with high transit demand, how this pattern
is likely to change in the future, and how service could be altered to better meet the needs of the
community.
This chapter also examines transit propensity and travel demand in the CHT service area using
population and employment density and 2014 U.S. Census Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics
(LEHD) data to determine the concentrations of low-wage jobs and the commute patterns for people
working in Chapel Hill and Carrboro.

KEY FINDINGS


Population and employment are clustered around the UNC-Chapel Hill Main Campus, downtown
Chapel Hill, and downtown Carrboro.



Projected employment growth is expected to occur along the 15-501 corridor in addition to the
areas of existing high employment density: UNC-Chapel Hill Main Campus, downtown Chapel
Hill, and downtown Carrboro.



Low-wage employment is concentrated around the UNC-Chapel Hill Main Campus, Mason Farm,
and the 15-501 corridor, and follows the same general distribution of all employment in the area.



Over 60% of employees working in Orange County are commuting from Orange County or
Durham County.

POPULATION
Chapel Hill had a 2010 population of approximately 58,500, and Carrboro had close to 18,650 people.
Both communities grew considerably in the past decade, adding about 18% in Chapel Hill and 17% in
Carrboro. A large portion of recent population growth is affiliated with UNC-Chapel Hill, including
students, faculty, and staff.
The ties to UNC-Chapel Hill are visible in the spatial distribution of population and population density
(Figure 3-1). The greatest concentration of Chapel Hill residents is located in the southwestern portion of
the town, close to the UNC-Chapel Hill campus, downtown Chapel Hill, and the area just north of
campus. Likewise, Carrboro, which is physically much smaller than Chapel Hill, also has a greater
concentration of residents in the southern half of town, closest to UNC-Chapel Hill.
Population growth is also expected to lead to increased density. While many parts of the community will
remain very low density (Figure 3-2), UNC-Chapel Hill, downtown Chapel Hill, downtown Carrboro, and
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the area west of campus in the southwestern corner of Carrboro and Chapel Hill are projected to
become denser. Given restrictions on parking in and around the UNC-Chapel Hill campus, these areas
are dependent on excellent transit services to ensure destinations are accessible.
Figure 3-1

Chapel Hill and Carrboro – 2010 Population
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Figure 3-2

Chapel Hill and Carrboro – Projected Population Density 2040
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EMPLOYMENT
UNC-Chapel Hill is a major employer not only for Carrboro and Chapel Hill, but also the Triangle Region.
UNC-Chapel Hill has 11,900 employees, and the UNC Health Care System employs an additional 9,500.
Other major community employers are the Chapel Hill-Carrboro Schools and Orange County Schools,
with 2,138 and 1,157 employees respectively. The old Blue Cross/Blue Shield of North Carolina
headquarters, now owned by The North Carolina State Employee’s Credit Union, is an additional major
employer, with capacity for over 1,200 employees. The presence of these major employers puts Carrboro
and Chapel Hill in a fairly unique position. While many communities suffer a jobs-housing imbalance due
to being largely residential, Carrboro and Chapel Hill are skewed by being job rich. In a community of
roughly 75,000 individuals, there are 57,000 jobs (employment in 2010 is shown in Figure 3-3).
Consequently, a large proportion of the people working at UNC-Chapel Hill or in Chapel Hill or Carrboro
do not live in the community.
Most of the job growth is associated with the area around the main UNC-Chapel Hill campus as well as
Carolina North and the US-15 corridor, with high density employment also forecast for the areas near
Rams Plaza, Blue Hill District, East Gate Shopping Center, and University Place (Figure 3-4). These high
density employment areas will become critical employment markets in the future and will be important
destinations for regional transportation services.
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Figure 3-3

Chapel Hill and Carrboro – 2010 Employment
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Figure 3-4

Chapel Hill and Carrboro – Projected Employment Density 2040
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TRANSIT PROPENSITY
Looking at the existing population and employment density in Carrboro and Chapel Hill and translating
these densities into transit demands or potential service levels (Figure 3-5), shows that despite being a
small town, there are several parts of the community that can—and already do—support very frequent
transit service. These areas are largely centered around the UNC-Chapel Hill campus, but also include
the areas around University Place and Rams Plaza as well as downtown Chapel Hill and downtown
Carrboro. Large parts of Carrboro, especially in the south end, have a higher propensity to take transit.
Figure 3-5

Chapel Hill and Carrboro – Estimated Transit Propensity 2010
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EMPLOYMENT AND TRAVEL DEMAND
Commuting to work comprises 16% of all person trips and 30% of all transit trips in the US. 1 Job
locations can be used as a proxy for travel demand, representing the “destination” for commute trips,
while population density represents the “origin.”
Figure 3-6 presents job density in Chapel Hill and Carrboro according to U.S. Census Longitudinal
Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) data from 2014. As discussed previously, UNC-Chapel Hill is the
largest employer in the area, with employment clusters on the main campus and Mason Farm.
Employment clusters are also found in central and northeast Chapel Hill, including:


Downtown Chapel Hill



US 15-501 corridor



Carr Mill Mall

Americans with lower incomes are especially likely to be transit riders. 2 While job locations represent the
potential destinations for all commute trips, the locations of low wage jobs represent potential
destinations for commute trips made via transit. Figure 3-7 presents low wage job density according to
2014 LEHD data. Low wage employment density in Chapel Hill and Carrboro largely mirrors the density
of all jobs. Low wage jobs are focused in several specific zones:


Downtown Chapel Hill and Carrboro



The US 15-501 corridor



Mason Farm campus area and the Hwy-54 corridor

In addition to examining the location of employment, LEHD data may be used to assess commute
patterns. Figure 3-8 shows the percent of people living in Alamance County, Chatham County, Durham
County, Orange County, or Wake County that work in Orange County. Of people that live in these five
counties and work in Orange County, 39% of people live and work in Orange County, nearly 25% travel
from Durham County, and 17% travel from Wake County. Fewer people commute from Alamance County
and Chatham County, at 12% and 9%, respectively.
Figure 3-9 shows the largest work travel patterns in Orange County between census block groups. Only
two block groups showed large numbers of attractions from regional census block groups—UNC-Chapel
Hill’s campus and Mason Farm, which likely shows high trip levels due to affiliation with UNC-Chapel Hill.
Strong trip origins to the UNC-Chapel Hill area are present within the existing CHT service area—in
particular, the Eubanks Park-and-Ride and residential neighborhoods north and east of UNC in Chapel
Hill and Carrboro. Several areas outside of the CHT service area also exhibit strong trip patterns. For
instance, work travel patterns are strong to both Durham County and Chatham County.

1

AASHTO 2013 http://traveltrends.transportatio n.org/Documents/B2_CIA_Role%20Overall%20Travel_web_2.pdf

2

Pew Research Center 2016 http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/04/07/who-relies-on-public-transit-in-the-u-s/
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Figure 3-6

Chapel Hill and Carrboro: 2014 Employment
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Figure 3-7

Chapel Hill and Carrboro: 2014 Low Wage Employment
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Figure 3-8

Five Home Counties of Workers Employed in Orange County

Wake
17%

Orange
39%

Alamance
12%
Chatham
9%

Durham
24%
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Figure 3-9

Travel Demand Patterns for Workers Employed in Orange County
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4 TREND ANALYSIS
This Trend Analysis chapter puts CHT operations into context and sets the foundation for the SRTP. It
describes certain key indicators for the agency between 2001 and 2015—in particular ridership, revenue
hours, and operating expenses. This time period includes data prior to the agency shifting to fare free
operation in January 2002.
Additional route-level information is available in Appendix A and B. Appendix A provides route summary
tables and charts that give insight to passenger loads, boardings, and alightings, and Appendix B
provides ridership maps of boardings and alightings for each route.
This chapter describes CHT using three key transit indicators for the years 2001 through 2015: ridership,
revenue hours, revenue miles, and operating expenses. Ridership reveals how many people are using
transit, revenue hours refer to the amount of transit service that is available, and operating expenses
explain how revenue is spent for transit operations. Identifying ongoing trends in ridership, revenue, and
operating expenses allows the SRTP to assess which aspects of CHT operations are performing well,
where there is room for improvement, and how these factors may influence each other.

KEY FINDINGS


Between 2001 and 2009, ridership more than doubled, increasing from 3 million trips to 7.9
million over the nine-year period.



By 2012 ridership had decreased by 13% from its 2009 peak. Between 2001 and 2010, revenue
hours for CHT increased from 93,648 to 167,218, before dropping to 154,855 in 2015.



The increase in both ridership and revenue hours suggests that CHT was increasingly well-used
between 2001 and 2015, and that investment in transit service grew correspondingly. However,
both ridership and service have been declining since 2010.
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RIDERSHIP
Ridership with CHT, measured in annual passenger trips, has grown dramatically over the past decade. In
2002, CHT transitioned to a fare-free system, which had a major impact on ridership. By 2003, there
was a 63% increase in ridership as compared to 2001, the last year of the fare system. Between 2001
and 2009, ridership more than doubled, increasing from 3 million trips to 7.9 million over the nine-year
period. By 2012 ridership had decreased by 13% from its 2009 peak. The drop in service after 2009 was
due primarily to service cuts implemented in 2010. Since 2011, ridership has slowly declined. Figure 4-1
presents yearly passenger trips between 2001 and 2015.
Figure 4-1

Yearly Ridership, 2001 – 2015

Drop in ridership reflects 2010
service cuts

Passenger Trips (in Millions)

9
8
7
6

2001-2015: 121%
increase

5
4
3
2
1
0

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Passenger Trips (in millions)

Linear (Passenger Trips (in millions))

Source: Nelson\Nygaard adapted from National Transit Database
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REVENUE HOURS
In addition to ridership, revenue hours increased over the period from 2001-2015. Between 2001 and
2010, revenue hours for CHT increased from 93,648 to 167,218, before dropping to 154,855 in 2015.
Yearly passenger trips per revenue hour followed a similar trend, but only experienced a 34% increase
from 2001-2015. Passenger trips per revenue hour initially slightly fell from 2001 to 2002 (31.6 in 2001
and 29.3 in 2002) and peaked in 2009 at 48.3 passenger trips per revenue hour. In other words, transit
operations expanded from 2001 until 2010 and then contracted slightly thereafter. Figure 4-2 presents
yearly revenue hours and Figure 4-3 shows passenger trips per revenue hour between 2001 and 2015.

Revenue Hours (in Thousands)

Figure 4-2

Yearly Revenue Hours, 2001 – 2015

180

2001-2015: 65% increase
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Linear (Revenue Hours)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard adapted from National Transit Database

Figure 4-3

Yearly Passenger Trips per Revenue Hour, 2001 – 2015
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REVENUE MILES
Annual revenue miles experienced a more gradual increase from 2001-2015 (34% increase) compared
to annual ridership and annual revenue hours (Figure 4-4). However yearly passenger trips per revenue
mile saw a 65% increase due to the large increase in ridership in the same time period. Accordingly,
passenger trips per revenue mile peaked in 2009 at 4.1, the same year that ridership peaked (Figure
4-5).
The increase in both ridership, revenue hours, and revenue miles suggests that CHT was increasingly well
utilized between 2001 and 2015, and that investment in transit service grew correspondingly. However,
changes in 2010 have had a negative impact on both ridership, revenue hours, and revenue miles.
Figure 4-4

Yearly Revenue Miles, 2001 – 2015
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Source: Nelson\Nygaard adapted from National Transit Database

Figure 4-5

Yearly Passenger Trips per Revenue Mile, 2001 – 2015
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OPERATING EXPENSES
At the same time as ridership, revenue hours, and revenue miles had been rising, operating expenses
have been trending in a similar direction. Between 2001 and 2015, operating expenses have more than
doubled, from $6.3 million to $15.6 million. Figure 4-6 presents operating expenses and passenger trips
for CHT between 2001 and 2015. Operating expense per revenue hour followed the same pattern with a
51% increase from 2001 – 2015 (Figure 4-7). Operating expenses increased over this time period as a
result of inflation, increasing service, and through capital funding mechanisms.
Passenger Trips and Operating Expenses, 2001 – 2015
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Figure 4-6

Total Operating Expense

Source: Nelson\Nygaard adapted from National Transit Database

Figure 4-7

Operating Expense per Revenue Hour, 2001 – 2015

Operating Expense per Revenue Hour
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5 PEER REVIEW
There are few standards of performance to measure how well public transit agencies perform in
comparison to industry benchmarks. This phenomenon is primarily related to the fact that most transit
agencies in the United States are in public ownership. As a result, each community chooses to weigh
the investment value in this public asset on a different basis. Even so, many transit agencies still seek
methods to judge their overall performance against the backdrop of community needs and interests.
Although few transit agencies have “twins” that operate identically and function as direct side-by-side
comparisons, comparing service practices and performance among a group of peer agencies helps
facilitate best practices. Most agencies share some characteristics with others, and those common
characteristics can form a basis for comparison based on some number of compatibility factors. The
federal government has required agencies to report operating data for many years through the National
Transit Database (NTD). Data used in this analysis is derived from NTD, with the most recent operational
statistics coming from 2015. Transit agencies were compared based on performance indicators,
effectiveness measures, and efficiency measures.
This chapter builds on the trend analysis conducted in Chapter 4 to provide additional context for CHT
operations by drawing a comparison between similar peer agencies.

KEY FINDINGS


CHT productivity in terms of passengers per revenue mile and revenue hour is similar to other
peer systems. CHT also ranks well in terms of service availability (measured as vehicle miles per
service area capita).



CHT’s number of revenue miles between failures have been steadily decreasing, and by 2015
occur at approximately an average level when compared with peers. However, given CHT’s
excellent performance in the earlier period of the 10-year timeframe, the trend indicates a
degradation of service overall.



Overall, CHT’s operating costs have grown more expensive. CHT performs at an average level
in terms of operating expense per passenger trip but less well when compared to the peer
group in terms of operating expense per revenue hour and revenue mile.



CHT fixed-route services were notably more effective than those of peer agencies in terms of
passenger trips per revenue mile from approximately 2006 to 2010, and CHT was 12.0%
above the group average by 2015.

PEER AGENCIES
Peer agencies were initially identified with an eye to gaining insights into the organizational structure of
CHT by looking at the performance of transit agencies with similar characteristics. As part of identifying
peers, a long list of similarly sized and positioned agencies was created. The initial list was further
narrowed by selecting peer agencies serving a major university and operating within a city or county
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government. This list was shared with CHT staff, and some adjustments were made based on their
knowledge and experience.
The resulting peer agencies are Regional Transit System (RTS) in Gainesville, FL; CyRide in Ames, IA;
the Athens Transit System (ATS) and University of Georgia (UGA) Campus Transit in Athens, GA;
StarMetro in Tallahassee, FL; Centre Area Transportation Authority (CATA) in State College, PA;
GoRaleigh in Raleigh, NC; Winston-Salem Transit Authority (WSTA) in Winston-Salem, NC; Lexington
Transit Authority (Lextran) in Lexington, KY; GoDurham in Durham, NC; and the Greensboro Transit
Authority (GTA) in Greensboro, NC. This analysis includes information about fixed-route and demand
response operations.
One key difference between CHT and the peer agencies is that CHT operates fully fare free. However, it
is not unusual for transit agencies to offer free or discounted student passes.
Figure 5-1
Agency
Name

Peer Review Agencies
Location

Governance

Major
University

Student
Enrollment

Service Area
Population

29,135

80,218

CHT

Chapel Hill, NC

City Department UNC Chapel Hill

RTS

Gainesville, FL

City Department

University of
Florida

52,286

163,990

CyRide

Ames, IA

City Agency

Iowa State
University

36,321

58,100

ATS/UGA
Campus
Transit

Athens, GA

County
Department/
University

University of
Georgia

36,130

119,980

StarMetro

Tallahassee, FL

City Department

Florida State
University

41,867

162,310

CATA

State College, PA

Independent
Agency

Penn State
University

99,133

104,360

GoRaleigh

Raleigh, NC

Independent
Agency

North Carolina
State University

33,989

347,729

WSTA

Winston-Salem, NC

Independent
Agency

Wake Forest

7,591

199,555

Lextran

Lexington, KY

Independent
Agency

University of
Kentucky

30,131

295,803

GoDurham

Durham, NC

City Department

Duke University

14,832

240,017

GTA

Greensboro, NC

City Department

UNC Greensboro

19,653

269,666
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Performance Indicators
Performance indicators include passenger trips, revenue hours, revenue miles, and total operating
expense. CHT’s performance in relation to the peer group is shown in Figure 5-2.
Figure 5-2

Performance Indicators (2015)

Fixed-Route Service

CHT

Peer Group
Minimum

Peer Group
Maximum

Peer Group
Average

CHT % from
Average

Passenger Trips

6,533,944

3,240,427

12,968,909

6,411,113

1.9%

Revenue Hours

154,855

122,680

302,943

184,009

-15.8%

Revenue Miles

1,775,953

1,263,680

3,552,939

2,098,450

-15.4%

$15,615,251

$9,221,270

$23,483,731

$15,423,289

1.2%

CHT

Peer Group
Minimum

Peer Group
Maximum

Peer Group
Average

CHT % from
Average

Passenger Trips

53,438

11,566

223,915

111,866

-52.2%

Revenue Hours

21,553

4,024

108,925

51,882

-58.5%

Revenue Miles

262,353

39,862

1,644,187

774,497

-66.1%

$2,677,752

$202,175

$7,116,898

$2,869,893

-6.7%

Measure

Total Operating Expense
Demand Response Service

Measure

Total Operating Expense
Source: NTD

The following figures illustrate CHT’s performance in relation to each peer agency over a 10-year
period.


For passenger trips (Figure 5-3), CHT has historically ranked above the peer group average for
fixed-route service, with the exception of RTS, CATA, and ATS/UGA Campus Transit. However,
CHT ranked far below the group average for demand response service.



For the majority of the 10-year timeframe, CHT’s revenue hours and revenue miles for both
fixed-route and demand response service have held relatively steady compared with the rest of
the peer group. (Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5).



CHT has seen a steadily increasing trend in total operating costs for fixed-route and demand
response services (Figure 5-6). By 2015, CHT fixed-route service ranked higher than the group
average by 1.2%, indicating that those services are more expensive than the peer group
average despite fewer revenue hours, and revenue miles. CHT’s demand response service,
however, ranks 6.7% lower than the peer group average for operating costs.
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Figure 5-3

Passenger Trips (2006-2015)

Fixed-Route Service
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Note: ATS/UGA Campus Transit is excluded from the analysis prior to 2009 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
GoRaleigh Demand Response Service data changed from being reported as “directly operated” in 2006-2007 to “purchased transportation” in 2009-2012, with a
significant increase in passenger trips that similarly impacted the peer group average. GoRaleigh is excluded from the analysis in 2008, 2013, 2014, and 2015
due to unavailability of data from NTD.
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Figure 5-4

Revenue Hours (2006-2015)
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Note: ATS/UGA Campus Transit is excluded from the analysis prior to 2009 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
GoRaleigh Demand Response Service data changed from being reported as “directly operated” in 2006-2007 to “purchased transportation” in 2009-2012, with a
significant increase in revenue hours that similarly impacted the peer group average. GoRaleigh is excluded from the analysis in 2008, 2013, 2014, and 2015 due
to unavailability of data from NTD.
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Figure 5-5

Revenue Miles (2006-2015)
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Note: ATS/UGA Campus Transit is excluded from the analysis prior to 2009 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
GoRaleigh Demand Response Service data changed from being reported as “directly operated” in 2006-2007 to “purchased transportation” in 2009-2012, with a
significant increase in revenue miles that similarly impacted the peer group average. GoRaleigh is excluded from the analysis in 2008, 2013, 2014, and 2015 due
to unavailability of data from NTD.
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Figure 5-6

Total Operating Expense (2006-2015)
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Note: ATS/UGA Campus Transit is excluded from the analysis prior to 2009 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
GoRaleigh Demand Response Service data changed from being reported as “directly operated” in 2006-2007 to “purchased transportation” in 2009-2012, with a
significant increase in total operating expense that similarly impacted the peer group average. GoRaleigh is excluded from the analysis in 2008, 2013, 2014, and
2015 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
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Effectiveness Measures
Effectiveness measures include passenger trips per revenue mile, passenger trips per revenue hour,
vehicle miles per capita, and revenue miles between failures. CHT’s measures in relation to the peer
group are shown in Figure 5-7.
Figure 5-7

Effectiveness Measures (2015)

Fixed-Route Service

CHT

Peer Group
Minimum

Peer Group
Maximum

Peer Group
Average

CHT% from
Average

Passenger Trips Per Revenue Mile

3.68

1.85

7.79

3.28

12.0%

Passenger Trips Per Revenue Hour

42.19

17.94

73.05

36.56

15.4%

Vehicle Miles Per Capita

24.54

6.63

24.54

14.62

67.9%

Revenue Miles Between Failures

6,020

2,980

13,217

7,213

-16.5%

Average Age of Fleet

9.55

6.85

14.49

9.00

6.1%

CHT

Peer Group
Minimum

Peer Group
Maximum

Peer Group
Average

CHT% from
Average

Measure

Demand Response Service

Measure
Passenger Trips Per Revenue Mile

0.20

0.09

0.29

0.17

18.4%

Passenger Trips Per Revenue Hour

2.48

1.46

3.01

2.21

12.3%

Vehicle Miles Per Capita

3.99

0.75

7.31

3.99

0.0%

Average Age of Fleet

7.22

2.86

9.75

5.51

31.0%

Source: NTD
Note: ATS/UGA Campus Transit is excluded from the analysis prior to 2009 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
Data for Revenue Miles between Failu res under Demand Response Service for many of the systems was not available from NTD and is excluded from the
analysis.

The following figures illustrate CHT’s effectiveness measures in relation to each peer agency over a 10year historical period.


CHT fixed-route services were notably more effective than those of peer agencies in terms of
passenger trips per revenue mile from approximately 2006 to 2010, and CHT was 12.0%
above the group average by 2015 (Figure 5-8). This relatively high performance is likely
correlated with CHT’s fare free operation.



During the 10-year period, CHT fixed-route service has performed better than the peer group in
terms of passenger trips per revenue hour, with the exception of ATS/UGA Campus Transit,
CATA, and CyRide. CHT ranked 15.4% above the peer group average in 2015 (Figure 5-9).



CHT fixed-route service has consistently ranked well above the peer group average in terms of
vehicle miles per service area capita (Figure 5-10). CHT was 67.9% above the group average in
2015, indicating a high availability of transit services compared to services offered in peer cities.



While the peer group average has held relatively steady in terms of revenue miles between
failures, CHT fixed-route service has experienced a noted decline in this measure, indicating a
degradation of service quality as vehicle failures occur more frequently (Figure 5-11).



Average fleet age is shown in Figure 5-12. As the peer group’s fixed-route service average fleet
age has decreased slightly over time, CHT’s has increased over the 10-year period. Revenue
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miles between failures is often related to average fleet age, as reliability decreases with older
vehicles. The normal replacement age for a bus is roughly 12 years. CHT’s fare free system may
also create heavier peak commute patterns, resulting in a larger, less well-utilized fleet.


CHT’s demand response service showed similar trends, ranking above the peer group average
for all effectiveness measures.
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Figure 5-8

Passenger Trips per Revenue Mile (2006-2015)
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Note: ATS/UGA Campus Transit is excluded from the analysis prior to 2009 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
GoRaleigh Demand Response Service data changed from being reported as “directly operated” in 2006-2007 to “purchased transportation” in 2009-2012, with a
significant decrease in passenger trips per revenue mile that similarly impacted the peer group average. GoRaleigh is excluded from the analysis in 2008, 2013,
2014, and 2015 due to unavaila bility of data from NTD.
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Figure 5-9

Passenger Trips per Revenue Hour (2006-2015)
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Note: ATS/UGA Campus Transit is excluded from the analysis prior to 2009 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
GoRaleigh Demand Response Service data changed from being reported as “directly operated” in 2006-2007 to “purchased transportation” in 2009-2012, with a
significant decrease in passenger trips per revenue hour that similarly impacted the peer group average. GoRaleigh is excluded from the analysis in 2008 due to
unavailability of data from NTD.
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Figure 5-10

Vehicle Miles per Service Area Capita (2006-2015)
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Note: ATS/UGA Campus Transit is excluded from the analysis prior to 2009 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
GoRaleigh Demand Response Service data changed from being reported as “directly operated” in 2006-2007 to “purchased transportation” in 2009-2012, with a
significant increase in vehicle miles per service area capita that similarly impacted the peer group average. GoRaleigh is excluded from the analysis in 2008 due
to unavailability of data from NTD.
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Figure 5-11

Revenue Miles between Failures (2006-2015)
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Note: ATS/UGA Campus Transit is excluded from the analysis prior to 2009 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
Data for Revenue Miles Between Failu res under Demand Response Service for many of the systems was not available from NTD, so is excluded from the
analysis.
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Figure 5-12

Average Age of Fleet (2006-2015)
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Note: ATS/UGA Campus Transit is excluded from the analysis prior to 2009 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
Data for Average Age of Fleet under Demand Response Service for many of the systems was not available from NTD.
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Efficiency Measures
Efficiency measures include operating expense per passenger trip, operating expense per revenue
hour, and operating expense per revenue mile. CHT’s measures in relation to the peer group can be
seen in Figure 5-13.
Figure 5-13

Efficiency Measures (2015)

Fixed-Route Service

CHT

Peer
Group
Minimum

Peer
Group
Maximum

Peer
Group
Average

CHT %
from
Average

Operating Expense Per Passenger Trip

$2.39

$0.87

$4.91

$2.81

-14.9%

Operating Expense Per Revenue Hour

$100.84

$63.67

$111.43

$85.94

17.3%

Operating Expense Per Revenue Mile

$8.79

$6.06

$9.97

$7.46

17.9%

CHT

Peer
Group
Minimum

Peer
Group
Maximum

Peer
Group
Average

CHT %
from
Average

Measure

Demand Response Service

Measure
Operating Expense Per Passenger Trip

$50.11

$15.64

$99.97

$35.08

42.9%

Operating Expense Per Revenue Hour

$124.24

$44.45

$136.33

$69.64

78.4%

Operating Expense Per Revenue Mile

$10.21

$3.17

$10.21

$4.92

107.6%

Source: NTD

The following figures illustrate CHT’s efficiency measures in relation to each peer agency over a 10-year
timeframe.


CHT’s performance in terms of operating expense per passenger trip for fixed-route service has
varied over the 10-year period when compared to peers. By 2015, CHT performed
approximately average compared to the peer group, though operating expense per passenger
trip for demand response service was higher than average (Figure 5-14).



CHT’s operating costs for fixed-route service in terms of revenue hours and revenue miles have
been slightly higher than the peer group over the 10-year period, and by 2015 CHT ranked
above the peer group to a notable degree—approximately 15-20% for each indicator (Figure
5-15 and Figure 5-16).



CHT’s demand response service has historically had higher operating costs than the peer
group, reaching almost double the peer group average in 2015.
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Figure 5-14

Operating Expense per Passenger Trip (2006-2015)
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Note: ATS/UGA Campus Transit is excluded from the analysis prior to 2009 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
GoRaleigh Demand Response Service data changed from being reported as “directly operated” in 2006-2007 to “purchased transportation” in 2009-2012, with a
significant increase in operating expense per passenger trip that similarly impacted the peer group average. GoRaleigh is excluded from the analysis in 2008 due
to unavailability of data from NTD.
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Figure 5-15

Operating Expense per Revenue Hour (2006-2015)
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Note: ATS/UGA Campus Transit is excluded from the analysis prior to 2009 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
GoRaleigh Demand Response Service data changed from being reported as “directly operated” in 2006-2007 to “purchased transportation” in 2009-2012, with a
significant decrease in operating expense per revenue hour that balanced the peer group average with the addition of ATS/UGA Campus Transit. GoRaleigh is
excluded from the analysis in 2008 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
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Figure 5-16

Operating Expense per Revenue Mile (2006-2015)
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Note: ATS/UGA Campus Transit is excluded from the analysis prior to 2009 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
GoRaleigh is excluded from the analysis in 2008 due to unavailability of data from NTD.
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6 PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
Short-term recommendations for CHT were developed using public input, market conditions,
and existing ridership patterns. Initially, three scenarios were developed that represent different
principles of route planning and areas of emphasis. Following a public outreach and comment
period, a final fiscally constrained Preferred Alternative was developed to address operational
issues, future growth, industry standard best practices for route design, and meet project goals
established by SRTP Technical Committee and Policy Committee members.

BEST PRACTICES FOR ROUTE DESIGN
While it is unlikely that a single service type will meet the competing mobility needs of all transit
users in Chapel Hill and Carrboro, there are certain best practices that can be applied to nearly
all transit services to improve the overall passenger experience.


Service should be simple: First and foremost, service should be designed so that it is
easy to use and intuitive to understand. This applies not only to the routing and
scheduling of service, but also to the information presented to customers at the stop
and on passenger information materials.



Routes should operate along a direct path: The fewer directional changes a route
makes, the easier it is to understand. Conversely, circuitous alignments are disorienting
and difficult to remember. Routes should not deviate from the most direct alignment
unless there is a compelling reason, such as to provide service to a major ridership
generator. In such cases, the benefits of operating the route off of the main route must
be weighed against the inconvenience caused to passengers already on board.



Route deviations should be minimized: As described above, service should be as
direct as possible. Consistent with this idea, the use of route deviations—traveling off the
most direct route—should be minimized. However, there are instances when deviating
service from the most direct route is appropriate—for example, to provide service to
major shopping centers, employment sites, schools, and medical centers. In these
cases, the benefits of the deviation must be weighed against the inconvenience caused
to passengers already on board. Route deviations should be implemented only if:
−
−

The deviation will result in an increase in overall route productivity.
The number of new passengers that will be served is equal to or greater than 25%
of the number of passengers who would be inconvenienced by the additional travel
time on any particular deviated trip.

In most cases, route deviations should be provided on an all-day basis. Exceptions are
during times when the sites that the route deviations service have no activity—for
example, route deviations to major employment centers with shift workers may not
need to serve those locations between shift changes.
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Major routes should operate along arterials: Key corridor and mainline routes should
operate on major roadways and avoid deviations to provide local circulation. Riders and
potential transit users typically have a general knowledge of an area’s arterial road
system and use that knowledge for geographic points of reference. The operation of
bus service along arterials makes transit service faster and easier for riders to
understand and use.



Routes should be symmetrical: Routes should operate along the same alignment in
both directions to make it easy for riders to know how to get back to where they came
from. In cases where such operation is not possible due to one-way streets or turn
restrictions, routes should be designed so that the opposite directions parallel each
other as closely as possible.



Service design should maximize service: The distance and travel time of a route
determine how efficiently a bus can operate. Service should be designed to maximize
the time a vehicle is in service and minimize the amount of time it is out-of-service.
Since the length of the route and the time it takes to make each trip impacts how long
of a layover is required at each end and how many buses are needed to provide the
service, it is often more efficient to extend a route to pick up a few more passengers
and limit the amount of layover time.

These best practices offer a foundation for the improvement of transit service throughout
Chapel Hill.

PRELIMINARY SERVICE SCENARIOS
Convenient and cost-effective transit service requires an appropriate balance of coverage,
frequency, and service span. Prior to developing any recommendations, this study assessed
existing ridership patterns, on-time performance, travel patterns, and demographic data. Public
meetings and an online survey indicated that improving service frequency, expanding service
hours and adding new local destinations are some of the improvements desired most by riders
and non-riders.
As a result of these efforts, three preliminary scenarios to improve CHT service were developed
that do not require additional operating costs and that each emphasize unique improvements
and route planning principles:


Scenario 1 makes modest changes to bus routing, and aims to improve weekday
service frequency.



Scenario 2 also makes modest changes to bus routing and aims to improve weekend
service.



Scenario 3 takes a more transformative approach, designing a new system "from
scratch" based on observed ridership trends and areas with unmet demand.

The results of Phase II outreach, discussed in Chapter 8, show that the public was more
supportive of Scenario 2 than Scenario 1 or Scenario 3. These results are indicative of general
support for improving weekend service. These results also suggest that riders place a high
priority on maintaining coverage service within neighborhoods. Individual comments, shown in
Appendix F, indicate that there is also support for improving frequency on overcrowded routes
and providing a direct east-west service. These findings and priorities were incorporated into
the Preferred Alternative.
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE OVERVIEW
Short-term recommendations for CHT were developed using public input, market conditions,
and existing ridership patterns. Key themes for service improvements identified during public
outreach include:


High frequency transit core (service every 15 minutes or better) with supporting lowerfrequency routes (service approximately every 60 minutes)



Improved weekend service throughout the system, with a focus on Sunday service



Improved frequency on overcrowded routes



Making service simpler and easier to understand



Maintaining existing service area coverage

The Preferred Alternative makes modest changes to bus routing and aims primarily to improve
service frequency on key routes, maintain service area coverage, simplify service, and improve
weekend service. It modifies 15 routes, eliminates four, and leaves five unchanged.
Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2 provide a system map and summary of service proposed as part of
the Preferred Alternative.

Weekday Peak Period Service
During peak period service from approximately 6 AM to 9 AM and 3 PM to 6 PM (Figure 6-3),
high frequency service (every 15 minutes or better) would be offered on Routes CCX, CM, JFX,
J, NS, NU, FCX, RU, and U. Routes D and CL would provide a combined 10-minute frequency
on East Franklin Street. The remaining routes maintain coverage throughout the service area
with frequencies between 20-60 minutes.

Weekday Midday Service
During the midday time period (Figure 6-4) from approximately 9 AM to 3 PM, high frequency
service (every 15 minutes or better) would be offered on routes NS, RU, and U. Routes D and
CL would provide a combined 15-minute or better frequency on East Franklin Street. The
remaining routes would operate with frequencies between 20-60 minutes.

Saturday and Sunday Service
In the Preferred Alternative, weekend service is dramatically improved over what is currently
offered (Figure 6-5). Saturday and Sunday service would be provided on Routes A, CM, CW, D,
J, N, and NS; existing Saturday and Sunday service would be maintained for Route NU and U.
Since the Preferred Alternative adds new Saturday and Sunday service along Martin Luther
King Jr. Boulevard on Route NS, weekend service currently offered on Route T would be
eliminated. Weekend-only Routes FG and JN would be removed and replaced by new
weekend services.
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Figure 6-1

Preferred Alternative System Map
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Figure 6-2

Preferred Alternative Service Summary
Frequency (minutes between buses)

Route

Summary of Changes

Morning
Peak

Midday

Afternoon
Peak

Night

Weekend

Service Span
6:30 AM - 8:30 PM
(M-F)
8:00 AM - 7:00 PM (Sat-Sun)
7:00 AM - 6:00 PM
(M-F)
6:00 AM - 8:00 PM
(M-F)

Peak
Buses

A

Modified alignment to serve Hamilton Road and University Place.

60

60

60

60

60

B

Modified alignment to serve Ronald McDonald House and operate all-day.

30

30

30

-

-

15

60

15

-

-

20

30

20

60

-

6:30 AM - 10:00 PM (M-F)

3

CM

This route alignment would be simplified to remove the western loop on NC 54 and Old
Fayetteville Road and the extension on Manning Drive to the Family Medical Center to
provide more frequent and direct service. Frequency would be improved, and areas no longer
served by Route CM would continue to be served by Routes RU, JFX, and CW.

15

30

15

30

30

6:30 AM - 6:30 PM
9:00 AM - 6:00 PM (Sat-Sun)

2

CPX

This route would be replaced by modified Routes CM and JFX.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

20

30/60

30

60

60

7:00 AM - 9:00 PM
(M-F)
8:30 AM - 6:30 PM (Sat-Sun)

3

20

30

20

60

60

6:30 AM - 10:00 PM (M-F)
8:00 AM - 7:00 PM (Sat-Sun)

3

60

60

60

60

-

6:30 AM - 9:30 PM
(M-F)

2

5

20

10

15/30

-

5:00 AM – 10:30 PM
(M-F)

8

60

60

60

-

-

7:00 AM - 6:00 PM
(M-F)

1

60

60

60

-

-

5:30 AM - 6:00 PM
(M-F)

2

-

-

-

-

-

CCX
CL

CW

D
F

FCX

No immediate change to this route would be recommended. If capacity issues emerge on
Route NS, this route would deviate to address demand near Southern Village.
The alignment of this route would be modified to provide service to Eastowne Drive, Sage
Road, and Dobbins Drive. The area south of US 15-501 that is no longer served by this route
will continue to be served by Route D.

Simplify route by removing the portion travelling down W Poplar Avenue to the Jones Ferry
Road Park-and-Ride. Instead the route will serve a loop between NC 54, Old Fayetteville
Road, and W Poplar Avenue.
Simplify route by removing the southern loop operating on Culbreth Road and providing
service in both directions along Legion Road, Old Chapel Hill Road, and Mt. Moriah Road. The
areas removed from service will continue to be served by Routes CL, HS, and J.
Modify route by removing the deviation to University Place and extending service to Carrboro
Plaza and Jones Ferry Park-and-Ride lots. No weekend service would be offered.
Route FCX would serve both the NC 54 and Friday Center Park-and-Rides and the frequency
would be improved to provide service every 5 minutes during the morning peak, every 20
minutes during mid-day, and every 10 minutes in the evening peak. It would replace Route S.

HU

The alignment for this route would be altered to provide service from Lakeshore Drive to
UNC-Chapel Hill campus only. No weekend service would be offered.
Simplify route by removing the loop connecting Seawell School Road and Estes Drive and
extending service further south on Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard into UNC-Chapel Hill and
Culbreth Road.
This route would be replaced by modified Route B.

J

Weekend service would be added.

15

20

15

40

40

JFX

Service hours extended to operate all day and provide evening service to Jones Ferry Parkand-Ride after 6:30pm, when Route CM stops running.

15

30

20

30

-

G
HS
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Frequency (minutes between buses)
Route

Summary of Changes

Morning
Peak

Midday

Afternoon
Peak

Night

Weekend

Service Span
6:30 AM - 8:00 PM
(M-F)
8:00 AM - 7:00 PM (Sat-Sun)
5:30 AM - 11:30 PM (M-F)
8:00 AM - 9:00 PM (Sat)
8:00 AM - 7:00 PM (Sun)
7:00 AM - 10:30 PM (M-F)
11:30 AM - 11:30 PM (Sat-Sun)
7:00 AM - 8:30 PM
(M-F)

Peak
Buses

N

Weekday and weekend route alignment would be altered to provide service to Meadowmont
Village. Route N would replace portions of existing Route V.

60

60

60

60

60

NS

Weekend service would be added.

7.5

15

10

30/40

40

NU

This route would be simplified to provide service in both directions on Hillsborough.

12/15

20

20

40

40

RU

No change.

10

15

10

15

-

S

This route would be replaced by an upgraded Route FCX. All areas currently served by Route
S would continue to be served by the proposed alignment of Route FCX.

-

-

-

-

-

T

Alignment would be shortened through UNC campus. No weekend service would be
provided.

60

60

60

-

-

U

No change.

15

15

15

15/25

25

V

This route would be replaced by a modified Route N and existing service on Route NS.
This existing Saturday-only route would be eliminated and replaced by new weekend service
on Route A.
This existing Saturday-only route would be eliminated and replaced by new weekend service
on Route J and Route N.

-

-

-

-

-

7:00 AM - 6:00 PM
(M-F)
7:00 AM - 8:00 PM
(M-F)
10:30 AM - 7:00 PM (Sat-Sun)
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

FG
JN
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Figure 6-3

Preferred Alternative Peak Frequency
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Figure 6-4

Preferred Alternative Midday Frequency
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Figure 6-5

Preferred Alternative Weekend Route Network
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ALIGNMENT WITH PROJECT GOALS
As summarized in Figure 6-6, the Preferred Alternative improves and aligns with the principles
established at the beginning of the planning effort.
Figure 6-6

Preferred Alternative and CHT’s Project Goals
Project Goal

Preferred Alternative Impacts

Improve Transit Mode Shift

Preferred Alternative improves weekend service throughout the
system, improves how often buses arrive, make service simpler
and easier to understand, and provides more all-day service,
which will help improve transit mode shift in the community.

✔

Increase Ridership

Preferred Alternative improves weekend service, increases
service frequency, and makes service more direct, which will
lead to increased ridership.

✔

Create High Frequency Transit
Corridors

Preferred Alternative improves service frequencies in the highest
demand areas, including East Franklin Street and Martin Luther
King Jr. Boulevard to provide a series of high frequency transit
corridors.

✔

Emphasize Equity (Provide Transit
Service where It Is Most Needed)

Preferred Alternative considered transit need as part of the
service planning effort, and recommendations result in minimal
change to existing service coverage.

✔

Improve Weekend Service

Preferred Alternative will provide Saturday and Sunday service
on Routes A, CM, CW, D, J, N, NS, NU, and U.

Enhance the Convenience of Living
without a Private Vehicle

Preferred Alternative improves existing service frequencies,
improves the directness of service, improves Saturday service,
and dramatically increases the availability of Sunday service to
enhance the convenience of living without a private vehicle.

✔
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INDIVIDUAL ROUTE RECOMMENDATIONS
The section describes the individual route recommendations. Route maps are available in
Appendix C.

Route A
Route A’s alignment would be significantly changed. Service to Colonial Heights would
continue, as would service to UNC-Chapel Hill’s campus. The alignment would be modified to
serve Hamilton Road and University Place, including service to Glen Lennox Apartments.
While Route A will no longer operate on Hillsborough Street, Martin Luther King Jr Boulevard,
Stadium Drive, Ridge Road, Manning Drive, or Pittsboro Street; however, these locations would
continue to be served by Routes NS, HS, and N.
Weekend service will be added to Colonial Heights, and locations including Glen Lennox,
Hamilton Road, and University Place will have new Sunday service and improved span of
service on Saturdays.

Route B
The alignment of Route B would be modified to serve Ronald McDonald House and would no
longer operate on US 15-501 between Manning Drive and Raleigh Road. Route B would
operate with all-day service instead of peak-only service.
Route B does not currently have weekend service, and no weekend service would be offered in
the Preferred Alternative.

Route CCX
Route CCX would be unchanged in the Preferred Alternative.

Route CL
The alignment of Route CL would be simplified to provide an all-day, consistent route serving
Sage Road, Eastown Drive, and E. Franklin Street. A modified Route D would serve areas south
of US 15-501.
A portion of Sage Road, Erwin Drive, Standish Drive, Old Oxford Road, and Summerfield
Crossing Road would no longer be served in the Preferred Alternative. These areas are all within
1/2 mile of proposed service under the Preferred Alternative. Passengers currently accessing
the system in these areas would be able to continue using the system at stops on US 15-501,
Old Sterling Drive, or Sage Road.
Route CL would operate will all-day service instead of peak only service. Route CL would be
scheduled to offset Route D’s trips on East Franklin Street, so passengers on Franklin Street will
have access to service that arrives every 10 minutes during peak periods and every 15 minutes
during midday.
No weekend service would be offered on Route CL.
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Route CM
Route CM would be shortened to remove the western loop on NC 54 and Old Fayetteville Road
and the extension on Manning Drive to the Family Medical Center. Frequency would be
improved to every 15 minutes during peak periods and every 30 minutes at other times,
including Saturday and Sunday.
Areas no longer served by Route CM would continue to be served by Routes RU, CPX, and
CW. In the Preferred Alternative, Sunday service would be added to Route CM so it would
operate seven days per week.

Route CPX
In August 2019, the parking lease agreement at Carrboro Plaza will expire. Anyone parking at
Carrboro Plaza will need to drive an additional mile to the Jones Ferry Park-and-Ride. Due to
the Park-and-Ride no longer being in service, Route CPX should be deleted. Route JFX will be
modified to serve portions of Old Fayetteville Road, W Poplar Avenue, and NC 54 currently
served by Route CPX. In addition, Route JFX will operate all day on weekdays.

Route CW
To improve travel times, Route CW would be simplified to eliminate a series of route deviations.
Instead of operating from W Poplar Avenue to the Jones Ferry Road Park-and-Ride, the route
will serve a loop between NC 54, Old Fayetteville Road, and W Poplar Avenue. Passengers
currently utilizing service on the W Poplar Ave and Davie Road loop would have to walk to
transit stops on NC 54 or Jones Ferry Road, less than ½ mile away.
Sunday service would be added to Route CW in the Preferred Alternative so that the route
would operate seven days per week.

Route D
Route D is a strong performer in the CHT network, but a large one-way loop along both sides of
US 15-501 introduces out-of-direction travel for many existing riders. To improve route
directness, the route would be simplified to operate in two directions along Legion Road and
Old Chapel Hill Road. Route D would no longer serve Sage Road, as a revised Route CL would
serve Sage Road. Lakeview Drive would also no longer be served by Route D. Existing
passengers currently utilizing stops on Lakeview Drive would be within 1/2 mile of service and
would be able to access stops on Old Chapel Hill Road.
Along E. Franklin Street ,Route D’s schedule will be coordinated with the proposed Route CL
schedule, s passengers will have access to service that arrives every 10 minutes during peak
periods.
In South Chapel Hill, Route D service to Culbreth Road would be replaced by a restructured
Route HS.
In the Preferred Alternative, Sunday service would be added to Route D so that the route would
operate seven days per week.
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Route F
Route F is one of the few routes in the CHT network that does not deviate to serve UNC
Hospital. The Preferred Alternative alignment would continue to connect Colony Woods and
Carrboro. However, to reduce travel times and make service more direct, the alignment for
Route F would be modified to serve University Place in two directions; service removed from
Franklin Street and Elliot Road would continue to be served by Route CL and Route D.
To provide more connection points for passengers in Carrboro, service would be extended to
Carrboro Plaza and the Jones Ferry Road Park-and-Ride, while service along Carol Street would
be removed. Passengers accessing the system from these areas would be within ½ mile of the
proposed system and would be able to continue reaching service on Hillsborough Road or Old
Fayetteville Road.
Weekend service would not be offered on Route F due to low levels of demand.

Route FCX
To improve efficiency, service on Route FCX would be consolidated to serve both the NC 54
and Friday Center Park-and-Rides. The frequency would be improved to provide service every
5 minutes during the morning peak, every 20 minutes during midday, and every 10 minutes in
the evening peak. In addition to the NC 54 park-and-ride, Route FCX would pick up
passengers at the existing FCX stop in the Friday Center park-and-ride and drop-off
passengers on Friday Center drive immediately adjacent to the park-and-ride.
Service on Route FCX will correspond to the existing Route FCX span of service, starting at
5:00 AM and ending at 10:30 PM.
Route FCX does not currently have weekend service, and no weekend service would be offered
in the Preferred Alternative.

Route G
Two recommendations are made for Route G. Due to low ridership, the frequency on the
Lakeshore Drive segment would be reduced to every 60-minutes. The route terminus would
be at the UNC-Chapel Hill’s campus only. Route G service to University Place along South
Road and Raleigh Road would be replaced by a modified Route A.
No weekend service would be offered on Route G, though existing Route G locations now
served by the modified Route A would have both Saturday and Sunday service.

Route HS
Route HS is currently the only route in the CHT network that does not serve downtown Chapel
Hill or UNC-Chapel Hill’s campus; as a result, it is one of the lowest performing routes in the
system. To increase the ridership potential of this route, Route HS should be extended to UNC
Chapel Hill’s campus via MLK and Hillsborough Road. Service on Estes Drive and Seawell
School Road would be eliminated. In addition, Route HS would be extended to serve Culbreth
Road, replacing existing Route D service.
Service removed from Estes Drive would continue to be served by Route NU. Passengers
currently accessing the system through Seawell School Road and Estes Drive would have to
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walk to stops at Chapel Hill High School or at the intersection of Estes Drive and Seawell School
Road, both less than 1 mile away.
Route HS would operate all-day from 5:30 AM until 6:30 PM on weekdays. No weekend service
would be provided.

Route HU
In the Preferred Alternative, Route HU would be replaced by a restructured Route B, which
would serve the Ronald McDonald House every 30 minutes all day. Existing Route HU riders
from the Friday Center area would continue to have the option of parking at either the NC 54
or Friday Center park-and-ride and using the restructured Route S.

Route J
Route J is a very strong performer in the existing CHT system; as such, the alignment for Route
J would be unchanged in the Preferred Alternative. However, weekend service would be added
so that the route operates seven days per week.

Route JFX
Due to the August 2019 closure of the Carrboro Plaza Park-and-Ride and associated deletion
of Route CPX, both span and alignment changes will be made for Route JFX. Between the
Jones Ferry Park-and-Ride and UNC-Chapel Hill Hospital, Route JFX will use Old Fayetteville
Road, W Poplar Ave, and NC 54. The return trip to the Jones Ferry Park-and-Ride will be
identical to today’s alignment. Midday service would be provided on JFX as well.
Route JFX does not currently have weekend service, and no weekend service would be offered
in the Preferred Alternative.

Route N
Route N is proposed to be extended to Meadowmont Village, which will . Service would operate
every 60 minutes all day. Route RU will continue to provide service to existing Route N stops on
the southern UNC campus.
Weekend service would be offered on Route N so that the route operates seven days per week.
Existing Saturday service is provided on Route JN.

Route NS
Route NS is another incredibly strong performer in the CHT system, and its existing alignment
is proposed for conversion to Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) premium service in the future. As such,
the alignment of Route NS in the Preferred Alternative would be the same as the existing
alignment.
To help meet existing demand and support planned future improvements to this route,
frequency would be improved during the morning peak period, and weekend service would be
added so the route operates seven days per week.
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Route NU
Route NU would be simplified to remove the loop traveling on Martin Luther King Jr Boulevard.
Instead, this route would provide service in both directions on Hillsborough Street and make a
loop through UNC Hospitals. Peak frequency would be improved to every 12 to 20 minutes.
Weekend service would be provided on Route NU in the Preferred Alternative during the same
hours offered today.

Route RU
Route RU would be unchanged in the Preferred Alternative.

Route S
In the Preferred Alternative, Route S would be replaced by an improved Route FCX. Route FCX
would pick up passengers at the existing S stop at the Friday Center park-and-ride and dropoff passengers on Friday Center drive immediately adjacent to the park-and-ride. Route FCX
will operate the same alignment from Friday Center park-and-ride to UNC Hospital and
campus and operate as frequently.

Route T
Service on Route T is currently offered at irregular intervals, and much of the alignment is
duplicated by other routes in the system. With this in mind, the alignment for Route T in the
Preferred Alternative would be shortened to remove the loop through the UNC campus and
UNC Hospitals so that service can be provided at regular 60-minute frequency. Service along
much of the route would continue to be duplicated by other routes in the system.
Service to Carol Woods should be provided on-demand in the outbound direction. If no one
requests a stop, Route T will not enter Carol Woods on the way to East Chapel Hill High.
Inbound trips would continue to stop at Carol Woods.
Weekend service is currently offered on Route T. However, since the Preferred Alternative adds
new Saturday and Sunday service on Route NS on MLK, removing the need to operate Route T
on weekends. Weekend service offered on Route T would be replaced by the Route NS
service.

Route U
Route U would be unchanged in the Preferred Alternative.

Route V
Existing service on Route V is provided at irregular intervals, and much of the alignment is
duplicated by other routes in the system. In the Preferred Alternative, portions of Route V would
be removed and replaced by a modified Route N, and frequent service to the Southern Village
Park-and-Ride would continue to be offered on Route NS.
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Service into the Southern Village residential development would be removed due to low
ridership. Passengers currently accessing the system would be able to continue accessing the
system at the Southern Village Park-and-Ride, which is within 1 mile of the existing alignment.

UNFUNDED IMPROVEMENTS
As part of the SRTP planning process, a number of desirable service improvements were
identified that could not be achieved within the existing budget. Over the next few years, CHT
should continue to evaluate available funding and pursue partnerships to advance
implementation of these improvements.
Suggested improvements include the following:


New or enhanced weekend service on Route CL, D, J, and NS



Frequency improvements on Route CW, J, and NS



Weekday service span improvements on Route HS



Improved connections and service to new areas, including Patterson Place, Estes Drive
and the West NC 54 corridor

The estimated total operating cost for these improvements is approximately $3 million, and
proposed service would require an additional 10 peak vehicles to operate (Figure 6-7).
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Figure 6-7

CHT Unfunded Improvements
Frequency (minutes between buses)
Additional
Revenue
Hours

Additional
Peak
Vehicles

Additional
Annual
Operating
Cost

Peak

Midday

Night/ Weekend

Add weekend service.

1,300

0

$130,000

20

30

60

CW

Improve midday service to 30 minutes.

1,500

0

$150,000

20/
30

30

60

D

Extend service to Patterson Place and
provide Saturday service until 9 PM.

5,300

1

$540,000

20

30

60

3,200

2

$320,000

10/
15

15/20

40

2,300

3

$230,000

6/10

15

30/40

1,500

1

$150,000

70

-

-

12,900

3

$1,300,000

30

30

30/45

28,400

10

$2,870,000

Route

Unfunded Service Improvement Summary

CL

J

NS
West
NC 54
Estes
Drive
Total

Improve morning peak frequency to every
10 minutes and offer 15-minute service until
noon. Provide Saturday service until 11 PM
and Sunday service until 9 PM.
Improve morning peak frequency to every 6
minutes. Provide Saturday service until 11 PM
and Sunday service until 9 PM.
New weekday peak-only service from White
Cross to UNC-Chapel Hill.
New crosstown service connecting UNCChapel Hill, University Place, and Glen
Lennox via Estes Drive.
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Service Span

6:30 AM - 10:00 PM (M-F)
8:00 AM - 9:00 PM (Sat)
8:00 AM - 7:00 PM (Sun)
7:00 AM - 9:00 PM (M-F)
8:30 AM - 6:30 PM (SatSun)
6:30 AM - 10:00 PM (M-F)
8:00 AM - 9:00 PM (Sat)
8:00 AM - 7:00 PM (Sun)
6:30 AM - 12:00 AM (M-F)
8:00 AM - 11:00 PM (Sat)
8:00 AM - 9:00 PM (Sun)
5:30 AM - 11:30 PM (M-F)
8:00 AM - 11:00 PM (Sat)
8:00 AM - 9:00 PM (Sun)
6:30 AM - 9:30 AM; 3:30 PM
- 6:30 PM (M-F)
6:30 AM - 8:30 PM (M-F)
8:00 AM - 7:00 PM (SatSun)

7 LONG-TERM STRATEGIC ISSUES
While developing a transportation plan, there is a degree of uncertainty surrounding the future planning
and operating context. These uncertainties are represented by a number of developmental, operational,
and interagency variables that occur over a 10-year planning horizon. Analyzing these variables and
assessing probabilities and outcomes for CHT provides insight into the role the transit agency will play
in the future. Initiatives and variables analyzed include:


Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Implementation



Regional Transit Service Coordination



Regional Transit Initiatives



Transportation System Planning



Environmental Impacts



Future Development



Park-and-Ride Corridors



Transit Hubs

This chapter describes the current conditions of these variables, identifies the potential opportunities
they present for CHT, and makes recommendations based on literature review, technical analysis, and
an assessment of probabilities and outcomes.

KEY FINDINGS


The North-South BRT Corridor would provide the opportunity to simplify CHT service while
providing a high capacity, high frequency route on the highest ridership corridor in the system.



Effectively leveraging shared corridors may allow CHT to forestall making capital expenditures
by allowing GoTriangle to absorb excess ridership demand in the service area.



CHT should consider a complete streets policy and a policy to emphasize specific modes on
certain corridors in order to foster an effective multimodal transportation system with limited
right-of-way.



Adding electric vehicles to the CHT fleet may be a viable option for meeting environmental
goals, however, there are currently reliability concerns regarding electric vehicle technology that
should continue to be monitored.



Future developments are likely to increase demand for transit in the future, payment-in-lieu and
transportation benefit districts may be viable options to offset impacts.



There is sufficient capacity in existing park-and-ride lots to meet short-term demand, but in the
long term, CHT should consider new park-and-ride facilities in White Cross and Chatham
County.



Due to high projected bus volumes at the UNC hospitals, CHT should explore developing a
transit hub with space for pullouts and for bus layover.
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BUS RAPID TRANSIT IMPLEMENTATION
Introduction
Potential implementation of the North-South BRT corridor in Chapel Hill will have widespread
implications for how the transit system functions. This evaluation considers the potential opportunities
associated with developing and implementing BRT, as well as integrating local and regional services
with the new BRT system. The Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard corridor is the highest transit ridership
corridor in the CHT service area. Transit demand in the corridor is expected to increase as large
residential developments are completed over the next few years. The North-South BRT project is
intended to create additional transit capacity and provide a high quality service to meet this growing
demand.
Before BRT integration can start, the project needs final federal approvals, identified funding sources,
engineering and design for infrastructure
investments, and analysis for potential
Figure 7-1
BRT Locally-Preferred Alternative
route extensions.

Current Conditions
The North-South Corridor Study project
is currently in the environmental and
preliminary design phase and has not
yet finalized the level of service or
infrastructure improvements that will be
associated with the final design. The
BRT project has not yet reached the
30% design phase and projected costs
may be subject to change. As of May
2018, an additional extension providing
east-west service from the Eubanks
Road Park-and-Ride to Durham
Technical Community College is still
being analyzed for feasibility and may
impact service recommendations upon
completion of the assessment.
The existing Orange County Transit
Plan includes $6 million in funding for
this project, significantly less than the
$30 million previously allocated. This
amount of funding is insufficient to
cover the local match requirement
needed to secure federal funding,
potentially jeopardizing construction and implementation of the BRT system. There is currently a $94
million funding gap, up to 80% of which may be federally funded, that must be bridged before the
project can move out of project development and into implementation. The project must first secure
about $12 million in non-federal funding in order to qualify for the next round of Small Starts Grants
and become eligible for additional federal funding.
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While securing funding remains a major
concern before moving the project
forward, a Locally Preferred Alternative
(LPA) has been developed from the
study. The LPA is a combination mixed
traffic/dedicated lane BRT route that will
connect the Eubanks Road Park-andRide lot with the Southern Village Parkand-Ride lot along Martin Luther King Jr.
Boulevard, South Columbia Street, and
US 15-501. This alignment would operate
on the major north-south transit corridor
in Chapel Hill.

Figure 7-2

Proposed BRT Stations

Opportunities
Service Simplification and
Feeder Service
The implementation of BRT on the main
north-south transit corridor in Chapel Hill
provides an opportunity for CHT to
simplify service by reducing duplicative
services on Martin Luther King Jr.
Boulevard and South Columbia Street
and establish feeder services with
connections at BRT stations. This
opportunity is largely dependent on the
final alignment, level of service, and
infrastructure treatments for the BRT
system. Investing in feeder services may
result in additional transfers for
passengers, so improved travel times and
frequent service on the BRT system will
be necessary to maintain high levels of
ridership and customer satisfaction.
The 2015 Service Plans Technical Memorandum recommended eliminating Route NS and modifying
Routes A, NU, V, T, and G to provide complementary east-west services connecting to the BRT
corridor. The underlying local CHT service is likely to continue operating as it does currently with only
small changes to improve accessibility to the BRT line. While some services would be truncated and
focused on encouraging transfers to BRT, it is likely that Routes A, HS, and T will continue to provide
underlying local service after BRT implementation. This is to provide capacity during peak times and
also to serve areas where the BRT does not stop. Also, feeder service may also be provided by ondemand type services that use smaller vehicles to serve nearby neighborhoods and destinations.

Enhanced Regional Coordination
Establishing a high frequency transit spine along Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard provides an
opportunity for increased coordination with other regional transit agencies, including GoTriangle. The
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northern terminus of the LPA, the Eubanks Road Park-and-Ride, currently serves CHT local routes and
GoTriangle Route CRX. There is also potential to alter CHT and GoTriangle route alignments to serve
the Southern Village Park-and-Ride Lot at the southern terminus of the LPA. Rerouting regional buses
to serve these park-and-ride lots with seamless BRT connections to UNC Hospitals and downtown
Chapel Hill would further simplify service. Additionally, limiting the number of transit vehicles operating
in mixed-traffic travel lanes throughout the built-up areas near downtown Chapel Hill and the UNC
campus may reduce service delays throughout the system. Any efficiency gains, however, must be
compared to BRT vehicle capacity and the travel time impacts on those with longer commutes.

Additional High Capacity Transit Corridors
While planning work in recent years has focused on implementation of the North-South BRT corridor,
there is also interest in looking at additional corridors for high capacity transit. In particular, an east-west
alignment operating along Franklin Street from Eastowne/Patterson Place through Carrboro is of
interest for additional study in the future. High capacity transit service on the NC 54 corridor may also
be of interest.

Financial Implications
It is not anticipated that implementation Figure 7-3
of the North-South BRT will result in any
savings to the existing system; rather,
infrastructure improvements associated
with the North-South BRT route would
improve operating speeds and efficiency,
make the service more attractive for riders,
and meet future need for transit along this
corridor.

Proposed BRT Alignment and Existing CHT Service

Preliminary cost estimates for the LPA
assume between $97 and $106 million in
capital costs (2015 dollars) and a
systemwide annual operating/
maintenance cost of $3.4 million (2015
dollars). Additional funding sources for
both capital and operating costs, including
local funding match, must still be identified
before the project can move forward.

Next Steps
The implementation of BRT on the Martin
Luther King Jr. Boulevard corridor is still in the developmental stages and has not yet identified
adequate funding sources to move into project implementation.
While BRT implementation provides the opportunity to restructure local services, the primary goal is to
address future transit demand, not to reduce the costs for providing existing services. Meeting future
demand is critical, especially as new residential development along Eubanks Road comes on-line and
increases ridership potential. Without implementing the North-South BRT corridor, service frequency for
Route NS will need to be increased to address growing demand on the corridor.
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REGIONAL TRANSIT SERVICE COORDINATION
Introduction
Regional coordination has become increasingly important among agencies such as CHT, GoTriangle,
Orange County Public Transportation (OPT), GoDurham, Piedmont Authority for Regional
Transportation (PART), and Chatham Transit. Ensuring effective and productive coordination with
regional providers creates opportunities for improved performance and customer satisfaction on the
CHT system—in particular, identifying and leveraging opportunities on shared transit corridors through
interagency coordination.

Current Conditions
CHT currently operates in a service area that overlaps with other agencies, and there is opportunity to
improve services through enhanced collaboration and policy integration. Existing services are both
complementary and supplementary, with most services operating on major corridors, including Martin
Luther King Jr. Boulevard, NC 54, US 15-501, Columbia Street, Raleigh Road, and Franklin Street.
Major transfer opportunities exist at Eubanks Road Park-and-Ride, UNC Hospitals, and UNC-Chapel Hill
Campus. While many of these services are supplemental and should theoretically work together to
accommodate the high transit demand on the corridors, CHT’s fare free policy makes their services
more attractive to riders. Subsequently, these services have become competitive rather than
complementary.
From a service perspective, GoTriangle Routes 400, 405, 800, 800S, 805, and CRX operate within
the CHT service area providing service to the Eubanks Road Park-and-Ride Lot, UNC Student Union,
and UNC Hospitals. Additionally, GoTriangle Route 420 is operated by CHT and provides service
during peak periods; midday service along the same alignment is offered by OPT. PART provides
service from Greensboro to UNC-Chapel Hill via Burlington, Graham, and Mebane. Chatham Transit
offers the CT Express between Siler City and UNC-Chapel Hill. While CHT and GoDurham services do
not currently connect, there is opportunity for future service coordination at Patterson Place and The
Streets at Southpoint.

Opportunities
Leverage Shared Transit Corridors
Enhanced coordination between CHT and other regional service agencies would provide the
opportunity to identify and leverage shared transit corridors, including NC 54, US 15-501, Martin Luther
King Jr. Boulevard, Raleigh Road, South Road, and Columbia Street. This entails identifying areas of
overlapping service and analyzing operations and transfers to invest in the most efficient regional transit
services, regardless of operator. Additionally, CHT service currently approaches, but does not serve,
Patterson Place or The Streets at Southpoint shopping centers, two high ridership locations served by
GoTriangle and GoDurham. Coordination with these agencies will allow CHT to determine if it is
practical to expand to reach these destinations in the future.

Investigate Additional Partnership Opportunities with UNC-Chapel Hill
CHT currently partners with UNC-Chapel Hill for a variety of functions, including drug and alcohol
training required by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), allowing the general public to access
campus transportation services, and providing service to meet ADA requirements. CHT should continue
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to investigate opportunities to leverage the existing relationship with UNC-Chapel Hill, including
coordination with UNC Hospitals for transportation needs and the potential to partner for public safety
functions.
Figure 7-4

CHT and Regional Services

Maximize Demand Response Resources
Currently, CHT operates paratransit service in the urban areas of Orange County, while OPT and
Chatham Transit provide service in rural areas. There is opportunity to consider consolidation of
paratransit service in Orange County to better meet the needs of riders, as well as facilitating easier
integration with region-wide services. Consolidated paratransit service would allow for coordinated
dispatching and potential cost savings for the county as a whole.

Pursue Coordinated Fare Policy
One major difference between CHT and other regional operators is CHT’s fare free policy. This policy
creates an incentive for passengers to take CHT service instead of other regional options since they can
use the service for free; in some cases, this results in GoTriangle, OPT, PART, or Chatham Area Transit
routes operating with excess capacity. Charts showing average daily boardings per trip on East Franklin
Street suggest that GoTriangle service is underutilized, particularly in the inbound direction.
Coordinating on fare policies to create a system for transfers or free fares within the CHT service area
would create a more efficient transit system and better balance capacity between the competing
services.
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Adjusting these fare disparities may incentivize additional passengers to ride GoTriangle service instead
of CHT service on their high ridership corridors, which are currently over capacity. Creating this incentive
would likely have financial impacts for both agencies—for example, reducing GoTriangle fares may
require a subsidy from CHT. In return, CHT may have more flexibility to delay capital expenditures and
operating costs associated with adding capacity to meet growing demand on high ridership routes.
Figure 7-5

Average Daily Boardings per Trip within the CHT Service Area Travelling toward Chapel Hill
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Figure 7-6
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Financial Implications
Potential financial implications related to regional transit service coordination are primarily focused
around improved efficiency through coordination. The fare discrepancy issue between CHT and
GoTriangle may have significant implications for operating costs between the agencies.
CHT’s Routes D and NS are already operating near capacity, with ridership expected to continue
growing in the future. To meet this demand, CHT may need to deploy additional vehicles or increase
service frequency, both of which will increase capital and operating costs for the agency.. To provide a
sense of scale, improving service frequency on Route NS to operate every 6 minutes during the
morning peak period would require three additional vehicles (approximately $1.5 million in capital costs)
and 1,900 revenue hours (approximately $192,000 in annual operating costs). Adding one additional
vehicle to Route D during the AM and PM peak periods would require an additional 1,400 revenue
hours (approximately $141,000).
Successful coordination with GoTriangle to provide fare free service in this area would reduce the
capacity strain currently facing CHT and allow them to postpone the purchase and deployment of
additional vehicles. Such an agreement may require CHT to provide a per passenger subsidy to
GoTriangle or engage in some other cost sharing program, but this may result in a net gain for CHT’s
finances by not having to invest in new vehicles or service hours.

Next Steps
CHT should continue to think regionally in the years ahead. As CHT, OPT, and GoTriangle develop
short-range transit plans, the agencies should identify shared interests, maintain regular contact, and
have ongoing discussions regarding priorities, fare policies, and service planning. A coordinated
regional approach to transit service can help each entity ensure regional resources are used as
effectively as possible. This coordination should be used to improve the development of transit hubs,
access to park-and-rides, and implementation of BRT.
GoTriangle currently operates high frequency service (every 10-30 minutes) between UNC and The
Streets at Southpoint and between UNC and Patterson Place—thus complementary service with
seamless transfer opportunities would allow CHT to improve service in other areas of the system while
providing reliable transit service to these destinations.
CHT should also explore partnerships with other regional agencies operating in underserved areas
outside of the existing service area—including Alamance and Chatham Counties, where many local
employees reside—to ensure there are viable travel options for passengers. In addition to coordinated
service, CHT should continue to pursue opportunities for fare policy partnerships with regional providers.
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REGIONAL TRANSIT INITIATIVES
Introduction
The regional plans from the Durham-Chapel Hill-Carrboro Metropolitan Planning Organization (DCHC
MPO), Orange County, and CHT prioritize investments in regional fixed-route transit service, including
commuter and connector bus service, rail, and BRT. Specific projects and initiatives include the Chapel
Hill North-South Corridor BRT Study, the Durham-Orange Light Rail Project, a new Amtrak station in
Hillsborough, and expanding existing bus services to reach underserved communities throughout the
region.
Transit agencies throughout the region responsible for their own planning and service operations
include GoTriangle, OPT, GoDurham, GoRaleigh, and GoCary. As of August 2018, each of these
agencies are currently conducting SRTP processes to assess existing services and provide future
recommendations and implementation plans.
Other regional planning studies include a comprehensive fare analysis in Durham and Wake County,
the Wake County Major Investment Study, and the Wake County Bus Plan. These planning initiatives will
identify preferred alignments for BRT and local bus services in Wake County, as well as provide
recommendations for integrating regional fare policies between agencies.

Current Conditions
The 2017 Orange County Transit Plan outlines several regional transit initiatives, including expanded
regional bus service, the Hillsborough Amtrak Station, Durham-Orange LRT, and the North-South BRT
Corridor. These regional initiatives have significant impacts directly on CHT service alignments and
opportunities to integrate transfers for regional travelers. The DCHC MPO’s 2035 Long Range
Transportation Plan recommends a significant expansion of bus service throughout the research
triangle region and developing a 56-mile light rail system connecting Chapel Hill, Durham, Research
Triangle Park, Morrisville, Cary, Raleigh, and North Raleigh. Additionally, SRTPs occurring throughout the
region, including GoTriangle, GoDurham, and OPT, will analyze existing transit services and make
recommendations for future service improvements occurring within or near the CHT service area. Since
the adoption of this plan, the Durham-Orange Light Rail has been canceled and will not be
implemented.

Opportunities
The DCHC MPO Long Range Transportation Plan and Orange County Transit Plan identify a suite of
regional transit initiatives that will duplicate existing CHT service or provide transfer potential for regional
travelers, including the Hillsborough Amtrak Station, expanded regional bus services, and regional LRT
systems. These priorities provide both an opportunity for improved regional connections throughout
Chapel Hill, Carrboro, and Orange County and a challenge for identifying the future of local service.
In addition to regional transit service, coordination about park-and-ride access and the development of
transit hubs can be used to ensure smoother transfers and improve regional accessibility. Impacts to
local CHT service are explored in more detail in the Park-and-Ride Corridors section of this document.
Concurrent SRTPs provide the opportunity to coordinate future transit development among CHT,
GoTriangle, GoDurham, and OPT to provide service in rural Orange County—for example, service along
the west NC 54 corridor—and to popular destinations near the edge of the service area, like Patterson
Place and the Streets at Southpoint.
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Financial Implications
There are no significant costs associated with this issue.

Next Steps
The regional plans and SRTPs from DCHC, Orange County, and CHT prioritize investments in regional
fixed route transit, including commuter and connector bus service, rail, and BRT. Specific projects and
initiatives include the CHT North-South Corridor BRT plan on Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard, , a new
Amtrak station in Hillsborough, and expanding existing bus services to reach underserved communities
throughout the region. Outreach and coordination with other agencies to develop integrated regional
transit policies and services can improve transfer opportunities and regional accessibility.
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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLANNING
Introduction
Transit agencies and cities across the nation are developing and implementing strategies to improve
first- and last-mile connections to transit services, stops, and stations to facilitate a seamless and
convenient travel experience and attract more riders. CHT transit plans can be significantly
strengthened by accounting for policies and recommendations established in related transportation
system planning documents, including pedestrian, bicycle, and mobility plans for the surrounding towns
and UNC-Chapel Hill. This integrated system planning approach can prioritize first mile-last mile
connectivity and complete streets policies to increase ridership, bolster the multimodal transportation
system, and improve accessibility to transit.

Current Conditions
The Chapel Hill Mobility and Connectivity
Plan calls for complete streets on Martin Figure 7-7
Luther King Jr. Boulevard, Franklin
Street, Fordham Boulevard, and US 15501. This would help to create a
multimodal network that allows
pedestrian and bicycle-friendly routes
connecting to major destinations in
Chapel Hill and Carrboro.

Chapel Hill Mobility and Connectivity Multimodal
Network

The Chapel Hill Bike Plan calls for
improved bicycle access to transit
centers and reduced conflicts between
bicycles and pedestrians near transit
stops. The plan also recommends
integrating bicycle infrastructure and
storage facilities at major transit stops.
These recommendations are intended
to promote safety and accessibility for
pedestrians and bicyclists accessing the
transit network.

Opportunities
Integrating transportation system
recommendations into CHT transit plan
development provides the opportunity
to make routes more accessible for
bicyclists and pedestrians, particularly by improving infrastructure near major transit stops.
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While implementing complete streets policies is
beneficial for improving safety and accessibility for
pedestrians and bicyclists, they can be challenging
to implement in areas with limited roadway space.
Complete streets policies on Martin Luther King Jr.
Boulevard specifically could impact the
development of fast and reliable BRT in this
corridor. A possible approach to complete streets
in the community is to emphasize bus
infrastructure on certain corridors and bicycle
infrastructure on others, creating a network of
streets that emphasize specific travel modes;
however, it should be noted that identifying and
designating preferred modes on specific corridors
may be a contentious issue.
Another potential solution is to implement newer
interventions, such as transit islands, designed to
enhance safety for all users. This is a particularly
important consideration on corridors with a
significant grade change that are also slated for
transit enhancements—such as potential future
East-West BRT implementation on East Franklin
Street. Regardless of ultimate policy decisions and
formal designations, considering how to effectively
provide facilities for all multimodal street users will
be an important priority moving forward.

Autonomous Transit
Automation will reach different types of
transit on different timelines. Mediumoccupancy autonomous shuttle models
are already in testing. Mass transit
includes some elements of autonomy
now, but full autonomy will likely lag
behind adoption of autonomous
technology in personal vehicles, despite
transit operations having the most to gain
from automation.
Overall, autonomous vehicles (AVs) are
projected to increase vehicle miles
traveled and associated congestion.
However, autonomous transit could
operate far more efficiently than personal
AVs in terms of total person-movement
or throughput, especially in dedicated
lanes or guideways.
Autonomous transit, if thoughtfully
guided, has the potential to increase the
type and frequency of transit service
available. Some transit agencies are
beginning to plan now for shifts in travel
demand, curbside access, procurement,
and safety requirements.
Transit agencies and cities can create the
ideal operating environments for
autonomous vehicles by creating
separate, dedicated operating lanes—an
advantage that private vehicles do not
have.

Less infrastructure-intensive improvements, such
as providing adequate bicycle storage at transit
stops near major bicycling corridors and
integrating stops with the UNC Tar Heel Bikes
bikeshare program, are easier to accomplish in the
short-term. Additionally, some agencies 1 have
specialty racks to allow bikes on board transit
vehicles, allowing for improved integration for
bicycle users and faster boarding compared to front-loading bicycle racks. Other agencies2 use frontloading bicycle racks designed for three bicycles instead of two to help facilitate additional options for
cyclists.

1 Community

Transit (Snohomish County, WA) Swift BRT service is one example

2 King

County Metro and Sound Transit (Seattle, WA) use front-loading racks manufactured by Sportworks with
capacity for three bicycles
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To help facilitate an integrated transportation system, CHT should prioritize improving the following:
Figure 7-8

Transportation System Planning Improvements

Improvement

Description

Connectivity

Pedestrian walkways and bicycle infrastructure providing safe routes and access to transit stops. This
includes installation of newer innovations such as transit islands to better facilitate bike and bus interaction.

Wayfinding

Signs and maps along major bicycle and pedestrian routes that identify the locations of transit stops.

Pedestrian
Adding new pedestrian crossings and sidewalk improvements around transit stops and stations.
Improvements
Bicycle
Storage

Providing both short term and long term bicycle storage and parking at major transit hubs. Bicycle parking
should be secure, highly visible, and protected from the elements.

On-Board
Bike
Integration

Investing in onboard integration for bikes in the form of front-loading bike racks with capacity for three
bicycles or by allowing riders to carry their bikes onboard on higher capacity transit (such as future BRT and
LRT systems).

Bike Share
near Transit

Incorporating bike share stations near major transit stops.

Figure 7-9

Pedestrian Connectivity and Wayfinding Improvements
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Figure 7-10

Off- and On-Board Bicycle Storage

Figure 7-11

Bicycle Lane and Transit Islands

T
r
a
n
s
i
t
Figure 7-12

Bike Share Integration
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Financial Implications
Improving bicycle infrastructure and facilities would create additional costs for CHT, the town of Chapel
Hill, and UNC-Chapel Hill. Costs for developing bicycle infrastructure vary based on complexity of the
intervention—for example, from less expensive bike lane striping to more expensive buffered bike lanes
and separated multi-use paths. However, since these improvements are comprised of capital costs,
they may be eligible for a variety of grant funding options.

Next Steps
Taking an integrated transportation system approach to planning generally produces benefits for
pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit riders, but it
Figure 7-13 Tar Heel Bikes
is important to clearly articulate competing
priorities while developing infrastructure
improvements and recommendations.
Integrating Tar Heel Bikes bikeshare with
popular CHT stops near the UNC Campus,
planning for the potential integration of
dockless bikeshare and/or electric scooters,
and providing adequate bicycle storage and
pedestrian safety improvements near major
transit stops are more easily accomplished
than major infrastructure overhauls.
In terms of long-range priorities, incorporating
AASHTO bicycle and pedestrian design
guidelines into
Figure 7-14 Existing Locations of Tar Heel Bikes Stations
new high
capacity transit
developments, as
called for in the
Chapel Hill Bike
Plan, would help
create a more
integrated,
multimodal
transportation
system.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Introduction
This evaluation provides a high-level environmental analysis of CHT operations and capital plans to
evaluate consistency with the Town of Chapel Hill's carbon reduction pledge and UNC-Chapel Hill’s
Three Zeros Environmental Initiative. While these policies are intended to inform decision-making
across the spectrum of carbon emissions, water usage, and waste reclamation, transit is a key
component of both pledges.

Current Conditions
The Town of Chapel Hill Carbon Reduction Pledge calls for a 60% reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050 (from 2005 levels), with a milestone of 15% reduction by 2015. UNC's Three Zeros
Initiative takes an integrated approach to reducing its environmental footprint with the goals of zero net
water usage, zero waste to landfills, and zero net greenhouse gas emissions.
Figure 7-15

UNC-Chapel Hill’s Three Zeros Initiative

Transit use reduces carbon footprints compared to driving a private automobile, at a rate of about 20
pounds of carbon emissions per day.3 In 2016, CHT eliminated approximately 10.5 million in vehicle
miles traveled by other modes—more than 400 times around the Earth in one year. Increasing transit
ridership by facilitating a mode switch from driving alone is in accordance with the Town and UNC’s
environmental goals.
Increasing the fuel efficiency of the bus fleet is also an important consideration. The CHT fleet is
currently comprised of a combination of vans, light transit vehicles, standard buses, and articulated
buses. The fleet features a mixture of diesel and hybrid vehicles that operate with various fuel
efficiencies. CHT has been replacing older buses with newer clean diesel buses to further reduce overall
emissions as older vehicles are replaced and removed from the fleet. There currently is interest in
exploring deployment of electric vehicles and the potential for solar facilities to reduce the
environmental impacts of operating the transit system.

Opportunities
CHT plays a key role in reducing carbon emissions for the Town of Chapel Hill and UNC by facilitating
transportation mode shifts from private automobiles to transit use. The primary challenge for CHT in
this regard is to reduce carbon emissions by continuing to replace older vehicles in the fleet and

3 Source:

http://www.townofchapelhill.org/home/showdocument?id=15334
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exploring potential alternative fuel sources, including operating electric vehicles and utilizing solar power
at transit facilities.

Operate a Mixed Vehicle Fleet
Trends suggest that diesel might not be the fuel of the future. There are opportunities to improve
emissions reductions and efficiencies by continuing to strategically operate a mixed fleet of vehicles.
Regionally, GoRaleigh is beginning to operate Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) vehicles. Smaller buses
are more fuel efficient than larger buses; however, since operations and maintenance costs account for
about 90% of the cost of operating the vehicle, the financial benefits of these fuel savings are not
significant. Replacing older, less fuel efficient vehicles with newer vehicles will also continue to improve
emissions in CHT’s fleet.

Electric Vehicles
In addition to newer, more fuel efficient clean diesel buses, investing in electric vehicles could result in
significant emissions reductions for CHT. Compared to diesel buses, electric vehicles generally have
higher capital costs, but lower operating costs.
Electric vehicles have started to be implemented by a
select number of transit agencies across the U.S.—for
example, the Antelope Valley Transit Authority in
California has embarked on an ambitious plan to turn
over their entire fleet (85 buses) by the end of 2018.
As of May 2018, CHT has placed a bid to add
electric buses to their fleet, but any future capital
expenditure is tentative.
Overall, there are several considerations that need to
be evaluated for selecting appropriate route(s) for
electric bus service:


Bus Range: One of the challenges with
electric vehicles is the distance a bus can
travel before needing to be recharged.
Although battery technology is improving,
CHT would need to consider manufacturer recommendations and test results for the vehicle
range under the worst case conditions (i.e., fully loaded with auxiliary loads such as heat or air
conditioning).



Charging Station Locations: Using electric buses also requires an investment in charging
stations. Charging station locations need to be secured at appropriate locations along a route
to take full advantage of battery charging opportunities. The number and location of charging
stations needed on a route depend on maximum speed required along the route, number of
stops, service hours, operating speeds, and driver shift schedules.

The success of electric bus implementation depends on the understanding of operations and
maintenance personnel. The specific recommendations for personnel requirements include:


Bus Safety Review: A safety review of the bus engineering and operational safeguards is a
good practice. Reviewing how high voltage power lines are routed and identified in the engine
bay is important to assuring the safety of operations and maintenance staff.
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Maintenance Personnel Training: A maintenance personnel qualification training program
should be established to assure that only staff that have received the proper training are
allowed to perform maintenance on the battery-powered buses.

Bus Operator Procedures Update and Training: Bus operators have an impact on how well
buses perform in service. Bus operating manuals/procedures need to be updated, and drivers
must be trained on bus operating parameters including the operation of the charging system.
Figure 7-16 Electric Bus Considerations


Pros

Cons

Zero mobile emissions

High initial capital costs (charging stations, vehicle price)

Energy to charge buses can be from renewable sources

Adequate layover time must be provided at charging station
locations

Higher efficiency in stop-and-go driving

Routes must be scheduled so only one bus charges at a time

Silent and smooth ride has been credited with contributing to
ridership increases

Technology is developed, but not fully refined.

Battery technology is continually improving

Battery life and full lifecycle cost is currently unknown

Source: Nelson\Nygaard adapted from TCRP Report 146: Guidebook for Evaluating Fuel Choices for Post-2010 Transit Bus Procurements (2010)

The electric bus market has developed two distinct options for charging, with some variations of these
anticipated as the technology develops and matures:


Extended Range or Overnight Charging: This option allows the bus to operate similarly to a
standard diesel bus on-route. With bus manufacturers claiming 150 to 180 miles per charge,
this generally equates to the daily mileage of most urban-service transit operations. Recently,
one manufacturer has added the option of an on-route boost charge that can extend the
range of the bus using the same technology as the quick charge option—essentially a smaller
charger that gives the batteries a partial charge to extend the range.



Fast or Quick Charge: This option allows the bus to travel 30 to 40 miles on a route and return
to a station for a 10 to 15-minute recharge of the batteries. The charge time can vary with the
distance the bus travels between charges. This option is also evolving with the ability to adjust
the charge cycle to the distance of the route.

Buses that renew the electric charge through the service day currently seem to be the most popular
option for deploying electric buses. At the
Figure 7-17 King County Metro (Seattle, WA) Electric Bus
same time, buses that use slow-discharge
battery packs are continually gaining range.
One electric bus manufacturer claims their
buses will travel 200 miles in normal
operations. This trend is worth watching, as
it may be possible to begin electric bus
deployment with on-line rapid charging
stations and complete the changeover with
slow-discharge battery packs where the
buses are charged at the end of the service
day.
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Solar Power Generation
Transit agencies are ideal candidates for solar installations because they require large amounts of
electricity to operate and because they typically have large facilities with roofs or yards that can host
solar arrays. Both large-scale solar arrays and small-scale solar installations can help reduce energy
costs, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and improve operating efficiencies for transit agencies.
Agencies like Valley Metro, LA Metro, and IndyGo have invested in large solar fields near or attached to
their operations facilities.
The CHT building located on Millhouse Road is a potential candidate for solar power generation given
the available space for installation surrounding the building, on the roof, above bus canopies, and due
to the close proximity to the Town of Chapel Hill Public Works building, a potential partner in
developing shared energy resources.

Financial Implications
The emissions benefits for electric vehicles are higher than for clean diesel and would help support
local environmental initiatives. At the same time, capital costs are notably higher. Electric vehicles
themselves are more costly than diesel vehicles and require additional charging infrastructure including
fast charge stations, maintenance facility chargers, and installation costs. Operating costs are generally
lower for electric vehicles based on current fuel efficiency, fuel costs, and reduced maintenance needs
(fewer moving parts). The feasibility of transitioning to an electric fleet may depend on the availability of
grant funding for capital improvements and acquisitions.
Figure 7-18

Alternative Fuels Capital Cost Summary
Property

Diesel

Electric

New Vehicle Cost (Each)

$450,000

$750,000

Facility Conversion

-

$865,000

Source: Proterra, CHT, National Transit Database, U.S. Department of Energy Efficiency and & Renewable Energy
Note: Electric bus facility conversion amount inclu des one fast charge station, one maintenance facility charge station, and installation; additional fast-charge
stations would likely be necessary to support CHT operations. Fast-charge stations are estimated to cost $600,000 each, plus installation.

Figure 7-19

Alternative Fuels Cost Summary
Property

Diesel

Electric

Fuel Economy (Miles/Gallon)

3.2

1.73 kWh/mile

Fuel Cost per Gallon

$2.96

$0.08/kWh

Estimated Annualized Fuel
Savings (Cost)

-

$1,358,042

Annual Propulsion System
Maintenance Savings (Cost)

-

$125,319

Annual Facility Maintenance and
Operation Savings (Cost)

-

$89,513

Total Operations Savings (Cost)

-

$1,572,873

Source: Proterra, CHT, National Transit Database, U.S. Department of Energy Efficiency and & Renewable Energy
Note: Annualized savings and costs based on 1,790,266 vehicle revenue miles, which is what CHT operated in 2016 for the fixed route system.
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Next Steps
To better communicate the carbon reduction propensity of the CHT system, a “value proposition”
about the environmental benefits of CHT service could be developed to articulate consistency with
Town and UNC-Chapel Hill goals. CHT should also continue to retire old vehicles and purchase newer,
more efficient vehicles as their capital budget allows. The potential for integrating electric vehicles into
the fleet or investing in solar technology should continue to be investigated; however, a careful analysis
of the risks, benefits, and opportunities of investing in electric vehicles or solar facilities should be taken
before committing resources.
As of August 2018, CHT was awarded a grant for purchase of two electric vehicles. CHT should
continue to evaluate vehicle reliability and improvements in technology to facilitate local operation,
which includes considerations such as grade and hot summer temperatures.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
Planned mixed-use, residential, and commercial developments within the CHT service area have the
potential to create new demand for transit and overwhelm the capacity of buses on existing routes.
Identifying the locations and impacts of future development on the transit system is a necessary
ongoing process to ensure efficient, high-performing transit service.

Current Conditions
Current large-scale developments with potential impacts include:
Figure 7-20



Carraway Village



Obey Creek



Glen Lennox



Carolina North Campus



Blue Hill District



East 54



Chatham Park



Carolina Square



Amity Station



Grove Park



UNC Hospitals Eastowne
Campus



Additional growth on the
main UNC campus and at
the UNC Hospitals.

Carolina North Campus Proposed Transportation Access

These developments contain at least 200 new residential units each, and in the case of Blue Hill District
and Carolina North Campus are larger developments consisting of multiple buildings and uses that
may become major commercial and residential destinations. While these developments are dispersed
throughout the service area, they are all located on a few key corridors: Martin Luther King Jr.
Boulevard, Franklin Street, NC 54, and US 15-501. These developments are served by a combination of
CHT routes, including Route G, NS, T, N, A, NU, D, HS, CL, D, V, S, HU, FCX, and CCX.
Additionally, development will continue occurring in Chatham Park, as well as Durham and Wake
counties that will have impacts on regional transit and interagency coordination.

Opportunities
New residential developments provides an opportunity for CHT to improve ridership and route
efficiency. The impacted routes should be considered for increased service frequency in order to
capture increased demand and improve service to rapidly developing areas.
In particular, the new developments on Routes NS (400+ units on the north portion and 700 units on
the south portion) and Route D (1,200+ units) are very likely going to require additional peak resources
and buses. For such large-scale residential developments, CHT needs to plan ahead to ensure that
sufficient buses and operating hours are available. There is potential for GoTriangle service to
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accommodate a portion of this expected ridership growth through interagency collaboration and
potential fare policy adjustments.

Financial Implications
Increased development intensity along transit corridors is likely to increase demand for transit in the
area. Identifying these developments and increasing transit capacity to meet this growing demand will
require additional capital and operating expenditures. Monitoring these developments and forecasting
the necessary timeframe for making improvements will allow CHT to make strategic investments and
expenditures. In this way, CHT may plan and schedule their capital and operational improvements,
rather than addressing capacity issues as they arise, rather than when the agency may lack sufficient
available funding.
Figure 7-21

Proposed Residential Developments and Existing Chapel
Hill Transit Service

CHT should continue to investigate
opportunities for “payment-in-lieu,”
transit improvement districts, or other
methods designed to ensure new
developments are paying their fair
share to meet increased demand on
the transit system. The existing transit
payment-in-lieu policy is designed to
establish a method to assess a fee
supporting transit infrastructure
improvements necessary to meet
anticipated increase in service demand
generated by a new development.
Changes to the existing payment-inlieu policy would require legislative
action. Opportunities for operating
funding support should also be
pursued.

CHT should evaluate the potential of
establishing a transit improvement
district or transportation benefit district
as a mechanism for funding additional
transportation improvements. These
are legislatively authorized,
independent taxing districts
established for the purpose of funding
transportation improvements in a given area. These districts could impose fees in the form of taxes or
licensing fees to provide additional funding for transit improvements.

Next Steps
In order to continuously improve and maintain service performance, CHT should develop an ongoing
strategy for identifying and analyzing impacts of new developments. This strategy can be used to tailor
transit services based on areas of future transit demand, determined by the number of new residential
units in planned developments. There may be opportunities for development agreements with new
apartment buildings or large employers allowing CHT to provide input in the development review
process and provide comments related to bus service integration.
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PARK-AND-RIDE CORRIDORS
Introduction
Chapel Hill, Carrboro, and UNC-Chapel Hill all have growth plans that depend on CHT to mitigate
parking and traffic concerns. CHT's primary park-and-ride strategy has been focused on the east NC
54 corridor, but as traffic patterns continue to evolve, additional park-and-ride capacity or changes to
park-and-ride policy may be necessary. This section identifies the existing and potential markets for
park-and-rides based on capacity, utilization, and commute trends. Identifying development patterns
near downtown Chapel Hill and UNC, as well as in areas outside Orange County, and the impacts that
they have on existing park-and-ride lots may influence future policies and planning strategies for CHT.

Current Conditions
There are currently nine park-and-rides served by CHT and GoTriangle; however, five of these are
reserved for UNC students, staff, and faculty—Friday Center, Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard, NC 54
East, Chatham County, and the Hedrick Building. Park-and-ride lots available for public use are located
on Eubanks Road, Jones Ferry Road, Carrboro Plaza, and Southern Village.
A travel demand analysis
Figure 7-22
identified the most
common origins for
commutes ending in the
town of Chapel Hill. The
most common commutes
originate in the north side
of Chapel Hill, from the
west in Carrboro and the
NC 54 corridor, and from
the area surrounding the
Southern Village Parkand-Ride Lot. Other high
volume commute trips
originate in Durham,
University Place, Friday
Center, Mason Farm, and
Chatham County.

Chapel Hill-Carrboro Commute Travel Demand

Current commute
patterns indicate that the
majority of trips into
Chapel Hill from outside
of Orange County are
originating in Chatham
and Durham Counties.
These trips would
currently be able to
access the Chatham
County Park-and-Ride Lot, served by Route CCX, or the Southpoint Park-and-Ride lot, served by
GoTriangle Routes CRX, 800, and 805.
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Beginning in 2013, Chapel Hill and UNC began charging for use of park-and-ride lots. Overall, these
charges have created some capacity at the lots because some people have been discouraged from
using the lots, while others have started to walk instead of driving to them. This change in parking policy
provides some context for the low utilization rates in some park-and-ride lots, though most town
officials expect the lots to return to pre-charge utilization levels in the long term 4.
Figure 7-23

CHT Park-and-Ride Lots and Utilization Rates

Park-and-Ride
Lot

Capacity

Pre-Fee Utilization Rate

Utilization (September 2016)

Utilization Rate

Eubanks

395

89%

175

44%

Southern Village

400

100%

282

71%

Carrboro Plaza

145

91%

20

14%

Jones Ferry

443

54%

78

18%

Friday Center*

871

-

752

86%

NC 54 East*

512

-

87

17%

Hedrick*

278

-

36

13%

Chatham*

550

-

129

23%

MLK*

40

-

40

100%

* UNC-Chapel Hill-managed park-and-ride lot

Opportunities
The park-and-ride system inherently comes with
Figure 7-24
tradeoffs in terms of service productivity, land
use, and environmental impacts. One benefit of
park-and-ride lots is that they can expand the
transit service area to lower density, suburban
areas that could otherwise not support fixedroute transit service; density is effectively created
by allowing passengers to drive to one location
to access the bus.

Chapel Hill Park-and-Ride Lots and Existing
CHT Service

CHT’s park-and-ride model utilizes a mix of
close in and far out park-and-ride lots including
a cluster just outside of UNC’s Campus around
NC 54 with further out lots located on Eubanks
Road, Carrboro Plaza, Jones Ferry Road, and
Chatham County. Close-in park-and-ride lots are
generally more expensive to maintain due to the
relatively high value of land that has strong
redevelopment potential. However, their service
costs are lower because of the short distances
to/from UNC’s campus.

4

As of summer 2018, this is beginning to play out in the NC 54 East corridor, as ridership on GoTriangle Routes 800
and 805 is decreasing while a corresponding increase in ridership is occurring on CHT Route FCX.
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More distant park-and-ride lots require a longer transit trip and may be less attractive to potential users.
However, a longer transit trip means riders are spending less time traveling in automobiles. Potential
park-and-ride lots may be considered west of Chapel Hill in White Cross and south of Chapel Hill in
Chatham County. Regional growth is expected to occur in Chatham County and Alamance County,
and there is interest in working with Orange County Public Transportation (OPT) and Piedmont
Authority for Regional Transportation (PART) to consider partnering on park-and-ride and service
development to address demand from these areas.
In the future, the Carolina North campus presents a challenge to address the 30,000 commuters that
would be traveling to the area. Identifying current capacity and demand across the existing park-andride system will provide greater insight into locating new park-and-ride facilities to serve this population.

Financial Implications
In recent years, traffic volumes on the west NC 54 corridor have continuously increased, largely due to
trips from Alamance County. To intercept regional commute trips further from the urbanized area and
support access to jobs for rural Orange County residents, a park-and-ride at White Cross is proposed.
Depending on the level of service investment and operator, costs for fixed-route service originating in
White Cross and ending at UNC-Chapel Hill could range from approximately $90,000 to $530,000.
Peak-only service offered every 60 minutes would result in the lowest level of investment. No capital
costs for park-and-ride construction are included, though it can be assumed that some level of
investment and maintenance would be required.
Figure 7-25

Illustrative West NC 54 Service Cost Summary: White Cross to UNC-Chapel Hill (Weekdays Only)
Service Span

Vehicle
Requirement

Annual Operating
Cost Estimate
(Varies Depending
on Operator)

--

6:30 AM - 9:30 AM;
3:30 PM - 6:30 PM

1

$90,000 to $150,000

60

60

6:00 AM - 9:00 PM

1

$220,000 to $380,000

30

60

6:00 AM - 9:00 PM

2

$300,000 to $530,000

Service Type

Frequency:
Peak

Frequency:
Off-Peak

Peak Only

60

All Day
All Day with 30Minute Peak
Service

Next Steps
Most existing park-and-rides have capacity to address any near-term demand increases. In the future,
the primary markets for park-and-ride use are likely to be from Chatham, Durham, and Alamance
Counties. There are opportunities for CHT to intercept more trips from rural and suburban areas,
particularly in the White Cross and Chatham County areas. CHT should prioritize coordinating with
other regional transit service providers (OPT, GoTriangle, etc.) to identify locations for new park-and-ride
facilities to the south and west to serve commuters from Chatham and Alamance Counties.
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TRANSIT HUBS
Introduction
Transit hubs are designated off-street facilities that are useful for reducing delays in heavily congested
areas, providing a safe and comfortable environment for passengers to make transfers, and that
provide sufficient space for buses to dwell during layover periods between routes. Transit hubs can
provide space for both stop bays, which provide separation from general purpose traffic for the bus to
stop, or layover bays, which allow buses to pull out of service for recovery time at the end of their trip
before starting the next one. Layover recovery time is an essential component of transit operations and
is built into the schedule in order to recover from delays, allow opportunities to wait if a trip is running
ahead of schedule, and ensure reliable scheduling in congested areas.
Developing transit hubs is a key strategy for reducing transit vehicles dwelling on streets and facilitating
transfers at high ridership locations. Effective transit hubs provide passenger benefits and performance
improvements by separating the bus from general purpose traffic in select locations. High ridership and
transfer locations in downtown Chapel Hill, Patterson Place, and at the UNC Hospitals are primary
locations to analyze the feasibility of transit hubs.

Current Conditions
CHT does not currently have any transit hubs outside of their park-and-ride lots; however, there are
several high ridership transit stops that may be candidates for investing in transit hub development.
Potential transit hub locations are designated as primary or secondary based on the existing and
projected buses per hour serving the location, bus layover activity, and potential for transfers.

Primary Transit Hubs:


Manning Drive/East Drive at the UNC Hospitals: This location currently has room for
approximately four buses to serve the area at a single time. This is adequate for existing bus
volumes, but does not account for layover and recovery needs for routes terminating at this
location. Buses must travel multiple blocks in highly congested conditions to find space for
layover and recovery.

Secondary Transit Hubs:


Franklin Street & Columbia Street: There is no designated layover space for routes in
downtown Chapel Hill, including at Franklin Street & Columbia Street. Buses do occasionally lay
over in this area for one to five minutes, though space is limited to one to two buses. When
possible, operators will leave the previous time point late to avoid laying over in this area. There
are a number of physical constraints in the area that would make development difficult, but this
could serve as a key location for evening and night services.



South Road at the UNC Student Union: South Road at the UNC Student Union currently has
space for two buses. Recovery is not scheduled at this stop, but it still occurs. There are nearby
facilities for operators to take breaks. From a right of way perspective, there is insufficient space
available to develop off street facilities; however, there is potential for improving bus stop
amenities and providing pedestrian improvements to increase visibility of the bus stop.
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Opportunities
Manning Drive/East Drive at the UNC Hospitals
The UNC Hospitals stop is currently served by 25 routes operated by CHT and GoTriangle, resulting in
53 buses per hour in each direction during the peak hour. Given the high volume of bus traffic in this
area, no CHT routes have designed layover here; however, GoTriangle Route 400 does have layover
designated at this stop. Currently, the main stop has sufficient space for approximately four buses in
the northbound direction and two buses in the southbound direction.
There is currently no designated area for layover at the UNC Hospital. The number of bus bays, as
documented above, are not sized to allow for layover. GoTriangle, PART, and potentially CHT routes
could all end at the Hospital, but do not due to lack of layover space. Buses are travelling out of
direction in congested areas to stage and have recovery. Layover space for each route terminating near
the Hospital is desirable.
Figure 7-26

Existing Bus Pullout Space on Manning Drive at UNC Hospitals

Franklin Street & Columbia Street
The Franklin Street & Columbia Street route is served by a total of 10 CHT and GoTriangle routes. The
development near Franklin Street & Columbia Street has relatively small building setbacks, which
severely limits the ability of CHT to construct a fully separated transit center. This location has no
designated layover occurring and has space for one to two buses at a time. Route J sometimes uses
this area as a “recovery” stop. During evening times, when services run much less frequently, transfers
to other routes could happen at this location, but this is difficult because multiple buses cannot line up
to facilitate transferring.
To account for future growth in transit services, CHT could consider adding a transit hub near the
Franklin Street / Columbia Street intersection. This could consist of expanding the existing on-street
stalls or be an off-street facility.
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Figure 7-27

Striped Bus Pullout Area and On Street Parking at Franklin Street and Columbia Street

South Road at the UNC Student Union
The South Road and UNC Student Union stop is served by eight CHT and GoTriangle routes. Like
Franklin Street & Columbia Street, this location has relatively small building setbacks, which severely
limits the ability of CHT to make large-scale capital improvements. This location does not have any
designated layover occurring; however, it does happen occasionally. There is a 180-foot long pullout in
the westbound direction, but no corresponding pullout in the eastbound direction.
Given the passenger and bus volumes at this location, upgraded passenger amenities such as
expanded shelters are appropriate. In addition, an eastbound pullout, where buses can load passengers
without blocking traffic, should be considered.
Figure 7-28

Bus Pullout on South Road at the UNC Student Union
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Financial Implications
Identifying and constructing transit hubs will result
in a capital expenditure for the sake of improving
operational efficiency. Inadequate layover space
increases dwell times and average travel times for
routes serving some of the most popular
destinations in the CHT system. Improving dwell
times and operational efficiency will prevent
unnecessary expenditures on deploying addition
vehicles to maintain schedules.

Figure 7-29

Potential Transit Hub Locations

The costs and benefits associated with transit hubs
can vary based on the level of investment and
infrastructure improvements. For example, the
North Boulder Mobility Hub is a proposed transit
hub in Boulder, CO with a projected opening in
2019. This transit hub is a fully separated location
with bus bays for four standard buses and one
articulated bus, short-term car share parking,
integrated bike share and secure bike storage, and
a driver relief station. The North Boulder Mobility
Hub is projected to cost $3.1 million.

Next Steps
Transit hubs are effective for improving performance in dense, congested areas. Separating bus
operations and stop locations from general traffic reduces conflicts with automobiles, facilitates
transfers, and provides a more pedestrian-friendly transit stop. Three of the highest ridership stops in
the CHT system are located in dense, congested areas of Chapel Hill; however, limited right-of-way at
these locations presents a challenge for physically developing the infrastructure necessary to complete
a full transit hub. Patterson Place is also a viable location for a transit hub, although CHT does not
currently provide service to the development.
Figure 7-30

North Boulder Mobility Hub (Boulder, CO)
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8 PUBLIC OUTREACH
Public outreach and stakeholder engagement in for the CHT SRTP occurred over three distinct phases:


Phase I occurred during September and October of 2017 and utilized the online Design Your
Transit System survey tool to identify priorities and trade-offs for transit service improvements.
Open-ended comments for phase I outreach are shown in Appendix D.



Phase II occurred during January and February of 2018 and used an online survey to present
the changes for the three proposed service scenarios. This phase was used to gauge
perceptions of proposed service changes and input was used to develop the Preferred
Alternative. Open-ended comments for phase II outreach are shown in Appendix E.



Phase III occurred during September and October of 2018 and used an online survey to
present and seek input on the proposed service changes in the Preferred Alternative. Openended comments for phase III outreach are shown in Appendix F.

All three phases of outreach incorporated multiple in person, public outreach events in downtown
Chapel Hill, downtown Carrboro, the UNC-Chapel Hill Campus, and the UNC Hospitals. Attendees were
encouraged to ask questions about proposed service changes, voice concerns, and were directed to
provide feedback using the online survey tools.

KEY FINDINGS
Phase I


The highest priority transit improvements were more evening service, serving new local
destinations, and more local Saturday service.



Desired transit improvements were prioritized on their ability to expand service and improve
service frequency.



Transit users were more focused on improving connections to transit, adding new local
destinations, and adding frequency to commuter routes.



Non-transit users were focused on increasing service on weekends and evenings.



The most common reasons respondents did not take transit is because the service is
inconvenient, does not go where they need it to, or it takes too long.

Phase II


Survey respondents are significantly more supportive of the changes proposed in the scenario
that emphasized weekend service improvements.



There is support for increasing frequency on overcrowded routes, including Route J, Route NS,
and Route D, as well as providing weekend service on Route NS.



Eliminating segments of Route D, Route F, Route G, and Route V will be challenging for some
passengers.

SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
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UNC students are more supportive of improved frequency on the busiest routes than UNC
staff, UNC faculty, or non-UNC affiliated respondents, indicating students’ preference for
improved weekday service frequency.



Respondents living outside of the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area are more likely to be UNC staff and
are supportive of all three scenarios.



There is support for a high frequency east-west route, but not at the expense of eliminating
neighborhood coverage service.

Phase III


Respondents were generally supportive of the changes proposed to Routes NS, J, CW, and NU.



There was initial opposition to the changes proposed to Routes FCX, JFX, and S. Open-ended
comments indicated a perception of lost service due to the removal of Route FCX and Route
JFX, as well as longer travel times due to the alignment of Route S.



Concerns over proposed routes were addressed and service changes were clarified to ensure
that the same stops, service area, and service level is maintained in these areas.



Changes following public feedback include modifying the Route CL alignment to serve Sage
Road, operating Route HS all day, maintaining a modified Route JFX, and expanding Route S
span of service.

PHASE I OUTREACH
Prior to the development of any service recommendations, a first phase of public outreach was held.
The purpose of this outreach round was to understand improvement priorities for both users and nonusers. Open houses were held in Carrboro, Chapel Hill, UNC Hospital, and on UNC-Chapel Hill’s
campus. These open houses were supplemented by an on-line survey, called the “Design Your Transit
System.”

Design Your Transit System
Survey respondents were asked to design their ideal transit system by selecting specific improvements
with a cost associated for implementation. Respondents had a predetermined budget to work with,
limiting the combination of possible improvements for their system. This required respondents to focus
on prioritizing the most important service improvements while maintaining a realistic budget for
practical implementation. The survey contained 16 distinct improvements:


More Sunday Service: “Operate routes that have demand for Sunday service”



More Evening Service: “Operate more routes in the evening and offer better service frequency”



More Local Circulation: “Operate service oriented to local neighborhoods”



More Midday Service: “Provide more buses between peak times, during the middle of the day”



More Local Saturday Service: “Increase the number of routes that operate on Saturdays”



New Local Destinations: “Increase services to places other than the UNC campus and UNC
Hospital facility”



More Regional Service: “Provide more bus routes that travel to regional job and retail centers”



More Frequent Commuter Service: “Operate routes with more frequency during morning and
afternoon commute times”
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Enhanced Bus Stops: “Put more amenities at more bus stops, such as shelters, benches,
lighting, and signage”



Improve Online Information: “Redesign web site to provide more and clearer information
oriented toward the passenger, such as service alerts”



Improve Print Information: “Redesign transit maps and schedules so they show transfer points
to other CHT routes and to regional services, such as GoTriangle”



Expand Real-Time Service Information: “Expand real-time information so it is available in
more locations”



Improve Connections between Bikes and Buses: “Retrofit buses to carry more than two
bicycles on the front of vehicles. Add more and better bike parking at bus stops, including racks
and lockers”



New Car Share Program: “Implement car sharing at park-and-rides and major transit stops”



Improve Greenway Connections: “Create more and better connections from bus stops to
local greenways and trails”



New Bike Share Program: “Implement bike sharing program so bikes are available at major
bus stops and transfer locations”

After selecting their desired improvements, respondents were given the opportunity to participate in a
follow-up survey about their impressions on the Design Your Transit System budget, improvements,
factors influencing their decision making process, and their primary mode of transportation.

Survey Results
Overall Results
Overall, 281 people responded to the Design Your Transit System Survey, and 224 people responded
to the additional follow up survey. On average, respondents selected six distinct improvements with their
allotted budget. Figure 8-1 shows how frequently respondents selected each of the 16 improvements.
The most commonly selected improvement was more evening service (60%), followed by new local
destinations (56%), more local Saturday service (55%), more Sunday service (54%), and expanded
real-time service information (54%).
Respondents were also asked to rank the factors influencing their improvement selections from 1 to 6,
with 1 being the most important and 6 the least important. These responses were collectively scored in
Figure 8-2 to show their relative importance, with higher scores being more important than lower
scores. The two most important decision-making factors were making transit available in more places
at more times of day (4.93/6) and making it easier for more people to use the bus (4.38/6). This
suggests that improvements in the Design Your Transit Survey were prioritized on their ability to expand
service and improve service frequency.
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Figure 8-1

Design Your Transit System Survey Results
More Evening Service

60%

New Local Destinations

56%

More Local Saturday Service

55%

Expand Real Time Service Information

54%

More Sunday Service

54%

More Local Circulation

47%

Improve Online Information

42%

Enhanced Bus Stops

39%

More Regional Service

39%

More Midday Service

39%

More Frequent Commuter Service

28%

Improve Connections between Bikes and Buses

26%

Improve Greenway Connections

25%

New Bike Share Program

19%

Improve Print Information

18%

New Car Share Program

17%
0%

Figure 8-2
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Importance of Decision Making Factors

Making transit available in more places at more times of day.

4.93

Making it easier for more people to use the bus.

4.38

Expanding transit access to jobs.
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Making it easier to access transit on foot or by bike.

3.14

Improving air quality and making our community more
sustainable.
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Making it more comfortable to wait for and ride the bus.
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Transit Users vs. Non-Transit Users
The selected improvements and decision-making factors were analyzed independently for transit users
and non-transit users. Transit users’ selected improvements were generally more focused on improving
connections to transit, adding new local destinations, and adding frequency to commuter routes, while
non-transit users’ selections were focused on increasing service on weekends and evenings, as shown
in Figure 8-3 and Figure 8-4. Both groups of users have strong preferences for expanding service on
Saturdays, improving local circulation, and adding enhanced bus stops. Sixty-five survey respondents
did not identify as either a transit user or a non-transit user, thus priorities may differ from the overall
analysis of survey respondents.
In a direct comparison between the differences of transit users and non-transit users’ selected
improvements, 49% of transit users selected improve greenway connections compared to only 34% of
non-transit users. Similarly, 17% of transit users selected new carshare programs and improved
connections between bikes and buses compared to 8% and 10%, respectively, for non-transit users.
Transit users also preferred adding new local destinations—63% compared to 52% of non-users—and
running more frequent commuter service, at 34% compared to 22% of non-transit users. Transit users
also place a much stronger emphasis on multimodal connectivity for the transportation system than
non-transit users.
The most commonly selected improvement for non-transit users was adding more local Saturday
service (84%), followed by more evening service (69%), and more Sunday service (66%). More
Saturday service was also the second most commonly selected improvement for transit users, though
at a smaller rate than for non-transit users (68%). Both groups also had a high preference for adding
more local circulation, with 79% of transit users and 75% of non-transit users selecting this option.
Figure 8-3

Design Your Transit System Survey Results for Transit Users
More Local Circulation
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New Local Destinations
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Figure 8-4

Design Your Transit System Survey Results for Non-Transit Users
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Age Group Analysis
The selected improvements and decision-making factors were also analyzed for respondents in three
age groups: 18-24, 25-34, and 35-44. These age groups represent the college age (18-24), young
professional (25-34), and professional (35-44) populations. Eighty-three percent of both the college
age and young professional groups regularly use transit; however, only 40% of the professional
population identified as regular transit users.
The college age population expressed stronger preferences for expanding real-time information and
improving online information than the other groups, as shown in Figure 8-5. The young professional
population prioritized more local circulation and new local destinations at a much higher rate than the
other two groups. The professional group prioritized more regional service at a higher rate than the
college age or young professional group.
These stated preferences suggest different commute behaviors for the age groups, with the younger
college age population likely living near campus with shorter, less predictable commutes, the young
professional population living closer to the downtown area commuting with local service, and the
professional population living further away from downtown relying more heavily on regional service.
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Figure 8-5

Design Your Transit System Survey Results – Age Group Analysis
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Who Responded to the Survey?
Age of Respondent
The largest number of respondents to the survey were between the ages of 25 and 34 (33%), followed
by ages 35 to 44 (20%), and then ages 18 to 24 (17%), as shown in Figure 8-6. This suggests that the
majority of the survey respondents are working age, between 25 and 44, and that a significant portion
of the respondents are college age, between 18 and 24.
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Figure 8-6

Phase I - Age of Survey Respondents
65 or more
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17%
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33%
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20%
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Primary Mode of Transportation
The primary mode of transportation for online survey respondents, as shown in Figure 8-7, is driving
alone (43%) followed by transit (37%). Walking (9%), bicycling (6%), and carpooling (5%) are utilized
significantly less than driving alone and transit. However, the majority of respondents (64%) indicated
they regularly use transit, as shown in Figure 8-8. This suggests that many respondents regularly use
transit as a secondary mode of transportation.
Figure 8-7
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Figure 8-8

Phase I - Regular Transit Use
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Why or Why Not Use Transit?
When asked why they choose to use other means of transportation (Figure 8-9) the majority of
respondents said that the service doesn’t go where they need it to (66%), the schedules don’t match
their needs (53%), or the service takes too long (50%). This indicates that convenience and timeliness
are important factors when deciding to take transit or not. Similarly, Figure 8-10 shows these same
responses as the top three reasons respondents don’t take transit more often.
Figure 8-9
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Figure 8-10

Phase I - Reasons not to take transit more often
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Improvements to Transit Service
When asked what improvements would make respondents more likely to use transit service (Figure
8-11), the most common responses were more frequent daytime service between Monday and
Saturday (59%), more frequent service at night and/or Sundays (49%), and later evening service
(42%). This indicates that the primary concern for survey respondents is a lack of service frequency. In
addition to service frequency, respondents also expressed a desire to add more direct service (35%)
and to reduce travel times (33%). This suggests that conveniences such as direct service and faster
travel are important factors, but less important than service frequency and scheduling.
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Figure 8-11

Phase I - What improvements that would cause you to use transit more often
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PHASE II OUTREACH
Phase II outreach began after three different service scenarios had been developed. Scenario 1 makes
modest changes to bus routes and aims to improve weekday service frequency. Scenario 2 also makes
modest changes to bus routes and aims to improve weekend service. Scenario 3 takes a more
transformative approach, designing a new system from scratch based on observed ridership trends and
areas with unmet demand. As with Phase I outreach, four open houses and an online survey were used
to garner feedback. Nearly 2,000 responses were gathered.

Survey Results
Overall Results
The survey presented the three proposed service alternatives. Survey respondents were asked to
identify their level of support for each of the three scenarios and were given the opportunity to provide
comments on the scenarios and individual routes within the scenarios.
Overall, survey respondents were much more supportive of Scenario 2 than of Scenario 1 or Scenario 3
(Figure 8-12). The majority of respondents do not support Scenario 1 (52%) or Scenario 3 (52%), while
the majority of respondents do support Scenario 2 (75%). These responses are indicative of general
support for improving weekend service.
Figure 8-12
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UNC Affiliation Analysis
Survey responses were analyzed based on the respondents’ reported affiliation with UNC-Chapel, either
student, staff, faculty, or no affiliation. Staff, faculty, and non-affiliated respondents generally followed
the same overall trend, with strong support for Scenario 2 and less support for Scenario 1 and Scenario
3.
However, 50% of UNC students support the changes in Scenario 1, with an additional 21% stating that
they don’t support the changes, but can live with them (Figure 8-13). This difference may be indicative
of college students’ preferences for improved weekday service frequency due to irregular schedules.
Extended service hours, improved service frequency, and more direct service would make commuting
to and from the campus area more convenient throughout the day for UNC students.
Figure 8-13
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Home Zip Code Analysis
Survey respondents were analyzed according to their reported home zip codes and split into three
categories: Chapel Hill, Carrboro, and other areas 1. Respondents were sorted into these categories if
any part of the zip code overlaps with the Towns of Chapel Hill or Carrboro. For instance, the 27516 zip
code covers portions of Chapel Hill and Carrboro, so the 232 respondents from this zip code were
placed into both the Chapel Hill and Carrboro groups.
The majority of respondents (65%) identified as Chapel Hill residents, while 27% identified as Carrboro
residents, and 8% identified as residents outside of the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area. Chapel Hill residents
are generally representative of the overall survey results; however, Carrboro residents are more likely to
be UNC students (Figure 8-16) and non-Chapel Hill-Carrboro residents (Figure 8-18) are more likely to
be UNC staff.
The results from Chapel Hill and Carrboro residents are representative of the overall survey results;
however, respondents living outside of the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area are more supportive of all three
scenarios (Figure 8-19). Residents outside of the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area are more likely to utilize
commuter services, which were generally unchanged in the three scenarios.
1 Chapel

Hill zip codes: 27514, 27515, 27516, 27517, 27599, 27707; Carrboro zip codes: 27510, 27516
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Figure 8-14

UNC Affiliation of Chapel Hill Residents
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Figure 8-15

N = 1,018

Do you support these proposed service changes? – Chapel Hill Residents
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Figure 8-16

UNC Affiliation of Carrboro Residents
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Figure 8-17

N = 420

Do you support these proposed service changes? – Carrboro Residents
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Figure 8-18

UNC Affiliation of Non-Chapel Hill/Carrboro Residents
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Figure 8-19
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Open-Ended Comments Analysis
Survey respondents left nearly 1,400 individual comments pertaining to the three proposed service
scenarios. Individual comments were thoroughly reviewed and used to identify priorities for service
improvements and to assess the level of support for proposed elements of the service scenarios.
Overall, survey respondents emphasized support for increasing frequency on overcrowded routes,
including Route J, Route NS, and Route D. There was also significant support for providing weekend
service on Route NS and for operating weekend service on Route J along the same alignment as
weekday service. Survey respondents had mixed opinions regarding service to Patterson Place. Some
respondents thought it would be a useful service; however, others felt that it would not be an
appropriate use of local tax dollars to provide service outside of the community. Respondents also
voiced support for Route EW in Scenario 3, but not at the expense of coverage in other areas that are
currently served.
There is minimal support for On-Demand Zones or partnerships with ridesharing companies (i.e., Uber,
Lyft). Responses also indicated that eliminating segments of Route D, Route F, Route G, and Route V
would be challenging for some passengers.
The general takeaway from the comments received for each scenario were as follows:


Scenario 1: Scenario does not solve enough issues with the current system to warrant change.



Scenario 2: There is strong support for improving weekend service.



Scenario 3: The proposed changes are too sweeping and smaller adjustments to the services
may be more appropriate. The coverage losses were too big considering the other
improvements.

Who Responded to the Survey?
UNC Affiliation
The largest number of respondents to the survey did not have any affiliation with UNC (33%), and UNC
Students (28%), UNC Staff (27%), and UNC Faculty (13%) represented the remainder of responses, as
shown in Figure 8-20. This suggests that the survey respondents are representative of a diverse
population of students, non-students, and UNC employees.
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Figure 8-20

Phase II - UNC-Chapel Hill Affiliation

Yes, UNC Staff
27%

Yes, UNC Faculty
13%

No
33%

Yes, UNC student
28%

N = 1,187

Frequency of Transit Use
The majority of survey respondents ride transit five or more days per week (55%), as shown in Figure
8-21. Additionally, 19% of respondents ride transit between two and four days per week. This indicates
that the majority of respondents (74%) are regular transit riders, utilizing transit at least twice per week.
Figure 8-21

Phase II - Frequency of Transit Use
I never ride transit
less than once a
3%
month
7%

Other
3%
Once a week
6%

1-3 times a month
7%
2-4 days
a week
19%

5 or more days a
week
55%

N = 1,188
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Household Income
The majority of survey respondents have household incomes of at least $60,000 per year, shown in
Figure 8-22, with 12% earning between $60,000 and $79,999 and 42% earning $80,000 or more.
The remaining income levels are split relatively evenly. This indicates that all income levels are
represented in the survey; however, the majority of respondents are generally higher income
households.
Figure 8-22

Phase II - Household Income

$15,000 to
$24,999
9%

Less than
$15,000
12%

$80,000 or more
42%

$25,000 to
$39,999
11%
$40,000 to
$59,999
15%

$60,000 to
$79,999
12%

N = 1,081
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PHASE III OUTREACH
Phase III outreach was conducted to gather feedback about the Preferred Alternative in September
and October 2018. The Preferred Alternative incorporated the findings of Phase II and sought to
balance customer feedback received. As with the other outreach phases, four meetings and an online
survey were used to gather feedback. Nearly 500 responses were received.

Survey Results
Overall Results
Survey respondents were asked if they support the changes proposed in the Preferred Alternative and
were given the opportunity to provide additional input and comments on individual route changes.
Overall results are shown in Figure 8-23. About one-third of respondents said that they supported the
changes, while slightly over half of respondents (55%) either supported the changes or did not support
them but can live with it.
While many respondents were supportive of the recommended changes, including improved weekend
service and improved frequency, proposed changes to Routes FCX, JFX, and S received particularly
unsupportive feedback in the survey. An assessment of the open-ended comments for these routes
indicated that there was a perception that services currently provided by Route FCX and JFX would be
removed, that travel times on Route S would be increased due to restructuring, or that respondents
generally misunderstood the recommendations.
Subsequent revisions to recommendations addressed concerns over proposed routes, and service
changes were clarified to ensure that the stops, service area, and service level are maintained in the
service area.
Figure 8-23

Do you support the changes in The Preferred Alternative?

No, but I can live
with it, 22%

Yes, 33%

I do not support
these changes,
45%

N=448
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Preferred Alternative Response to Public Feedback
To address comments received and respond to public feedback, final recommendations (described in
more detail in Chapter 6) make the following changes:


Route CPX/JFX: Due to the August 2019 closure of the Carrboro Plaza Park-and-Ride and
associated deletion of Route CPX, both span and alignment changes will be made for Route
JFX. Route JFX will provide 15-minute service connecting Jones Ferry Park-and-Ride and the
UNC Hospitals, replicating the existing service provided by Route CPX. Service will also operate
all day on Route JFX.



Route HS: In the Preferred Alternative, Route HS service would operate all day from 5:30 AM
to 6:30 PM to address concerns of respondents needing to travel during the midday time
period, particularly along Culbreth Road.



Route CL: Some respondents expressed concerns about loss of coverage in the Preferred
Alternative, particularly along Sage Road. The revised recommendations make an adjustment
to Route CL’s alignment to reinstate service in this area.



Route FCX/S: Route S would serve both the NC 54 and Friday Center Park-and-Rides with
improved frequency—every 5 minutes during the morning peak and 10 minutes during the
evening peak. Route S will also start earlier and end later than the existing service,
corresponding to the current service span for Route FCX. The additional stops added to Route
S may increase travel times on the route, but the simplification of service, improved service
frequency, and expanded service span will provide additional benefits to the CHT system and
generally improve the passenger experience.

Who Responded to the Survey?
UNC Affiliation
The largest number of respondents to the survey identified as UNC Staff (50%), with an additional 25%
and 12% identifying as UNC Students and UNC Faculty, as shown in Figure 8-24. Thirteen percent of
respondents had no UNC affiliation. This suggests that survey responses are more representative of
UNC-affiliated transit riders, particularly UNC staff commuting to work.
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Figure 8-24

Phase III - UNC-Chapel Hill Affiliation

None, 13%

Yes, UNC student,
25%
Yes, UNC faculty,
12%

Yes, UNC staff,
50%

N = 407

Frequency of Transit Use
The majority of survey respondents ride transit five or more days per week (72%), as shown in Figure
8-25. Additionally, 15% of respondents ride transit between two and four days per week. This indicates
that the majority of respondents (87%) are regular transit riders, utilizing transit at least twice per week.
Figure 8-25

Phase III - Frequency of Transit Use
I never ride
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Other, 2%
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month, 3%
Once a week, 3%

2-4 days
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5 or more days
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Household Income
The majority of survey respondents have household incomes of at least $40,000 per year, as shown in
Figure 8-26, with 21% earning at between $40,000 and $59,999, 13% earning between $60,000 and
$79,999, and 36% earning $80,000 or more. The remaining income levels are split relatively evenly.
This indicates that all income levels are represented in the survey; however, the majority of respondents
are generally higher-income households.
Figure 8-26

Phase III - Household Income
Less than
$15,000, 7%

$80,000 or more,
36%

$60,000 to
$79,999,
13%

$15,000 to
$24,999, 8%

$25,000 to
$39,999, 15%

$40,000 to
$59,999, 21%

N = 349
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9 NEXT STEPS
This report represents the final element of the CHT SRTP planning process. It builds upon previous
planning work to provide recommended service changes based on route planning standards, identified
public priorities, existing market and operating conditions, and extensive public and stakeholder
outreach.
While the SRTP takes a comprehensive approach to operational improvements within the agency,
many of the next steps in the process will require coordination with external agencies as well. Chapter 7
of this report describes the opportunities, challenges, and financial implications associated with the
future of transit in the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area, and there are a series of next steps required to
continue the planning process and move toward implementation.
Crucial next steps to continue improving CHT service and ensuring future viability of the agency are
described in Figure 9-1. These elements are also described in greater detail in this chapter.
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Figure 9-1

CHT Next Steps for Implementation
Element

Next Steps

Monitor System Performance

CHT should continue monitoring performance and ridership at the stop and route level.
Following the implementation of the Preferred Alternative, it may be necessary to make
small adjustments to schedules or service frequency.

Finance and Develop a BRT
System

The planned North-South BRT project currently has a $12 million funding gap that must
be bridged before the project will be eligible for federal grant funding. CHT should
continue exploring funding mechanisms for the North-South BRT Project, as well as
investigating a potential complementary East-West BRT line.

Investigate Service
Expansion and Transfer
Opportunities with Regional
Providers

CHT should coordinate with GoTriangle and GoDurham to determine if it is practical to
expand to serve Patterson Place.

Maximize Demand Response
Resources

There is opportunity to consider consolidation of paratransit service in Orange County to
better meet the needs of riders, as well as facilitating easier integration with region-wide
services.

Pursue Coordinated Fare
Policy

CHT should continue to pursue opportunities for fare policy partnerships with regional
providers. In return, CHT may have more flexibility to delay capital expenditures and
operating costs associated with adding capacity to meet growing demand on high
ridership routes.

Coordinate Multimodal
Transportation Network
Development

CHT should continue to work with the Town of Chapel Hill, Town and Carrboro, and
UNC-Chapel Hill to identify shared interests and leverage opportunities to foster an
effective multimodal transportation system for all users.

Monitor Improvements to
Electric Vehicle Technology

CHT should continue monitoring the progress and development of electric vehicle
technology and allow it to mature before making large-scale investments.

Identify Funding to Meet
Transit Demand Associated
with New Developments

New large-scale developments planned in Chapel Hill are expected to increase demand
for transit on some of the system’s most congested routes. CHT should investigate
opportunities to incorporate payment-in-lieu programs and transit improvement districts
to increase funding options for transit infrastructure and service.

Evaluate Future Park-andRide Service Strategy

CHT should continue to explore the opportunity for new park-and-ride-based service and
re-evaluate the existing park-and-ride service model in conjunction with regional travel
patterns.

Coordinate Transit Hub
Development

The UNC Hospitals stop currently serves 53 buses per hour in each direction and is a
highly space-constrained location. Creating an off-street facility for bus layover and
passenger loading will be a crucial step for system performance. CHT should continue to
coordinate with UNC Hospitals and GoTriangle to plan for this improvement.
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Monitor System Performance
While the SRTP development is based on observed operating conditions, once service changes are
implemented, they may not perform as expected. Projected travel times and demand for service may
vary after implementation, and it may be necessary to make small adjustments to schedules,
alignments, or service frequency to be responsive to unforeseen demand, capacity, and scheduling
issues. To ensure the system continues to perform at a high level, it will be necessary for CHT to
continue monitoring performance and ridership at the stop and route level.

Finance and Develop a BRT System
The planned North-South BRT project currently has a $12 million funding gap that must be bridged
before the project will be eligible for federal grant funding. CHT should continue exploring funding
mechanisms for the North-South BRT project. During Phase II Outreach, a proposed dedicated EastWest route was positively received by survey respondents. There is an opportunity for CHT to begin
planning for a potential East-West BRT line to complement the North-South BRT project.

Investigate Service Expansion and Transfer Opportunities with Regional Providers
CHT service currently approaches, but does not serve, Patterson Place—a high ridership location served
by GoTriangle and GoDurham. Coordination with these agencies will allow CHT to determine if it is
practical to expand to reach this destination in the future.

Maximize Demand Response Resources
Currently, CHT operates paratransit service in the urban areas of Orange County, while OPT and
Chatham Transit provide service in rural areas. There is opportunity to consider consolidation of
paratransit service in Orange County to better meet the needs of riders, as well as facilitating easier
integration with region-wide services. Consolidated paratransit service would allow for coordinated
dispatching and potential cost savings for the county as a whole.

Pursue Coordinated Fare Policy
One major difference between CHT and other regional operators is CHT’s fare free policy. This policy
creates an incentive for passengers to take CHT service instead of other regional options since they can
use the service for free; in some cases, this results in partner agency routes operating with excess
capacity. CHT should continue to pursue opportunities for fare policy partnerships with regional
providers. In return, CHT may have more flexibility to delay capital expenditures and operating costs
associated with adding capacity to meet growing demand on high ridership routes.

Coordinate Multimodal Transportation Network Development
Taking an integrated approach to transportation system planning generally produces benefits for
pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit riders, but it is important to clearly articulate competing priorities while
developing infrastructure improvements and recommendations. In the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area, there
will continue to be opportunities to meet the needs of all users. CHT should continue to work with the
Town of Chapel Hill, Town and Carrboro, and UNC-Chapel Hill to identify shared interests and leverage
opportunities to foster an effective multimodal transportation system.
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Monitor Improvements to Electric Vehicle Technology
Ongoing bus replacement will continue to have financial implications for CHT. As CHT’s fleet continues
to age, strategic capital planning, bus replacement, and ongoing fleet modernization will be necessary
to ensure financial sustainability of the agency while meeting environmental goals. There is interest in
incorporating electric vehicles into the fleet; however, concerns exist with existing electric vehicle
technologies related to operating on steep grades and in hot climates—elements relevant in Chapel Hill
and Carrboro. CHT should continue monitoring the progress and development of electric vehicle
technology and allow it to mature before making large-scale investments.
These two corridors present the strongest opportunities for frequent, high-capacity transit in the CHT
system. As regional transit investments continue to grow, CHT should capitalize on these opportunities
to develop a strong transit core and foster regional transit integration.

Identify Funding to Meet Transit Demand Associated with New Developments
New large-scale developments planned in Chapel Hill are expected to increase demand for transit on
some of the system’s most congested routes. As large residential and mixed-use developments
continue to emerge in Chapel Hill and Carrboro, the agency will have an opportunity to engage with
developers and the local governments to develop strategies for mitigating impacts on transit demand.
CHT should investigate opportunities to incorporate payment-in-lieu programs, as well as the potential
for transit improvement districts, to help meet funding needs for transit infrastructure and service and
address increased demand on the transit system.

Evaluate Future Park-and-Ride Service Strategy
Most existing park-and-ride lots in the CHT service area have sufficient capacity to address any nearterm demand increases.
In the future, the primary markets for park-and-ride use are likely to be from Chatham, Durham, and
Alamance Counties. CHT should also prioritize coordinating with other regional transit service providers
(OPT, GoTriangle, etc.) to capitalize on shared service in these new corridors.

Coordinate Transit Hub Development
Coordinating with the UNC Hospitals and GoTriangle on the development and operations of a transit
hub located at the UNC Hospitals stop will be a key partnership for minimizing delays and ensuring ontime performance of transit service at one of the busies stops in the CHT system. The UNC Hospitals
stop currently serves 53 buses per hour in each direction and is a highly space-constrained location.
Given the limited right-of-way available for transit improvements, coordinating with UNC Hospitals on
potential facility locations and with GoTriangle on shared operating priorities will be critical for coalition
building throughout the process.
Creating an off-street facility for bus layover and passenger loading will be a crucial step for system
performance.
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Route Profiles
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SOUTH RD AT FETZER GYM
RALEIGH ST AT CONNOR HALL
RALEIGH ST AT LEWIS HALL
RALEIGH ST AT ALDERMAN HALL
HILLSBOROUGH ST AT E ROSEMAR
HILLSBOROUGH ST AT DELTA ZET
HILLSBOROUGH ST AT BOLINWOOD
HILLSBOROUGH ST AT MARTIN LU
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A
HOMESTEAD AT MARTIN LUTHER K
HOMESTEAD RD AT SEYMOUR CENT
HOMESTEAD RD AT SOUTHERN HUM
ORANGE COUNTY SOCIAL SER - EOL

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound
Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound

150

100

Night

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound

Route Productivity Summary

110
40
75
21

CHATHAM PARK-RIDE LOT
CHATHAM PARK-RIDE LOT
MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI
CHATHAM PARK-RIDE LOT

L
L
L
L

354

391

22.5

15.7

175
75
90
14

172
86
123
10

7.2
5.8
7.0
2.5

24.3
13.0
12.9
5.6

Boardings

Max Load

15

10

5

6:00 AM
6:15 AM
6:30 AM
6:45 AM
7:00 AM
7:15 AM
7:30 AM
7:45 AM
8:00 AM
8:15 AM
8:30 AM
8:45 AM
9:00 AM
9:40 AM
10:20 AM
11:00 AM
11:40 AM
12:20 PM
1:00 PM
1:40 PM
2:20 PM
3:00 PM
3:15 PM
3:30 PM
3:45 PM
4:00 PM
4:15 PM
4:30 PM
4:45 PM
5:00 PM
5:15 PM
5:30 PM
5:45 PM
6:00 PM
6:40 PM
7:20 PM

0

Max Load Location

Direction

Max Passengers On Board

L
L

Service Hours

CHATHAM PARK-RIDE LOT
CHATHAM PARK-RIDE LOT

22.5
22.5

20

Passengers

226
226

391
391

25

Trip Time

15.7
15.7

354
354

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

On-Board Load

Productivity

Alightings

Loop
By Segment
1 S COLUMBIA ST AT MASON FARM to CHATHAM PARK-RIDE LOT
By Time Period
AM
Midday
PM
Eve

Activity

Route Operations Summary

Boardings
Total

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route CCX Weekday

CHATHAM PARK-RIDE LOT

200

150

100

50

0

-50

-100

-150

On-Board Load
CHATHAM PARK-RIDE LOT

Evening

70

30

-10

-50

-90

-130

-170

-210

-250

On-Board Load

CHATHAM PARK-RIDE LOT

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

SOUTH RD AT FETZER GYM

PM Peak

CHATHAM PARK-RIDE LOT

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

Midday

SOUTH RD AT FETZER GYM

Alightings

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

S COLUMBIA ST AT MASON FARM

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

Boardings

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

-200
MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

S COLUMBIA ST AT MASON FARM

Boarding/Alighting Passengers
120

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Loop
Night

100

80

60

40

20

0

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Loop
230

190

150

110

Route Productivity Summary

On-Board Load

74
74
68

E FRANKLIN ST AT S BOUNDARY
E FRANKLIN ST AT S BOUNDARY
E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV

I
I
O

51
17
53
21

E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV
E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV
E FRANKLIN ST AT S BOUNDARY
E FRANKLIN ST AT RALEIGH ST

O
O
I
I

193
102
92

168
88
80

5.4
2.9
2.4

74
30
31
24
2
13
2
6
11

49
25
27
36
7
7
2
4
12

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.5
0.6

90.6
40.5
51.1
31.8
4.3
31.0
5.4
11.8
18.4

67
25
80
22

53
28
65
23

1.5
1.0
2.2
0.7

45.4
26.3
36.2
30.5

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
45

50
Boardings

45

Max Load

Boardings

40

40

35

35

15

20
15

5

0

0

Trip Time

5:50 PM

10

5
4:40 PM

10

Trip Time

8:33 AM

20

25

7:35 AM

25

7:02 AM

Passengers

30

30

3:30 PM

Passengers

Direction

36.2
34.8
37.8

Service Hours

Max Passengers On Board

Productivity

Alightings

Inbound to Sagebrook Apartments
Outbound to UNC Hospitals
By Segment
EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR to E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFEE SHOP
E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFEE SHOP to E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES DR
E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES DR to DOBBINS DR AT SUMMERFIELD CR
DOBBINS DR AT SUMMERFIELD CR to SAGE RD AT LOWE S/BORDE
SAGE RD AT LOWE S/BORDERS to STANDISH DR AT OLD DURHAM
STANDISH DR AT OLD DURHAM RD & to EUROPA DR AT HOTEL
EUROPA DR AT HOTEL to E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES DR
E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES DR to E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE
E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE to MASON FARM RD AT ODUM VIL
By Time Period
AM
Midday
PM
Eve

Route Operations Summary

Boardings

Activity

Total

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route CL Weekday

Max Load

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

E FRANKLIN ST AT #1512

SAGE RD AT ERWIN RD

E FRANKLIN ST AT ELLIOTT RD

-15
-80
DOBBINS DR AT FOXCROFT

MASON FARM RD AT ODUM VILLAG

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

E FRANKLIN ST AT HENDERSON S

E FRANKLIN ST AT HILLSBOROUG

25

15

10
5
0

0

-5
-40

-10

On-Board Load
-80

On-Board Load

MASON FARM RD AT ODUM VILLAG

Evening

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

E FRANKLIN ST AT HENDERSON S

E FRANKLIN ST AT HILLSBOROUG

E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV

E FRANKLIN ST AT ELIZABETH S

E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES DR

E FRANKLIN ST AT FRANKLIN WO

E FRANKLIN ST AT BOOKER CK G

DOBBINS DR AT FOXCROFT

SUMMERFIELD CROSSING AT BERR

PM Peak

E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV

E FRANKLIN ST AT ELIZABETH S

E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES DR

E FRANKLIN ST AT FRANKLIN WO

OLD OXFORD RD AT BOOKER CREE

ERWIN RD AT WEAVER DAIRY RD

COLERIDGE RD AT WALDEN AT GR

SAGE RD AT LOWE S/BORDERS

STANDISH DR AT OLD DURHAM RD

STANDISH DR AT ST ANDREWS LN

LEGION RD AT #1718

EUROPA DR AT DUCK POND

E FRANKLIN ST AT ELLIOTT RD

E FRANKLIN ST AT #1512

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANT RD

Midday

E FRANKLIN ST AT BOOKER CK G

Alightings
SUMMERFIELD CROSSING AT BERR

Boardings

OLD OXFORD RD AT BOOKER CREE

-15
ERWIN RD AT WEAVER DAIRY RD

On-Board Load

SAGE RD AT LOWE S/BORDERS

-10

COLERIDGE RD AT WALDEN AT GR

-40

AM Peak

STANDISH DR AT OLD DURHAM RD

-5

LEGION RD AT #1718

0

STANDISH DR AT ST ANDREWS LN

0

EUROPA DR AT DUCK POND

10

E FRANKLIN ST AT #1512

40

Early

E FRANKLIN ST AT ELLIOTT RD

20

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANT RD

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound
E FRANKLIN ST AT PARK PL

0
E FRANKLIN ST AT HOWELL LN

0

E FRANKLIN ST AT HOWELL LN

10

E FRANKLIN ST AT RALEIGH ST

10

E FRANKLIN ST AT PARK PL

40

E FRANKLIN ST AT RALEIGH ST

40

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

50

E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFEE SHOP

50

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

20

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

60

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

60

On-Board Riders

Night

E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFEE SHOP

5
PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

15
PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

30

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

25

On-Board Load

E FRANKLIN ST AT HOWELL LN
E FRANKLIN ST AT N BOUNDARY

Evening

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

E FRANKLIN ST AT VET HOSPITA

E FRANKLIN ST AT LIBRARY TRA

E FRANKLIN ST AT ELLIOTT RD

DOBBINS DR. AT ERWIN

LEGION RD AT WOODED AREA

STANDISH DR AT ST ANDREWS LN

STANDISH DR AT OLD DURHAM RD

OLD DURHAM RD AT HEARD FAMIL

SAGE RD AT ERWIN RD

OLD OXFORD RD E AT KIRKWOOD

SUMMERFIELD CROSSING AT GRIS

DOBBINS DR AT SUMMERFIELD CR

E FRANKLIN ST AT ELLIOTT RD

E FRANKLIN ST AT #1512

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANT RD

E FRANKLIN ST AT HOWELL LN

E FRANKLIN ST AT PARK PL

E FRANKLIN ST AT RALEIGH ST

PM Peak

E FRANKLIN ST AT N BOUNDARY

E FRANKLIN ST AT HOWELL LN

E FRANKLIN ST AT VET HOSPITA

E FRANKLIN ST AT LIBRARY TRA

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC
E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFEE SHOP

Midday

DOBBINS DR. AT ERWIN

LEGION RD AT WOODED AREA

STANDISH DR AT ST ANDREWS LN

STANDISH DR AT OLD DURHAM RD

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR
S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

OLD DURHAM RD AT HEARD FAMIL

Alightings

OLD OXFORD RD E AT KIRKWOOD

SUMMERFIELD CROSSING AT GRIS

DOBBINS DR AT SUMMERFIELD CR

E FRANKLIN ST AT ELLIOTT RD

Boardings

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANT RD

E FRANKLIN ST AT HOWELL LN

E FRANKLIN ST AT PARK PL

E FRANKLIN ST AT RALEIGH ST

E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFEE SHOP

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound
Night

30

20

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound

80
20

80

40

Route Productivity Summary

CAMERON AV AT CAMERON GLEN
CAMERON AV AT GRANVILLE TOWE
CAMERON AV AT CAMERON GLEN

O
I
O

77
107
65
10
0

CAMERON AV AT S ROBERSON ST
CAMERON AV AT CAMERON GLEN
CAMERON AV AT GRANVILLE TOWE
S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC
JONES FERRY PARK AND RIDE

O
O
I
I
O

468
214
253

478
218
260

11.1
5.0
6.1

253
148
67

316
90
72

5.9
3.4
1.9

42.9
44.0
35.8

121
232
93
22
0

122
237
100
18
0

2.3
4.9
2.5
1.3
0.2

52.8
47.4
37.9
16.5
1

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
45

35

30

30

20

Trip Time

Trip Time

9:20 PM

8:40 PM

7:50 PM

5:10 PM

4:10 PM

3:10 PM

2:10 PM

1:10 PM

12:10 PM

11:10 AM

6:40 PM

5:40 PM

4:40 PM

3:40 PM

2:40 PM

1:40 PM

12:40 PM

11:40 AM

10:40 AM

9:40 AM

8:40 AM

0
7:40 AM

5

0
6:40 AM

10

5

10:10 AM

15

10

9:10 AM

15

Max Load

25

8:10 AM

20

7:10 AM

Passengers

35

25

Boardings

40

7:00 PM

Max Load

6:10 AM

Boardings

40

6:10 PM

45

Passengers

Direction

196
149
196

Service Hours

Inbound to Jones Ferry Park-and-Ride
Outbound to UNC Hospitals
By Segment
1 JONES FERRY PARK AND RID - EOL to JONES FERRY RD AT WILLO
2 JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE to CAMERON AV AT RAILROAD
3 CAMERON AV AT RAILROAD TRACK to F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY
By Time Period
AM
Midday
PM
Eve
Night

42.1
43.0
41.3

Alightings

Total

On-Board Load

Productivity

Boardings

Activity

Route Operations Summary

Max Passengers On Board

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route CM Weekday

-60
-120
F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY - EOL

BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEWAY

BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER

BOWLES DR AT KENAN-FLAGLER L

60

40

20

0

80

40

-20
0

-40
-40

-80

On-Board Load
-80

-120

On-Board Load

F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY - EOL

Evening

BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEWAY

BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER

BOWLES DR AT KENAN-FLAGLER L

BOWLES DR AT CRAIGE DORM

MANNING DR AT CRAIGE PARKING

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

CAMERON AV AT PITTSBORO ST

CAMERON AV AT WILSON ST

CAMERON AV AT CAMERON GLEN

CAMERON AV AT S ROBERSON ST

MERRITT MILL RD AT LOCUST CT

MERRITT MILL RD AT LINCOLN C

MERRITT MILL RD AT MANLEY ES

MERRITT MILL RD. AT GREEBSBO

NC 54 EAST AT CANTERBURY APT

NC 54 EAST AT WESTBROOK DR

NC 54 AT HARRIS INC

NC 54 EAST AT DOMINION RAMSG

PM Peak

BOWLES DR AT CRAIGE DORM

MANNING DR AT CRAIGE PARKING

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

Alightings
PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

Boardings

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

-60

Midday

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

On-Board Load

CAMERON AV AT PITTSBORO ST

-40

CAMERON AV AT WILSON ST

-40

CAMERON AV AT CAMERON GLEN

0

CAMERON AV AT S ROBERSON ST

-20

AM Peak

MERRITT MILL RD AT LOCUST CT

40

MERRITT MILL RD AT LINCOLN C

0

MERRITT MILL RD AT MANLEY ES

80

MERRITT MILL RD. AT GREEBSBO

120

NC 54 EAST AT WESTBROOK DR

20

Early

NC 54 EAST AT CANTERBURY APT

160

NC 54 AT HARRIS INC

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound
W POPLAR AV AT DOMINON RAMSG

-10

NC 54 EAST AT DOMINION RAMSG

-10

W POPLAR AV AT DOMINON RAMSG

10

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM

10

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT RAMSG

70

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT RAMSG

70

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM

Night

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM

90

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM

30

JONES FERRY PARK AND RIDE

90

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA

110

On-Board Riders

50

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

110

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA

40

On-Board Load

60
JONES FERRY PARK AND RID - EOL

Evening

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA

JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE

NC 54 WEST AT CAROLINA APART

NC 54 WEST AT ROYAL PARK

MERRITT MILL RD AT ROBERTS S

MERRITT MILL RD AT MANLEY ES

MERRITT MILL RD AT LINCOLN C

MERRITT MILL RD AT LOCUST CT

CAMERON AV AT RAILROAD TRACK

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

JONES FERRY PARK AND RIDE

JONES FERRY PARK AND RID - EOL

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA

JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE

CAMERON AV AT KENAN ST
CAMERON AV AT S ROBERSON

PM Peak

NC 54 WEST AT CAROLINA APART

NC 54 WEST AT ROYAL PARK

MERRITT MILL RD AT ROBERTS S

MERRITT MILL RD AT MANLEY ES

MERRITT MILL RD AT LINCOLN C

MERRITT MILL RD AT LOCUST CT

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC
CAMERON AV AT GRANVILLE TOWE

Midday

CAMERON AV AT RAILROAD TRACK

CAMERON AV AT S ROBERSON

CAMERON AV AT KENAN ST

CAMERON AV AT GRANVILLE TOWE

Alightings
S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

BOWLES DR AT HINTON JAMES TE

BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER

BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEWAY

F PARKING LOT AT MIDDLE OF L

F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY PRAC

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

Boardings

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

BOWLES DR AT HINTON JAMES TE

BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER

BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEWAY

F PARKING LOT AT MIDDLE OF L

F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY PRAC

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound
Night

50

30

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound

200
200

160

120

Route Productivity Summary

NC 54 EAST AT DOMINION RAMSG
PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D
NC 54 EAST AT DOMINION RAMSG

O
I
O

137
28
99
28

NC 54 EAST AT DOMINION RAMSG
NC 54 EAST AT DOMINION RAMSG
PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D
PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

O
O
I
I

485
253
232

421
199
222

9.7
5.0
4.7

339
146

277
144

7.7
2.0

44.2
72.0

185
37
224
39

185
26
172
37

3.9
0.4
3.9
1.5

47.4
85.8
57.5
26.6

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
45

35

30

30

20

Trip Time

Trip Time

12:00 AM

6:26 PM

12:00 AM

6:06 PM

5:06 PM

4:46 PM

4:26 PM

4:06 PM

9:15 AM

8:45 AM

8:30 AM

8:15 AM

8:00 AM

7:45 AM

6:43 PM

6:23 PM

6:03 PM

5:43 PM

5:23 PM

5:03 PM

4:43 PM

4:23 PM

4:00 PM

3:40 PM

8:58 AM

8:28 AM

8:13 AM

7:58 AM

7:43 AM

7:28 AM

7:13 AM

0
6:59 AM

5

0
6:28 AM

10

5

7:30 AM

15

10

7:15 AM

15

Max Load

25

7:00 AM

20

6:45 AM

Passengers

35

25

Boardings

40

5:46 PM

Max Load

6:15 AM

Boardings

40

5:26 PM

45

Passengers

Direction

179
130
179

Service Hours

Inbound to Carrboro
Outbound to UNC-Chapel Hill Campus
By Segment
1 S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC to OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM
2 OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM to CARRBORO PLAZA PARK RID
By Time Period
AM
Midday
PM
Eve

50.0
50.4
49.7

Alightings

Total

On-Board Load

Productivity

Boardings

Activity

Route Operations Summary

Max Passengers On Board

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route CPX Weekday

-80

On-Board Load
200
60

160
40

120

0
80

-20
40

-40
0

-60
-40

-80
-80

-120
-100

Boardings
Alightings

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC - EOL

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

Evening

20
120

0
80

-20
40

-40
0

-60
-40

On-Board Load
-80

-120

On-Board Load

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC - EOL

0

PM Peak

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

0
S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

20

Midday

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

20

S COLUMBIA ST AT MASON FARM

40

S COLUMBIA ST AT MASON FARM

100

NC 54 EAST AT DOMINION RAMSG

100

AM Peak

NC 54 EAST AT DOMINION RAMSG

120

NC 54 EAST AT BERKSHIRE MANO

120

NC 54 EAST AT BERKSHIRE MANO

20

Early

NC 54 EAST AT CARRBORO PLAZA

140

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT NC 54

140

NC 54 EAST AT CARRBORO PLAZA

40
CARRBORO PLAZA PARK RIDE LOT

60

On-Board Riders

80

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Night

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT NC 54

60
CARRBORO PLAZA PARK RIDE - EOL

Evening

On-Board Load

OLD FAYETTEVILLE BERKSHIRE M

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT W POP

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

CARRBORO PLAZA PARK RIDE LOT

CARRBORO PLAZA PARK RIDE - EOL

OLD FAYETTEVILLE BERKSHIRE M

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT RAMSG

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM

PM Peak

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT W POP

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT RAMSG

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM

JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE

MANNING DR AT HINTON JAMES

Midday

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM

JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE

MANNING DR AT CRAIGE PARKING

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

MANNING DR AT HINTON JAMES

Alightings

MANNING DR AT CRAIGE PARKING

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

Boardings

MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

-100
PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound
Night

80

60

40

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound
200

160

Route Productivity Summary

On-Board Load

293
293
286

W ROSEMARY ST AT MAMA DIP S
W ROSEMARY ST AT MAMA DIP S
W ROSEMARY ST AT MINI-MART

I
I
O

103
159
145
65
10

W
W
W
W
W

O
O
I
I
I

790
433
356

757
468
289

16.4
9.4
7.0

234
220
193
143

284
86
175
212

3.5
4.5
4.1
4.2

67.4
48.6
46.8
33.7

111
320
239
104
15

127
304
223
90
13

2.6
5.8
5.1
2.4
0.5

42.7
55.3
46.6
44.1
31

Max Load Location

ROSEMARY ST AT MINI-MART
ROSEMARY ST AT GRAHAM ST
ROSEMARY ST AT MAMA DIP S
ROSEMARY ST AT SUNSET DR
ROSEMARY ST AT PRITCHARD A

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
60
Max Load

Boardings
50

40

40

Trip Time

Trip Time

5:50 PM

4:50 PM

4:20 PM

3:50 PM

3:20 PM

3:12 PM

2:20 PM

1:20 PM

12:20 PM

11:20 AM

10:20 AM

8:50 PM

8:00 PM

7:10 PM

6:16 PM

5:46 PM

5:16 PM

4:46 PM

4:16 PM

3:46 PM

3:16 PM

2:46 PM

1:46 PM

12:46 PM

11:46 AM

10:46 AM

9:46 AM

9:16 AM

0
8:46 AM

0
8:16 AM

10

7:46 AM

10

9:20 AM

20

8:50 AM

20

Max Load

30

8:20 AM

30

7:50 AM

Passengers

50

7:20 AM

Boardings

5:20 PM

60

Passengers

Direction

48.3
46.3
50.9

Service Hours

Max Passengers On Board

Productivity

Alightings

Inbound to Jones Ferry Park-and-Ride
Outbound to Downtown Chapel Hill
By Segment
PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION to N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMAR
N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST to WEAVER ST AT WEAVER ST
WEAVER ST AT WEAVER ST MARKE to W MAIN ST AT CARRBORO
W MAIN ST AT CARRBORO POST O to JONES FERRY PARK AND RI
By Time Period
AM
Midday
PM
Eve
Night

Route Operations Summary

Boardings

Activity

Total

1
2
3
4

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route CW Weekday

Boardings
Alightings

-70

On-Board Load

-90
-70
-70

-120
-90
PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT U - EOL

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

N COLUMBIA ST AT W FRANKLIN

W ROSEMARY ST AT PRITCHARD A

90

10

-10

-30

-50

On-Board Load

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT U - EOL

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

N COLUMBIA ST AT W FRANKLIN

W ROSEMARY ST AT PRITCHARD A

W ROSEMARY ST AT MINI-MART

W ROSEMARY ST AT MAMA DIP S

W ROSEMARY ST AT GRAHAM ST

ROSEMARY ST AT GREENBRIDGE

E MAIN ST AT ARTS CENTER PLA

WEAVER ST AT CARRBORO CENTUR

WEAVER ST AT LINDSAY ST

W MAIN ST AT CARRBORO TOWN H

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT W MAIN ST

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT PINE ST

HIGH ST AT HILLSBOROUGH RD

HIGH ST AT GOLDSTON AV

W MAIN ST AT WESTVIEW DR

W MAIN ST AT SIMPSON ST

W MAIN ST AT JAMES ST

NC 54 WEST AT BERKSHIRE MANO

NC 54 WEST AT W POPLAR AV

W POPLAR AV AT NC 54

W POPLAR AV AT LILAC DR

Evening

30
130

80

30

-20

-70

-120

On-Board Load

DAVIE RD AT W POPLAR AV

PM Peak

W ROSEMARY ST AT MINI-MART

W ROSEMARY ST AT MAMA DIP S

W ROSEMARY ST AT GRAHAM ST

ROSEMARY ST AT GREENBRIDGE

E MAIN ST AT ARTS CENTER PLA

Alightings
WEAVER ST AT LINDSAY ST

Boardings

Midday

WEAVER ST AT CARRBORO CENTUR

-20

W MAIN ST AT CARRBORO TOWN H

-50

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT PINE ST

30

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT W MAIN ST

-30

HIGH ST AT GOLDSTON AV

80

HIGH ST AT HILLSBOROUGH RD

180

AM Peak

W MAIN ST AT WESTVIEW DR

230

W MAIN ST AT JAMES ST

50

W MAIN ST AT SIMPSON ST

70

NC 54 WEST AT BERKSHIRE MANO

280

W POPLAR AV AT NC 54

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound
W POPLAR AV AT RAVEN LN

0

NC 54 WEST AT W POPLAR AV

130

Early

W POPLAR AV AT LILAC DR

20

0

DAVIE RD AT W POPLAR AV

20

W POPLAR AV AT RAVEN LN

40

DAVIE RD AT BERT ST

60

DAVIE RD AT FIDELITY CT

120

DAVIE RD AT FIDELITY CT

120

DAVIE RD AT JONES FERRY RD

140

JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE

80

JONES FERRY PARK AND RIDE

140

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA

100

On-Board Riders
160

DAVIE RD AT BERT ST

-10
OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA

Night

DAVIE RD AT JONES FERRY RD

30
JONES FERRY PARK AND RID - EOL

160

JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE

10
JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE

JONES FERRY RD AT ALABAMA AV

DAVIE RD AT JONES FERRY RD

DAVIE RD AT BERT ST

DAVIE RD AT FIDELITY CT

DAVIE RD AT W POPLAR AV

W POPLAR AV AT RAVEN LN

W POPLAR AV AT LILAC DR

W POPLAR AV AT NC 54

NC 54 EAST AT DOMINION RAMSG

NC 54 AT HARRIS INC

NC 54 EAST AT BERKSHIRE MANO

NC 54 EAST AT CARRBORO PLAZA

Evening

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA

W MAIN ST AT SIMPSON ST
W MAIN ST AT CARRBORO POST O

PM Peak

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

HIGH ST AT GOLDSTON AV
W MAIN ST AT WESTVIEW DR

Midday

On-Board Load

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT PINE ST
HIGH ST AT HILLSBOROUGH RD

AM Peak

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT W MAIN ST

W MAIN ST AT CARRBORO TOWN H

WEAVER ST AT LINDSAY ST

WEAVER ST AT WEAVER ST MARKE

E MAIN ST AT LLOYD ST

W ROSEMARY ST AT SUNSET DR

W ROSEMARY ST AT MAMA DIP S

W ROSEMARY ST AT BREADMAN S

W ROSEMARY ST AT PRITCHARD A

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

On-Board Riders

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

JONES FERRY PARK AND RIDE

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION
PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D
S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE
S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON
S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC
S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H
N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST
W ROSEMARY ST AT PRITCHARD A
W ROSEMARY ST AT BREADMAN S
W ROSEMARY ST AT MAMA DIP S
W ROSEMARY ST AT SUNSET DR
E MAIN ST AT LLOYD ST
WEAVER ST AT WEAVER ST MARKE
WEAVER ST AT LINDSAY ST
W MAIN ST AT CARRBORO TOWN H
HILLSBOROUGH RD AT W MAIN ST
HILLSBOROUGH RD AT PINE ST
HIGH ST AT HILLSBOROUGH RD
HIGH ST AT GOLDSTON AV
W MAIN ST AT WESTVIEW DR
W MAIN ST AT SIMPSON ST
W MAIN ST AT CARRBORO POST O
NC 54 EAST AT CARRBORO PLAZA
NC 54 EAST AT BERKSHIRE MANO
NC 54 AT HARRIS INC
NC 54 EAST AT DOMINION RAMSG
W POPLAR AV AT NC 54
W POPLAR AV AT LILAC DR
W POPLAR AV AT RAVEN LN
DAVIE RD AT W POPLAR AV
DAVIE RD AT FIDELITY CT
DAVIE RD AT BERT ST
DAVIE RD AT JONES FERRY RD
JONES FERRY RD AT ALABAMA AV
JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE
OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA
JONES FERRY PARK AND RID - EOL

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound
Night

100
80

60

40

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound

90

70
280

50
230

180

Route Productivity Summary

On-Board Load

619
550
619

E FRANKLIN ST AT RALEIGH ST
E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV
E FRANKLIN ST AT RALEIGH ST

O
I
O

266
216
277
104

E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV
E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV
E FRANKLIN ST AT S BOUNDARY
E FRANKLIN ST AT PARK PL

I
I
O
O
O

1,764
815
950

1,701
924
777

41.8
19.0
22.8

184
458
407
438
161
117

183
455
219
568
170
105

7.3
10.3
6.7
7.6
5.1
4.7

25.2
44.4
60.4
57.4
31.4
25.0

417
657
519
171

397
636
501
167

8.5
15.0
11.1
6.5
0.6

49.0
43.7
46.7
26.1

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound

65

65
Max Load

Boardings

45

45

Passengers

55

35
25
15

Max Load

35
25
15

Trip Time

Trip Time

9:15 PM

8:05 PM

6:40 PM

6:20 PM

6:00 PM

5:40 PM

5:10 PM

4:50 PM

4:30 PM

4:10 PM

3:40 PM

3:20 PM

3:13 PM

2:40 PM

2:23 PM

1:50 PM

1:10 PM

12:20 PM

11:40 AM

10:50 AM

9:40 AM

10:10 AM

9:20 AM

9:00 AM

8:40 AM

8:10 AM

7:50 AM

7:30 AM

7:10 AM

6:57 AM

-5

6:40 AM

8:39 PM

7:27 PM

7:07 PM

6:47 PM

6:27 PM

5:57 PM

5:37 PM

5:17 PM

4:57 PM

4:27 PM

4:07 PM

3:47 PM

3:27 PM

2:57 PM

2:37 PM

1:57 PM

1:07 PM

12:27 PM

11:37 AM

10:57 AM

10:27 AM

9:47 AM

10:07 AM

9:27 AM

8:57 AM

8:37 AM

8:17 AM

7:57 AM

7:27 AM

7:07 AM

5
6:47 AM

5
6:27 AM

Passengers

Boardings
55

-5

Direction

42.2
43.0
41.7

Service Hours

Max Passengers On Board

Productivity

Alightings

Inbound to UNC Hospital
Outbound to Eastowne
By Segment
OLD STERLING RD AT EASTOWNE to COLERIDGE RD AT WALDEN A
COLERIDGE RD AT WALDEN AT GR to E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES D
E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES DR to E FRANKLIN ST AT HENDERSON S
E FRANKLIN ST AT HENDERSON S to MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL P
MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI to US 15-501 SOUTH AT CULBRE
US 15-501 SOUTH AT CULBRETH & to SMITH LEVEL RD AT BPW CL
By Time Period
AM
Midday
PM
Eve
Night

Route Operations Summary

Boardings

Activity

Total

1
2
3
4
5
6

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route D Weekday

220

Alightings

Evening

170

120

70

20

-30

-80

-130

-180

Night
300

640
600
560
520
480
440
400
360
320
280
240
200
160
120
80
40
0
-40
-80
-120

Early

250
250

200
200

150

100

50
50

0
0

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound

On-Board Load
Boardings

AM Peak

Alightings

Midday
PM Peak
Evening

220

170

120
70

20

-30

-80

-130

-180

640
600
560
520
480
440
400
360
320
280
240
200
160
120
80
40
0
-40
-80
-120

On-Board Load

PM Peak

SMITH LEVEL RD AT BPW CLUB R
SMITH LEVEL RD AT WILLOW OAK
SMITH LEVEL RD AT FPG SHOOL
NC 54 EAST AT KINGSWOOD
S COLUMBIA ST AT PUREFOY RD
S COLUMBIA ST AT COOLIDGE ST
S COLUMBIA ST AT CHASE AVE
MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY
MASON FARM RD AT ODUM VILLAG
EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR
MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS
S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE
S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON
S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC
S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H
E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFEE SHOP
E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM
E FRANKLIN ST AT RALEIGH ST
E FRANKLIN ST AT S BOUNDARY
E FRANKLIN ST AT PARK PL
E FRANKLIN ST AT GLENDALE DR
E FRANKLIN ST AT HOWELL LN
E FRANKLIN ST AT ELIZABETH S
E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANT RD
E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES DR
E FRANKLIN ST AT #1512
E FRANKLIN ST AT #1520
E FRANKLIN ST AT ELLIOTT RD
ELLIOTT RD AT FIRST CITIZENS
ELLIOTT RD AT PLAZA THEATRES
ELLIOTT RD AT BURGER KING
US 15-501 SERVICE RD AT RAMS
US 15-501 SERVICE RD AT HAMP
US 15-501 SERVICE RD AT EURO
EUROPA DR AT DUCK POND
LEGION RD AT BRITTHAVEN SHEL
LEGION RD AT #1718
LEGION RD AT FORSYTH DR
LEGION RD AT SCARLET DR
LEGION RD EXT AT COOPER ST
OLD DURHAM RD AT COOPER ST
OLD DURHAM RD AT BLUEFIELD S
E LAKEVIEW DR AT OLD DURHAM
E LAKEVIEW DR AT W LAKEVIEW
EASTOWNE RD AT PINEGATE
OLD STERLING RD AT EASTO - EOL

300

On-Board Riders

Midday

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Boardings
AM Peak

On-Board Load

OLD STERLING RD AT EASTOWNE
OLD STERLING RD AT NOTTING H
OLD STERLING RD AT BIBLE CHU
COLERIDGE RD AT PRESQUE ISLE
COLERIDGE RD AT WALDEN AT GR
SAGE RD AT LOWE S/BORDERS
DOBBINS DR AT DOBBINS HILL
DOBBINS DR AT ERWIN
DOBBINS DR AT SUMMERFIELD CR
DOBBINS DR AT FOXCROFT
DOBBINS DR AT FRANKLIN SQUAR
E FRANKLIN ST AT BOOKER CK G
E FRANKLIN ST AT ELLIOTT RD
E FRANKLIN ST AT FRANKLIN WO
E FRANKLIN ST AT LIBRARY TRA
E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES DR
E FRANKLIN ST AT VET HOSPITA
E FRANKLIN ST AT ELIZABETH S
E FRANKLIN ST AT HOWELL LN
E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV
E FRANKLIN ST AT N BOUNDARY
E FRANKLIN ST AT HILLSBOROUG
E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM
E FRANKLIN ST AT HENDERSON S
E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE
S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT
PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR
PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION
PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D
MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI
MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY
S COLUMBIA ST AT WESTWOOD DR
S COLUMBIA ST AT PUREFOY RD
US 15-501 SOUTH AT CULBRETH
CULBRETH RD AT CHANNING LN
CULBRETH RD AT CULBRETH PARK
CULBRETH RD AT SOUTHBRIDGE D
CULBRETH RD AT ADAMS WAY
CULBRETH RD AT WEYER
CULBRETH RD AT COVENANT PL
SMITH LEVEL RD AT BPW CL - EOL

On-Board Riders

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

SMITH LEVEL RD AT BPW CLUB R
SMITH LEVEL RD AT WILLOW OAK
SMITH LEVEL RD AT FPG SHOOL
NC 54 EAST AT KINGSWOOD
S COLUMBIA ST AT PUREFOY RD
S COLUMBIA ST AT COOLIDGE ST
S COLUMBIA ST AT CHASE AVE
MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY
MASON FARM RD AT ODUM VILLAG
EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR
MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS
S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE
S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON
S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC
S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H
E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFEE SHOP
E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM
E FRANKLIN ST AT RALEIGH ST
E FRANKLIN ST AT S BOUNDARY
E FRANKLIN ST AT PARK PL
E FRANKLIN ST AT GLENDALE DR
E FRANKLIN ST AT HOWELL LN
E FRANKLIN ST AT ELIZABETH S
E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANT RD
E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES DR
E FRANKLIN ST AT #1512
E FRANKLIN ST AT #1520
E FRANKLIN ST AT ELLIOTT RD
ELLIOTT RD AT FIRST CITIZENS
ELLIOTT RD AT PLAZA THEATRES
ELLIOTT RD AT BURGER KING
US 15-501 SERVICE RD AT RAMS
US 15-501 SERVICE RD AT HAMP
US 15-501 SERVICE RD AT EURO
EUROPA DR AT DUCK POND
LEGION RD AT BRITTHAVEN SHEL
LEGION RD AT #1718
LEGION RD AT FORSYTH DR
LEGION RD AT SCARLET DR
LEGION RD EXT AT COOPER ST
OLD DURHAM RD AT COOPER ST
OLD DURHAM RD AT BLUEFIELD S
E LAKEVIEW DR AT OLD DURHAM
E LAKEVIEW DR AT W LAKEVIEW
EASTOWNE RD AT PINEGATE
OLD STERLING RD AT EASTO - EOL

OLD STERLING RD AT EASTOWNE
OLD STERLING RD AT NOTTING H
OLD STERLING RD AT BIBLE CHU
COLERIDGE RD AT PRESQUE ISLE
COLERIDGE RD AT WALDEN AT GR
SAGE RD AT LOWE S/BORDERS
DOBBINS DR AT DOBBINS HILL
DOBBINS DR AT ERWIN
DOBBINS DR AT SUMMERFIELD CR
DOBBINS DR AT FOXCROFT
DOBBINS DR AT FRANKLIN SQUAR
E FRANKLIN ST AT BOOKER CK G
E FRANKLIN ST AT ELLIOTT RD
E FRANKLIN ST AT FRANKLIN WO
E FRANKLIN ST AT LIBRARY TRA
E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES DR
E FRANKLIN ST AT VET HOSPITA
E FRANKLIN ST AT ELIZABETH S
E FRANKLIN ST AT HOWELL LN
E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV
E FRANKLIN ST AT N BOUNDARY
E FRANKLIN ST AT HILLSBOROUG
E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM
E FRANKLIN ST AT HENDERSON S
E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE
S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT
PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR
PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION
PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D
MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI
MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY
S COLUMBIA ST AT WESTWOOD DR
S COLUMBIA ST AT PUREFOY RD
US 15-501 SOUTH AT CULBRETH
CULBRETH RD AT CHANNING LN
CULBRETH RD AT CULBRETH PARK
CULBRETH RD AT SOUTHBRIDGE D
CULBRETH RD AT ADAMS WAY
CULBRETH RD AT WEYER
CULBRETH RD AT COVENANT PL
SMITH LEVEL RD AT BPW CL - EOL

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound
Night

150

100

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound
On-Board Load

Route Productivity Summary

On-Board Load

73
66
73

E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV
W FRANKLIN ST AT CHAPEL HILL
E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV

O
I
O

44
24
22

E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV
E FRANKLIN ST AT CAROLINA AV
OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT TRAIL

O
O
I

269
129
141

262
121
141

9.0
4.7
4.3

51
55
34
69
60

29
31
79
105
18

0.9
0.9
1.9
3.6
1.6

55.1
62.3
17.9
19.1
36.5

129
76
64

118
81
63

4.3
3.1
1.6

30.3
24.3
40.8

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
45

35

30

30

20
15

Trip Time

3:20 PM

9:00 AM

8:40 AM

0
8:09 AM

5

0
7:34 AM

10

5
6:50 AM

10

Trip Time

9:04 AM

15

Max Load

25

8:04 AM

20

7:45 AM

Passengers

35

25

Boardings

40

4:15 PM

Max Load

7:20 AM

Boardings

40

9:55 AM

45

Passengers

Direction

30.0
27.5
32.7

Service Hours

Max Passengers On Board

Productivity

Alightings

Inbound to Colony Woods
Outbound to Carrboro
By Segment
MCDOUGLE MIDDLE SCHOOL TRACK to N GREENSBORO ST AT MO
N GREENSBORO ST AT MORNINGSI to WEAVER ST AT CARRBORO
WEAVER ST AT CARRBORO CENTUR to E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFE
E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFEE SHOP to ELLIOTT RD AT FIRST CITIZEN
ELLIOTT RD AT FIRST CITIZENS to COLONY WOODS DR AT OVERL
By Time Period
AM
Midday
PM

Route Operations Summary

Boardings

Activity

Total

1
2
3
4
5

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route F Weekday

E FRANKLIN ST AT S BOUNDARY

E FRANKLIN ST AT #1512

-35
-80
OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT TRAIL

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT BARINGTON

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT FAIR OAKS

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT RAINBOW D

UNIVERSITY PLACE

On-Board Load

-5

-25

-60

-35

15
40

5
20

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT TRAIL

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT BARINGTON

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT FAIR OAKS

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT RAINBOW D

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT BLUERIDGE

N GREENSBORO ST AT BOLIN FOR

N GREENSBORO ST AT PINE ST

N GREENSBORO ST AT OAK AV

N GREENSBORO ST AT HARRIS TE

E MAIN ST AT LLOYD ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT UNC BUSINES

W FRANKLIN ST AT CHURCH ST

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

E FRANKLIN ST AT N BOUNDARY

E FRANKLIN ST AT HOWELL LN

E FRANKLIN ST AT VET HOSPITA

ESTES DR AT POST OFFICE

Evening

0

-15
-20

-40

-60

-80

On-Board Load

E FRANKLIN ST AT FRANKLIN WO
ESTES DR AT COMMUNITY CENTER

PM Peak

HILLSBOROUGH RD AT BLUERIDGE

N GREENSBORO ST AT BOLIN FOR

N GREENSBORO ST AT PINE ST

N GREENSBORO ST AT OAK AV

-40

N GREENSBORO ST AT HARRIS TE

-25

E MAIN ST AT LLOYD ST

-20

Midday

W FRANKLIN ST AT UNC BUSINES

-15

W FRANKLIN ST AT CHURCH ST

0

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE

20

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

5

Alightings

E FRANKLIN ST AT HOWELL LN

60

AM Peak

E FRANKLIN ST AT N BOUNDARY

Boardings

ESTES DR AT POST OFFICE

80

E FRANKLIN ST AT VET HOSPITA

On-Board Load

UNIVERSITY PLACE

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound

E FRANKLIN ST AT FRANKLIN WO

25

Early

ESTES DR AT COMMUNITY CENTER

0
ELLIOTT RD AT BURGER KING

5

0
ELLIOTT RD AT WHOLE FOODS MA

10

5

ELLIOTT RD AT WHOLE FOODS MA

10

EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT HAMLIN

15

ELLIOTT RD AT BURGER KING

30

EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT HAMLIN

35

30

EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT TINKERB

40

35

EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT EPHESUS

20

FOUNTIAN RIDGE DR AT COLONY

40

FOUNTAIN RIDGE RD AT OVERLAN

45

On-Board Riders

25

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

45

EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT TINKERB

40

COLONY WOODS DR AT WHITE PLA

Night

EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT EPHESUS

-5
EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT SHARON

EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT TINKERB

EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT FRANCES

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

FOUNTAIN RIDGE RD AT OVERLAN

15

On-Board Load

ELLIOTT RD AT PLAZA THEATRES
EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT LEGION

Evening

FOUNTIAN RIDGE DR AT COLONY

COLONY WOODS DR AT WHITE PLA

EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT SHARON

EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT TINKERB

EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT FRANCES

E FRANKLIN ST AT ELLIOTT RD

E FRANKLIN ST AT #1512

WILLOW DR AT ESTES DR

PM Peak

EPHESUS CHURCH RD AT LEGION

ELLIOTT RD AT PLAZA THEATRES

E FRANKLIN ST AT ELLIOTT RD

ESTES DR AT CAMELOT APTS

E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES DR

E FRANKLIN ST AT ELIZABETH S

E FRANKLIN ST AT GLENDALE DR

E FRANKLIN ST AT S BOUNDARY

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

Midday

WILLOW DR AT ESTES DR

ESTES DR AT CAMELOT APTS

E FRANKLIN ST AT ESTES DR

E FRANKLIN ST AT ELIZABETH S

E FRANKLIN ST AT GLENDALE DR

Alightings
W FRANKLIN ST AT UNIVERSITY

W FRANKLIN ST AT KENAN ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT CHAPEL HILL

WEAVER ST AT CARRBORO CENTUR

N GREENSBORO ST AT #503

N GREENSBORO ST AT TODD ST

N GREENSBORO ST AT CHEEK AV

N GREENSBORO ST AT MORNINGSI

CAROL ST AT LORRAINE ST

CAROL ST AT JAMES ST

CAROL ST AT OLD FAYETTEVILLE

MCDOUGLE MIDDLE SCHOOL TRACK

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

W FRANKLIN ST AT UNIVERSITY

W FRANKLIN ST AT KENAN ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT CHAPEL HILL

WEAVER ST AT CARRBORO CENTUR

Boardings

N GREENSBORO ST AT #503

N GREENSBORO ST AT TODD ST

N GREENSBORO ST AT CHEEK AV

N GREENSBORO ST AT MORNINGSI

CAROL ST AT LORRAINE ST

CAROL ST AT JAMES ST

CAROL ST AT OLD FAYETTEVILLE

MCDOUGLE MIDDLE SCHOOL TRACK

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound
Night

25

20

15

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound

25
80

60

Route Productivity Summary

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY
RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD
MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

O
I
O

34
499
115
346
113

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY
FRIDAY CENTER AT PARK-RIDE L
MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY
RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD
RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

O
O
O
I
I

1,253
597
656

1,446
999
447

27.1
13.0
14.1

1,253

1,446

27.1

46.3

23
515
164
408
142

23
641
173
456
153

0.6
11.1
3.5
7.3
4.6

37.1
46.4
46.8
56.1
31.2

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
40
Boardings

Max Load

30

30

25

25

Trip Time

7:57 PM

7:27 PM

6:57 PM

6:12 PM

5:52 PM

5:32 PM

5:12 PM

4:52 PM

4:32 PM

4:12 PM

3:52 PM

3:32 PM

3:12 PM

2:12 PM

9:30 AM

9:10 AM

9:00 AM

8:50 AM

8:40 AM

8:30 AM

8:20 AM

8:10 AM

8:00 AM

7:50 AM

7:40 AM

7:30 AM

7:20 AM

7:55 PM

7:25 PM

6:55 PM

6:35 PM

6:15 PM

5:55 PM

5:35 PM

5:15 PM

4:55 PM

4:35 PM

4:15 PM

3:55 PM

3:35 PM

3:15 PM

2:55 PM

1:55 PM

9:43 AM

9:23 AM

9:13 AM

9:03 AM

8:53 AM

8:43 AM

8:33 AM

8:23 AM

8:13 AM

8:03 AM

7:53 AM

7:43 AM

7:33 AM

7:23 AM

7:13 AM

7:03 AM

0
6:28 AM

5

0
5:28 AM

10

5

7:10 AM

15

10

Trip Time

Max Load

20

7:00 AM

15

6:50 AM

20

6:15 AM

Passengers

35

5:15 AM

Boardings
35

6:32 PM

40

Passengers

Direction

707
543
707

Service Hours

Inbound to Friday Center
Outbound to UNC Hospital
By Segment
1 MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS to FRIDAY CENTER PARK & RID By Time Period
Early AM
AM
Midday
PM
Eve

46.3
45.9
46.6

Alightings

Total

On-Board Load

Productivity

Boardings

Activity

Route Operations Summary

Max Passengers On Board

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route FCX Weekday

680

580

125
480

25
380

-75
280

-175
180

-275
80

-375

On-Board Load

-475
-20
-375

-120
-475

Boardings
Alightings

Evening

425
425

325

225

125

-75

25

-175

-275

On-Board Load
760
720
680
640
600
560
520
480
440
400
360
320
280
240
200
160
120
80
40
0
-40
-80
-120

On-Board Load

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound
MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPIT - EOL

-50

PM Peak

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPIT - EOL

-50
MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

50

MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

50

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

150

Midday

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

350

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

350

AM Peak

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

450

Early

FRIDAY CTR DR AT NC 54

450

FRIDAY CENTER AT PARK-RIDE L

550

FRIDAY CTR DR AT NC 54

225
FRIDAY CENTER PARK & RIDE

550

On-Board Riders

250

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Night

FRIDAY CENTER AT PARK-RIDE L

325
FRIDAY CENTER PARK & RID - EOL

Evening

On-Board Load

FRIDAY CTR DRIVE AT NC 54

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

FRIDAY CENTER PARK & RIDE

FRIDAY CENTER PARK & RID - EOL

RALEIGH RD AT UNC ADMINISTRA

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

PM Peak

FRIDAY CTR DRIVE AT NC 54

RALEIGH RD AT UNC ADMINISTRA

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

SOUTH RD AT WOOLLEN GYM

Midday

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

Alightings

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

SOUTH RD AT FETZER GYM

SOUTH RD AT COKER HALL

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

SOUTH RD AT WOOLLEN GYM

SOUTH RD AT FETZER GYM

Boardings

SOUTH RD AT COKER HALL

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound
Night

250

150

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound

Route Productivity Summary

On-Board Load

269
246
269

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD
RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD
SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

O
I
O

72
134
110
43

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD
RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD
SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD
SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

I
I
O
O

998
513
486

789
403
386

26.1
12.8
13.3

249
287
172
214
76

190
221
178
123
77

3.8
7.2
5.8
5.5
3.8

64.7
40.1
29.9
39.1
19.8

160
444
290
105

133
345
231
80

3.9
11.1
6.3
4.8

40.8
40.0
45.8
22.2

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
70
Max Load

Boardings
60

50

50

Trip Time

7:50 PM

6:10 PM

5:15 PM

4:34 PM

3:40 PM

2:48 PM

1:55 PM

1:05 PM

12:10 PM

11:20 AM

7:43 PM

7:02 PM

6:06 PM

5:24 PM

4:30 PM

3:46 PM

2:48 PM

1:58 PM

1:03 PM

12:13 PM

11:23 AM

10:33 AM

9:43 AM

0
8:45 AM

0
8:03 AM

10

7:00 AM

10

6:23 AM

20

10:30 AM

30

20

Trip Time

Max Load

40

9:35 AM

30

8:50 AM

40

7:47 AM

Passengers

60

7:10 AM

Boardings

6:53 PM

70

Passengers

Direction

38.3
40.2
36.4

Service Hours

Max Passengers On Board

Productivity

Alightings

Inbound to Glen Lennox
Outbound to University Place
By Segment
UNIVERSITY MALL to HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 1
HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 1 to MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITA
MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS to N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMAR
N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST to CURTIS RD AT S LAKESHORE
CURTIS RD AT S LAKESHORE DR to BOOKER CREEK RD AT APART
By Time Period
AM
Midday
PM
Eve

Route Operations Summary

Boardings

Activity

Total

1
2
3
4
5

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route G Weekday

UNIVERSITY MALL

SOUTH RD AT KENAN LABS

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

-80
-120
EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

UNIVERSITY MALL - EOL

BRANDON RD AT HAYES RD

HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 2

HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 1

CURTIS RD AT CLAYTON RD

70

20

-30

-80

-80

120

80

40

0

-40

-80

-120

UNIVERSITY MALL - EOL

BRANDON RD AT HAYES RD

HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 2

HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 1

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

SOUTH RD AT WOOLLEN GYM

SOUTH RD AT COKER HALL

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

MLK JR BLVD AT TOWN HALL

MLK JR BLVD AT LONGVIEW ST

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT GARDE

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT DR

ESTES DR AT METHODIST CHURCH

ESTES DR AT PHILLIPS MS & PA

Evening

On-Board Load

N LAKESHORE DR AT #1821
CURTIS RD AT S LAKESHORE DR

PM Peak

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

SOUTH RD AT WOOLLEN GYM

SOUTH RD AT COKER HALL

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

-40

Midday

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

-30

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

0

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

40

MLK JR BLVD AT TOWN HALL

160

MLK JR BLVD AT LONGVIEW ST

200

AM Peak

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT GARDE

240

Alightings

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT DR

120

ESTES DR AT METHODIST CHURCH

Boardings

CURTIS RD AT CLAYTON RD

On-Board Load

ESTES DR AT PHILLIPS MS & PA

80

Early

CURTIS RD AT S LAKESHORE DR

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound
N LAKESHORE DR AT KENMORE RD

0

N LAKESHORE DR AT #1821

0

N LAKESHORE DR AT KENMORE RD

20

HONEYSUCKLE RD AT RED BUD LN

20

HONEYSUCKLE AT BROOKVIEW RD

100

HONEYSUCKLE RD AT RED BUD LN

100

FOXWOOD DR AT SEDGEFIELD DR

120

SEDGEFIELD DR AT ROSEWOOD CT

40

BOOKER CREEK RD AT APARTMENT

60

On-Board Riders

80

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

120

HONEYSUCKLE AT BROOKVIEW RD

20
BOOKER CREEK RD AT LAKESHORE

Night

SEDGEFIELD DR AT ROSEWOOD CT

120

On-Board Load

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

FOXWOOD DR AT SEDGEFIELD DR

70
HONEYSUCKLE RD AT RED BUD LN

N LAKESHORE DR AT BROOKVIEW

N LAKESHORE DR AT KENMORE RD

N LAKESHORE DR AT #1822

CURTIS RD AT S LAKESHORE DR

CURTIS RD AT CLAYTON RD

ESTES DR AT PHILLIPS MS & PA

ESTES DR AT METHODIST CHURCH

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

MLK JR BLVD AT FOSTER S MARK

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTHAMPTON P

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

SOUTH RD AT KENAN LABS

SOUTH RD AT RALEIGH ST

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

Evening

BOOKER CREEK RD AT APARTMENT

BOOKER CREEK RD AT LAKESHORE

HONEYSUCKLE RD AT RED BUD LN

N LAKESHORE DR AT BROOKVIEW

N LAKESHORE DR AT KENMORE RD

HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 1
RALEIGH RD AT GLEN LENNOX SH

PM Peak

N LAKESHORE DR AT #1822

CURTIS RD AT S LAKESHORE DR

CURTIS RD AT CLAYTON RD

ESTES DR AT PHILLIPS MS & PA

BRANDON RD AT HAYES RD
HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 2

Midday

ESTES DR AT METHODIST CHURCH

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

MLK JR BLVD AT FOSTER S MARK

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTHAMPTON P

Alightings

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

UNIVERSITY MALL
ESTES DR AT CAMELOT APTS

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

Boardings

SOUTH RD AT RALEIGH ST

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

RALEIGH RD AT GLEN LENNOX SH

HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 1

HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 2

BRANDON RD AT HAYES RD

ESTES DR AT CAMELOT APTS

Boarding/Alighting Passengers
140

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound

140

Night

80

60

40

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound
On-Board Load

120
240

200

160

Route Productivity Summary

0.5
2.7
1.0
2.7
0.5

5.3
23.2
9.8
17.4
2.7

Max Load

5

5:55 PM

5:25 PM

4:55 PM

4:25 PM

3:55 PM

3:25 PM

2:55 PM

11:23 AM

11:15 AM

9:15 AM

8:45 AM

0

Max Load Location

Direction

1
70
12
52
1

10

8:15 AM

Max Passengers On Board

Service Hours

2
63
10
47
1

15

7:45 AM

L
L
L
L
L

19.9
16.5
39.1
22.9
3.4

20

7:15 AM

MORRIS GROVE ELEMENTARY
ROGERS RD. AT CLAYMORE
MORRIS GROVE ELEMENTARY
HOMESTEAD RD AT SOUTHERN HUM
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A

1.1
1.6
0.8
1.6
2.3

25

6:45 AM

2
35
4
32
1

13
7
29
55
32

30

6:15 AM

L
L

21
26
31
37
8

Boardings

5:45 AM

CHAPEL HILL HIGH SCHOOL
CHAPEL HILL HIGH SCHOOL

7.3
7.3

35

Passengers

51
51

136
136

40

Trip Time

16.8
16.8

123
123

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

On-Board Load

Productivity

Alightings

Loop
By Segment
MORRIS GROVE ELEMENTARY to ROGERS RD. AT PUREFOY
ROGERS RD. AT PUREFOY to CHAPEL HILL HIGH SCHOOL
CHAPEL HILL HIGH SCHOOL to HOMESTEAD RD AT SOUTHERN HU
HOMESTEAD RD AT SOUTHERN HUM to SMITH MIDDLE SCHOOL
SMITH MIDDLE SCHOOL to ROGERS RD. AT MEADOW RUN &
By Time Period
Early AM
AM
Midday
PM
Eve

Route Operations Summary

Boardings

Activity

Total

1
2
3
4
5

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route HS Weekday

MORRIS GROVE ELEMENTARY

ROGERS RD. AT MEADOW RUN

ROGERS RD. AT PUREFOY

ROGERS RD. AT RUSCH

ROGERS RD. AT TALLYHO

SMITH MIDDLE SCHOOL

30

10

-10

On-Board Load
20

0

-20

-20

-60

ROGERS RD. AT MEADOW RUN

ROGERS RD. AT PUREFOY

ROGERS RD. AT RUSCH

ROGERS RD. AT TALLYHO

ROGERS RD. AT SYLVAN

HOMESTEAD AT STERLING BRIDGE

HOMESTEAD AT CAMDEN

HIGH SCHOOL AT CELTIC

Evening

On-Board Load

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A
SEAWELL SCHOOL RD AT WOODLEA

PM Peak

ROGERS RD. AT SYLVAN

HOMESTEAD AT STERLING BRIDGE

HOMESTEAD AT CAMDEN

HIGH SCHOOL AT CELTIC

SMITH MIDDLE SCHOOL

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A

HOMESTEAD RD AT SOUTHERN HUM

SEWELL SCHOOL RD AT KOVE RD

SEWELL SCHOOL RD AT SAVANNAH

CHAPEL HILL HIGH SCHOOL

HOMESTEAD AT CAMDEN

HOMESTEAD AT STERLING BRIDGE

ROGERS RD. AT CLAYMORE

ROGERS RD. AT TALLYHO

ROGERS RD. AT RUSCH

ROGERS RD. AT PUREFOY

Midday

SEAWELL SCHOOL RD AT WOODLEA

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A

MORRIS GROVE ELEMENTARY
ROGERS RD. AT MEADOW RUN

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A

Alightings

HOMESTEAD RD AT SOUTHERN HUM

SEWELL SCHOOL RD AT KOVE RD

SEWELL SCHOOL RD AT SAVANNAH

CHAPEL HILL HIGH SCHOOL

Boardings

HOMESTEAD AT CAMDEN

HOMESTEAD AT STERLING BRIDGE

ROGERS RD. AT CLAYMORE

ROGERS RD. AT TALLYHO

ROGERS RD. AT RUSCH

-30
ROGERS RD. AT PUREFOY

ROGERS RD. AT MEADOW RUN

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Loop

40

Night

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Loop
60

20

Route Productivity Summary

On-Board Load

188
145
188

OLD MASON FARM RD AT HIGHLAN
FINLEY GOLF COURSE RD AT RAL
OLD MASON FARM RD AT HIGHLAN

O
I
O

5
89
57
91
23
7

RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE
OLD MASON FARM RD AT HIGHLAN
OLD MASON FARM RD AT HIGHLAN
FINLEY GOLF COURSE RD AT RAL
FINLEY GOLF COURSE RD AT RAL
EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

O
O
O
I
I
I

317
127
190

304
116
188

24.1
12.4
11.7

189
128

176
128

11.6
12.6

16.3
10.2

4
90
81
107
28
8

5
101
76
93
24
6

0.6
6.0
5.4
7.5
3.1
1.6

7.1
15.0
14.9
14.2
9.1
5

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound

16

16
Max Load

Boardings
14

12

12

10

10

Passengers

14

8
6

8
6
4

2

2

0

0
5:39 AM
6:19 AM
6:39 AM
6:49 AM
6:59 AM
7:19 AM
7:29 AM
7:39 AM
7:59 AM
8:24 AM
9:04 AM
9:44 AM
10:24 AM
11:04 AM
11:44 AM
12:24 PM
1:04 PM
1:44 PM
2:24 PM
3:04 PM
3:14 PM
3:25 PM
3:43 PM
3:54 PM
4:02 PM
4:23 PM
4:34 PM
4:41 PM
5:03 PM
5:14 PM
5:24 PM
5:43 PM
6:09 PM
6:23 PM
7:03 PM
7:43 PM
8:24 PM
9:04 PM
9:44 PM
10:24 PM

4

Trip Time

Max Load

5:20
6:00
6:20
6:30
6:40
7:00
7:10
7:20
7:40
8:05
8:20
8:45
9:25
10:05 AM
10:45 AM
11:25 AM
12:05 PM
12:45 PM
1:25 PM
2:05 PM
2:45 PM
3:24 PM
3:35 PM
3:43 PM
4:04 PM
4:15 PM
4:22 PM
4:44 PM
4:55 PM
5:05 PM
5:24 PM
5:50 PM
6:04 PM
6:44 PM
7:24 PM
8:05 PM
8:45 PM
9:25 PM
10:05 PM

Boardings

Passengers

Direction

13.2
10.2
16.3

Service Hours

Max Passengers On Board

Productivity

Alightings

Inbound to Friday Center
Outbound to UNC Hospital
By Segment
1 MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS to RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE
2 RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE to FRIDAY CENTER DR AT HEDR - EO
By Time Period
Early AM
AM
Midday
PM
Eve
Night

Activity

Route Operations Summary

Boardings
Total

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route HU Weekday

Trip Time

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound
200

160

55
120

35

15
80

-5
40

-25
0

-45
-40

-65

On-Board Load
Boardings

-85
-80
-65

-120
-85

Alightings

Evening

95

75
160

55

35

120

15

80

-5

40

-25
0

-45
-40

On-Board Load
-80

-120

On-Board Load

0
MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPIT - EOL

10

0

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPIT - EOL

20

10

MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

20

PM Peak

MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

30

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

40

Midday

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

70

OLD MASON FARM RD AT HIGHLAN

80

70

OLD MASON FARM RD AT HIGHLAN

90

80

RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE

90

AM Peak

RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE

75

Early

FINLEY GOLF COURSE RD AT RAL

100

FINLEY GOLF COURSE RD AT RAL

100

NC 54 PARK-RIDE LOT

Night

NC 54 PARK-RIDE LOT

95
FRIDAY CENTER DR AT HEDRICK

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

FRIDAY CENTER DR AT HEDRICK

50

On-Board Riders

60

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Evening

On-Board Load

FRIDAY CENTER DR AT HEDR - EOL

FINLEY GOLF COURSE RD AT RAL

PM Peak

FRIDAY CENTER DR AT HEDR - EOL

FINLEY GOLF COURSE RD AT RAL

RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE

Midday

RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE

Alightings
OLD MASON FARM RD AT BOTANIC

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

OLD MASON FARM RD AT BOTANIC

Boardings
EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound
Night

60

50

40

30

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound
200

Route Productivity Summary

Route Operations Summary

O
I
O

321
468
408
151
36

S COLUMBIA ST AT PUREFOY RD
S COLUMBIA ST AT PUREFOY RD
W FRANKLIN ST AT CHURCH ST
W FRANKLIN ST AT COLUMBIA ST
W FRANKLIN ST AT N GRAHAM ST

O
O
O
O
O

3,862
1,848
2,013

56.9
23.6
33.3

893
523
1,284
411
750

14.4
10.9
8.4
9.3
14.0

58.6
68.8
128.4
69.4
45.7

738
1,611
1,019
400
93

11.1
22.5
13.8
6.8
2.8

70.0
74.9
73.0
59.5
30

Direction

Max Passengers On Board

W FRANKLIN ST AT COLUMBIA ST
W FRANKLIN ST AT KENAN ST
W FRANKLIN ST AT COLUMBIA ST

Service Hours

1,055
844
1,055

Alightings

69.5
76.1
64.8

3,955
1,795
2,160

Inbound to Carrboro
Outbound to Jones Ferry Rd
By Segment
JONES FERRY AT DAVIE ROAD to E MAIN ST AT WEAVER ST REALT 845
E MAIN ST AT WEAVER ST REALT to W FRANKLIN ST AT UNIVERSIT 750
W FRANKLIN ST AT UNIVERSITY to PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNIO 1,079
PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION to NC 54 WEST AT LAUREL RIDG 642
NC 54 WEST AT LAUREL RIDGE to ROCK HAVEN RD AT ROCK CR 639
By Time Period
AM
775
Midday
1,686
PM
1,008
Eve
403
Night
83

On-Board Load

Productivity

Boardings

Activity

Total

1
2
3
4
5

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route J Weekday

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound

75
Boardings

70

Max Load

Boardings

Max Load

65
60
50

30

Trip Time

Trip Time

9:00 PM

11:00 PM

7:00 PM

6:15 PM

5:45 PM

5:15 PM

4:45 PM

4:15 PM

3:45 PM

3:15 PM

2:45 PM

2:15 PM

1:40 PM

1:00 PM

12:20 PM

11:40 AM

11:00 AM

9:45 AM

10:20 AM

9:15 AM

8:45 AM

8:30 AM

0
8:00 AM

8:32 PM

10:32 PM

7:10 PM

6:40 PM

6:10 PM

5:40 PM

5:10 PM

4:40 PM

4:10 PM

3:40 PM

3:10 PM

2:40 PM

2:20 PM

1:40 PM

1:00 PM

12:20 PM

11:40 AM

11:00 AM

9:55 AM

10:25 AM

9:25 AM

9:10 AM

8:40 AM

8:10 AM

10
7:55 AM

5
-5

7:25 AM

20

6:55 AM

15

7:30 AM

25

40

7:00 AM

35

6:30 AM

Passengers

45

6:25 AM

Passengers

55

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

BPW CLUB RD AT ORCHARD LN

On-Board Load
-120

JONES FERRY AT DAVIE ROA - EOL

NC 54 WEST AT CAROLINA APART

NC 54 WEST AT ROYAL PARK

S. GREENSBORO ST AT TRAILER

430

330

130

-70

30

-270

On-Board Load

JONES FERRY AT DAVIE ROA - EOL

NC 54 WEST AT CAROLINA APART

NC 54 WEST AT ROYAL PARK

S. GREENSBORO ST AT TRAILER

S. GREENSBORO ST AT MUNICIPA

E. MAIN ST AT JADE PALACE

E MAIN ST AT LLOYD ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT N GRAHAM ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT UNC BUSINES

W FRANKLIN ST AT KENAN ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT CHURCH ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT COLUMBIA ST

S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

S COLUMBIA ST AT MASON FARM

S COLUMBIA ST AT PUREFOY RD

NC 54 EAST AT KINGSWOOD

SMITH LEVEL RD AT FPG SHOOL

Evening

680

480

-170

280

80

-120

On-Board Load

SMITH LEVEL RD AT BPW CLUB R
SMITH LEVEL RD AT WILLOW OAK

PM Peak

S. GREENSBORO ST AT MUNICIPA

E. MAIN ST AT JADE PALACE

E MAIN ST AT LLOYD ST

Alightings
W FRANKLIN ST AT N GRAHAM ST

-370

Boardings

W FRANKLIN ST AT KENAN ST

80

W FRANKLIN ST AT UNC BUSINES

-270

Midday

W FRANKLIN ST AT CHURCH ST

280

W FRANKLIN ST AT COLUMBIA ST

-170

S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

-70

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

480

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

30

AM Peak

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

680

S COLUMBIA ST AT MASON FARM

230

NC 54 EAST AT KINGSWOOD

880

S COLUMBIA ST AT PUREFOY RD

1080

SMITH LEVEL RD AT FPG SHOOL

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound

SMITH LEVEL RD AT BPW CLUB R

130

Early

SMITH LEVEL RD AT WILLOW OAK

0
BPW CLUB RD AT THE VILLAGES

50

0
BPW CLUB RD AT SMITH LEVEL R

100

50

BPW CLUB RD AT THE VILLAGES

100

BPW CLUB RD AT SMITH LEVEL R

150

TAR HILL DR AT BPW CLUB RD

350

BPW CLUB RD AT TENNIS COURTS

400

350

TAR HILL DR AT BPW CLUB RD

Night

BPW CLUB RD AT TENNIS COURTS

450

400

CARRBORO HIGH SCHOOL

450

TAR HILL DR AT TURNAROUND CI

500

TAR HILL DR AT TURNAROUND CI

200

ROCK HAVEN RD AT ROCK CREEK

250

On-Board Riders

500

CARRBORO HIGH SCHOOL

330
ROCK HAVEN RD AT ROCK CR - EOL

300

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

430
ROCK HAVEN RD AT SMITH LEVEL

SMITH LEVEL RD AT BPW CLUB

ROCK HAVEN RD OPPOSITE R - EOL

CARRBORO HIGH SCHOOL

HIGHLAND HILLS S

TAR HILL DR AT BPW CLUB RD

BPW CLUB BLVD AT WELCOME CEN

Evening

On-Board Load

BPW CLUB RD AT ORCHARD LN
BPW CLUB RD AT STERLING BLUF

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

ROCK HAVEN RD AT ROCK CREEK

ROCK HAVEN RD AT ROCK CR - EOL

ROCK HAVEN RD AT SMITH LEVEL

SMITH LEVEL RD AT BPW CLUB

ROCK HAVEN RD OPPOSITE R - EOL

CARRBORO HIGH SCHOOL

SMITH LEVEL RD AT PUBLIC WOR
SMITH LEVEL RD AT WILLOW OAK

PM Peak

HIGHLAND HILLS S

TAR HILL DR AT BPW CLUB RD

BPW CLUB BLVD AT WELCOME CEN

BPW CLUB RD AT STERLING BLUF

MERRITT MILL RD AT ROBERTS S

NC 54 WEST AT LAUREL RIDGE

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

Midday

SMITH LEVEL RD AT WILLOW OAK

SMITH LEVEL RD AT PUBLIC WOR

MERRITT MILL RD AT ROBERTS S

NC 54 WEST AT LAUREL RIDGE

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

W FRANKLIN ST AT UNIVERSITY

W FRANKLIN ST AT UNIVERSITY

W FRANKLIN ST AT KENAN ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT MUNICIPAL P

W FRANKLIN ST AT CHAPEL HILL

E MAIN ST AT ARTS CENTER PLA

E MAIN ST AT WEAVER ST REALT

W MAIN ST AT CLUB NOVA THRIF

JONES FERRY AT PTA THRIFT ST

JONES FERRY AT BIM ST

JONES FERRY AT BARNES ST

JONES FERRY AT DAVIE ROAD

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

Alightings

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

W FRANKLIN ST AT UNIVERSITY

W FRANKLIN ST AT UNIVERSITY

W FRANKLIN ST AT KENAN ST

Boardings

W FRANKLIN ST AT MUNICIPAL P

W FRANKLIN ST AT CHAPEL HILL

E MAIN ST AT ARTS CENTER PLA

E MAIN ST AT WEAVER ST REALT

W MAIN ST AT CLUB NOVA THRIF

JONES FERRY AT PTA THRIFT ST

-370
JONES FERRY AT BIM ST

JONES FERRY AT BARNES ST

JONES FERRY AT DAVIE ROAD

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound
Night

300

250

200

150

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound
1080

230

880

Route Productivity Summary

0.4
4.4
0.6
3.4
3.2

15.6
47.8
120.5
58.1
21.3

Max Load

5
7:35 PM

7:15 PM

6:50 PM

6:35 PM

6:20 PM

6:05 PM

5:50 PM

5:35 PM

5:20 PM

5:05 PM

4:50 PM

4:35 PM

4:20 PM

4:05 PM

4:00 PM

3:45 PM

9:30 AM

9:00 AM

8:45 AM

8:30 AM

8:15 AM

8:00 AM

7:45 AM

7:30 AM

7:15 AM

0

Max Load Location

Direction

2
198
60
194
66

10

7:00 AM

Max Passengers On Board

Service Hours

7
209
74
198
68

15

6:45 AM

L
L
L
L
L

64.3
79.9
43.9
22.6
22.0

20

6:30 AM

JONES FERRY PARK AND RIDE
JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE
JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE
MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI
PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

4.7
1.0
1.5
4.5
0.2

25

6:00 AM

6
203
73
163
55

196
149
53
19
101

30

5:30 AM

L
L

300
80
68
102
6

35

Passengers

JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE
JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE

12.0
12.0

Boardings

Trip Time

293
293

520
520

45
40

46.4
46.4

556
556

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

On-Board Load

Productivity

Alightings

Loop
By Segment
JONES FERRY PARK AND RIDE to S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE
S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE to S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC
S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC to PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION
PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION to JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW
JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE to CARRBORO PLAZA PARK RID
By Time Period
Early AM
AM
Midday
PM
Eve

Route Operations Summary

Boardings

Activity

Total

1
2
3
4
5

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route JFX Weekday

JONES FERRY PARK AND RIDE

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT W POP

CARRBORO PLAZA PARK RIDE - EOL

OLD FAYETTEVILLE BERKSHIRE M

Alightings

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT RAMSG

155

105

5

-45

-95

-145
CARRBORO PLAZA PARK RIDE - EOL

OLD FAYETTEVILLE BERKSHIRE M

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT W POP

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT RAMSG

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA

Evening

55
130

80

30

-20

On-Board Load
-70

-120

On-Board Load

MANNING DR AT HINTON JAMES
JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE

PM Peak

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT AUTUM

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA

JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE

Boardings
MANNING DR AT CRAIGE PARKING

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

S COLUMBIA ST AT MASON FARM

JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA

NC 54 EAST AT DOMINION RAMSG

NC 54 EAST AT BERKSHIRE MANO

NC 54 EAST AT CARRBORO PLAZA

Midday

MANNING DR AT HINTON JAMES

MANNING DR AT CRAIGE PARKING

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

JONES FERRY PARK AND RIDE
OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT NC 54

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

S COLUMBIA ST AT MASON FARM

JONES FERRY RD AT WILLOW CRE

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT POPLA

NC 54 EAST AT DOMINION RAMSG

NC 54 EAST AT BERKSHIRE MANO

NC 54 EAST AT CARRBORO PLAZA

OLD FAYETTEVILLE RD AT NC 54

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Loop
Night

200

150

100

50

0

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Loop

280

230

180

Route Productivity Summary

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY
MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY
N COLUMBIA ST AT ISLEY ST

I
I
O

32
37
36
16

BOWLES DR AT HINTON JAMES TE
N COLUMBIA ST AT ISLEY ST
S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H
MANNING DR AT CRAIGE PARKING

I
O
I
O

222
153
69

254
157
97

4.9
2.4
2.5

146
44
32

187
32
35

1.0
1.3
2.6

145.8
33.8
12.3

73
49
83
17

66
52
108
28

1.6
1.2
1.2
0.8

44.7
39.7
68.5
20.2

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
40
Max Load

Boardings

30

30

25

25

6:25 PM

5:25 PM

4:25 PM

0
9:25 AM

0
8:25 AM

5

7:25 AM

10

5

Trip Time

4:55 PM

15

10

Trip Time

Max Load

20

9:55 AM

15

8:55 AM

20

7:55 AM

Passengers

35

6:55 AM

Boardings
35

5:55 PM

40

Passengers

Direction

75
75
65

Service Hours

45.3
63.6
27.7

Alightings

Inbound to Family Medical Center
Outbound to Estes Park
By Segment
1 ESTES PARK APTS - EOL to UMSTEAD DR AT BOLINWOOD APTS
2 UMSTEAD DR AT BOLINWOOD APTS to N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEM
3 N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST to F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY P
By Time Period
AM
Midday
PM
Eve

On-Board Load

Productivity

Boardings
Total

Route Operations Summary

Max Passengers On Board

Service
Hours

Activity

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route N Weekday

-35
-80
F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY - EOL

BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEWAY

BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER

N COLUMBIA ST AT ISLEY ST

On-Board Load

-5

-25

-60

-35

15
40

5
20

0

-15
-20

-40

-60

-80

F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY - EOL

BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEWAY

BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER

BOWLES DR AT KENAN-FLAGLER L

BOWLES DR AT CRAIGE DORM

MANNING DR AT CRAIGE PARKING

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

MASON FARM RD AT ODUM VILLAG

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

N COLUMBIA ST AT W FRANKLIN

N COLUMBIA ST AT TOWN HALL

Evening

On-Board Load

Alightings

BOWLES DR AT CRAIGE DORM

-40

PM Peak

BOWLES DR AT KENAN-FLAGLER L

-25

MANNING DR AT CRAIGE PARKING

-20

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

Boardings

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

-15

Midday

MASON FARM RD AT ODUM VILLAG

0

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

20

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

On-Board Load

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

5

AM Peak

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

40

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

60

N COLUMBIA ST AT W FRANKLIN

80

N COLUMBIA ST AT TOWN HALL

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound
LONGVIEW ST AT N COLUMBIA ST

0
PRITCHARD AVE AT LONGVIEW ST

5

0

N COLUMBIA ST AT ISLEY ST

25

Early

LONGVIEW ST AT N COLUMBIA ST

5

PRITCHARD AVE AT LONGVIEW ST

10

UMSTEAD DR AT UMSTEAD PARK

30

UMSTEAD DR AT PRITCHARD AVE

30

UMSTEAD DR AT PRITCHARD AVE

35

UMSTEAD DR AT BOLINWOOD APTS

35

UMSTEAD DR AT UMSTEAD PARK

15

ESTES PARK APTS

40

VILLAGE DR AT WINDING CREEK

20

On-Board Riders

25

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Night

UMSTEAD DR AT BOLINWOOD APTS

15
ESTES PARK APTS - EOL

40

VILLAGE DR AT WINDING CREEK

-5
VILLAGE DR AT ESTES DR

VILLAGE DR AT OAKLAND DR

VILLAGE DR AT FERNWOOD LN

VILLAGE DR AT WINDING CREEK

Evening

On-Board Load

UMSTEAD DR AT UMSTEAD PARK
UMSTEAD DR AT BOLINWOOD APTS

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

ESTES PARK APTS

ESTES PARK APTS - EOL

VILLAGE DR AT ESTES DR

VILLAGE DR AT OAKLAND DR

Alightings

VILLAGE DR AT FERNWOOD LN

UMSTEAD DR AT PRITCHARD AVE

PRITCHARD AVE EXT AT TRINITY

LONGVIEW ST AT N COLUMBIA ST

N COLUMBIA ST AT ISLEY ST

N COLUMBIA ST AT TOWN HALL

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

PM Peak

VILLAGE DR AT WINDING CREEK

UMSTEAD DR AT BOLINWOOD APTS

UMSTEAD DR AT UMSTEAD PARK

UMSTEAD DR AT PRITCHARD AVE

Boardings

PRITCHARD AVE EXT AT TRINITY

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC
S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

Midday

LONGVIEW ST AT N COLUMBIA ST

N COLUMBIA ST AT ISLEY ST

N COLUMBIA ST AT TOWN HALL

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

BOWLES DR AT HINTON JAMES TE

BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER

BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEWAY

F PARKING LOT AT MIDDLE OF L

F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY PRAC

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

BOWLES DR AT HINTON JAMES TE

BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER

BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEWAY

F PARKING LOT AT MIDDLE OF L

F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY PRAC

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound
Night

25

20

15

10

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound

25
80

60

Route Productivity Summary

On-Board Load

1,376
1,347
1,376

MLK JR BLVD AT ADELAIDE WALT
N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST
MLK JR BLVD AT ADELAIDE WALT

O
I
O

13
590
589
532
274
48

MLK JR BLVD AT LONGVIEW ST
MLK JR BLVD AT TOWN HALL
MLK JR BLVD AT ADELAIDE WALT
N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST
N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST
N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

O
O
O
I
I
I

3,992
2,011
1,981

3,668
1,899
1,769

64.9
33.1
31.8

967
1,177
1,418
430

900
1,323
929
516

15.9
17.5
18.7
12.9

61.0
67.4
76.0
33.4

15
1,034
1,452
1,037
398
55

14
996
1,301
946
353
58

1.0
15.6
22.1
16.4
8.7
1.1

15.5
66.4
65.7
63.2
46.0
48

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
90

70

60

60

40

Trip Time

8:40 PM

7:05 PM

6:00 PM

5:30 PM

5:10 PM

4:10 PM

3:40 PM

3:10 PM

2:40 PM

2:00 PM

1:20 PM

12:40 PM

12:00 PM

11:20 AM

10:40 AM

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

8:40

9:00 AM

8:20

8:00

8:14 PM

10:14 PM

7:05 PM

6:30 PM

6:05 PM

5:45 PM

5:30 PM

5:10 PM

4:40 PM

4:10 PM

3:45 PM

3:02 PM

2:15 PM

1:40 PM

1:00 PM

12:20 PM

11:40 AM

11:00 AM

10:20 AM

10:00 AM

9:10

9:30 AM

8:50

8:30

8:10

7:50

7:30

7:10

0
6:35

10

0
5:35

20

10

7:40

30

20

7:20

30

Max Load

50

7:00

40

6:40

50

6:20

Passengers

70

Trip Time

Boardings

80

4:50 PM

Max Load

5:30

Boardings

80

4:30 PM

90

Passengers

Direction

61.5
60.7
62.4

Service Hours

Max Passengers On Board

Productivity

Alightings

Inbound to Eubanks Park-and-Ride
Outbound to Southern Village Park-and-Ride
By Segment
SOUTHERN VILLAGE PARK-RIDE L to MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPIT
MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS to N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMAR
N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST to MLK JR BLVD AT HOMESTEA
MLK JR BLVD AT HOMESTEAD RD to EUBANKS RD PARK-RIDE LOT
By Time Period
Early AM
AM
Midday
PM
Eve
Night

Route Operations Summary

Boardings

Activity

Total

1
2
3
4

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route NS Weekday

-200
-120
S COLUMBIA ST AT CHASE AVE

SOUTHERN VILLAGE PARK-RI - EOL

KILDAIRE RD AT MARKET ST

US 15-501 SOUTH AT BENNETT R

US 15-501 SOUTH AT CULBRETH

S COLUMBIA ST AT PUREFOY RD

400

300

0

SOUTHERN VILLAGE PARK-RI - EOL

KILDAIRE RD AT MARKET ST

US 15-501 SOUTH AT BENNETT R

US 15-501 SOUTH AT CULBRETH

S COLUMBIA ST AT PUREFOY RD

S COLUMBIA ST AT CHASE AVE

S COLUMBIA ST AT WESTWOOD DR

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

NEW EAST DR AT MASON FARM RD

MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

Evening

200
880

100
680

480

-100

280

80

-200
-120

On-Board Load

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT
PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

PM Peak

S COLUMBIA ST AT WESTWOOD DR

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

NEW EAST DR AT MASON FARM RD

MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

N COLUMBIA ST AT W FRANKLIN

MLK JR BLVD AT TOWN HALL

MLK JR BLVD AT ADELAIDE WALT

MLK JR BLVD AT LONGVIEW ST

MLK JR BLVD AT #725

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT GARDE

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT DR

MLK JR BLVD AT YMCA

MLK JR BLVD AT SHADOWOOD

MLK JR BLVD AT TIMBER HOLLOW

MLK JR BLVD AT CRITZ DR

MLK JR BLVD AT CHAPEL VIEW

MLK JR BLVD AT STATESIDE DR

MLK JR BLVD AT RIGGSBEE TRAI

Midday

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

N COLUMBIA ST AT W FRANKLIN

80

MLK JR BLVD AT TOWN HALL

-100

MLK JR BLVD AT LONGVIEW ST

280

MLK JR BLVD AT ADELAIDE WALT

480

AM Peak

MLK JR BLVD AT #725

0

Alightings

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT GARDE

680

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

100

MLK JR BLVD AT YMCA

1080

Boardings

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT DR

880

500

MLK JR BLVD AT SHADOWOOD

1280

Early

MLK JR BLVD AT TIMBER HOLLOW

1480

MLK JR BLVD AT CRITZ DR

On-Board Load

MLK JR BLVD AT CHAPEL VIEW

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound
MLK JR BLVD AT WESTMINSTER D

0

MLK JR BLVD AT STATESIDE DR

0

MLK JR BLVD AT RIGGSBEE TRAI

100

MLK JR BLVD AT CHAPEL HILL N

100

MLK JR BLVD AT WESTMINSTER D

200
600

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTHWOOD DR

400

MLK JR BLVD AT CHAPEL HILL N

200

EUBANKS RD PARK-RIDE LOT

400

EUBANKS RD AT NORTHWOOD DR

500

On-Board Riders

300

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

500

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTHWOOD DR

300
EUBANKS RD PARK-RIDE LOT - EOL

Night

EUBANKS RD AT NORTHWOOD DR

400

On-Board Load

Evening

EUBANKS RD AT NORTHWOOD DR

MLK JR BLVD AT CHAPEL HILL N

MLK JR BLVD OPPOSITE NORTHWO

MLK JR BLVD EAST OF RIGGSBEE

MLK JR BLVD AT STATESIDE DR

MLK JR BLVD AT HOMESTEAD RD

MLK JR BLVD AT TAYLOR ST

MLK JR BLVD AT ASHLEY FOREST

MLK JR BLVD AT TIMBER HOLLOW

MLK JR BLVD AT SHADOWOOD

MLK JR BLVD AT YMCA

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

MLK JR BLVD AT BOLINWOOD

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

EUBANKS RD PARK-RIDE LOT

EUBANKS RD PARK-RIDE LOT - EOL

EUBANKS RD AT NORTHWOOD DR

MLK JR BLVD AT CHAPEL HILL N

MLK JR BLVD OPPOSITE NORTHWO

MLK JR BLVD EAST OF RIGGSBEE

MLK JR BLVD AT MILLCREEK
MLK JR BLVD AT FOSTER S MARK

PM Peak

MLK JR BLVD AT STATESIDE DR

MLK JR BLVD AT HOMESTEAD RD

MLK JR BLVD AT TAYLOR ST

MLK JR BLVD AT ASHLEY FOREST

MLK JR BLVD AT TIMBER HOLLOW

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTH ST
MLK JR BLVD AT NORTHAMPTON P

Midday

MLK JR BLVD AT SHADOWOOD

MLK JR BLVD AT YMCA

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

MLK JR BLVD AT BOLINWOOD

MLK JR BLVD AT FOSTER S MARK

MLK JR BLVD AT MILLCREEK

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

MASON FARM RD AT ODUM VILLAG

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

S COLUMBIA ST AT COOLIDGE ST

S COLUMBIA ST AT PUREFOY RD

US 15-501 NORTH AT BENNETT R

SOUTHERN VILLAGE PARK-RIDE L

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTHAMPTON P

Alightings

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTH ST

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

Boardings

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

MASON FARM RD AT ODUM VILLAG

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

S COLUMBIA ST AT COOLIDGE ST

500

S COLUMBIA ST AT PUREFOY RD

US 15-501 NORTH AT BENNETT R

SOUTHERN VILLAGE PARK-RIDE L

Boarding/Alighting Passengers
600

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound
Night

300

200

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound
On-Board Load
1480

1280

1080

Route Productivity Summary

STADIUM DR AT STADIUM GATE #
MLK JR BLVD AT NORTH ST
STADIUM DR AT STADIUM GATE #

O
I
O

51
240
146
79
20

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT TOWNHOUSE
STADIUM DR AT STADIUM GATE #
MLK JR BLVD AT NORTH ST
SOUTH RD AT STUDENT STORES
SOUTH RD AT STUDENT STORES

O
O
I
O
O

1,334
402
932

1,443
678
764

22.8
9.9
12.8

987
347

993
450

9.9
12.8

99.5
27.1

75
662
372
182
42

68
703
413
205
54

1.7
10.4
5.2
3.9
1.6

45.2
63.7
71.6
46.7
26

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
70
Max Load

Boardings

50

50

Trip Time

Trip Time

9:20 PM

10:05 PM

8:35 PM

7:05 PM

6:40 PM

6:20 PM

5:55 PM

5:35 PM

5:10 PM

4:50 PM

4:25 PM

4:05 PM

3:40 PM

3:20 PM

2:55 PM

2:35 PM

2:10 PM

1:50 PM

1:25 PM

1:05 PM

12:40 PM

12:20 PM

11:55 AM

11:35 AM

11:10 AM

10:50 AM

10:25 AM

9:40 AM

10:05 AM

9:42 PM

10:27 PM

8:57 PM

8:12 PM

7:27 PM

7:02 PM

6:42 PM

6:17 PM

5:57 PM

5:32 PM

5:12 PM

4:47 PM

4:27 PM

4:02 PM

3:42 PM

3:17 PM

2:57 PM

2:32 PM

2:12 PM

1:47 PM

1:27 PM

1:02 PM

12:42 PM

12:17 PM

11:57 AM

11:32 AM

11:12 AM

10:47 AM

10:27 AM

9:42 AM

0
10:02 AM

0
9:17 AM

10

8:57 AM

10

8:12 AM

20

7:27 AM

20

9:20 AM

30

8:55 AM

30

Max Load

40

8:35 AM

40

7:50 AM

Passengers

60

7:05 AM

Boardings
60

7:50 PM

70

Passengers

Direction

497
317
497

Service Hours

58.6
40.6
72.6

Alightings

Inbound to RR Park-and-Ride
Outbound to UNC Hospital
By Segment
1 MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS to MLK JR BLVD AT MILLCREEK
2 MLK JR BLVD AT MILLCREEK to RR LOT - EOL
By Time Period
AM
Midday
PM
Eve
Night

On-Board Load

Productivity

Boardings
Total

Route Operations Summary

Max Passengers On Board

Service
Hours

Activity

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route NU Weekday

-360
-500

Boardings
Alightings

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPIT - EOL

-400

MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

On-Board Load

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

-300

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT BROOKSIDE

250

150
50

-50

-150

-350

On-Board Load

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPIT - EOL

MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

RIDGE RD AT RAMS HEAD CENTER

STADIUM DR AT RIDGE RD

STADIUM DR AT STADIUM GATE #

SOUTH RD AT STUDENT STORES

RALEIGH ST AT DAVIS LIBRARY

RALEIGH ST AT MANGUM HALL

RALEIGH ST AT SPENCER HALL

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT E ROSEMAR

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT NORTH ST

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT TOWNHOUSE

Evening

200

100

0

-100

-200

-250
-300

-400

-500

On-Board Load

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT GARDE
HILLSBOROUGH ST AT MARTIN LU

PM Peak

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

-260

RIDGE RD AT RAMS HEAD CENTER

-200

STADIUM DR AT RIDGE RD

-160

SOUTH RD AT STUDENT STORES

-100

Midday

STADIUM DR AT STADIUM GATE #

0

RALEIGH ST AT DAVIS LIBRARY

-60

RALEIGH ST AT MANGUM HALL

100

RALEIGH ST AT SPENCER HALL

40

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT NORTH ST

200

AM Peak

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT E ROSEMAR

300

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT BROOKSIDE

400

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT TOWNHOUSE

140

Early

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT MARTIN LU

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound
MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

0

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT GARDE

0
AIRPORT DR AT MLK JR BLVD

50

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

50

AIRPORT RD AT ESTES DR EXT.

200

AIRPORT DR AT MLK JR BLVD

Night

AIRPORT RD AT ESTES DR EXT.

240
PR LOT

100

On-Board Riders

150

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

340
RR LOT - EOL

Evening

On-Board Load

AIRPORT DR AT ESTES DR EXT

AIRPORT DR AT MLK JR BLVD

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

PR LOT

RR LOT - EOL

AIRPORT DR AT ESTES DR EXT

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

MLK JR BLVD AT BOLINWOOD

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A

PM Peak

AIRPORT DR AT MLK JR BLVD

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

MLK JR BLVD AT BOLINWOOD

MLK JR BLVD AT MILLCREEK

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD N

Midday

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD A

MLK JR BLVD AT MILLCREEK

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTH ST

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD N

Alightings

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTH ST

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

Boardings

S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

Boarding/Alighting Passengers
250

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound

250

Night

200

150

100

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound

500
500

400

300

Route Productivity Summary

7:45 PM

7:15 PM

6:50 PM

6:30 PM

6:10 PM

Max Load Location

Direction

Service Hours
Max Load

5:50 PM

5:30 PM

5:10 PM

4:50 PM

4:30 PM

4:10 PM

3:50 PM

3:30 PM

3:10 PM

2:45 PM

2:15 PM

1:45 PM

1:15 PM

12:45 PM

12:15 PM

11:45 AM

11:15 AM

10:45 AM

9:50 AM

10:15 AM

9:30 AM

9:10 AM

8:50 AM

Max Passengers On Board

Alightings

130.1
138.3
138.5
86.5

5
8:30 AM

L
L
L
L

3.7
9.9
6.2
4.4

25

8:10 AM

F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY PRAC
RIDGE RD AT LAW SCHOOL
F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY PRAC
F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY PRAC

373
1,118
690
353

45

7:50 AM

245
665
415
194

210.1
47.8
103.3
107.0

65

7:30 AM

L
L

8.8
6.6
4.4
4.4

Boardings

7:00 AM

F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY PRAC
F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY PRAC

489
886
476
683

85

Passengers

1,426
1,426

24.2
24.2

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Trip Time

127.7
127.7

2,533
2,533

105

On-Board Load

Productivity

3,090
3,090

Loop
By Segment
F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY PRAC to SOUTH RD AT RALEIGH ST
1,849
SOUTH RD AT RALEIGH ST to CAMERON AV AT SWAIN HALL
315
CAMERON AV AT SWAIN HALL to MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARK
454
MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI to BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTE 471
By Time Period
AM
477
Midday
1,369
PM
863
Eve
381

-15

Route Operations Summary

Boardings
Total

1
2
3
4

Service
Hours

Activity

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route RU Weekday

BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER

BOWLES DR AT KENAN-FLAGLER L

BOWLES DR AT CRAIGE DORM

CAMERON AV AT SWAIN HALL

-60

-260
BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER

BOWLES DR AT KENAN-FLAGLER L

BOWLES DR AT CRAIGE DORM

MANNING DR AT CRAIGE PARKING

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

Evening

140
680

480

280

-460
80

-660
-120

On-Board Load

RALEIGH ST AT CONNOR HALL
CAMERON AV AT NEW EAST HALL

PM Peak

MANNING DR AT CRAIGE PARKING

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

SOUTH RD AT RALEIGH ST
RALEIGH ST AT LEWIS HALL

Midday

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

CAMERON AV AT SWAIN HALL

CAMERON AV AT NEW EAST HALL

Alightings

RALEIGH ST AT CONNOR HALL

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

RIDGE RD AT LAW SCHOOL

RIDGE RD AT STADIUM

RIDGE RD AT EHRINGHAUS HALL

BOWLES DR AT HINTON JAMES TE

BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER

BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEWAY

F PARKING LOT AT MIDDLE OF L

F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY PRAC

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

RALEIGH ST AT LEWIS HALL

SOUTH RD AT RALEIGH ST

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

RIDGE RD AT LAW SCHOOL

Boardings

RIDGE RD AT STADIUM

RIDGE RD AT EHRINGHAUS HALL

BOWLES DR AT HINTON JAMES TE

BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER

BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEWAY

F PARKING LOT AT MIDDLE OF L

F PARKING LOT AT FAMILY PRAC

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Loop

700

Night

600

500

400

300

200

100

0

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Loop

540

On-Board Load

340
1080

880

Route Productivity Summary

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY
RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD
MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

O
I
O

250
214
269
84

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY
MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY
RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD
SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

O
O
I
I

1,152
617
535

1,107
879
229

24.9
12.3
12.7

591
561

422
685

10.4
14.5

56.9
38.7

274
416
358
105

259
412
343
93

6.7
8.5
6.5
3.2

40.6
48.9
55.5
32.8

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound

40

40
Boardings

Max Load
35

30

30

25

25

Passengers

35

20
15

20
15

7:23 PM

6:41 PM

6:16 PM

5:56 PM

5:31 PM

5:06 PM

4:41 PM

4:21 PM

3:55 PM

3:31 PM

2:21 PM

1:11 PM

12:01 PM

11:06 AM

10:31 AM

9:41 AM

10:06 AM

9:16 AM

8:56 AM

8:31 AM

8:06 AM

7:46 AM

0
7:21 AM

5

0
6:56 AM

10

5

6:36 AM

10

Trip Time

Max Load

6:20 AM
6:30 AM
6:40 AM
6:55 AM
7:05 AM
7:15 AM
7:30 AM
7:40 AM
7:50 AM
8:05 AM
8:15 AM
8:25 AM
8:40 AM
8:50 AM
9:00 AM
9:15 AM
9:25 AM
9:35 AM
9:50 AM
10:00 AM
10:15 AM
10:35 AM
10:50 AM
11:10 AM
11:45 AM
12:20 PM
12:55 PM
1:30 PM
2:05 PM
2:40 PM
3:15 PM
3:50 PM
4:05 PM
4:15 PM
4:25 PM
4:40 PM
4:50 PM
5:00 PM
5:15 PM
5:25 PM
5:40 PM
5:50 PM
6:00 PM
6:15 PM
6:25 PM
6:50 PM
7:00 PM

Boardings

Passengers

Direction

514
465
514

Service Hours

Inbound to NC 54 Park-and-Ride
Outbound to UNC Hospital
By Segment
1 MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS to SOUTH RD AT FETZER GYM
2 SOUTH RD AT FETZER GYM to NC 54 PARK-RIDE LOT - EOL
By Time Period
AM
Midday
PM
Eve

46.3
50.4
42.3

Alightings

Total

On-Board Load

Productivity

Boardings

Activity

Route Operations Summary

Max Passengers On Board

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route S Weekday

Trip Time

-100
-50
180

-150
80

-200

On-Board Load
-20

Boardings

-250
-120

Alightings
MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPIT - EOL

380

150

50

-50

0

-200

-250

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPIT - EOL

Evening

280

-100

180

-150
80

On-Board Load
-20

-120

On-Board Load

MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

FORDHAM AT OLD MASON FARM

PM Peak

MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

100

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

480

Midday

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound
RALEIGH RD AT GLEN LENNOX SH

0

FORDHAM AT OLD MASON FARM

0

AM Peak

RALEIGH RD AT GLEN LENNOX SH

50

RALEIGH RD AT OAKWOOD DR

50

RALEIGH RD AT OAKWOOD DR

100

RALEIGH RD AT BURNING TREE D

200

FRIDAY CTR DR AT NC 54

200

FRIDAY CENTER DR AT FINLEY F

250

Early

RALEIGH RD AT BURNING TREE D

280

300

FRIDAY CTR DR AT NC 54

0
NC 54 PARK-RIDE LOT

250

On-Board Riders

150

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Night

FRIDAY CENTER DR AT FINLEY F

50
NC 54 PARK-RIDE LOT - EOL

Evening

On-Board Load

FRIDAY CENTER DR AT FRIDAY C

FRIDAY CTR DRIVE AT NC 54

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

NC 54 PARK-RIDE LOT

NC 54 PARK-RIDE LOT - EOL

FRIDAY CENTER DR AT FRIDAY C

RALEIGH RD AT FINLEY GOLF CO

RALEIGH RD AT HAMILTON RD

PM Peak

FRIDAY CTR DRIVE AT NC 54

RALEIGH RD AT FINLEY GOLF CO

RALEIGH RD AT UNC ADMINISTRA

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

Midday

RALEIGH RD AT HAMILTON RD

RALEIGH RD AT UNC ADMINISTRA

Alightings

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

SOUTH RD AT WOOLLEN GYM

SOUTH RD AT FETZER GYM

SOUTH RD AT COKER HALL

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

SOUTH RD AT WOOLLEN GYM

Boardings

SOUTH RD AT FETZER GYM

SOUTH RD AT COKER HALL

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

Boarding/Alighting Passengers
300

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound
Night

150

100

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound

150

100
480

380

Route Productivity Summary

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR
HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 1
PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

O
I
O

12
3

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR
BRANDON RD AT HAYES RD

O
I

18
6
12

15
9
5

1.6
0.9
0.7

18

15

1.6

11.6

12
6

9
6

1.1
0.4

10.7
14

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
10
Max Load

8

7

7

4

5
4

1

0

0
12:10 AM

2:10 AM

2

1
1:10 AM

3

2

11:10 PM

3

Trip Time

Max Load

6

1:00 AM

5

12:00 AM

Passengers

8

6

Boardings

9

11:00 PM

Boardings

9

Trip Time

2:00 AM

10

Passengers

Direction

15
9
15

Service Hours

Inbound to downtown Chapel Hill
Outbound to Finley Forest Drive
By Segment
1 FINLEY FOREST DR to E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY - EOL
By Time Period
Early AM
Night

11.6
6.7
18.0

Alightings

Total

On-Board Load

Productivity

Boardings

Activity

Route Operations Summary

Max Passengers On Board

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route Safe G Weekday

-4

On-Board Load

-6
-20

Boardings
Alightings
FINLEY FOREST DR - EOL

-2
4

2

0

On-Board Load

Evening

10

-6

FINLEY FOREST DR - EOL

RALEIGH RD AT FINLEY GOLF CO

RALEIGH RD AT HAMILTON RD

RALEIGH RD AT UNC ADMINISTRA

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

SOUTH RD AT WOOLLEN GYM

SOUTH RD AT FETZER GYM

PM Peak

RALEIGH RD AT FINLEY GOLF CO

0

RALEIGH RD AT HAMILTON RD

2

RALEIGH RD AT UNC ADMINISTRA

6

Midday

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

8

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

10

AM Peak

SOUTH RD AT WOOLLEN GYM

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound

SOUTH RD AT FETZER GYM

1

-1
SOUTH RD AT COKER HALL

1

-1

SOUTH RD AT COKER HALL

11

MCCAULEY AT PHARMACY LN

3

Early

MCCAULEY AT PHARMACY LN

11

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

13

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

Night

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

5

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE

7

On-Board Riders

9

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Evening

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY - EOL

13

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

4

On-Board Load

E FRANKLIN ST AT HENDERSON S

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

E FRANKLIN ST AT HILLSBOROUG

15

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY - EOL

E FRANKLIN ST AT HENDERSON S

E FRANKLIN ST AT N BOUNDARY

BRANDON RD AT HAYES RD

BRANDON RD AT HAMILTON RD

PM Peak

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

E FRANKLIN ST AT HILLSBOROUG

E FRANKLIN ST AT N BOUNDARY

BRANDON RD AT HAYES RD

HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 2

HAMILTON RD AT BERKLEY RD

HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 1

Midday

BRANDON RD AT HAMILTON RD

HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 2

HAMILTON RD AT BERKLEY RD

Alightings
RALEIGH RD AT OAKWOOD DR

RALEIGH RD AT BURNING TREE D

W BARBEE CH RD AT OLD BARN L

W BARBEE CH RD AT WEAVER MIN

AM Peak

HAMILTON RD AT MAXWELL RD 1

RALEIGH RD AT OAKWOOD DR

RALEIGH RD AT BURNING TREE D

Boardings

W BARBEE CH RD AT OLD BARN L

W BARBEE CH RD AT MEADOWMONT

BROOKBERRY CR

BROOKBERRY CR

FINLEY FOREST DR

On-Board Riders

Early

W BARBEE CH RD AT WEAVER MIN

W BARBEE CH RD AT MEADOWMONT

BROOKBERRY CR

BROOKBERRY CR

FINLEY FOREST DR

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound
Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound

15

Night

9

7

5

3

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound

20
8

20

6

-2

-4

On-Board Load
-20

Route Productivity Summary

49

4.0

14

Max Load

8
6
4
2

2:15 AM

1:45 AM

1:30 AM

1:15 AM

12:45 AM

12:30 AM

0

Max Load Location

Direction

56

10

12:15 AM

L

1.7
0.3
2.0

28.6

8

38
3
9

12

11:45 PM

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE

48

Boardings

11:30 PM

51

4.0
4.0

14

11:15 PM

L
L

49
49

16

Passengers

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE
E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE

56
56

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Trip Time

51
51

Service Hours

Loop
By Segment
1 E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE to ROCK HAVEN RD AT ROCK CRE
2 ROCK HAVEN RD AT ROCK CREEK to BPW CLUB RD AT TENNIS CO
3 BPW CLUB RD AT TENNIS COURTS to E FRANKLIN ST AT HENDERS
By Time Period
Night

14.1
14.1

Alightings

Total

On-Board Load

Productivity

Boardings

Activity

Route Operations Summary

Max Passengers On Board

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route SafeJ Weekday

4.1

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE

S. GREENSBORO ST AT TRAILER

TAR HILL DR AT BPW CLUB RD

E FRANKLIN ST AT HENDERSON S

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT E ROSEMAR

W ROSEMARY ST AT PRITCHARD A

W ROSEMARY ST AT MINI-MART

SMITH LEVEL RD AT BPW CLUB R

40

10

-10

-40
20

0

-20
-20

-30

On-Board Load
-60

E FRANKLIN ST AT HENDERSON S

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT E ROSEMAR

W ROSEMARY ST AT PRITCHARD A

W ROSEMARY ST AT MINI-MART

W ROSEMARY ST AT MAMA DIP S

W ROSEMARY ST AT GRAHAM ST

E MAIN ST AT ARTS CENTER PLA

E MAIN ST AT WEAVER ST REALT

SMITH LEVEL RD AT FPG SHOOL

SMITH LEVEL RD AT WILLOW OAK

Evening

On-Board Load

BPW CLUB RD AT THE VILLAGES
BPW CLUB RD AT SMITH LEVEL R

PM Peak

W ROSEMARY ST AT MAMA DIP S

W ROSEMARY ST AT GRAHAM ST

E MAIN ST AT ARTS CENTER PLA

E MAIN ST AT WEAVER ST REALT

SMITH LEVEL RD AT FPG SHOOL

SMITH LEVEL RD AT WILLOW OAK

BPW CLUB RD AT TENNIS COURTS

TAR HILL DR AT BPW CLUB RD

TAR HILL DR AT TURNAROUND CI

CARRBORO HIGH SCHOOL

ROCK HAVEN RD AT ROCK CREEK

ROCK HAVEN RD AT SMITH LEVEL

SMITH LEVEL RD AT WILLOW OAK

SMITH LEVEL RD AT PUBLIC WOR

S. GREENSBORO ST AT TRAILER

S. GREENSBORO ST AT MUNICIPA

E. MAIN ST AT JADE PALACE

E MAIN ST AT LLOYD ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT N GRAHAM ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT UNC BUSINES

W FRANKLIN ST AT KENAN ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT CHURCH ST

Midday

SMITH LEVEL RD AT BPW CLUB R

BPW CLUB RD AT SMITH LEVEL R

BPW CLUB RD AT THE VILLAGES

BPW CLUB RD AT TENNIS COURTS

Alightings

TAR HILL DR AT TURNAROUND CI

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE
W FRANKLIN ST AT COLUMBIA ST

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

CARRBORO HIGH SCHOOL

ROCK HAVEN RD AT ROCK CREEK

ROCK HAVEN RD AT SMITH LEVEL

SMITH LEVEL RD AT WILLOW OAK

SMITH LEVEL RD AT PUBLIC WOR

Boardings

S. GREENSBORO ST AT MUNICIPA

E. MAIN ST AT JADE PALACE

E MAIN ST AT LLOYD ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT N GRAHAM ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT UNC BUSINES

W FRANKLIN ST AT KENAN ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT CHURCH ST

W FRANKLIN ST AT COLUMBIA ST

Boarding/Alighting Passengers
60

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Loop
Night

50

40

30

20

10

0

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Loop
60

30

20

Route Productivity Summary

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST
HILLSBOROUGH ST AT TOWNHOUSE
N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

O
I
O

26

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

O

35
8
27

30
11
19

2.9
1.7
1.2

3
32

12
18

1.0
1.9

3.0
16.9

35

30

2.9

12

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
10

8

7

7

5

Trip Time

2:15 AM

1:45 AM

1:15 AM

12:45 PM

0
12:15 PM

1

0
11:45 PM

2

1
11:15 PM

3

2

Trip Time

1:05 AM

4

3

12:35 PM

4

Max Load

6

12:05 PM

5

11:35 PM

Passengers

8

6

Boardings

9

2:05 AM

Max Load

11:05 PM

Boardings

9

1:35 AM

10

Passengers

Direction

26
7
26

Service Hours

Inbound to downtown Chapel Hill
Outbound to Chapel View Apartments
By Segment
1 WESTMINSTER DR AT TRAFFIC CI to MLK JR BLVD AT CHAPEL VIEW
2 MLK JR BLVD AT CHAPEL VIEW to E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY - EO
By Time Period
Night

11.9
4.6
22.8

Alightings

Total

On-Board Load

Productivity

Boardings

Activity

Route Operations Summary

Max Passengers On Board

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route SafeT Weekday

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT BROOKSIDE

-30

-10
-40

Boardings
Alightings

WESTMINSTER DR AT TRAFFI - EOL

On-Board Load

WESTMINIST DR AT BANKS DR

-20

20

15

10

5

0

-5

-10

On-Board Load

WESTMINSTER DR AT TRAFFI - EOL

Evening

10

0

-10

-20

-30

-40

On-Board Load

WESTMINIST DR AT BANKS DR

MLK JR BLVD EAST OF RIGGSBEE

MLK JR BLVD AT STATESIDE DR

MLK JR BLVD AT HOMESTEAD RD

MLK JR BLVD AT TAYLOR ST

MLK JR BLVD AT ASHLEY FOREST

MLK JR BLVD AT TIMBER HOLLOW

MLK JR BLVD AT SHADOWOOD

MLK JR BLVD AT YMCA

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

MLK JR BLVD AT BOLINWOOD

MLK JR BLVD AT FOSTER S MARK

PM Peak

MLK JR BLVD EAST OF RIGGSBEE

-5

MLK JR BLVD AT STATESIDE DR

-10

MLK JR BLVD AT HOMESTEAD RD

0

MLK JR BLVD AT TAYLOR ST

0

Midday

MLK JR BLVD AT ASHLEY FOREST

5

MLK JR BLVD AT TIMBER HOLLOW

10

MLK JR BLVD AT SHADOWOOD

10

AM Peak

MLK JR BLVD AT YMCA

20

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound
MLK JR BLVD AT MILLCREEK

0

MLK JR BLVD AT BOLINWOOD

30

Early

MLK JR BLVD AT FOSTER S MARK

0
MLK JR BLVD AT NORTHAMPTON P

5

MLK JR BLVD AT MILLCREEK

5

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTH ST

20

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTHAMPTON P

20

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

Night

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTH ST

10

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE

25

On-Board Riders

25

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

15
E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY - EOL

15

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

20
E FRANKLIN ST AT HENDERSON S

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT E ROSEMAR

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT NORTH ST

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT TOWNHOUSE

Evening

On-Board Load

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT MLK JR BL
HILLSBOROUGH ST AT BROOKSIDE

30

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY THE

E FRANKLIN ST AT VARSITY - EOL

E FRANKLIN ST AT HENDERSON S

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY
MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT GARDE

PM Peak

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT E ROSEMAR

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT NORTH ST

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT TOWNHOUSE

MLK JR BLVD AT YMCA
MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT DR

Midday

HILLSBOROUGH ST AT MLK JR BL

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT GARDE

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

MLK JR BLVD AT SHADOWOOD

MLK JR BLVD AT TIMBER HOLLOW

MLK JR BLVD AT CRITZ DR

MLK JR BLVD AT CHAPEL VIEW

MLK JR BLVD AT STATESIDE DR

MLK JR BLVD AT RIGGSBEE TRAI

MLK JR BLVD AT WESTMINSTER D

AM Peak

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT DR

Alightings

MLK JR BLVD AT YMCA

MLK JR BLVD AT SHADOWOOD

MLK JR BLVD AT TIMBER HOLLOW

Boardings

MLK JR BLVD AT CRITZ DR

WESTMINSTER DR AT TRAFFIC CI
WESTMINISTER AT TIMBERLYNE T

On-Board Riders

Early

MLK JR BLVD AT CHAPEL VIEW

MLK JR BLVD AT STATESIDE DR

MLK JR BLVD AT RIGGSBEE TRAI

MLK JR BLVD AT WESTMINSTER D

WESTMINISTER AT TIMBERLYNE T

WESTMINSTER DR AT TRAFFIC CI

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound
Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound

30

Night

15

10

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound

40
40

30

20

Route Productivity Summary

On-Board Load

401
369
401

MLK JR BLVD AT TOWN HALL
N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST
MLK JR BLVD AT TOWN HALL

O
I
O

162
172
196
25

MLK JR BLVD AT TOWN HALL
MLK JR BLVD AT TOWN HALL
N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST
S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

O
O
I
I

1,048
504
543

1,000
523
477

18.7
9.2
9.6

403
375
114
74
81

437
294
101
86
83

5.4
5.4
3.5
3.5
1.0

74.9
69.1
32.8
21.2
85.2

219
420
377
31

227
392
361
22

3.5
9.4
5.4
0.5

63.0
44.9
69.9
61.3

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
70
Max Load

Boardings
60

50

50

Trip Time

5:45 PM

4:35 PM

4:05 PM

3:25 PM

2:55 PM

2:15 PM

1:40 PM

1:05 PM

12:30 PM

11:55 AM

11:10 AM

10:00 AM

9:20 AM

6:14 PM

5:39 PM

5:09 PM

4:34 PM

3:54 PM

3:24 PM

2:44 PM

2:09 PM

1:34 PM

12:59 PM

12:24 PM

11:42 AM

10:32 AM

9:52

9:27

0
8:52

0
8:27

10

7:52

10

7:22

20

8:55

30

20

Trip Time

Max Load

40

8:20

30

7:55

40

7:20

Passengers

60

6:50

Boardings

5:10 PM

70

Passengers

Direction

55.9
55.1
56.7

Service Hours

Max Passengers On Board

Productivity

Alightings

Inbound to East Chapel Hill High School
Outbound to downtown Chapel Hill
By Segment
EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR to N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST
N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST to MLK JR BLVD AT HOMESTEA
MLK JR BLVD AT HOMESTEAD RD to WESTMINSTER DR AT TRAFFI
WESTMINSTER DR AT TRAFFIC CI to CAROL WOODS
CAROL WOODS to EAST CHAPEL HILL HS - EOL &
By Time Period
AM
Midday
PM
Eve

Route Operations Summary

Boardings

Activity

Total

1
2
3
4
5

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route T Weekday

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

MLK JR BLVD EAST OF RIGGSBEE

-125
-120
EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR - EOL

MASON FARM RD AT ODUM VILLAG

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

-75

-125

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR - EOL

MASON FARM RD AT ODUM VILLAG

MASON FARM RD AT AMBULATORY

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

N COLUMBIA ST AT W FRANKLIN

MLK JR BLVD AT TOWN HALL

MLK JR BLVD AT ADELAIDE WALT

MLK JR BLVD AT LONGVIEW ST

MLK JR BLVD AT #725

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT GARDE

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT DR

MLK JR BLVD AT YMCA

MLK JR BLVD AT SHADOWOOD

MLK JR BLVD AT TIMBER HOLLOW

MLK JR BLVD AT CRITZ DR

MLK JR BLVD AT CHAPEL VIEW

MLK JR BLVD AT STATESIDE DR

MLK JR BLVD AT RIGGSBEE TRAI

MLK JR BLVD AT WESTMINSTER D

Evening

25
180

-25
80

-20

On-Board Load
-120

On-Board Load

WESTMINSTER DR AT TRAFFIC CI
WESTMINSTER DR AT MLK JR BLV

PM Peak

PITTSBORO ST AT NEWMAN CTR

S COLUMBIA ST AT FRAT CT

N COLUMBIA ST AT W FRANKLIN

MLK JR BLVD AT TOWN HALL

MLK JR BLVD AT ADELAIDE WALT

MLK JR BLVD AT LONGVIEW ST

MLK JR BLVD AT WEAVER DAIRY
BANKS DR AT TIMBERLYNE MOVIE

Midday

MLK JR BLVD AT #725

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT GARDE

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

Alightings
MLK JR BLVD AT YMCA

Boardings

MLK JR BLVD AT AIRPORT DR

On-Board Load

MLK JR BLVD AT SHADOWOOD

-20

MLK JR BLVD AT TIMBER HOLLOW

80

AM Peak

MLK JR BLVD AT CRITZ DR

-25

MLK JR BLVD AT CHAPEL VIEW

280

MLK JR BLVD AT STATESIDE DR

380

MLK JR BLVD AT RIGGSBEE TRAI

75

MLK JR BLVD AT WESTMINSTER D

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound

WESTMINSTER DR AT MLK JR BLV

180

Early

WESTMINSTER DR AT TRAFFIC CI

0
WEAVER DAIRY RD AT VILCOM CA

20

0

BANKS DR AT TIMBERLYNE MOVIE

40

20

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT KENSINGTO

40

MLK JR BLVD AT WEAVER DAIRY

60

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT VILCOM CA

140

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT KENSINGTO

160

140

CAROL WOODS

Night

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT ESSEX DR

180

160

CAROL WOODS

80

EAST CHAPEL HILL HS

180

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT SUNRISE L

100

On-Board Riders

120

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

200

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT ESSEX DR

-75
EAST CHAPEL HILL HS - EOL

200

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT SUNRISE L

25

On-Board Load

Evening

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT STEEPLECH

CAROL WOODS

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT ESSEX DR

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT TIMBERLYN

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT KINGSTON

BANKS DR AT FOOD LION

WESTMINSTER DR AT TRAFFIC CI

WESTMINSTER DR AT MLK JR BLV

MLK JR BLVD EAST OF RIGGSBEE

MLK JR BLVD AT STATESIDE DR

MLK JR BLVD AT HOMESTEAD RD

MLK JR BLVD AT TAYLOR ST

MLK JR BLVD AT ASHLEY FOREST

MLK JR BLVD AT TIMBER HOLLOW

MLK JR BLVD AT SHADOWOOD

MLK JR BLVD AT YMCA

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

MLK JR BLVD AT BOLINWOOD

MLK JR BLVD AT FOSTER S MARK

MLK JR BLVD AT MILLCREEK

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTHAMPTON P

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTH ST

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

EAST CHAPEL HILL HS

EAST CHAPEL HILL HS - EOL

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT STEEPLECH

CAROL WOODS

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT ESSEX DR

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT TIMBERLYN

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC
S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

PM Peak

WEAVER DAIRY RD AT KINGSTON

BANKS DR AT FOOD LION

WESTMINSTER DR AT TRAFFIC CI

WESTMINSTER DR AT MLK JR BLV

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE
S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

Midday

MLK JR BLVD AT STATESIDE DR

MLK JR BLVD AT HOMESTEAD RD

MLK JR BLVD AT TAYLOR ST

MLK JR BLVD AT ASHLEY FOREST

MLK JR BLVD AT TIMBER HOLLOW

Alightings

MLK JR BLVD AT SHADOWOOD

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR
MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

MLK JR BLVD AT YMCA

MLK JR BLVD AT BARCLAY

MLK JR BLVD AT BOLINWOOD

MLK JR BLVD AT FOSTER S MARK

MLK JR BLVD AT MILLCREEK

Boardings

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTHAMPTON P

MLK JR BLVD AT NORTH ST

N COLUMBIA ST AT ROSEMARY ST

S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound
Night

120

100
80

60

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound

75
380

280

Route Productivity Summary

Alightings

Service Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Max Passengers On Board

2,590
2,590

20.4
20.4

140.1
140.1

1,169
1,169

484
799
565
742

4.3
5.1
6.8
4.3

131.1
219.9
130.8
68.1

312
1,251
698
329

3.2
9.6
4.8
2.8

99.8
143.6
164.4
132.2

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound
110
Boardings

Max Load

90

50
30

7:30 PM

7:00 PM

6:30 PM

6:00 PM

5:30 PM

5:00 PM

4:30 PM

4:00 PM

3:30 PM

3:00 PM

2:30 PM

2:00 PM

1:30 PM

1:00 PM

12:30 PM

12:00 PM

11:30 AM

11:00 AM

10:30 AM

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

9:00 AM

8:30 AM

8:00 AM

7:30 AM

10
7:00 AM

Passengers

70

Trip Time

On-Board Load

Productivity

2,857
2,857

Loop
By Segment
E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFEE SHOP to SOUTH RD AT STUDENT STOR 557
SOUTH RD AT STUDENT STORES to BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEW 1,122
BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEWAY to S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH S
889
S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE to S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETH 289
By Time Period
AM
319
Midday
1,379
PM
789
Eve
370

-10

Route Operations Summary

Boardings
Total

1
2
3
4

Service
Hours

Activity

217
583
346
180

Max Load Location

Direction

Route U Weekday

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR
MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

L
L

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR
MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY
E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFEE SHOP
SOUTH RD AT STUDENT STORES

L
L
L
L

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

310

110
S COLUMBIA ST AT ABERNETHY H

S COLUMBIA ST AT ROTC

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

Evening

680

480

-90
280

-290
80

-490
-120

On-Board Load

BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER
BOWLES DR AT HINTON JAMES TE

PM Peak

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

MANNING DR AT GRAVELY DR

MANNING DR AT HINTON JAMES
BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEWAY

Midday

MANNING DR AT PUBLIC SAFETY

BOWLES DR AT HINTON JAMES TE

BOWLES DR AT SMITH CENTER

BOWLES DR AT F LOT DRIVEWAY

Alightings
RIDGE RD AT RAMS HEAD CENTER

STADIUM DR AT RIDGE RD

STADIUM DR AT STADIUM GATE #

SOUTH RD AT STUDENT STORES

RALEIGH ST AT DAVIS LIBRARY

RALEIGH ST AT MANGUM HALL

RALEIGH ST AT SPENCER HALL

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFEE SHOP

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

MANNING DR AT HINTON JAMES

RIDGE RD AT RAMS HEAD CENTER

STADIUM DR AT RIDGE RD

STADIUM DR AT STADIUM GATE #

Boardings

SOUTH RD AT STUDENT STORES

RALEIGH ST AT DAVIS LIBRARY

RALEIGH ST AT MANGUM HALL

RALEIGH ST AT SPENCER HALL

E FRANKLIN ST AT PLANETARIUM

E FRANKLIN ST AT COFFEE SHOP

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Loop

600

Night

500

400

300
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100

0

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Loop

710

On-Board Load

510
1080

880

Route Productivity Summary

On-Board Load

147
147
140

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD
RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD
SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

I
I
O

65
61
72
19

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD
RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD
SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD
MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

I
I
O
I

534
298
236

548
296
252

18.5
10.2
8.3

166
114
135
119

147
169
74
158

4.7
4.1
3.7
6.0

35.2
27.8
36.4
19.8

126
189
177
41

128
200
179
41

3.9
6.6
5.2
2.8

32.5
28.6
33.9
14.6

Max Load Location

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Inbound

Weekday Ridership by Trip - Outbound
40
Max Load

Boardings

30

30

25

25

Trip Time

Trip Time

6:50 PM

5:30 PM

5:03 PM

4:10 PM

3:40 PM

2:50 PM

1:30 PM

12:10 PM

10:50 AM

10:20 AM

7:31 PM

7:01 PM

6:11 PM

5:42 PM

4:51 PM

4:19 PM

3:26 PM

3:14 PM

2:06 PM

12:46 PM

11:26 AM

10:10 AM

9:40 AM

8:52 AM

8:18 AM

0
7:36 AM

0
7:03 AM

5

6:23 AM

10

5

9:32 AM

15

10

9:00 AM

15

Max Load

20

8:15 AM

20

7:40 AM

Passengers

35

6:59 AM

Boardings
35

6:20 PM

40

Passengers

Direction

28.8
29.1
28.5

Service Hours

Max Passengers On Board

Productivity

Alightings

Inbound to Sourthern Village Park-and-Ride
Outbound to Friday Center Park-and-Ride
By Segment
W BARBEE CH RD AT MEADOWMONT to SOUTH RD AT STUDENT S
SOUTH RD AT STUDENT STORES to MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PA
MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI to US 15-501 SOUTH AT CULBRE
US 15-501 SOUTH AT CULBRETH to SOUTHERN VILLAGE PARK-RI By Time Period
AM
Midday
PM
Eve

Route Operations Summary

Boardings

Activity

Total

1
2
3
4

Service
Hours

Boardings per Service
Hour

Route V Weekday

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR

BROOKGREEN DR AT MARKET ST

-70
-120

Alightings
W BARBEE CH RD AT MEADOW - EOL

Boardings

MEADOWMONT LN AT VILLAGE CRO

-80

FRIDAY CTR DR AT NC 54

On-Board Load

FRANKLIN STREET TRUST BLDG

-50
50

30
40

-10

10
0

-30
-40

-50

On-Board Load
-80

-70
-120

On-Board Load

90
W BARBEE CH RD AT MEADOW - EOL

Evening

MEADOWMONT LN AT VILLAGE CRO

FRIDAY CTR DR AT NC 54

FRIDAY CENTER AT PARK-RIDE L

FRANKLIN STREET TRUST BLDG

EXCHANGE AT MEADOWMONT

RALEIGH RD AT FINLEY GOLF CO

RALEIGH RD AT HAMILTON RD

RALEIGH RD AT UNC ADMINISTRA

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

SOUTH RD AT WOOLLEN GYM

SOUTH RD AT FETZER GYM

SOUTH RD AT COKER HALL

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

PM Peak

FRIDAY CENTER AT PARK-RIDE L

-40

EXCHANGE AT MEADOWMONT

-30

RALEIGH RD AT HAMILTON RD

-10

Midday

RALEIGH RD AT FINLEY GOLF CO

0

RALEIGH RD AT UNC ADMINISTRA

10

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

40

AM Peak

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

80

SOUTH RD AT WOOLLEN GYM

70

SOUTH RD AT FETZER GYM

120

SOUTH RD AT COKER HALL

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Inbound
MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

5

-5

S COLUMBIA ST AT CARRINGTON

30

Early

S COLUMBIA ST AT HEALTH SCIE

5

-5
EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

15

MANNING DR AT UNC HOSPITALS

55

MASON FARM RD AT ODUM VILLAG

55

EAST DR AT JACKSON CIR

65

US 15-501 NORTH AT BENNETT R

25

SOUTHERN VILLAGE PARK-RIDE L

35

On-Board Riders

65

US 15-501 NORTH AT BENNETT R

50
SOUTHERN VILLAGE PARK-RI - EOL

Night

MASON FARM RD AT ODUM VILLAG

90
KILDAIRE RD AT MARKET ST

ABERDEEN DR AT COPPERLINE DR

BROOKGREEN DR AT MARKET ST

BROOKGREEN DR AT COPPERLINE

BROOKGREEN DR AT EDGEWATER C

BROOKGREEN DR AT SOUTHERN VI

HIGHGROVE DR AT PARKVIEW CRE

PARKVIEW CRESCENT AT STONE B

PARKSIDE CIR AT EDGEWATER CI

WESTGREEN DR AT PARKSIDE CIR

45

Boarding/Alighting Passengers

MARKET ST AT KILDAIRE RD
GREENVIEW DR AT COPPERLINE D

Evening

On-Board Load

US 15-501 SOUTH AT CULBRETH
US 15-501 SOUTH AT BENNETT R

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Inbound

SOUTHERN VILLAGE PARK-RIDE L

SOUTHERN VILLAGE PARK-RI - EOL

KILDAIRE RD AT MARKET ST

ABERDEEN DR AT COPPERLINE DR

MANNING DR AT HIBBARD DR
MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

PM Peak

BROOKGREEN DR AT COPPERLINE

BROOKGREEN DR AT EDGEWATER C

BROOKGREEN DR AT SOUTHERN VI

HIGHGROVE DR AT PARKVIEW CRE

PARKVIEW CRESCENT AT STONE B

PARKSIDE CIR AT EDGEWATER CI

WESTGREEN DR AT PARKSIDE CIR

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D
MANNING DR AT CRAIGE PARKING

Midday

GREENVIEW DR AT COPPERLINE D

MARKET ST AT KILDAIRE RD

US 15-501 SOUTH AT BENNETT R

US 15-501 SOUTH AT CULBRETH

MANNING DR AT HOSPITAL PARKI

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

MCCAULEY AT WHITEHEAD DORM

SOUTH RD AT KENAN LABS

SOUTH RD AT STUDENT STORES

SOUTH RD AT RALEIGH ST

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

RALEIGH RD AT UNC ADMINISTRA

RALEIGH RD AT GLEN LENNOX SH

RALEIGH RD AT OAKWOOD DR

RALEIGH RD AT BURNING TREE D

W BARBEE CH RD AT OLD BARN L

W BARBEE CH RD AT WEAVER MIN

W BARBEE CH RD AT MEADOWMONT

On-Board Riders

AM Peak

MANNING DR AT CRAIGE PARKING

Alightings

PITTSBORO ST AT UNIVERSITY D

PITTSBORO ST AT CREDIT UNION

MCCAULEY AT WHITEHEAD DORM

SOUTH RD AT KENAN LABS

SOUTH RD AT STUDENT STORES

SOUTH RD AT RALEIGH ST

Boardings

SOUTH RD AT COUNTRY CLUB RD

RALEIGH RD AT GREENWOOD RD

RALEIGH RD AT UNC ADMINISTRA

RALEIGH RD AT GLEN LENNOX SH

RALEIGH RD AT OAKWOOD DR

RALEIGH RD AT BURNING TREE D

W BARBEE CH RD AT OLD BARN L

W BARBEE CH RD AT WEAVER MIN

W BARBEE CH RD AT MEADOWMONT

Boarding/Alighting Passengers
75

Early

Weekday On-Board by Stop and Time Period - Outbound

75

Night

45

35

25

15

Weekday Boardings and Alightings by Stop - Outbound

70

120

80

Appendix B

Ridership Maps

CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 1

Chapel Hill Transit Average Weekday Boardings

* Excludes Safe Ride Routes
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 2

Route A Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 3

Route A Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 4

Route CCX Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Both Directions
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 5

Route CL Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 6

Route CL Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 7

Route CM Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 8

Route CM Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 9

Route CPX Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 10

Route CPX Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 11

Route CW Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 12

Route CW Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 13

Route D Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 14

Route D Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 15

Route DX Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Loop
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 16

Route F Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound

*Limited
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 17

Route F Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound

*Limited
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 18

Route FCX Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 19

Route FCX Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 20

Route G Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 21

Route G Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 22

Route HS Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Both Directions
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 23

Route HU Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 24

Route HU Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 25

Route J Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 26

Route J Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 27

Route JFX Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Both Directions

*Limited PM Trips Only
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 28

Route N Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound

*Limited
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 29

Route N Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound

*Limited
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 30

Route NS Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 31

Route NS Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 32

Route NU Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 33

Route NU Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 34

Route RU Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Both Directions
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 35

Route S Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 36

Route S Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 37

Safe Ride G Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 38

Safe Ride G Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 39

Safe Ride J Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Both Directions
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 40

Safe Ride T Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 41

Safe Ride T Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 42

Route T Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 43

Route T Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 44

Route U Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Both Directions
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 45

Route V Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Inbound
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CHAPEL HILL SHORT-RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
Chapel Hill Transit
Figure 46

Route V Average Daily Weekday Ridership, Outbound
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Appendix C

Preferred Alternative
Individual Route
Maps
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Appendix D

Phase I Open-Ended
Survey Comments

Open-Ended Comments or Suggestions for CHT (126 Responses)

Reduce fares
Free park and ride parking all the time
It shouldn't take over 30 minutes to get from Glen Lennox to Franklin St. More direct routes
are necessary for improved ridership.
1) Split the J route and modify the western leg to serve Jones Ferry Park and ride to pick up
the 3 apartment complexes on Jones Ferry Road. 2) Combine the JFX and CPX and provide
service on Old Fayetteville Rd. Create a new route (re-assign service hours) that runs from
UNC and makes all 6 bus stops in both directions along NC 54 that terminates at Carrboro
Plaza (could be part of changes to CPX / JFX). 3) Modify the East Leg of the J to serve South
Greensboro St instead of NC 54. 4) Modify the D to provide bi-directional service on
Culbreth and to make the rock haven/ BPW club loop. 5) Eliminate the Southern Village leg
of the V route - this route is too redundant with the NS - instead deviate some NS trips to
serve the Market street loop. 6) Split the D Route to provide bi-directional service on Legion
and Old Durham Roads that extends to Patterson Place. 7) Rework the G/D/ CL to provide
single route to the west of US 15-501 to Eastowne. Work with NCDOT to create a left from E
Franklin to Dobbins Drive at the Franklin 15-501 split to provide bi-directional service on
that portion of Dobbins Drive and Eriwn Road that then loops around Sage, Old Sterling,
Eastowne, Providence, Dobbins, and Sage back to Erwin Road. 8) Eliminate the Booker Creek
Segment of the G route and other routes that provide coverage to high income, low density,
low ridership neighborhoods. With change #7, the vast majority of G riders would find
change #7 far more convenient than the current G route. 9) adjust and possibly combine G
and F service between colony woods, University Place, and Glen Lennox. 10) work with
NCDOT to reconfigure the little-used center turn left lane on South Colubmia street to
provide Northbound and Southbound que-jump lanes for buses approaching Mason Farm
Rd and US 15-501/54 interchange 11) Evaluate all routes based on ridership/coverage
metric. Re-design routes and schedules to provide a frequent all day (and possible 6-day or
7-day) service network - similar to what is being done in Raleigh and successful examples
from Portland, Columbus, Houston, as well as Asheville.
Bump the entire afternoon CL schedule forward by about 20 minutes.
More reliable location on apps - CarolinaGo
Chapel Hill Transit does great work and has great drivers, but since the discontinuation of
the DX route I feel as if this section of Chapel Hill is forgotten. Adding additional D buses has
helped, but they are still leaving people behind some mornings. While I do understand that
discontinuing DX buses to add additional D buses may be more equatable, I'm not sure that
it should have been an either/or move. In the end it just added more crowding to the D
buses and cut off a large portion of the UNC campus to the D route. By and large my
recommendation would be more buses to this side of town, even if it was additional CLs.
More stops closer to South Campus for buses besides U and RU
Increase service to lower income neighborhoods who are less likel to have cars and need
transit during non-traditional working hours
I would really love to see Sunday routes.
I would love to use CHT more often but I cannot with such unreliable information about
arrival times.
Saturday and Sunday service would be ideal
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Open-Ended Comments or Suggestions for CHT (126 Responses)

Later bus service M-F, better real time information. I emailed about problems with Next bus
and detours and was told it would take too long to update. Google Maps is also incorrect.
there is no app that tells the correct information.
Coordinate schedules for buses headed to campus with class times to some extent!
Require all new developments to support transit—include sidewalks, bus stops, bike racks,
etc., as part of system. Increase service on one N/S route (the NS) and one E/W route
(linking the j/d maybe?) and offer night service, with last pickup at mall/grocery
store/restaurant at 11 pm.
additional bus route on Mt. Carmel Church road, building sidewalk on Mount Carmel Church
Road
The D and CL bus routes need to be split. It takes me 45 minutes to go 4 miles on the D bus
to/from work each day--it's ridiculous!
Love Chapel Hill Transit and I appreciate what it contributes to our community, but I do miss
the DX route. Would like to see it brought back, even if just for the mornings.
More D routes and CL routes to prevent overcrowding
Saturday service that runs both EARLIER and LATER
Please put a safety crosswalk / traffic light between Laural Ridget and Kingswood
Department' stops. I'm risking my life on a daily basis to cross the highway during the rush
hour.
Safer crosswalk areas
More Saturday and Sunday buses--ESPECIALLY in evenings!
Increase frequency of CL and G bus routes
Improve safety for stops along 54 (need a pedestrian bridge or some other solution)
10 min. paick ups all day. extended to evening.
Bus etiquette education. Students don't seem to catch on... move towards back. Voice over
maybe? Hate seeing frustrated bus driver yelling "move back" at 8 in the morning.
Include payment and rider card management for my the app
Run more buses at special times: during crowded sporting events, on days when there are
other big events happening downtown, even if these are at non-traditional times like
weekends or late at night or early in the morning
Add Sunday routes
Make it easier for the public to connect to other area services- especially between
paratransit services
9 p.m. G bus from downtown to Booker Creek.
RealTime boards should include Triangle Transit routes as well
Add a bus station/park and ride at University Mall
make a reliable app for predicting arrivals (improve real-time)
Make the bus schedules more easily obtainable.
The J Route frequently has to bypass people at bus stops during the 7:30-9:30 AM time
frame because it is always at capacity.
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Open-Ended Comments or Suggestions for CHT (126 Responses)

Emphasize high volume movement of people to schools and workplaces and popular
entertainment and shopping areas ( including farmers markets) and town government
venues
Better estimates of when bus is coming. Between NextBus on Google, the EZ CH transit app,
the GoLive text message system and the schedules at the stops, you can find 4 different
times the bus may be coming and often none of them are right. If I could rely on the bus
being at a stop at the time indicated, I would use it more.
turn down the AC, it's insane in the summer. Save money.
I'm on the F route, so I'd like to see weekend service and more frequent weekday service on
this particular route.
I don't think that expensive bus shelters are needed at each stop, but even just a very simple
bench at each stop (especially the neighborhood stops where you might be waiting a while
so you don't miss the bus) would make things a lot more comfortable/safe. I don't like
sitting on the side of the road waiting when there is a ditch on one side and traffic on the
other (and I have my 2 year old with me!). Nothing fancy, just a bench at each stop would
be great!
Improve weekend service
Make transit more reliable. The schedules don't match the real times. For example the F had
too many stops too close together on Greensboro. This makes it arrive late every day. It's
also so infrequent it discourages people from riding. Going the other direction the F always
takes a break downtown that isn't accounted for in arrival times, so the arrival says 1 or 0
minutes often for up to 10 minutes. Sometimes it's faster to walk home.
Saturday & Sunday G route
More accurate bus times. The S bus at Friday Center Drive (stop after 54 park and ride lot) is
always late for the 8:50 stop time. Sometimes it is only at the other Friday Center Drive stop
at 8:50.
The NS/T routes are an absolute nightmare during morning and afternoon rush. A 30minute window of 5-minute service would do wonders.
G bus on weekends
More weekend and evening service. Regular intervals between buses on MLK and Franklin.
Park and ride, numbers repaint
Nights and weekend service so I can give up my car
G route late night. Buses every 15 minutes.
Please increase route service for CM.
Frequency, frequency, frequency.
More weekend service, more reliable tracker/real time info
Stop making working people suffer near holidays by using Saturday service on weekdays.
Allow advanced/urban CGC titled dogs, or at least public service working dogs (e.g. SAR,
therapy) that hold these advanced titles.
Frequency is key. Running smaller buses more often would be better than running a large
bus twice.
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Open-Ended Comments or Suggestions for CHT (126 Responses)

Small electric vehicles, maybe robot driven, that circulate in areas and at times with low
ridership, that bring passengers to the nearest area where they can transfer to a bus going
to frequent destinations, like downtown and the hospital.
more buses to the D route in mornings (7:30ish) and evenings (~5:00pm)
Better connection from northern part of town to mall area
Yes, buses do not have emergency exits in the back. Also, real time bus info is often
inaccurate.
Charge fares and use the funds to improve routes and safety.
Put me on the Transportation Board! Sincerely, Sam Blank
There should be a safer way to cross between the stops at Laurel Ridge and Kingswood
apartments.
More service for normal routes after 9pm including CW, especially on Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday nights (not safe rides), earlier morning services to campus (CW specifically)
Early routes
I see busses later on but can't find route that goes that late
Do a clockwise and counter clockwise outer loop.
Put the bus route back on Piney Mountain.
Better information on which routes and transfers are best (fastest) for any given trip.
Later and more frequent service up and down MLK and Hillsborough and MUCH shorter
weekend headways
BRT on MLk to Southern village and out to pittsboro
More articulated buses on heavily used routes (j/d), more Saturday Sunday routes with at
most half hour frequencies preferably 20 where feasible, and better weekend connections
(I've had to wait 30 mins for my first bus and another 30 for a connection on a Saturday)
Raleigh connector
A crosswalk, tunnel, or bridge across 54 to the Kingston apts stop. I watched a family with a
small child trying to cross 54 in heavy traffic this morning. Also, more route that travel down
Culbreth Rd.
The J bus gets caught in traffic heading down Columbia St every day when I get out of work.
Takes 15 minutes to get to work but upwards 45 to get home.
safe designated bike routes, shared bike programs
Consider reschedule D and CL bus so their time table do not overlap so much. Take a look at
the schedule of CL and D during the morning and afternoon rush hour and you will know
what I am talking about.
all stops should have benches and be paved at minimum. My stop on the CM route floods in
the rain. I see regular commuters with children sit on the curb because there is no where is
to sit with their children.
increase holiday schedule
Add an east-west route from West Carrboro to Ephesus Fordham area via Jones Ferry/Main
St/Franklin
Make Chapel Hill more bike friendly, reduce cars in town, park and rides, bike share
programs
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bring back the DX route, more D busses during the mid day and commute times
Buses running on time and/or more frequently.
Implement more reliable real-time bus tracking; more regular-interval (not bunched up)
buses on campus; direct connection to GoDurham
Improve the route network to have more frequent services and use transfers to connect
different parts of the community instead of running all routes downtown and then out to
the periphery.
Adequate bus shelters. Not standing in the mud or direct sun
Some routes go from UNC to P&R lots but are not staggered enough;
Better service (additional stops, weekend service) to central and northern Carrboro
Consider raising money by charging a fee as was done in the past
Make route maps and schedules more easily accessible and transfer this accessibility to
existing resources (like the scheduling app).
Covered Bus stop in front of UNC Hospital
ensure staggering of buses so they are evenly spaced along the route, ensure bus drivers are
not leaving assigned terminal stops too early or too late
Clean the buses
make sure air conditioning works on all buses and that the drivers actually use it
On a regular basis, only one T bus has a working transponder, making it incredibly difficult to
rely on the bus, especially with the 30 minutes headways. My current office is too far off of
the NS route to use it as an alternative without a bike.
Please add service on Weekends
Increased frequency of arrivals or more accurate GPS arrival time predictions.
Plan ahead for how to accomodate the rising development of Northern Chatham County
with commuting into UNC/Chapel Hill via Columbia's very congested corridor
Improved frequency, especially in the evening (Fri. + Sat evening in particular)
Improve the bus locator / real time information. Info for my bus is often missing. Also, more
bus stop places to stand that are not in the street.
Would like to see FCX route have mid-day svc or increase frequency of S route. Some days I
must drive in to Friday Ctr and then teach at UNCH's Morrisville campus--major feat to get
to Friday Center mid-day to retrieve car and then drive to Morrisville. Also stop on Manning
Drive is poorly set up for the volume of riders and an exceedingly poor way to welcome new
UNCH employees in particular.
More frequent and direct service! Lots of low ridership stops in neighborhoods that could
be removed to improve travel time and frequency. I am willing to walk a little further to a
bus stop if it runs more frequently.
increase frequency of G bus
Think about where schools and daycares are located and try to have buses close to those
routes (prior to moving to NC I took my daughter on the bus everyday to daycare and then
got back on bus to get to work.)
better match potential riders with bus service for new routes and times
start aking questions for those who ride eazy rider at places you stopped running
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Route from UNC campus or Franklin St to Meadowmont after evening concerts.
Sunday Service to UNC campus.
Run buses later. Make information easier to access (the current website and apps are SO
CONFUSING
Change the V bus route to match your Saturday route
Add bus every 30 minutes in AM & PM for G bus
Night bus routes, more Saturday and Sunday service, more HS service, Later N service
The bus service as it stands is tailored for students and people who work on campus. It is
not convenient if you need to go to the grocery store or to the mall. It requires a transfer,
etc. Chapel Hill residents park for the bus service through their taxes, but most are not able
to access it because it does not go where they need it o. (work or store). Better
interconnectivity with surrounding areas would also be helpful. There is currently NO
service out in the county, and we pay too. These are the same arguments agains the light
rail proposal. It serves only a few.
A stop closer to my home would help - it is a wonderful service if I could use it - I live on
Springdale Way so a Meadowmont Lane route would work for all the seniors in my
area...right now we have to walk almost a mile to the Harris Teeter stop
more compact buses running often
make park and rides free
More frequent D route buses
Coordinate with GoTriangle, Durham and NCDOT to improve safety and visibility of
GoTriangle bus stops near the I40/NC54 interchange. Very unsafe as currently set up.
Restore the route up Piney Mountain
Start more routes from/to UNC Hospitals earlier in the afternoon (JFX starts at 3:45, would
have to wait for CM or CW which only run every hour and take a very long time to get
home)
Increase evening service for all routes so that people can get to downtown Chapel Hill or
Carrboro more easily from outlying areas (to reduce need for Uber or designated drivers)
There are plenty of buses around me, just none of them go from my home to my work and I
only live a couple of miles away. It's very frustrating.
Increase access until routes are no longer standing room only
Weekend service, especially to downtown
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Reduced fares
Implement a refillable plastic card or app-based system. The paper cards are too easy to
damage and lose.
I have dogs that I take places so it is difficult to use the bus but also it takes time to call up to
find out schedule and how to get where i want to go
Better information about bus times. Maybe something like the NextBus app but for
GoTriangle?
I would suggest that when you do outreach events on the UNC campus you train your reps
to answer questions. You should take student ridership more seriously.
The bus stops at the airport are terrible. Fix them, and make the 100 bus free to expedite
boarding and promote the bus.
Additional bus route with bus stops and sidewalks on Mt. Carmel Church Road.
GoTriangle--at least one more run on weekday evenings on the 400; the last Durham-bound
departure from downtown Chapel Hill is around 10pm--this is too early! You cannot get
home by bus after attending most events on campus or downtown!
spend more money on bus routes NOT light rail
A high speed train from Raleigh to DC
Allow rider card management from the app
route is confusing, stops are hard to find
better connection at transit center for hub-spoke system, quicker access to more locations.
Make it easier for the public to connect to other area services- especially between
paratransit services
crosswalks. bus stops with shelters.
Have a united bus station to transfer between services; add a park and ride at University
Mall
Publicize these services more. Circulate the schedules.
Stops in RTP
Move to same marginal-cost pricing model that CHT uses.
More frequency.
Later service. Mid day service for CRX
Bike share
Don't rrally use them enough to know
No suggestions; I rarely have reason to use them, but glad they're available.
More frequent service and faster transit times.
Allow all UNC employees to get free GoPasses (including Chapel Hill residents), make bus
tracking more accurate (sometimes bus routes don't show up or disappear on app)
More options from Carrboro/western Chapel Hill to Durham for commuting (express routes
at peak commuter times)
I would take bus to arirport I feel I trusted the system.
More direct route between Chapel Hill/UNC and RDU airport
More routes that go between service areas
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I need to be able to travel from unc to Raleigh each day. I’d much prefer the bus
More accurate schedule information. I took the 400 and the 405 for a month to and from
UNC and Durham Station and every day the schedule differed greatly - no accuracy or
adherence at all to schedules.
connect to major business centers, institutions, airports, etc
You should be able to buy passes for GoTriangle at local businesses!!
Implement more reliable real-time bus tracking
Close coordination with CH Transit
More routes to Hillsborough
Direct UNC to RDU
Please have an NS depart Southern Village at 6:40 and 6:50 a.m. Provide shelters at the stop
in front of UNC Hospital. It seems to be the transfer station for all the buses and it is lacking
in basic amenities plus too many buses stop there at the same time and other busess can't
get to the stop light because the green buses layover there.
More frequent routes
More connections from Alamance County
More bus on shoulder and other ways to increase reliability.
More connecting routes
Stop wasting money on a flawed LRT system that likely never will get built.
Customer service varies widely--look at who you are hiring. Increased mid-day svc on 800 is
a huge improvement but I believe something needs to be done to improve pm service in
particular. I-40 congestion is only worsening. Some solution is needed to improve
timeliness of service out of CH to the TTC. Continue to address issue with SouthPoint Mall.
Also, please address the disgusting cigarette smoking at the Transit Center--including
employees.
increased frequency of 405 to Duke
make more attractive e.g. by dedicated bus lanes, traffic light priority green
listen more
Post the schedules at bus stops please.
Develop a usable app to plan connections between bus services
All busses run until 11pm (same as Durham)
Keep them free and safe.
Go back to the previous times before Aug. 14th on the NS. Wait too long to get back to the
park-and-ride at night.
STOP the wasted light rail spending now. Adopt a multi pronged plan like Wake County has
started.
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Appendix E

Phase II Open-Ended
Survey Comments

Do you have any comments or suggestions for Scenario 1?

I like the 't' route change
Because of the specific changes to service to Route N and service removals from Lakeshore
Dr, Ephesus Church Rd, and Culbreth Rd, this is literally terrible.
Please don't change the G route.
I don’t like getting rid of the A! Only bus that goes from MLK to that side of campus
I think further explanation is needed on the emerging mobility zones solution, could service
be scheduled, cost, waiting time, hours, bike carriers?
I don't understand the "Emerging Mobility Zones" part and don't think I'd like that at all if I
lived in those areas
I depend on the A route to commute to work at the University. The bus routes that run on
MLK are extremely over crowded around 8 am. I am not comfortable crammed into a bus
that is standing room only. The A bus provides a convenient, safe route to my employment.
I think it is more important to have wider coverage of the area so that all can be served as
needed rather than increasing frequency. Frequency is not a critical issue as riders can
schedule the appropriate buses to meet their needs.
This scenario underserves the neighborhoods around Eastwood lake. Dozens of kids take
the city bus to/from school.
I take the G Bus to go downtown approximately once a week from North Lakeshore to visit
the local stores. Eliminating this portion of the route will mean I either don't frequent
downtown OR I have to drive and find parking which many times is a huge hassle. I also see
many school aged children taking the bus in the mornings and afternoons from school which
if the bus is removed will just add traffic to the local neighborhood as parents will then
generally drive to pick up their children.
Yes!!!! It is great! Please do this one! We need more frequent buses out to east CH and this
makes it SO much better!
Don't screw-over the trailer park by McDougal. (F route)
We could not get home from UNC. Bus stops are too far from us
I use the F route every day. It is a cumbersome and long route to take from Carrboro to
campus, but not because it travels all the way up Hillsborough Road and then all the way
back to campus. It is a poor route because there are very long "stop and wait" periods at
each end of the route for 15 minutes or more at a stretch! This is incredibly inconvenient for
anyone taking the bus from the area surrounding the McDougle schools. Scenario 1 would
completely eliminate the stop that I use for this route, making the situation that much
worse.
Not sure about changes. Does it go on campus?
I need the bus stop where it is so I can make my doctor appointments
This is a bit vague and I would like to know estimates of: increase of ridership overall and
cost savings.
This removes the stops in my neighborhood (Culbreth).
Don't end service on lakeshore dr. Adding more cars (individuals replacing the former
route and uber etc adds more traffic to an already heavily trafficked raceway.
The routes leave out coverage of a large portion of chapel hill that commutes to the
campus.
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FCX and V routes need to stay the same/improve.
It does nothing to improve weekend service. This scenario seems like a reduction in service
and doesn't seem like an improvement at all.
I support eliminating redundant bus routes with low frequency. DO NOT support frequency
over weekend route expansion.
I like the 1 scenario better than the others, because I feel like it covers the most amount of
ground that it can with a minimum amount of routes. It gets around almost everywhere I
would need to get to in chapel hill. I like the way the t route was moved to compensate the
missing a route, and would like to see the way the d route is implemented. So long as the cl
route had a good amount of frequency I would be ecstatic about this layout. I live near
where cl hits 15 501 out by legion rd. I dislike the Idea of adding on emergency stops that
would be supplemented by third party services. That being said I probably wouldn't come
across any times I would use them where you have them listed here, I could just see some
issues with service and such if you did that.
Removing the JFX will place a heavy burden on the CM which already sees heavy student
ridership during many periods during the day. The JFX becomes very full at peak hours in the
morning and evenings, especially in the morning when professional student go to class and
staff are going to work and in the afternoons when students are going the University Lake,
staff are getting off work, students are returning home, etc. Removing a line in scenerio 1
and 3 that has periods of buay ridership and consolidating with another which is already
busy is a recipe for leaving people behind.
You are eliminating service to some of the only affordable neighborhoods in Chapel Hill with
this plan! Citizens have made important location decisions in deciding to buy homes based
on these routes. My wife and I chose to buy our first house in Colony Woods based on the F
route so she could get to work and we could actually afford to live in Chapel Hill. Eliminating
that route will just make this town even more unaffordable.
This route seems to completely ignore the Lakeshore area, and does not address the use of
city buses for transportation to Phillips Middle School. The existing G route is always packed
in the mornings, and afternoons and am concerned that proper comprehensive evaluation
was not given, due to the fact that this end of the G route is essentially being elimated. I am
also not exactly sure where the T route goes as the maps are WAY to generic to accurately
follow.
Don’t cut route A
Need g bus from lakeshore to get to work at UNC
For any scenario I think you should add service all the way down Homestead Rd. There is a
lot of new development and traffic on the stretch of road not served. The HS route is not
enough.
No more bus service on North Lakeshore
I would want service along Lakeshore Drive continued. See earlier comments.
Please keep the G bus on Lakeshore Drive!!!
I definitely approve of increasing the frequency and extending the hours of weekday service
for the routes listed in bullet points 1 and 2. I'm not so sure about some of the
simplifications made to the routes.
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Simplification and rationalization works. The system isn’t really broken, so small tweaks are
what is called for.
Outsourcing public transit to partnerships with s*****, law-bending companies like Uber
and Lyft? H*** no.
Retain bus service for Culbreth Rd.
Please do not remove the A route or change the V. I work a UNC Wellness Center at
Meadowmont and take both the A and V route to and from work!! Without both those
routes I would not be able to get to work!! I do not drive and depend on those bus routes.
Please don't take away my job!! My family depends on my salary. Thank you!!
This one skirts our neighborhood and will not carry students from BookerCreek to Phillips
Middle School.
CW is not listed in your list as to whether anything will change or stay the same.
I like the idea of more frequent service for CL and D routes (I live off of Dobbins drive and
Foxcroft). However, the CL route on this map worries me. How is the CL route structured
going AWAY from campus? Is it taking a U-turn on 15-501 and then turning right on Erwin?
This map makes little to no sense without more road labels (an extremely unfortunate
oversight given that there is plenty of room for more labels and avoiding them makes the
maps unclear, which means comments on the maps may not be reflective of what people
think the routes are doing).
The Jones Ferry Park and Ride needs more than the CM to support it.
You need to keep the G On Lakeshore cause there is a lot of people depend on the bus out
here.
Service hours would be extended on Routes CL, CPX, and D. Service frequency would be
improved for Routes CL, CM, D, F, G, NU, and V. - I can appreciate these changes. If the D is
going to become this strange mangled route, then yes, the CL would absolutely need longer
hours more on par with the D currently. Routes CL, CM, CS, D, F, G, HS, N, NU, T, and V
would be simplified to provide faster, more direct service. - I really like the concept of what
the T is doing, adding service to UNC south and middle campus that was removed when the
DX was discontinued. I wouldn't consider the D to be "simplified," I think it will lead to much
confusion. Service removed from Lakeshore Drive, Ephesus Church Road, and Culbreth
Road would be replaced by Emerging Mobility Zones that feature on-demand service, which
can be agency-operated or partnerships with private providers such as Uber, Lyft, or taxis. If this area isn't popular enough for a bus, then it isn't popular enough. I feel like people
would find it highly questionable having a town funded or subsidized on-demand
Uber/Lyft/taxi service. IE: if they get it, why don't I? Routes A and JFX would be removed
and replaced by other routes in the system. - I think a serious look at when these buses get
to stations needs to be had before removing them. Many times buses are removed and
“replaced” but not replaced by options with similar times, making it similar to completely
removing service to the area in general. These changes have some merit and are probably
my favorite out of the three scenarios. I feel though that this, and honestly probably all
three options, are severely lacking an understanding of how people actually use the bus
routes and the system itself. These changes also make me question why Chapel Hill Transit
believes a massive overhaul is necessary? This information would absolutely help in
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commenting on these changes because as of now they seem to be incredibly arbitrary and
unnecessary.
I live on Croom Court and I take G bus to UNC work everyday. I only take G bus so I only can
speak for the G route. This plan will force me to drive to work. What is on-demand service?
Free Uber to work and back home everyday? This solution might increase the cost of the
transportation by reducing the G bus service.
Please don't remove Lakeshore lane bus.
I would like the timing of routes to be better coordinated. I would travel to Meadowmont
from Booker Creek, and back, if I could count on not having to wait an hour for the
connecting lines.
I think its important to maintain a route on Estes/through the Lakeshore neighborhood to
encourage students from the middle school to ride the bus. Improved accessibility along
Estes as well as better-designed stops within the lakeshore neighborhood (some stops are in
the grass) this may improve ridership.
I do not support the removal of services from Ephesus Church Road. Nor do I support
"partnerships with private providers."
Reinstate Lakeshore Drive service. I do not support using Uber/Lyft/taxis to replace routes.
Smaller buses or perhaps commuter routes/times
Any change to remove the A route should maintain frequent buses going up Hillsborough St.
to UNC-CH on weekdays!
The G bus will no longer serve our area. There are many middle school and elementary
school students (and their parents) who use the G bus daily to get to and from school from
the Lakeshore area. Please do not change this route!
By simplifying routes you are excluding neighborhoods that need public transportation
options.
Keep JFX
What are the extended hours for CPX? Currently I depend on JFX to get me back to
Carrboro park and ride after 7:00pm and this plan eliminates that option.
It has too much unserved (“on demand”) areas.
Please add a stop at Phillips middle school
I would like some clarification about how the on-demand zones would work and whether
they would require a far or whether they would continue to be paid for by taxes and
student fees.
I would like some clarification on whether the on-demand zones would have fares or
whether the service would continue to be a part of local taxes and UNC student fees.
I would be very excited to see increased service frequency and service hours for the CL
route. This would shorten my commute significantly, and would make the CL bus less
crowded. I have no opinions on the proposed route change for the CL. I am not in favor of
the proposed route change for the D bus.
Keep Route G on Lakeshore.
There are a large number of middle schoolers coming from the Booker Creek & Lakeshore
neighborhoods that ride to and from Phillips Middle school each day. It doesn't look like this
would give me a way to get to Phillips. In addition to about 20/25 students, there are also
non-students who ride as well.
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Has CHT abandoned its service goal of providing a bus stop within 1/4 mile of 80% of the
population?
I am concerned with the elimination of the A route that bidirectional service on hills
borough wouldn't be reimplemented. There are already people being left on hillsborough
with both the NU and A service so if anything we need another route to serve the street if
the a and A limited were removed
Need more details on frequency of various routes
Please don't get rid of the A-route. Where I live, near the corner of Severin and Weiner, the
closest bus stop would be about 0.65 miles away on MLK, which would mean I might have
to move.
Which routes will pick up the riders from the JFX? That is unclear. I don't see the capacity
for those riders.
I like the improved V line and think it will help with more direct access to campus from Glen
Lennox.
The J is a very popular route in the morning and afternoon during typical rush hour times.
The buses are always packed due to the high volume of apartments on/near smith level
road and NC 54. If the D route is removed it is imperative that the frequency of the J is
improved. It would be beneficial if the frequency of the J was improved from 8-10 am and 47:30 pm regardless. Also, this scenario would be ideal if the D route continued to service
Culbreth/Smith Level road. I think this scenario could be further optimized by removing the
V route.
Don't axe the A route
I think having "Emerging Mobility Zones is a terrible idea, especially for riders w/ disabilities
that can't use many of those services
Eliminating service to the Culbreth road area will negatively affect many riders. In addition,
eliminating service of the D route to Smith Level will drastically increase ridership of the J
route in that area. During the morning hours, the J bus is already full a large percentage of
the time before servicing routes along 54. The D route helps to eliminate the strain on the J
route during this time.
I do not like the removal of the D route from Culbreth Road without further explanation of
what an "Emerging Mobility Zone" is. As the plan currently stands, that is poorly explained.
As someone who lives in that area, the option to take the J or the D is really critical,
particularly when J ridership extremely high. In this plan, J remains unchanged so even high
J ridership would not be addressed. Perhaps better advertising of the D route would
improve ridership.
I just want the DX to be reinstated
I support anything to improve NS and V
Eliminating routes is not a good alternative, faster more direct routes is a good thing.
Both of the buses I take, the A and the N would be greatly affected by this scenario. Having
the N come only once an hour would be very inconvenient, especially if there was no
alternative route
Proposed changes in route D are going to benefit Durham residents - instead of taking 400
and /or 405 ($2.25-$3.00 ride) they will be taking a free D bus. As a result of these changes
Chapel Hill residents (the ones who pay taxes) will be riding in crowded buses.
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I oppose reduction of the v route, especially if access to the neighborhoods of Southern
Village and Meadowmont.
Route CW is not mentioned at all, what will happen with it?
Eliminating V service into Southern Village? Noooo. The V is the only route from the middle
of Southern Village to the middle of campus. Students, staff, faculty, and others use the
Student Stores stop and take the bus into the heart of Southern Village. Shortening the V
means V riders will need to take the NS into the neighborhood, which runs more frequently
but does not serve the center of UNC campus or of the Southern Village neighborhood. The
NS serves park-and-riders only. SV neighborhood residents will lose an essential artery onto
campus if the V is shortened.
Increasing the frequency of the V would be a huge boon for Southern Village riders--UNC
faculty, staff, students, and other community members who need to get from this big
neighborhood (whether as residents or the many, many people who drive in) to the center
of campus. The NS serves the neighborhood with frequently but as it stops only at the parkand-ride in Southern Village, riders must walk a far piece to reach the bus and then their
homes.
It would appear that the V would replace the G connecting University Place and Glenn
Lennox to campus. If there is still a way to get from University Place to Campus, I can live
with it. I care about University Place because I live within walking distance and this is my
way to get to work every day; but lots of people on the return route--especially young
mothers and older people--seem to use the current G from Glenn Lennox to University Place
to shop. I don't want to have to go back to driving to campus!!!!!!
I live in a neighborhood served by the G route and this would eliminate service for me,
making it very difficult for my family. Multiple members of my family use this bus DAILY,
including to get to work and school.
The G bus would no longer go through Booker Creek and Coker Hills neighborhoods, which
would make residents of those areas unable to commute by bus to UNC.
Please leave FCX route the same, with possibly more frequency. Thank you.
Most of these changes don't really affect me, since I take the J bus most of the time. My
biggest "concern" is that this scenario is too modest, and preserves many inefficiencies of
the current system. Additionally, with the town's push for developing the Ram's
Plaza/Eastgate area, I think there should be more transit options available to that area. Yes,
it's a chicken/egg issue, but the parking and traffic situation in Eastgate has deteriorated
significantly now that the new businesses have opened up, and has to be remedied. I also
have a significant concern with the concentration of bus terminals around UNC Hospitals.
Yes, it's a jobs/transit hub in town. It's also a great place for drivers to recharge. However,
the UNC Hospitals stop on Manning is already highly congested with TTA, Orange Bus, and
other busses. Mason Farm and West Drive can't handle the traffic from transit and the
parking deck as it stands; it's a huge bottleneck in the system. I'm concerned that by having
so many routes terminate in that area, we'll actually be increasing delays and frustrating
riders.
This plan has no positive changes for me
The CL route would have to be much more frequent in order to serve the students and
employees that live in the current D/CL served areas. Also the Patterson Place area is served
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by TTA's Rt 400 already. I understand that many people are employed and shop at New
Hope Commons/Patterson Pl, but it is also important to continue to serve the people going
in to UNC. Also, on demand services would seem to be a larger expense for the system to
serve a few people. The Link vans seem like a more economical choice.
I am CCX Rider, very happy with that rout remaiming unchanged
This makes more sense, but is there any evidence of low ridership on F route? A lot of low
income simple live on the F and D route. If F route is suspended, would D cover this
population? Could passes for 400 and 402 issues to folks that were initially covered by
Ephesus route? What about including a park and ride on this side of the city?
We NEED more U buses in rotation
I need the G to stop daily at Estes Hills Elementary in the afternoon to head to UNC every
week day.
There needs to be a route coming from the Eubanks/Homestead direction that goes up
Hillsborough St and through campus by Student Stores. The A route accomplishes this now,
but the new routes won't.
Will the timing of each route be spaced out? For example, the current NS, T, and G routes all
somehow manage to come along Martin Luther King blvd at the same time, leaving a 20
minute gap where no bus comes. Should Scenario 1 be implemented, the frequency of each
route will need to be altered.
This proposed change to route G is not acceptable relative to G's current service connecting
Lakeshore/Honeysuckle to Estes.
Scenario 1 provides the best circumstances based on my personal experience. I ride the
D/CL routes every day. As a grad student I totally rely on these routes to go from the
medical campus to my apartment. On most days, the D line buses are completely packed
from 7:30-10:00AM and 4:30PM-6:30PM. People further down the route often don't get
picked up or are completely squished on the bus sometimes in an unsafe manner. I've se n
people fall and be extremely scared while riding the bus but they are willing to risk it
because the bus doesn't run very often and they know the next bus is likely to be just as
packed. Another problem for me with the current schedule is that there are almost no buses
late at night which is a problem because most graduate students work late. I have had to
take an uber home on many occasions. Scenario 1 would solve all these problems for me
and I would really like to see it implemented. I will attend UNC until at least 2022 so I would
be able to see these changes in action.
This scenario does not solve enough issues to bother with.
The Lake Forest area would not be served as needed. The downtown parking situation now
forces the need for regular, scheduled bus access from Lake Forest. The proposed new
routing would be disastrous
I rely heavily on the JFX bus route and would hate to see it removed.
I like the idea of extended service hours for the CPX since currently the only bus from UNC
Campus to Carrboro Plaza (or vice versa) between 9:00 am and 3:40 pm is the CW which
only comes once an hour. This is quite inconvenient if one needs to get to the Carrboro Post
Office before it closes at 4:00 pm or if one needs to get to Carrboro Plaza in the middle of
the day.
I live on the CL and would love for it to come more frequentlt
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Scenario removes bus service from Colony Woods.
I like G bus on Estes drive. More frequent service is good.
I use the G bus daily, and my family relies on it to get to work and school. This would have a
drastic, negative impact on our life and our immediate neighborhood.
Frequency during the morning (8:30-9:30 especially) drastically needs to be increased
(Routes CL, D, F). I typically use the stop at E. Franklin and Carolina Ave., and more than
once I have been left to walk 1.5-2 miles to work/school because several buses will pass the
stop completely full. This might be fine for healthy 18-year olds, but I am twice their age and
have sustained two injuries over the past nine months, both of which essentially required
me to re-learn how to walk each time. Evening frequency should be increased as well (4:305:30), since the D and/or CL bus often just passes by the Planetarium stop, and the people
at it, because, again, it is completely full.
This scenario eliminates the ability for students from Philips Middle to take the bus home
from school along Lakeshore drive. That is a key service and should be preserved as many
students use that route.
I think the ch transit currently works very well. Small improvements are always welcome,
but I don’t think it needs sweeping adjustments
As an ashbrook resident the jfx route is the fastest and easiest route to use especially to get
to the campus gym and back in the AM. The other routes cm and cw take significantly longer
to get to campus and do not come as often. This is definitely an issue.
Please do not remove the JFX. The CM and CW simply do not come to the PR lot frequently
enough and the routes take far longer to get to campus. A direct, fast route from the PR lot
to campus is important to make the PR lot a viable option to reduce on campus parking
needs.
Extending the hours the CL runs would be AMAZING.
N bus frequency CANNOT BE REDUCED. It already doesn't come enough and it is packed by
the time it comes to town hall. I wish it came every 15 minutes!
I like the shortened route to Eastowne
As long as the CL Route would maintain hours similar to the D route I like this proposal.
I like scenario 1 because the j bus is unchanged. This is my preferred bus line and I really
like its route as well as the frequency.
Currently, there is a stop very close to Ram's Plaza where 3 bus lines pass (the D, CL, and F).
This scenario would change that to a single line (CL), which does not run very often. I often
ride from the Ram's Plaza area (Trader Joe's specifically) to UNC campus, and I would be
concerned that there just woudn't be a high enough frequency of CL buses that go by that
stop. I would have to get all the way to Estes Dr. on Franklin Street before I could have more
options. However, if the frequency of the new CL route were as high as the current D route,
this would be perfectly acceptable.
Specifically, the G route; there is no good scenario proposed for this route which is the ONLY
ONE deserving a neighborhood with 2 SCHOOLS and has many staff, faculty and UNC
student relying on it! Unacceptable to cancel it, to have an alternative system like uber, etc.;
it has to stay, but made more efficient with windows (6:30am to 10:00am and 3:30pm to
7:00pm) and does not need to run the weekends. Budget-wise, the neighborhoods
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deserved by the G route pay taxes, as well as UNC grants and students to have a bus system
available!
Yes, route F is needed and a lot of people depend on it for work and school also safety. I
feel It is needed and well worth keeping, for that area.
I depend on the A route to get to & from work. Eliminating this route essentially makes the
transit service useless to me.
I commute daily between the area near the Siena Hotel and central campus on the D and CL
routes. This option would really help with the current overcrowding of those buses. I fully
support it.
more D
I'm concerned about the JFX route being removed, as there are no other direct/fast routes
to UNC from the Jones Ferry Park and Ride.
Keep the CW on the Rosemary Rd.
I rely on the JFX, which already doesn't run as frequently as it should in the mornings and
evenings given it serves a park and ride and a huge apartment complex.
Any change from the circle would be an improvement
It"s nice to have more frequency added to the G route
This looks great!
I would like the J route to stay where it is, with stop at Canterbury Townhomes.
I only support this route change because the two buses I take are not effected; this, I would
like the opinions of those effected to weigh much heavier than mine, at least in terms of this
specific change.
As a resident of Colony Woods, I do not want to move towards Scenario 3 and remove the
bus from our neighborhood completely. I also use the bus the most during the weekdays, so
I would prefer no changes to the weekend schedule. It would be great to have an increased
frequency of the routes during the weekdays.
G bus connects Chapel Hill Public Library and University Place. Estes Drive in an important
road in Chapel Hill, it makes a lot of sense to have a bus line in Estes Drive.
Please restore service to Colony Woods area
NU NEEDS MORE FREQUENT SERVICE. it is the only route servicing many off campus student
housing facilities. It is the only route going to the NU.
Moving the CM away from West Poplar severely limits bus options at the Carrboro Plaza
shopping center.
I will not be able to get to my home if you make these changes. I have disability and fixed
income and cannot reach my home if you make this change.
Would there be a transit hub somewhere around 725 MLK?
I appreciate the more frequent service on route D; the buses that leave UNC and head
toward Eastowne between 5 and 6 pm are often extremely crowded and completely fill up,
leaving some would-be passengers behind.
If any changes should be made FCX should be with improved service frequencies
It's a shame that route N frequency would be reduced. Looking for a more direct route
between the Friday center and UNC via Raleigh road. If the options are riding around
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Meadowmont (N) or riding around the hospital (FCX) then it's not that much of an
improvement for me.
I'm thrilled at the prospect of you extending the CPX hours.
Please be cognizant of changes in bus schedules that will affect low income students
accessing middle and high schools, such as Culbreth Middle. Ensure direct bus access to a
stop very close to the school. There should be a bus route on Culbreth Road. Estes access
on bus is important for businesses. Please ensure access to these areas to maintain
economic structure.
This Scenario rids of my Lakeshore Drive bus stop that I use daily to go to work. This would
totally ruin my daily commute.
This option is my favorite; 4 buses running along Franklin Street, plus extended hours? Yes
please!
I like it and would like to know where is goes directly
In regards to route HS - where does it go, exactly from MLK?
On F Route, eliminated stops for N. Hillsborough Rd. is bad idea. On D Route, eliminated
Culbreth Rd. also bad. Scenario 1 is horrible and leaves major areas without service.
I park in the Jones Ferry Park and Ride and if you make changes to JFX that would mean a
longer bus ride.
The N route is one of the few routes that go to the UNC Family Medicine building from
outside of campus. If it is not going to be there, that portion of the route should be added to
one of the routes that goes down MLK.
See route specific comments
fcx, s, and hu need more frequent coverage in AM and PM for those working 7a7:30pm....as it stands now I have to get to work 20+ min early or be late (Those are only
options) and if report takes longer than the 30 minutes it should so I am not able to make it
to the bus stop for 7:40p, I have another 30 minutes to wait...this adds an 1hr on top of a
12.5 shift almost every time I and my coworkers using park and ride work!!!
I think removing the JFX is good idea because the J and the CW both go to Jones Ferry road
and the J comes every 20 min. I'm hesitant about removing the A but if it doesn't get a lot
of traffic, perhaps it's better.
No matter what scenario is adopted, northbound NS stops near Weaver Dairy Rd need to be
adjusted. There needs to be a stop placed closer to Westminster.
I need G in Booker Creek
I am not sure about what I am seeing. I can get on HS on Rogers Road. This map looks like it
goes down MLK to Hillsborough and MLK but then what? Does it go to campus or at least to
Franklin St? That would be helpful.
The V route no longer goes to Southern Village where I live. The NS route to SV appears not
to traverse the interior of SV. I am legally blind and take the V to very close to my house
(Brookgreen) when it is dark. Also, it appears the V route no longer goes to Meadowmont
which I have used to get to UNC health clinic there.
I don't see the V bus going to Southern Village anymore (on this map). Is that correct? I think
the V bus needs to continue to connect SV with Meadowmont.
DEFINITELY extend hours and improved frequency for D line; I watch students (or me!) be
passed by because the bus is full on a regular basis.
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please don't remove the Lakeshore Drive Route.
Removing the G route from Lakeshore Dr would be very negative for me.
These changes do not address the lack of weekend bus options. I do not like any of the
changes suggested as they do not appear to address any specific problems that I have
noticed
It is impossible to figure out the actual streets that the buses will use so cannot tell if one
will pass close enough to my house. Please provide proper maps that show ALL the streets
(Google maps style) so residents can truly evaluate options.
Maps for all scenarios have topological simplifications and insufficient details to determine
nearest stops and exact routes.
I am very unhappy about eliminating Lakeshore Drive routes under any of the proposed
scenarios. This is currently the G bus route
I do not like the elimination of route A unless there are plans to make route HS buses come
more often.
These changes do nothing to address the transportation needs of the residential
community. There is no direct route or connections from Meadowmont to Carborro. These
options remain limited with respect to the handicapped, disabled or cognitively impaired
and seniors. The service would similarly be reduced when students are gone. Reliance on
Uber, Lyft or taxis similarly disadvantages these groups and would be more costly to
individuals that riding on a rail system. This is a backwards band-aid approach to an ever
expanding traffic nightmare. Buses are not less on the road, they contribute to the volume.
Love that the D route will now give access to shopping centers (Patterson Place and
Walmart)! Would be great if there could be Sunday service on this route as well.
Difficult to understand what happens to V route in Southern Village under scenario 1. I do
believe that V route could be amended and preserved its service if buses simply come into
Southern Village as far as Edgewater. This should eliminate the dodging of cars parked in the
streets as Edgewater remains fairly clear
This negatively affects both of my current bus options. Currently I take either the CL route or
D route from Colony Lake (Standish dr) to UNC every weekday. These changes would
eliminate the CL route completely and make the D travel time longer by circling at the
congested traffic area around Walmart. I do not support these changes.
I hate the changes to the N route!
Southern Village can’t survive without the V bus
lower Booker Creek area is not served anymore, and its a long ways to Franklin St D buses
I like the fact that service frequency is improved for several routes.
V is important to S Village
I like the fact that service frequency would be improved and several routes have faster and
more direct service.
I live in Southern Village, and rely on the V bus to get to school at UNC. It would be terrible
to lose it.
no
Complete loss of service to Colony Woods. We rely on the F bus.
Extended hours for CL is helpful.
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Living off of Lakeshore, I would loose transit service.
more buses to meadomont or have the s hu or fcx make a stop on 54 by meadwmont
As a person who uses off campus parking, I feel that the access to certain lots is restricted
due to the reduced routes getting to those locations. What if someone really needed to get
to their vehicle in an emergency? And what about the hours? Will buses be available for
people who have early shifts or even for late night shifts?
I oppose eliminating the V route to/through Southern Village. I hope if it is eliminated that
additional NS routes will be scheduled.
I don't think this scenario addresses the issues of service area and frequency in the
connection between the Friday Center area and campus (including northern areas like
Franklin St).
I'm assuming that the ridership for Lakeshore Dr, Ephesus Church Rd, and Culbreth Rd are
down, replacing this route with Uber, Lyft or taxis are only feasible for students if the cost of
using these services are going to be covered. Your plan doesn't indicate that this would be
the case. What would be the option for staff and students who need to reach destinations
along the N route in between the proposed 60 minute time-frame? At a certain point, there
are no other bus that follow their route.
Overall I like this option. I do take the N, so the reduced schedule is not optimal, however,
I catch it in a place that has other options within a 1/2 mi. Would like to see the NU more
frequently during summer months. I'm unable to use it due to the reduced late morning and
evening time.
I would not like to see the N route headways reduced to 60 minutes. It is not clear from the
map, but I would like to see the N route continue to serve Estes Park Apartments. I would
like N service to run until 8pm on weekdays to accommodate those who work late on
campus.
That the N bus run a little more frequently from Meadowmont than the V bus does
currently
I would not like to see the N route headways reduced to 60 minutes. It is not clear from the
map, but I would like to see the N route continue to serve Estes Park Apartments.
I've been riding the bus to and from south campus for work for 10 years. Although taking
the bus requires a half mile walk from the bus stop to my office it's still a viable option. The
change to the G route will increase my walk to much to be practical, forcing me back to
driving to work and paying for parking.
I think it makes sense to streamline the C-routes.
do something for colony wood old f routes
My concern is mostly for weekend support (see earlier comment). I feel that weekday
support is already very strong. I don't see anything wrong with these changes, but if it's a
Scenario 1 OR Scenario 2 choice, then I would prefer scenario 2.
We need buses running between 915am and 340pm on CPX to campus.
The CL and G do not run often enough and the CL does not at all in the middle of the day
making it very difficult to travel and there are not any weekend buses making it extremely
difficult to work on saturdays at the hospital that does not have parking
More frequent S or V service mid day is needed
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I like the time extensions for buses going out towards university mall and the improved
frequency of these buses. I previously was serviced by the JFX and found that it did not have
high ridership as well.
I do not support the removal of JFX. This will dramatically increase my commute time.
Extended hours on the D would be helpful.
Yes, this gives me more access to the bus
I feel that this would affect the largest number of regular commuter riders.
I notice that the J bus looks to go down Greensboro St. As a commuter of the J, I think the
current route (continuing down Jones Ferry) is better. There was always so few riders that
got off on Greenboro, and the stops are at the tail ends, so the current route is best.
It eliminates Colony Woods and a significant elderly population.
The JFX should not be eliminated UNLESS the CM route is updated to arrive on the
same/similar time schedule. At minimum every 30 min ALL day. Currently, very difficult to
get to the Jones Ferry P&R lot in the middle of the day and back to campus w/out having to
wait 2 h.
Scenario totally omits Colony Woods which has a number of seniors who use the F bus.
Perhaps stops along Ephesus Church Road between the Durham County line and 15-501
would be more acceptable....if you must change.
Does Route V go through The Oaks?
improved service frequency on the V route would hopefully assist with Southern Village (NS
route)commuters in the 5-5:30pm timeframe. Have you considered breaking the NS route
into two pieces? A northern one and a separate southern one?
The T bus servicing Old Oxford Road is an improvement in frequency above the rush hour
only of the CL. While I would wish for more frequency then every 45 minutes during peak
time, it's still an improvement over only every hour and only twice with the current CL
route.
At first I was very happy with the concept of this one. I live on the CL route and only having
two buses in the morning and two buses in the afternoon has made things challenging.
However, if I am reading the map correctly (and without a lot of the street names, it is a
little challenging to read) then this new route will leave where I live without any bus routes
at all without a ten-fifteen minute walk. I live on Old Oxford Road off of Erwin. However, if
I'm reading this map incorrectly and my road is still covered by CL (or another route) then I
would definitely be in favor of this one.
Simpler routes and improved access to 15-501 corridor and Durham may be very helpful for
having more shopping options.
I absolutely need the D route on Culbreth Road. Without it, I will be forced to drive instead
of take the bus. As a UNC faculty member, this is especially concerning, as I rely on CHT to
commute to work.
I like that the G route frequency would be improved but I do not like the elimination of the
Curtis Rd stop off of Estes. This is the only bus that comes near my house and eliminating
the stop would mean that I would need to find another way to get to work every morning.
I depend on service to Culbreth Road for daily commuting to work at UNC. I would stop
taking the bus if this route were eliminated.
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In my community we utilize routes,T, NS, and the A route that goes to Seymour Senior
citizen center, and the Social Services Health Department.The A route is vital to Seniors,
and to those who need the services at the Social Services facility
I am in favor of increased frequency. I use the D line every day, and often can't get a seat on
my commute to and from campus. In the evening it is especially uncomfortable with people
really jammed onto the bus.
Do we have a better map that shows the streets of the route? Seems like bus service ending
at 7 is kind of early. What options are available for after 7? What about summer hours
when students are out?
I do not support elimination of bus service to Southern Village.
All these maps are drawn incorrectly with regard to the Erwin Rd/Weaver Dairy intersection.
Weaver Dairy Rd ends at Erwin Rd, which connects to 15/501. Also, that is a one way turn so
the proposed T route is not reversible unless you add a U Turn on 15/501 or add an
extension to Sage Rd. I think more detail on the streets served would be helpful since the
routes don’t show it. Especially with regard to the route from Weaver Dairy to Franklin
Street in both directions.
Emerging Mobility Zones sounds like a ton of garbage. What does this mean for Shared
Ride/EZ Rider? This one really cuts back service to Northside. All three maps create large
areas of 'last mile' situations.
The elimination if JFX will create a hardship. Well, maybe not a hardship, but I really enjoy
the convenience JFX. I can deal with reduce service, but not total elimination. Thank you.
As a weekday commuter I rely on routes that go to meadowmont or the Friday Center. As
such I find an increase in frequency of current routes would be ideal for my use. I like this
plan.
Improve the frequency of route b, or change the service time from 7-9 to 9-11
NS needs more frequent service
I take the G everyday to work from the stop at the end of my street on Lakeshore. This
would up-end my commute. Also enjoy taking the bus downtown Friday nights. Great
feature to have public transit connect our neighborhood to downtown.
Most of my service needs revolve around the MLK Jr. Blvd. and Homestead St. area. The T
route runs on Saturday every hour at 28 minutes after the hour. Nothing runs on Sunday.
The NS, and the A: runs Mon.- Fri., and does not provide any service Sat. or Sun. I don't
understand the comment about "faster and more direct service. Considering that the T is
our only life line to downtown Chapel Hill during half of the week-end I am very concerned
as to exactly what your talking about. As it stands you don't allow me to go to the church of
my choice on Sundays. And you block me from attaining employment for lack of
transportation on Sunday. Providing one route to connect with the 400 in the morning and
evening, on Sunday, would benefit a lot of residents.
No provisions are being made for people to park near any of the routes going near or in
populated areas like Colony Woods, Briarcliff, Meadowmont, etc. The city is depending on
private parking to allow bus riders to park; at malls, in Glenn Lennox, etc.
An overall better description of what is meant by "streamlining" certain routes and defining
"Emerging Mobility Zones" would be helpful.
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I am sure that various residents will find it difficult to support changes to service areas that
leave well-established neighborhoods that have had bus service for years relegated to "ondemand" without any type of details. This removal of service could greatly impact the
communities losing bus service.
Are there individual lists of street stops for bus routes that are changed? Scenario maps are
too vague to show rider pick-up and destination.
I don't like it.
Add additional j route coverage (increase frequency)at 5 pm. Bus is always standing room
only during school year. Never any issues with d buses being overcrowded. Frequency is
adequate for d.
Service on Ephesus Road would be missed. I can currently walk to a bus stop from my
neighborhood. The Legion Road stops would be too far for people in my neighborhood - a
30 minute walk. Staff and students at Ephesus Elementary School also use the bus. This
would affect transportation to at least 1 of the local after school programs.
I appreciate the improved weekday frequencies in this scenario, as there are oftentimes
that I realize after missing a bus that there won't be another at my stop for more than 20
min.
If I read them correctly they all eliminate the S stopping at the Health Sciences Library for
pickups. That's my preferred drop-off and pick up location. You can apply this same
comment to all three scenarios.
NS frequency would need to increase if the A is removed and the T rerouted. The NS and T
already fill up at high commuting times with the current schedule, with fewer buses the NS
would need to come at least every 5 minutes.
This scenario basically eliminates the current G route and leaves out any chance for me any
many residents in my neighborhood to use CHT. We depend on this route and I have used it
since the 1970's and have the receipts from purchased annual passes to prove it. Most
shocking is the lack of publicity designed to attract comments on these proposed changes- a
truly unacceptable approach to open communications.
Reducing stops, and relying on private industry to pick up the slack is a bad idea and would
limit access downtown.
Like that it takes Colony woods and Briarcliff to East Chapel Hill and Timberlyne area. I live
on Fountain Ridge and we have used the F Route to get children to school in the past, since
we are a walk neighborhood. It worked in wet weather....however I believe it is more
important for it to get to East Chapel Hill High School.
CM especially needs multiple more frequent bus stops and rides. The bus is always packed
but yet it only comes every 56 mins. That is terrible.
This is a good scenario as increasing frequency during peak hours. I think this is the weakest
part of the transit system as it currently stands.
I think it is important to maintain some bus service through the Lake shore (G bus route).
Obviously if ridership has been down - is it possible to remove day time routes that are not
as popular. Keep the morning/late afternoon routes the same, but remove route service in
the less popular times?
it would drastically impact my morning commute given the removal of my stop and would
require me to walk 10-15 min to reach the new closest one.
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My concern is more general. Many community members who rely heavily on bus routes are
currently under threat of being relocated. (The county commissioners and the town council
are aware.) It would seem of the utmost importance that the transportation needs of these
community members are heavily weighed. Communication across town agencies is key at
this juncture.
You have taken all but the T route away from people living near Lower Booker Creek
greenway. The changes are so dramatic that it would prevent me from being a bus rider.
I don't like eliminating the G route on Lakeshore or Booker Creek on weekdays during
morning (e.g., 7-10 am) and evening (e.g., 4-7 pm) hours.
Scenario 1 text description neglects to mention changes to CW route, survey takers using
this might miss it if they don't pay close attention to map.
I'm not sure what an Emerging Mobility Zone is and without further explanation, it sounds
like terrible service and high cost for me.
My family and I need the G bus line to keep running as is.
With the increasing commercial development of the 15-501/Ephesus corridor and
accompanying traffic congestion, Colony Woods is rapidly becoming the most isolated major
residential area in CH. The area is also home to 2 or 3 group homes which are dependent
on public transportation. Removal of bus service to this area is unacceptable to me.
Eliminate route N.
Do not remove Route A
As a resident of Colony Woods, I strongly oppose getting rid of this route, especially when
the area is being developed.
Please do not eliminate G bus on Lakeshore and Honeysuckle. We have used this service for
30 years and depend on it. In addition, losing the service would adversely effect our
property value.
This scenario eliminates but route T on MLK boulevard. This bus route is used by many highschoolers living in the neighborhood of Martin Luther King Blvd, it would be a significant
hardship for these kids to have this route eliminated and be forced to change buses on the
way to Chapel Hill East High School.
Current service is plentiful while weekend service is non-existent. That makes the bus
unusable for most of my trips around town. So expanded weekend service is crucial, and any
change that doesn't address that is missing the point.
Overall looks good and increased frequency would likely improve ridership due to riders'
diminished concerns about getting stuck at one end of the route with limited return options.
I do, however, have concerns about how equitable the on-demand services will be.
This scenario completely leaves out residents of Coker Hills, Cokers Hills West, Lake Forest
and Booker Creek from using the public bus service. I don't want my tax dollars going
changing a service that I can no longer participate in.
It eliminates Route A that services my neighborhood. I don't like that. I don't see any routes
on the map replacing Route A in Elkin Hills and Colonial Heights,
Eliminates convenient service in my area. Don't do this.
YESSSS!!!!! Please please please do this one. It would mean I would not have to cycle to
work any more!!! It would make my life a million times easier. We are debating moving
simply because I cannot get to work easily and this would make things infinitely better!
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Please do this one. I need to take the CL bus route and it does not pass my house to get me
to work on time, and it does not pass my work in the evening in time. It only runs once an
hour so I cannot take it. I can take the D when its bad weather but it means walking 1.2
miles. Or, when its decent weather I cycle. This would make things so much easier for me
(and my whole neighbourhood). So many people have problems with the CL frequency and
not good enough service for us back here.
I like that the D route is extended to serve Patterson Place and New Hope Commons, which
will make it easy for me to get to Walmart and Kroger.
No bus service to my neighborhood. Uber? Is it free or are you just posting fanciful ideas.
Useless unless the zone is a real servIce. 10 years without a bus? Thanks a lot.
If the T bus would run on weekends then this is an improvement. Otherwise no better than
limited service to my neighborhood.
Seems like much better town coverage options. I would use more often with this route
I think the route modifications are important, but some discontinued routes seem
important to me
Removing the A route will adversely affect many riders in the Colonial Heights
neighborhood
Ditching G leaves us in the middle of the big grey blob with no service between Estes and
Weaver Dairy.
I don't like it that you've taken Colony Woods route F away.
I don't support any scenario that removes service from Ephesus Church Rd
It would be really beneficial if the CPX service hours were extended because it is very
difficult to find a bus to old fayetteville road during mid-day hours.
No longer serves Lakeshore and Honeysuckle and does not provide no change service to
UNC Hospital area. (T bus)
There is not enough information for me to make an informed recommendation. I ride G, CL,
and occasionally T routes. In this scenario, these aren't merely "simplified," they're entirely
revamped. The maps are not sufficiently detailed on the street level, and there is no
information on the timing of the routes.
The D/CL bus loses several stops in this scenario in favor of going through 2-3 more
neighborhoods it leaves several out.
The MLK corridor is heavily underserved. Bad idea to remove the T route from this corridor.
We moved into the Colony Woods neighborhood intentiionally becuase it was on a bus
route that went through town. My adult daughter releys on it to get to work, as her
disabilities prevent her from driving. I am unable to drive at night and use the buses to get
to and from evening meetings in town.
I use the F bus by my house (across from Ephesus School) and this eliminates that option for
me.
Would love to see increased frequency on weekdays and am hoping that it'll reduce
crowding on the affected routes... as well as have a side effect of reducing crowding on
other routes that share some of the same stops in the downtown areas.
There are bus turn-outs on the Sage Road extension, yet no routes that use it. In fact, the
Sage Road extension doesn't even show up on your map. Did anyone even consider running
a bus along this road?
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Riders on Ephesus Church road rely on the F route for school, work, and day to day
activities. After school for Moorhead Planetarium requires this route as well.
Please don't create partnerships with lyft and uber. Their "employment" model is not good.
Lack of benefits and lack of steady work. Please don't partner with them unless you think
the partnership would actually have some leverage to change that situation.
Especially objectionable is the consideration of transferring public transport to companies
like Uber or Lyft, which are socially unresponsible, do not provide benefits to their (non)employees, and do not function as transportation companies in the first place, but only as
web services matching riders with (self-employed/contracting) drivers. A socially
responsible community like Chapel Hill should refrain from transferring public tasks to such
unsocial companies.
Keep the service off of Ephesus Church Road
I'm not crazy about the emerging mobility zones.
Removal of service from Ephesus Church Road would be a poor decision.
Needs more operations on the weekend routes, especially on the T & CW. Once an hour
from 8-5pm isn't enough.
Yes, I don't see a route A substitute....following the words "removed and replaced by other
routes in the system", yet the map doesn't show a proposed alternative. Folks who live on
the A route are one of the most stable and consistent riders on the system. I ride the A at
least twice a day every week day. We pay the county's very high taxes to support this and
we would be very upset if our only mode of transportation to access the rest of town were
to be taken away.
Elliminating the stops on Ephesus Church Road via the F route would significantly limit
access to public transportation on the east side of town. Moreover the D bus route on
Culbreth road is also important. Eliminating these and referring residents to taxis / Lyft /
Uber would be difficult. Perhaps a smaller bus / van that could take passengers to a bus stop
with numerous routes would be more appropriate.
Need direct route from Booker Creek to U Mall
The elimination of the T route down MLK Jr Drive is totally inadvisble, many students and
workers use this route to downtown CH (Franklin and Columbia) nd to the UNC Manning St.
This would be a TERRIBLE change
Preferred for allowing access to the northern parts of the city direct to downtown
I live in Briarcliff and used to have good (G) bus service. This is part of why we bought this
house. Then that route was "simplified" so it skips my neighborhood. Now our closest bus
is the F, on Ephesus Church Road. Scenario 1 proposes to "simplify" the F route by having it
skip Briarcliff and Colony Woods entirely. This would be an additional hardship for people in
these neighborhoods, making everyone drive everywhere. Walking to and from the Mall (to
catch the bus) occasionally is okay, but not a realistic option for every day--especially in
winter and summer. Also, these neighborhoods are seeing a new infusion of families with
children. Good bus service is a safe and convenient option for teenagers too young to drive.
I do not like that the T is removed from most of MLK. I live off MLK and rely heavily on the T
to get downtown, especially on Saturdays when it is the only option.
Leave Ephesus as is.
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Although this is scenario only makes modest changes, it still allows connection to many
neighborhoods (old and new) across the town.
I would like the F route to continue service to the Colony Woods / Ephesus Church Road
area.
I live in the Briarcliff neighborhood and elimination of the F route would be a hardship. I am
70 and walking to University Place is doable, but takes 20 mins.
Scrap it.
eliminatiing T route up and down MLKJr to Hospital is untenable
Don't change the G bus, or if you do just have it come more often, add another bus.
I use A Route and desire it not be eliminated.
The map is too confusing to make any reasonable comment.
I use A Route and desire it not be eliminated.
I think it's a mistake to eliminate Route A entirely.
Please don’t take away the F route from Colony Woods and Ephesus Church F
I don't like that this form keeps resetting and I don't know if you're getting my comments or
not.
The mobility zone feels like I'm being shut out. Great naming, but I'm not convinced. I want
to walk out to my bus stop and wait for the bus.Do you really want to provide me with
wheels anytime I need them? That will be costly.
I live in the middle of the northern "mobility zone." This plans makes some small
improvement to my mobility.
Removal of A and reduction of N hurts on-campus riders, especially during peak times.
Ephesus Church Rd needs service weekdays.
Extended service hours would be great for the D and CL.
I am a daily rider on NS & V routes. By going into the SV community, V route provides a
service for individuals who who would otherwise have difficulty trekking to/from the P&R
stop or the Arlen Park/Bennett Rd stops. I can personally attest to the importance of this
service when my mother-in-law lived with us, as well as when I badly broke my foot. In both
cases, we were mobility impaired, although for obviously different reasons, and the V line
critically enabled us to access public transportation.
The best Scenario is #3.
how are you going to replace route A? this directly affects our neighborhood and I dont see
how it will be replaced by other routes. A lot of us work at UNC and invested in property
here for the convenience of living close and having access to public transportation because
its impossible to park at unc and its expensive to pay for park and ride
A route is my primary route and elimination would severely cripple my commute.
1. I support the idea of streamlined service with more frequent weekday service. 2. I do not
like the idea of providing taxpayer-paid service to out-of-town retailers like Wal-Mart at
Hope Valley. Rather, I'd prefer more service to the library where people could order goods
from Walmart.com OR other retailers and pay sales tax here with the purchase. The library
has other advantages. I also support service to in-town grocery stores.
Don't eliminate route A
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I am concerned with the fact that you are removing service to Ephesus Church Road. Many
employees of Ephesus Road Elementary use this route as well as aftercare children going to
the Morehead Planetarium after school program. I am also concerned as we have several
apartment complexes on Ephesus and their residents need access to public transportation.
As much work as we've had done at the intersection of 15-501/Ephesus Road, it is still not a
friendly intersection for pedestrians if you expect people to walk to a different stop.
Don't like changes to the G route
There are a large number of people that access the Kings arms and apartments and the Park
at Chapel Hill as well as Ephesus school that would be further from a bus route. These are
generally low income disadvantaged already
Maintain the G route.
It is good that service is imporved
I like the idea, generally, of more frequent weekday service as this is how I primarily use CHT
currently.
This scenario will increase automobile traffic in the neighborhoods now served by public
transit
I live in Southern Village and many of us use the bus. You have eliminated the V bus into our
neighborhood, which I nor my neighbors support.
There must be a route serving Ephesus Church Road, Colony Woods, and Ephesus
Elementary School that are currently served by the F route,
I don't approve of the leaving Colony Woods/Briarcliff neighborhoods along Ephesus Church
road without a bus line. The F bus line in this neighborhood was one of the major draws for
us moving to the area and I use the F line nearly every day to go to and from my job at UNC.
In addition, there are at least a dozen special needs citizens who live in Ephesus Church road
area who use the F route daily to get to their places of employment--I ride with them most
mornings. It seems ridiculous to not have a public bus line going by Ephesus Elementary
school as well. I know that students use the F route, after school groups use the F bus, and
student teachers coming from UNC campus use the F bus to get to the school every day in
the spring and fall semesters. In short, the F bus route going down Ephesus Church Road
provides an important function for the community. In this scenario perhaps the D could
make a loop incorporating Ephesus Church road going northbound towards Walmart and
then using Old-Durham and Legion Roads on the way back southbound.
I live in Colony Woods on the F route and this would end a service that I use.
It’s really weird decision to remove express routes. The whole system CHT exists mostly for
these routes. Otherwise we will get parking collapse on the campus.
I live in SV and I am a student who buses to . Eliminating the Vs service to Southern Village
and the Ds route down Culbreth would greatly affect my commute.
Please don’t cut coverage to Colony Woods/Ephesus Church Rd.!
Please don’t cut coverage to Colony Woods/Ephesus Church Rd.!
I live in Colony Woods, and I use the F frequently (3 times a week). This Scenario eliminates
bus service to my neighborhood.
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I do not support any of the three scenarios, because none of them include the V bus loop
through Southern Village. I depend on that loop for my commute and do not want it to be
eliminated.
I know of a lot of individuals that use the Ephesus Church Rd/Colony Woods stops and take
them to University Place. These individuals are not able to drive themselves. This plan would
not be good for their ability to get there easily.
The change to the F line is terrible. Please don't hurt those of us who live here and depend
on the F for our work commute.
On-Demand Zones are a non-starter, as were the Shared-Ride zones. Lake Forest (G) and
the Ephesus Road areas are un/under-served. If you can't complete your transit when you
need to, the system will fail as it did in the late 1960s
Please do not take the service away from Ephesus Church Road in Colony Woods. I ride the
bus to work every day.
What? No V bus to southern village??? This is a high density population that needs bus
service. Many houses in southern village are more than a mile away from the SV park and
ride so that is an unreasonable distance to walk in the winter and there are many of chapel
hill's hills in between my house and the park and ride!! We need the V bus!!!
We need a bus that comes through Southern Village. Not just the park and ride (which costs
money to park there).
We need Route F
Culbreth Road needs to retain some bus access for aging adults and for school children. I see
kids that remain after hours taking the bus.
I think it inappropriate to change the F route to neglect the Ephesus Church Rd. area, with
an elementary school and modest income area where the need for the bus is great.
I do not support removing F route service from Colony Woods and Ephesus Church Road.
NO NO NO!!! This needs to have the F route in Colony Woods. That neighborhood needs
the bus service.
Don't take away F service to Ephesus church road
This seems to eliminate the whole section of the G route that serves lake Forest, Coker
Hills, and Coker Hills West leaving residents to make a long hike in a hilly area to reach
service.
Scenario 1 excludes the Lake Forest Neighborhood, currently served by the G route on
North Lakeshore Drive. The current G route is very popular at rush hour times and would be
used even more if expanded to weekend service. The LFA neighborhood, while diffuse,
contributes a significant amount to the city's tax base.
The N is already crowded at busy times of day. Reducing it to every 60 minutes during those
peak hours would be highly detrimental to students and low-income housing residents who
rely heavily on bus service to get to and from work and school. "Simplification" of routes
just means that parts of routes are left off, giving some people impractically long walks to
stops and cutting off access to important services that we pay for in our taxes and fees.
I and many others in Colony Woods depend on the F bus to get to UNC for work and school.
Cannot eliminate that route. Increased frequency of it would be good.
Do not take the F route out of Colony Woods. We pay taxes too!!!
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Please do not eliminate the Ephesus Church Rd/Colony Woods part of Route F. We have a
lot of people here who need the bus, and there would not be a route close enough to walk
to. Perhaps a smaller bus could be used during the less busy times.
I am not in favor of this scenario because it completely removes service to and from
Ephesus Church Road, Ephesus Elementary School, and the Colony Woods and Briarcliff
neighborhoods. This greatly impairs access to public transportation in Colony Woods,
Briarcliff, and surrounding neighborhoods. There is an indication that this would be
replaced by "on-demand" services, but there are no specifics about what this would mean,
other than a suggestion that it would include commercial services such as Uber, Lyft, and
taxis. I don't believe that these commercial services are an adequate replacement for
reliable public transportation.
Where is V service to southern village? You don't mention that change and it appears to be
eliminated from
This scenario eliminates the G bus from Lakeshore lane where I live. I love the G bus. Please
do not do this.
It looks like you are eliminating V service through Southern Village and that is a service my
family uses.
Are any of these changes geared towards residents of the town who pay taxes or are they
for students who do not pay taxes??? This scenario appears to cut T service up MLK while
not increasing the frequency of any other buses. Transit on MLK during rush hour is a
nightmare, with buses regularly skipping stops due to overcrowding
Any scenario that involves large swathes of no coverage is less preferable. I think the cause
of low ridership for these routes (the Colony Woods Area and area west of Booker Creek) is
due in part to low frequency of buses, making them exceedingly inconvenient for riders. I
live along the F route, and I currently don't ride it because a) it's unpredictable, often more
than 20 minutes late b.) it stops at university mall for FOREVER and I dont have that much
time to waste c.) I work at the hospital, which means I have to transfer to another bus,
which is ok going in-- its pretty easy to catch a bus from Franklin going towards the hospital,
but super hard on the home because I need to time a bus to Franklin Street perfectly in
order to meet up with the F bus. Also, Patterson place is currently served by Go Triangle, so
why expand there? Are they going to provide a park and ride option? Lastly, your "On
demand" option needs FAR more information before riders can give you good input. What
might this service look like? Currently, the prices for these services are too high to allow
daily ridership.
There must be continued bus access in Culbreth to support the many faculty and students
who live in Culbreth Park, Southbridge, etc.
The so-called “emerging mobility zones” would be more correctly called “no service zones”
for all the effective details provided on how riders there will access other routes. No thank
you.
See my comments on Scenario 3
Service from my neighborhood- route F- would be completely removed under this plan.
Please return route F!
Please don’t eliminate service to Ephesus Road!
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Comments are the same for all 3 scenarios, which is the removal of the V route across all 3
results in no bus service within Southern Village. We live in the back of the neighborhood,
which has a very large hill, and it’s a 25-minute walk to the Park & Ride. There should be an
easy way to continue to offer a route that makes 3-4 stops within SV before exiting onto
Culbreth Rd.
I live in Southern Village and use the V bus, all of these scenarios eliminates the bus to SV
and so do not support any of these changes.
I do not like that service is removed from Ephesus Church Road. This removes all access to
people living in Colony Woods, as well as the elementary school and apartment complexes
along the road. This would have a very negative impact on people in those areas.
I do not like that service is removed from Ephesus Church Road. This removes all access to
people living in Colony Woods, as well as the elementary school and apartment complexes
along the road. This would have a very negative impact on people in those areas.
The service to Lake forest and Coker Hills is inadequate
Do not remove route F along Ephesus Road as there are many who could not get to work.
Elimination of route G leaves a large gap in service coverage.
I dont like loss of service to Colony Woods and Southern Village
I reside on Ferrell Road. I took the bus today (31-Jan) and the two previous days. Eliminating
Ephesus service leaves me with no options. My wife took it twice today and also on the
29th. It's just another week for us. We use it a lot.
Please don’t take service aaay from Culbreth road! I’m a student and have no other options
besides the D bus for transportation from my house.
I do not like that the V bus no longer would serve Southern Village
In both scenario 1 and 3 there is absolutely no service to a pretty dense neighborhood
which is in CHAPEL HILL!
I ride the JFX and it's very important to my commuting scheme. Most importantly, it allows
me to get to work on UNC campus every morning in an efficient manner because of it's
direct, low-stop nature.
As someone who lives on the A line and chose a house based on being on a bus line, I can't
really like something that would directly affect me and result in a mile or more uphill walk
just to get home.
Removing another public school (Ephesus) from the public transportation system is not
acceptable
The thing I really like about this scenario is that the G bus goes up and down the long hill on
Estes Drive between University Place Mall and the schools at the top of the hill (Estes Hills
Elementary and Phillips Middle). The absence of a bus on this busy road is a major
drawback of the existing network.
Retain either the V route or a route that would run from Southern Village to Eastgate if not
to Meadowmont - without a change in bus routes.
I use the CM bus and can’t ride it much bescause the frequency is so low. Having more
frequent routes would heavily increase my utilize he bus system.
Dont' take out the JFX. The CM is always packed completely full, and it is super inconvenient
because it only runs every hour. Unless you made it run every 15m there is no way it can
replace the JFX. also you should not be encouraging people to cross 54 to catch buses. It is
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extremely dangerous and so many people already do it because the routes on 54 are so
inconvenient.
The G Bus route needs to be retained
Removing routes do to "limited" usage defeats the purpose of mass transit. This is not a
business, it is a public service. Availability and consistency are key to usage. There are
those (maybe few) who depend on town services for transportation including school
children which is not appropriate for private providers.
Removing Lakeshore Drive would cut out bus service for a neighborhood that has many
residents affiliated with the university.
This moves the g route out of my neighborhood and leaves large parts of Chapel Hill
serviceless.
Do not eliminate N. Lakeshore service for the G bus.
My bus is the CPX route. For many of us students that live in Carrboro apartments and are
traveling to campus throughout the day, it would be nice if the CPX ran throughout the day
and not just morning and evening.
The big gray areas demarcate already how immodest these changes are with huge swaths
losing access to service upon which they rely.
Without more information about on demand zone service I cannot be sure that this service
would provide adequate accesibility for my neighborhood (Lake Forest). The G route is used
by UNC students and UNC employees, Estes and Phillips students, and other neighborhood
residents. There needs to be predictable service especially at the beginning and end of the
day. In the middle of the day and later at night on demand service might work. I do like
service all along Estes. think that will be especially useful with the eventual build out of
Carolina North
Do not remove service from N Lakeshore!
I am afraid the "Emerging Mobility Zones" are essentially transportation deserts -- big
swaths of dense neighborhoods with no public bus service.
I live in the lake forest area and would be unserved by scenario 1, meaning I would be
unable to use the bus to get to work.
It looks like the V bus would be eliminated from southern village. We then would have no
weekend bus since the V is the only bus on the weekend. We need a weekend bus with
more hours. ( in evening) NS needs more frequent times at night.
I understand that on demand transit is the next big thing but it needs to be gradually rolled
out, not debuted in 3 settings.
We need bus service through Lake Forest (Lakeshore, Bus G). Neighbors use it to commute,
students use it to get to/from school.
I feel it is the best scenario as it has the most destinations available on the weekend.
I am very much against getting rid of services on Lakeshore, Ephesus Church Rd and
Culbreth, and I am highly suspect of "partnerships with private providers". My experience
with private companies running public works has been absymal.
Yes. I live along North Lakeshore Dr, and there is no access to the east wood lake
community with this plan. The g route, that travels along north lakeshore, cannot be
dismissed. I suggest that you maintain atleast one route that travels along this road
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I believe you could offer neighborhood circulators that could take people to SV park-n-ride
and perhaps one circulator for Booker Creek and Colony Woods that could use U-Place or
East Gate as a transfer. I don't want to give us the bus in my neighborhood.
This scenario eliminates route G along North Lakeshore drive and eliminates all service for
this region. I strong oppose this change.
Feel uncomfortable about the uncertainty of how service would be provided to people in
"Emerging Mobility Zones." Don't like that D route would no longer stop at Smith Level (FPG
School)--meaning that people who live in that area who want to go to E. Franklin would
have to take CM or J and change buses downtown.
No information is provided on how the V route (which is my primary transportation) would
be changed ("simplified").
I don't support eliminating service from Lakeshore Drive. Currently many families depend
upon that route. I would also like to see service between East and Chapel Hill High Schools.
My children take route G to school and this scenario removes N Lakeshore from the route.
This is unacceptable.
Removal of G's service to Lake Forest/Lakeshore Dr is a major issue for the (many!) people
who take this bus/have organized their lives around access to this bus. Not to be a diva, but
the G is the reason that we live here, and have only one car. Restructuring the G means
we'd have to dump several thousand dollars. Please don't pretend that partnerships with
Lyft/Uber will actually save money. And given how awful traffic is in CH during rush hour, do
you really want to add several dozen more vehicles? It doesn't seem super smart. Lastly,
rereouting the T without increasing service for NS is flat-out dumb. This buses are full to the
gills already, and drivers are skipping stops. If anything, NS should be doubled during rush
hour.
Many Phillips middle school kids ride the G bus through the Lakeforest neighborhood to get
home
I support the G bus maintaining its route through Lake Forest and the Booker Creek
apartments
Return service to Lakeshore Drive
Do not support removing the G bus from Lakeshore/Honeysuckle
Removal of G's service to Lake Forest/Lakeshore Dr is a major issue for the (many!) people
who take this bus/have organized their lives around access to this bus. Not to be a diva, but
the G is the reason that we live here, and have only one car. Restructuring the G means
we'd have to dump several thousand dollars. Please don't pretend that partnerships with
Lyft/Uber will actually save money. And given how awful traffic is in CH during rush hour, do
you really want to add several dozen more vehicles? It doesn't seem super smart. Lastly,
rereouting the T without increasing service for NS is flat-out dumb. This buses are full to the
gills already, and drivers are skipping stops. If anything, NS should be doubled during rush
hour.
I do not support the removal of the G bus from the Lake Forest and Booker Creek
neighborhoods.
I could live with this scenario if the T were realigned back to MLK Jr Blvd. Otherwise this is
an unacceptable scenario for me.
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I live on North Lakeshore and depend on the G route to my neighborhood to get to work.
This would be a drastic change for me and many people in my neighborhood.
Reducing the N bus to 60 minute intervals is unacceptable. It is already overcrowded during
peak hours even on the half hour.
Removing the G route from the Booker Creek neighborhood would severely impact my
ability to attend classes at the dental school and is not acceptable.
Want the V bus to continue through Southern Village
Why is there no service to Booker creek? I have no way to get to campus without the bus!!!!
Is good as it pertains to the NS route.
I live on the F route, which is currently atrocious, so I am excited to see it might get better,
more frequent service. I believe more frequent service is the most important improvement
CHT could make.
NS should be an express bus NOT stopping before Estes Dr. It is very annoying not being
able to get in the bus because is full of students getting off befor Hillsborough St. Those of
us who live or park after Estes have to hop on 3 buses to get passed Estes: NU, A or T, and
finally NS.
I like the idea of reducing operational overhead, fuel consumption, and emissions while
keeping a workable coverage for each residential area and working areas.
There is no longer a route along Culbreth Road. This is the route that I use.
I live in S Village. My entire family takes the bus (4) and it appears our service would be
reduced.
I live near Lakeshore Drive and am a regular commuter to UNC campus. This scenario is not
acceptable and I will actively oppose it.
I like the idea of in demand services
This is my favorite scenario. Scenario 2 disrupts my ridership and I would be forced to make
alternate plans, and Scenario 3 seems to go overboard (system overhaul is overkill when
from my view only tweaks are needed)
This scenario provides the best improvement for the least investment. While it does not
solve all of the problems, it also looks like it will not require a large infrastructure
investment, nor would it involve the purchase of a large number of additional vehicles.
Reducing the frequency of the N bus at peak times does not make sense. It is packed to
capacity during the morning and end of work times. Sometimes seats are not even available
leaving UNC at 5pm and riders have to find a different bus or wait.
Not modifying the NS while restricting the T route will make already overcrowded buses on
MLK even worse on weekdays and make weekend travel around town almost impossible.
Service hours would be extended on Routes CL, CPX, and D. Service frequency would be
improved for Routes CL, CM, D, F, G, NU, and V. - I can appreciate these changes. If the D is
going to become this strange mangled route, then yes, the CL would absolutely need longer
hours more on par with the D currently. Routes CL, CM, CS, D, F, G, HS, N, NU, T, and V
would be simplified to provide faster, more direct service. - I really like the concept of what
the T is doing, adding service to UNC south and middle campus that was removed when the
DX was discontinued. I wouldn't consider the D to be "simplified," I think it will lead to much
confusion for a route that wasn't broken in the first place. Route N frequency would be
reduced to 60 minutes all day. Service removed from Lakeshore Drive, Ephesus Church
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Road, and Culbreth Road would be replaced by Emerging Mobility Zones that feature ondemand service, which can be agency-operated or partnerships with private providers such
as Uber, Lyft, or taxis. - If this area isn't popular enough for a bus, then it isn't popular
enough. I feel like people would find it highly questionable having a town funded or
subsidized on-demand Uber/Lyft/taxi service. IE: if they get it, why don't I? Routes A and
JFX would be removed and replaced by other routes in the system. Routes B, CCX, FCX, HU,
J, NS, RU, S, and U would remain the same.
These changes have some merit, and are
probably my favorite out of the three scenarios. I feel though that this, and honestly
probably all three options, are severely lacking an understanding of how people actually use
the bus routes and the system itself. The idea of dismembering the D route, a high
functioning loop, and turning it into a strange back and forth to a Durham Walmart seems
questionable to me. Unless a Park and Ride was established at the Walmart I don't think
that many people would actually take the bus to and from there. Also, I hate to be that
person, but people in Chapel Hill pay taxes for this service and I don't quite understand the
need for the free bus line to Durham.
If this scenario is chosen the CL should run in the evening after work as well. Otherwise
riders to the north of Fordham would have to cross Fordham from the D route to get home.
There are no crosswalks in this area.
Going from Lakeshore Drive to campus, there is no parking. It's too steep for routine
bicycling. The G bus is the only hope.
I like extended weekday service for CL and D. Also like extended weekday service hours for
CL and D. Also like increased service frequency for CL, D, and F.
It would be fabulous to have bus service to Walmart and Patterson Place.
I am, actually afraid of Scenario 1, due to no improvement (and maybe reduction of)
Weekend Service. Please don't!
G bus route should run on later time to allow for students and staff to get home
Students, faculty, and residents in the Booker Creek neighborhood need the G bus to run
later at night. I think that there are times late morning and early afternoon that could be
eliminated, based upon ridership data. This could allow for running the bus later at night. I
like the idea of an Uber like service the best. The other option would be to run the bus
service during peak ridership and offer the Uber like service on demand.
This one will work well for me, on the F route, but I am not sure how it affects others. The F
route is a long route, and I wonder if a hub system would not work better.
Here's what I like: T route connects MLK to Franklin St corridor via Weaver Dairy Rd. This is
greatly improves connectivity from north to east Chapel Hill without going downtown. The T
serves the Booker Creek housing complex as well. D route provides service to Patterson
Place and Wal-mart in Durham. This helps low income workers get to jobs and shopping just
outside the town borders. A good move from an equity perspective. G route serves Estes
Drive from University Place to MLK an back to campus. This is another non-downtown link
that could help folks make shorter trips from central and north Chapel Hill to University
Place, the Blue Hill district, or other parts of east Chapel Hill. University Place emerges as a
mini-hub with F, G, and V service all coming together there. The F route in Carrboro focuses
on its highest ridership areas from McDougall school down Carol to North Greensboro
Street. Scenario 1 identifies three On-Demand zones in areas that are hard to serve due to
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limited connectivity and lower density. These largely make sense based on the ridership in
the map above. The CW, J, and F all run on the same route from downtown Carrboro at 300
East Main to Franklin and Columbia at the University Baptist Church. Here are some
dislikes: The J has been left as it is, making this highly used but irregularly shaped route
continue to perpetuate several flaws. The biggest problem with the J is that there is a highdensity, high ridership area just south of Downtown Carrboro that has folks who work in
downtown Carrboro. Those frequent transit users have to ride the J through campus and
downtown Chapel Hill to get to downtown Carrboro even though the J comes right to the
base of South Greensboro st and is literally 1 minute away from downtown. Instead, the J
takes them on a 20-minute ride before hitting downtown Carrboro on the way back west.
The J needs to be broken up. The lack of action on the J also creates weird outcomes in
Scenario 3. The CW being removed from Davie/Poplar instead of taking action to get the
bus to run in the peak direction through the neighborhood. A look at the ridership map
suggests that there is a weak transit market in the Davie/Poplar neighborhood, but there is
a lot of multifamily housing and the census tract has one of the lower median incomes in
Orange County. The problem is that the current CW runs through the neighborhood going
AWAY from downtown and campus, so you can actually WALK out of the neighborhood
faster than you can use the bus. If half the buses did the CW route in Scenario 1 and the
other half ran down Poplar to Davie, then turned on Fidelity towards Town hall, ridership
would probably pick up quickly. I'd like to see a CWH (High St) alternate with a CWF (Fidelity
St) from Carrboro Plaza with combined service from Town Hall to downtown Carrboro
instead. Another idea would be to have CW *NOT* go to Carrboro Plaza and simply travel
down NC 54 between Main and West Poplar. The V service University Place and Glen
Lennox but not Meadowmont seems like a missed opportunity to build transit ridership
among non-downtown sections of the CHT service area. I'm wondering if the V in Scenario 1
should pick up the N section in Meadowmont and the N should behave more like the FCX or
S.
Easiest incremental change without changing too many people's commutes. Definitely more
service on Homestead Rd because there are many new developments built there.
This scenario relies heavily on on-demand services for suburban areas. It doesn't make
sense to rely so heavily on an experimental system. I like the on demand concept, but would
like to see it implemented on a smaller scale to get riders used to it.
please don,t eliminate F service along Ephesus church rd.important 2 neighborhood.
I like the On-Demand zones near Ephesus Church. I am suprised that demand in Piney
Mountain and in SV does not support fixed route, connecting to the NS
I think increasing frequency of the CL and D routes is one of the most important changes
necessary for Chapel Hill Transit. Having to choose between being packed onto the bus like
sardines or waiting 20 minutes for the next bus is a lose-lose choice.
I like the balance of simplifying service and increasing frequency without confusing
everyone too badly about massive changes
It is difficult to tell from the map how the service to Booker Creek Rd will change. Will this
be serviced by both the new T route and the CL routes? We definitely need access to an allday bus line, like the current G or suggested T route; having only access to the CL route,
even with "modified schedule" is unlikely to be frequent enough service for this area, which
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has a very large population of UNC graduate/professional students and employees. I also
like the addition of service to Patterson Place through the modified D route. I am
concerned about the commute length for riders on the new T and D routes; these routes are
already lengthy, and these adjustments seem to exacerbate that problem.
I would need to see data on usage and such, but -- anecdotally -- Scenario 1 would improve
access to the routes I use on the north side of town so it has my vote.
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this scenario is good as it covers more commuters.
The original route for the F bus should remain the same. There are a number of people that
rely on this route in order to get to work at UNC. There are professionals and students that
either can't drive because of the limited parking on campus or don't own a vehicle.
Yes, overall in that I think that better weekend services are good, especially for college
students without cars. It just makes life harder on the weekends to do everyday things, like
hangout with friends or buy groceries. Having only the U/NU for Sunday sucks for getting
anywhere beyond the UNC campus (unless you were taking GoTransit to Raleigh or
Durham.)
It reflects the general priorities expressed over the course of many years of community
surveys. Removal of the V and HU need to be considered through separate and detailed
public processes. The "other services" which are "duplication" of them need to be proven to
the public.
Love weekend service proposal!
This makes the most sense logistically without losing much coverage v
I like the expansion of weekend bus service and rely on the G bus service.
I'm not sure weekend service would be used with frequency to require so many lines
Please use this scenario.
The problem with the route G is that the people that live in Christopher road didn't exist a
segurity because we can walk in the morning and it is very dark; the bus station is in
Brandon street in this place doesn't exist Traffic light so the traffic is terrible some hour in
the morning and night and app doesn't work in the morning for de first bus from university
place to booker.
Weekend services should go longer into the evening for at least some routes
As long as you keep the G then I’m happy. Weekend service for the G would be wonderful.
I think this scenario provides the most benefit for the greatest number of people. While I
admire the aspirations of scenario 3, it seems difficult to execute in a timely fashion. Chapel
Hill residents rely on the bus system for a variety of reasons (students like myself getting to
school, people getting to work, people looking to reduce their carbon footprint, etc) and we
need the bus system to stay reliable. Scenario 2 with it's extended weekend service will also
help off campus students get to UNC's campus on the weekends for school related reasons.
This seems like the most effective plan, maintaining much of the original CHT route
skeleton, yet improving service across the board.
Please maintain the A route. I really appreciate the convenience of the route and it's been a
really great part of my neighborhood!
Meh. This route would not affect me, positively or negatively. I never need evening buses. It
would be a much bigger benefit to put more frequent services during the day when people
are going to work.
Scenario 2 is perfect
I'm a senior citizen and need the bus stop to remain where it is now
Although, i do not use weekend buses.
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I think scenario 2 is the only of the plans that keeps reliable bus access in the Booker creek
neighborhood. As the G and CL are routes many people use for work and school at UNC,
maintaining reliable bus coverage here is important.
It would make my commute very difficult if the JFX was removed.
The G line goes by my house and I have been excited to let my son use public transportation
when he enters his teen years.
While the proposed EW route in Scenario 3 isn't included in this plan, it's still far superior to
Scenario ! as it adds crucial weekend service. Some sort of Sunday service would also be an
improvement. I could honestly live with this one.
Really like frequency increases! Really LOVE expanded weekend schedule! More SAFE RIDE.
I don't like the fact that this doesn't provide a route to the Botanical gardens, the only
complaint I have. Other than that I don't see any changes on the routes I actually use.
It is important that existing bus routes be maintained as much as possible. Citizens have
made decisions on where to live in Chapel Hill based on these routes and it is unfair to
change them arbitrarily.
Scenario 2 seems to keep the bus service to the Lakeshore and Booker Creek
neighborhoods, which are critical to me. We use the G route all the time for daily access to
work, access to downtown and for our kids riding to school at Phillips. I do like the fact that
additional weekend service would be added.
This makes the Chapel Hill transit a true system that people could use for everyday
transportation. So long as the timing is better than every hour or half hour and
traffic/distance are taken into account for timing. A reliable service that takes people to
destinations on the weekend would meet a lot of needs.
Weekend service to Meadowmont/Friday Center would be great!
Reduction of FCX service is a poor decision. During non-peak hours already, the FCX and S
buses are usually loaded (not overly-crowded, but still used heavily). Reduction to only peak
hour service will cause a further crowding of the already crowded lines. During peak hours
at the moment it is not uncommon for the buses to be standing-room only. Additionally the
JFX service at the moment could benefit from more regularity.
See comments below for F route
Even though putting in the S route for a substitute for the FCX for the times it would not be
running is beneficial it’s toll is greater. People who park in the FCX would prefer to have a
bus for the FCX. Many people already take the S Route as a subsitute for the times the FCX is
not running. For me personally, its only once in a while that I get on the FCX to head to my
car. When I get on the S it is also packed starting at 2. If the FCX is moved to 3 the S bus will
be overly packed. Because right now once the 1:58 clock starts, it starts to share the riders
that arrive. It would be too much people depending on one bus route.
Changing routes that are already in place for those residents of Chapel Hill that depend on
service to get to work year round is not a good idea. Rather changing routes that are mostly
used by students on a semester by semester basis and not used as much in the summer
months makes more sense.
I'd support modest changes to the bus routing at this time, especially given uncertain transit
funding and acceleration of growth in Chapel Hill/Carrboro. I think it's important for
continued community support that the bus system touch as many neighborhoods as
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efficiently and cost effectively as possible. I'm a strong advocate of keeping the G route
service through the Booker Creek and Lake Forest neighborhoods.
If I understand it I could live with this, I need service from honeysuckle/lakeshore
Saturday and sunday service! Finally!
We need weekend service! Sunday too!
UNC hospital employees ride this bus on a daily basis. Many people in our neighborhood
support events at UNC and downtown Raleigh. Would support a neighborhood campaign to
increase ridership to decrease cars on the road.
Scenario 2 is an important route for our family and this is the best option for us.
We rely on our buses and would enjoy more week-end service.
I am supportive of a route serving Lakeshore Drive. My grandchildren use this route daily,
and I use it occasionally. I am elderly and anticipate using it more in the future. There is
currently a stop quite close to our house. I have mobility difficulties and would be unable to
walk all the way to Estes Drive.
Please keep the G bus on Lakeshore Drive!! It connects many students, faculty, staff to
campus from our neighborhood, and allows kids to move around town independent of a car.
Adding weekend service for the G bus is also needed!!
I honestly do not care about the extension of weekend service, but this is the only scenario
which preserves direct service to my neighborhood.
It is my only way to get from my home to where I work on the UNC campus.
I take the JN route most Saturdays and having the J route offered on the weekend, even if
only on Saturday, would be more convenient for me.
this scenario is the only one that retains the southern loop for the D bus on Culbreth Rd.
I like this one the best.
I often use the CW on weekends to get from downtown Carrboro back home.
We purchased our house on the bus route in order to utilize the bus due to a household
member being sight impaired. We would like to see the G route continued. Is it possible to
have smaller buses on less traveled routes. Uber is an interesting idea, but would take a lot
of vetting and negotiation so the rates do not vary. Not sure how you could have a contract
to provide it. Also the route is used by middle school students. Would prefer to investigate
how to coordinate with the schools to better use both bus systems.
This route seems to keep the status quo for people like me who are served by D and the CL.
This worries me because there is SO much congestion on these routes going to and from
campus, caused mostly by the many people that live on the East Franklin corridor between
Estes and Elliot. At least increase the service times for the CL, which rarely comes and when
it does is often an old-and-busted bus that smells bad and can fit the same amount of
people as a large van.
This is a great median
I don't see any major things to comment on for this scenario. It appears to have the least
amount of changes and if people have said they would like increased weekend service than I
think it is a great option. I don't think that increased service needs to be a stark weekend
versus weekday increase. I know it sounds idealized to say increase both but I do not want
my support for this plan to signal support for only weekend increases.
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Appreciate the weekend service on line G for my disabled daughter who cannot drive.
I only ride G bus and I take it to work at UNC during the weekday. It is strange you remove
my bus stop in Scenario 1 and 3 but increase the server on Scenario 2. Couldn't we just keep
it as now? I need G bus and I don't support to increase the cost for weekend rides.
This is the only route left for G bus through my neighborhood. Why are you removing the
bus G in the other scenarios through lakeshore lane and by middle school?
I would like the timing of routes to be better coordinated. I would travel to Meadowmont
from Booker Creek, and back, if I could count on not having to wait an hour for the
connecting lines.
Access to Patterson Place and New Hope shopping area (e.g. Walmart) needs to be in place.
The other scenarios (1&3) leave large dead zones by eliminating G. Keep G
Middle school students rely on the G bus route to get to and from school and to and from
the library. Please do not eliminate this route. We would love to have weekend service,
which would allow easier access to Franklin Street on weekends.
This is the best for the entire community.
I live in Booker Creek neighborhood and this is the only scenario out of the three that
maintains our neighborhood service to Estes via lakeshore drive, which makes it possible for
my kids to get around. Also it possible for me to ride the bus to UNC where I work.
Cutting the Friday center bus hours, especially stopping at 6pm, is outrageous. When I get
off before 6, which isn't often, the parking lot is still about 75% full. I usually take the bus
later due to heavy traffic from 4:30-5:30. Stopping service at 6 would greatly worsen this
situation.
Please add booker creek to east chapel Hill high
I think expanding weekend service is great!
This is my favorite scenario. I think better weekend service would lead to fewer parking
snafus downtown during the weekend.
I am OK with the Scenario 2 changes.
If Scenario 2 is not implemented, please consider an additional option that keeps service in
the Booker Creek/Lakeshore areas. These areas are typically long time, tax paying Chapel
Hill residents who use these routes regularly to work and school. While it is nice to provide
service that assists UNC students, please consider the needs of longer term residents.
We appreciate the timing and frequency of the current G Bus weekday service. More
options for service on weekends would be great.
The G route has been an important transportation choice for our family in Booker Creek for
many years, and this Scenario 2 is the only option suggested that will keep this a viable
option for us in the future.
This seems ideal because it changes the least while still providing a tangible improvement.
I like scenario 2 as long as it doesn't doesn't lower the frequency of the S bus in the
mornings and afternoons. I agree that the FCX buses run to much and as someone that lives
on Hwy 54 it hurts every time an FCX drives by me and I have to wait for another 10-15
minutes for an S bus.
Looks like this would keep G route intact - Great for all the students who ride the G bus to
and from Phillips middle from Booker Creek/Lakeshore area.
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I think providing weekend service for popular routes is a great idea; I know it would impact
and be beneficial for my daily life.
I support all the changes except for FCX and S
Too minimal of changes to have meaningful impact for the majority of riderships. How
about providing imcreased P2P services on weekend instead?
This one is decent. It is good because it doesn't get rid of the A route to Severin and Weiner.
For me as a JFX rider, this scenario keeps my commute intact.
CW and J are the most relevant routes for me and increasing their weekend service would
be helpful.
I use NS daily, and sometimes T. Would love it if they were more frequent. Don't mind
walking to further stops.
I love the idea of expanded weekend service. As someone who is dependent upon the bus
system, I would appreciate added service on days when I normally need to run errands and
go places I do not have time to go during the week. Would weekend service include
Sundays? Many people (including myself) have the same mobility needs on Sunday as on
any other day. The only reason I currently do not go as many places on Sundays is because I
do not have as many transportation options on Sundays (and weekends in general).
This scenario is ideal.
The map for scenario 2 is misleading, at least for the route that is closest to my house. On
the weekend there is no A bus (and the A is not listed in the list of routes in the next pane of
the survey). There is a weekend T bus that comes into the neighborhood (Elkin Hills) -- but
the map does not show it.
I do like the emphasis on weekend routes. Unfortunately transportation around CH stinks
on weekends and it's severely limiting especially as the area grows
I live on the CW route and I'm excited about the prospect of weekend service for this route.
Scenario 2 really should address routes down east franklin like the D and CL, these are VERY
underserved compared to routes down 54.
Would not like to see V removed.
I really like the idea of implementing weekend buses. Many people in Chapel Hill do not
have cars (primarily because of the wonderful transit system!), so going anywhere on the
weekend is difficult.
No.
It does not affect me, but I worry about the loss of the HS route during the week because no
other bus covers part of the route. I like the idea of having weekend buses though.
Weekend routes are in a low demand. CH residents take a bus to go to/from work. In my
opinion, frequency of weekend service is not as important as frequency of weekday service
I oppose the elimination of the v route.
I am very fearful of the JFX changing or being eliminated. My schedule varies, depending on
the day. I rely on the frequency and "express" nature of the JFX to get me to work on time.
I don’t have an issue with the weekend bus routes right now. Mostly I want to see buses
come more often during weekdays
I like the improved weekend service.
I strongly support the maintenance of the G bus route to Booker Creek.
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As a resident of the Lake Forest area who regularly relies on bus transportation, Scenario 2
would be most favorable. Maintaining service to residential neighborhoods is important if
we want to reduce traffic and allow families to live with less car use, etc. Our family relies
on the G and D routes in particular to get to and from campus during workdays.
Well overdue, in my opinion. I think that weekend service is key for maintaining ridership in
a transit system. Having the J combined with the N was silly, and quite frankly, deterred me
from ever taking it (it never took me where I wanted to go, and frequency was low). By
providing many of the same local services as on weekdays, this plan will give people more
options to get to places without a car. My main criticism of this plan is that it preserves
many of the inefficient routings present today (the weird turnoff to University Mall of the F,
the weird clockwise/counterclockwise loop of the D, etc). The D isn't extended to Durham
shopping centres, which I imagine would be a large pull for transit riders. In short, it's not
ambitious enough.
Need focus on Friday Center service as for many these route (S, FCX, HU) are the only
available routes to their vehicles
Improved weekend service (esp. nighttime weekend service) is good but this also removes
my only direct route between school and home.
I would like to see Saturday and Sunday service that serves all areas of Chapel Hill. People
work all weekend and often do most of their shopping on the weekend so this would
support local shopping while allowing workers to get to their jobs.
We need more weekend service
I am CCX Rider, very happy with that rout remaiming unchanged
I appreciate the efforts to increase weekend routes. This is something I think the town lacks.
This is especially problematic on game days even. As a student, I sometimes want/need to
go to campus on Saturdays but feel it is almost impossible for me to if there is a football
game due to the lacking bus routes and parking spots.
I support adding Route N service to Meadowmont, but not at the expense of the V route,
Providing weekend G service would be beneficial to all those who live in the Lakeshore area.
There is NO OTHER SERVICE within two miles of here. It would be helpful if you provided a
more detailed map of streets, but judging from the images on Scenarios 1 & 2, the T service
doesn't sufficiently support the population living inland from the lakes area. I'm curious as
to why the T doesn't pick up the G line once it enters the Booker Creek area. That would be
an excellent compromise.
Do not change current G route
I do not like that FCX coverage will be decreased. A lot of students with variable morning
schedules use this service and need the flexible morning coverage.
Weekend times past 5pm would be useful given the parking limitations in Chapel Hill and
Carrboro
This plan appears to keep Route G intact and adds service to G on weekends, which is great.
Of the three scenarios listed, I believe that Scenario 2 would be the most efficient. Scenario
2 keeps areas with plenty of service, which is highly important in an area where a lot of
people are dependent on bus transportation. I like that the V and HU would be eliminated,
as the ridership is low and there is a lot of overlap with other routes. This scenario seems to
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bring just the right amount of change needed. I think a more drastic change, like the
proposed ones in Scenario 3, would cause problems.
I like the expanded weekend service on the CW, F, and J lines.
This is the only option I like. Please keep a route on Ephesus Church road and add weekend
options!!!
NS weekend service would be a huge lifesaver for me.
Weekend service at Southern Village with NS bus seems very forward thinking. Perhaps this
would be helpful to hospital workers and visitors?
V should not be removed if Frequency of ns is not going to increase. There are a lot of
people who ride v when ns opperates lessfrequently during midday. I am not sure how
useful ut would be to have ns during Weekends. V can do the job easily at weakends
The addition of weekend services is good but with current development many of the routes
should be changed.
I LOVE the ide of weekend J service
Maintain frequent direct routes to Meadowmont (N), including weekend schedule.
Lake Forest must have regular bus service because of commuter needs and the bad parking
situation downtown.
The JFX offers times to go to the Dr and such
I love the idea of weekend service. We also really need an "E" bus---many people including
me work in Carrboro and live in Chapel Hill, and an Estes Drive bus running straight up and
down would be very useful
Reducing FCX WOULD make me miserable - i already hate the jack of lunchtime service
I really love the idea of the NS working on the weekends. One of the downsides of living on
Martin Luther King is that on weekends there’s no way to go to campus in an efficient way
I think that the buses that go pretty far off-campus (i.e., to where I will be living next year)
will be better if they are readily available on weekends.
I live off of 54 - between the Friday Center and 15-501 - and would really appreciate the
changes to the FCX and S routes. Would be interested to see how the V and the N changes
would affect ridership - if this would have the simple effect of combining these two routes.
The HU change makes sense - if we can compensate with the S and the FCX (and the N).
I like the idea of more weekend service further out.
I strongly supporting keeping bus service to residential communities, like my own (lake
forest/booker creek) because this means average families can rely less on cars and drive to
campus less! This is important!!
Scenario 2 appears to continue, pretty much, what I already have and depend on.
Expansions to weekend hours can only help.
This scenario eliminates the option for students from Philips Middle to take the bus home
along Lakeshore drive on Weekdays.
Increased weekend service would be excellent. It especially makes sense for the NS to
operate on the weekend, given demand for this route.
I support weekend access for the V route. This is a much needed change fr those not having
other transportation options!
Extending CL hours would be lovely. But please don't get rid of the CL route.
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I live on hillsborough Rd and find it extremely frustrating that there is no weekend service of
route f.
It seems like the route to Eastowne does not change in the option. It would be nice to have
a commute with fewer stops to/from Eastowne, similar to how DX was before it was
discontinued.
Yes, I like this scenario because it adds weekend service for the J bus. Now, I typically drive
my car on the weekends and never take the bus then, but in case, I was car-less, this would
be a great option to get to work on the weekends.
Retaining the A route for weekdays is critical for me and a lot of the ridership in my
neighborhood.
more regukar J route
I only use the bus to get to and from the University on weekdays. I probably wouldn't use it
much on weekends but I think it's important for the community that there be solid public
transit on weekends.
I think it's a great idea as many more students seem to be working on weekends. That and
those who aren't don't have vehicles on campus. I'd feel a lot safer riding the bus from
campus to the city than walking back to my dorm after work at night. The P2P leaves me
standing at the stop much sooner than I would like. Plus it's always crowded. Weekends
barely any buses run and I feel like I cant adequately go shopping for necessities without
having to pay for an Uber. I don't make much money and paying for an Uber to get cleaning
supplies and whatnot flatout stinks
I understand why the V is not going to Southern Village anymore (despite its convenience!),
however I suggest that the frequency of NS buses should be increased both during the
week.
I like the Scenario 1 and 3 where we can get to Patterson Place and New Hope Commons via
bus.
Scenario 2 would be the best out of the possible 3 Scenarios due to the weekend service
that would be provided. In particular the CW and J buses would be running on the
weekend.
Bus lines running on Saturdays and Sundays, for longer hours would be really helpful.
Would like to see no changes in routes served, but just more weekend service to serve
underrepresented populations in Chapel Hill
I know lots of people for whom the current services work really well on week days. As such,
I would not want to see too much change there. However, the reduced service on weekends
presents a challenge for people who still work at those times. Increased service on
weekends would be a welcome change.
Do not think weekends are issues. When i took a couple of rides on weekends i was thr only
rider. If anythinf reduce these bus routes
to provide weekend services only would be detrimental to UNC employees and students
depending on bus transportation to and from UNC. Specifically for bus routes N, J, and T.
Reducing the inning time of the FCX would significantly impact many of the individuals that
ride that bus between 9 and 10. Most buses that I get on during this time are completely
full. I do not know that the S route would be able to handle all of these individuals with a
small increase in frequency. However, it would be beneficial to have the S bus or FCX bus
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run later than they do as many graduate classes do not get out until 8:30p. I am unsure how
this would effect undergraduates and medical school individuals.
No
FREQUENT WEEKEND SERVICE IS A MUST. if you're going to have sparse parking, whether
gameday (even those with a spot have it robbed) or not, transport better compensate. The
NU absolutely needs increased frequency.
FCX should be longer with improved service frequencies
Will route N operate frequently? As a Durham commuter who parks at the Friday Center, it
would nice to have a slightly more direct route to UNC via Raleigh Road, but I would also
worry about getting back home if there were an emergency between 9 am and 3 pm.
This allows me to continue to commute to work every day via the Lakeshore Drive bus. This
bus line is very important to me and my family.
I'm torn. I would be happy to see increased weekend service to downtown Chapel Hill, but
this scenario only has 3 routes traveling up Franklin Street. Scenario 1 has 4.
The V route is one of the few that go by the school of government from southern village
park and ride
Scenario two is a fantastic option.
Scenario 2 is the only one that makes any sense. Both 1 and 3 truncate and cripple service to
large parts of the towns, effectively isolating people. If your intent is to kill this bus system
1 or 3 would certainly do it.
More service on the weekend is good.
For hospital employees who get out between 6-7pm, this is less than ideal. If the hours of
the F Route allowed me to arrive from Ephesus Church Road to UNC Hospital before
6:50am, I would be a regular rider.
I need to get from affordable housing in Meadowmont to Duke Medical Center. None of
these help me in doing that. Please consider people along 54 corridor who would take mass
transit from home to Duke if a route were provided.
Scenario 2 is most desirable because it maintains service of the A route. Every morning
nearly every student going to south-east campus (School of Law and School of Government)
from MLK Blvd. relies on the A route for transportation. It is the only route that travels
directly from MLK to mid/south campus without having to change buses on Franklin. The
current modified A route that travels along Ridge Road as Stadium Drive is shutdown for
construction is even more desirable and I can attest retaining this change and the A route in
any of the 3 scenarios would be very amenable to your riders. Thank you.
NS service on the weekend would be nice
I like the improved weekend service.
I definitely like how Route N is going to be expanded to meadowmont village. I’d like to live
in that area in the future, but the service is limited to UNC campus
It would be inconvenient to not have an HU route
The N route is one of the few routes that go to the UNC Family Medicine building from
outside of campus. If it is not going to be there, that portion of the route should be added to
one of the routes that goes down MLK.
I like the idea of the J running on the weekends as well as any bus that runs to chapel hill to
Carborro.
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I think separating the FG weekend route to the F and G is unnecessary. I think that
removing the HU and the V is a bad idea. I frequently have doctor's appointments at
Meadowmont and on Finley Golf course road. I use the V and the HU to get to these
appointments. I also use the HU to get to work. If anything, please make the HU nonexpress so that it can stop somewhere else besides the hospital. Also, families staying at the
Ronald McDonald house ride the HU. I work at the Botanical Garden and the HU is the only
route that stops at that bus stop AND the only route that stops at the Ronald McDonald
house.
Will the T service be more frequent? Will it be extended past 6 pm?
I work for UNC Healthcare on weekdays I have trouble getting home if I work until 9:30
because there are no buses that run past 9 and I live in Carrboro. I also work on weekends at
the hospital and I have a lot of trouble getting to work and finding a way home at 9:30
because buses don't run at all esp at night (CW) for me to get back home to Carrboro.
Weekend service for G would be greatly appreciated. No modification to the G route is
good.
Perhaps smaller buses would be useful on some routes.
I like that this keeps the Ephesus Church road bus line.
As a student who goes to the RR lot, it would make the route much faster. Also, in general it
would be nice to have more availability of bus services on weekend!
Same comments about route V and NS as in scenario 1. Would want NS to traverse SV
negihborhood as route V does now. I see that NS would run on the weekends in this
scenario. More than once an hour would be a good change.
I don't see the V bus going to Southern Village anymore (on this map). Is that correct? I think
the V bus needs to continue to connect SV with Meadowmont.
I appreciate the effort to increase weekend service. My son with special needs is unable to
drive. As he gets older, the bus service gives him independence.
Need all the roads identified please!
Fixes lack of weekend buses for those in greater booker creek.
Like the weekend routes for the CW.
These changes do not enable older residents of Meadowmont Village to travel to and from
the Carborro area. Connections require walking significant distances, which demonstrates a
failure to consider the needs of those who are handicapped, disabled, cognitively impaired
or seniors. This is still just another route to benefit students who now have far more
options for residency close to campus by way the recent hi-rise additions to both Franklin
Street & Rosemary Street. There are also no pedestrian improvements for anyone to cross
from the Friday Center to Meadowmont Village and no short transit options to cross from
one to the other, i.e. those who are seniors, etc. can not utilize any of the options to the
Friday Center routes. There are no cross walks between the intersections of Raleigh Road
and Meadowmont Lane. There remains the impression that eveyone should walk from the
Friday Center down Raleigh Rd to the underpass, and then walk from the underpass to
Meadowmont Village. This does not happen; pedestrians are always trying to cross that
intersection, risking injury, etc. In addition, there are no sidewalks from the Friday Center
parking/bus drop off along the parking lot around and up to that intersection.
I would love it if Route T got more frequent service.
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We the V bus without any changes
Please do not eliminate the G bus route through Booker Creek/Foxwood Drive! Many, many
students and UNC employees use this bus EVERY DAY
No
Weekend service needs to be improved because those of us who depend on public
transportation need to be able to get back and forth to work, and it would have better
access to shopping and other services.
I like the fact that weekend service was added for several routes, but it would be good to
also have more frequency between runs.
This seems to be the only scenario that keeps many of the very much needed routes! If
funding is an issue, you could simply ask riders to pay, like 95% of city bus systems do.
The purpose of a superior bus system is to allow access to all parts of the city by bus, even
those with fewer riders. S Village needs its V bus.
I like the fact that Route G would have weekend service. I hope this included both Saturday
and Sunday.
Please don’t take away the V bus through Southern Village. We really need it.
Keeping CL as is is fine, particularly if Scenario 1 would omit Summerfield Crossing or the
former Foxcroft Apts.
G bus routing on the weekend would be very helpful. downtown parking is always
challenging for church and special events -- we would heavily utilize a G bus weekend route
Increased weekend bus service is essential. I am a UNC student without a car who lives in
Carrboro. I feel limited on the weekends because buses are so light; if I miss a bus, I know
that I'll end up waiting an hour or more for the next one. Weekend buses would incentivize
me and other students to explore more of Chapel Hill, Carrboro, and the surrounding areas,
which will more than likely increase spending and put more money in the local economy.
I like Scenario 2 because it keeps the "G" and adds week-end service
Especially for graduate students the extra weekend service would be helpful.
In either scenario, the JFX should stay as the other routes covering JF P&R take too long.
I believe that weekend service needs to be improved greatly, which is why I am interested in
this scenario. However, it all depends on timing. If weekend service stops at 5 or 6 pm, it
wouldn't be that much of an improvement.
I oppose eliminating the V route to/through Southern Village. I hope if it is eliminated that
additional NS routes will be scheduled.
I live near Chapel Hill High School on High School Road and work at Brooks Hall. I like this
system the best because it retains the A route, as well as multiple MLK Jr. routes, which
tend to be very busy on weekday evenings, unlike Option #3.
I like increasing the frequency of NS and T and on weekends too.
I think this scenario provides a much cleaner way to connect the Friday Center area to
campus. I am most interested in increasing the service area from that area so it goes farther
north-- which this plan does. Frequency is my next interest.
As a commuter who uses the FCX route frequently, I would hate to see the hours reduced. I
think keeping hours regular up through 9:30 would be ideal. The 3-6 hours would be okay,
as long as there are some regular S buses from 6-8ish or so. I also like this plan would
provide greater access during the weekend; while I do not use transit personally on the
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weekends, I know there are many people who rely on CHT and seeing you all address this
need on the weekend is a bonus.
I don't think that you should reduce service to the Friday Center in the evening. I frequently
work passed 6 pm and many people are on the bus passed this time period. Reducing it in
the morning is doable but I think that 9:15 am is more acceptable. than 8:55 am.
I do not think you should reduce service to the Friday Center. I take this bus everyday and
work late. Many people take the bus after 6 pm and it would not work to eliminate this
option. Further, even having more buses run before 6 pm won't increase service because
traffic on campus around 5 pm due to student traffic (walking) is horrible and slows the bus
service down a lot. If you want to reduce morning operations, I believe 9:30 am is better
than 8:55 am. I was late this morning due to traffic on 40 W and my bus at 9:05 am leaving
the Friday Center had at least 8 people on it.
these changes do not apply to me
There isn't any extension into Patterson Place in Durham.
I don't have a vehicle, so weekends are VERY difficult to get around. For the fall semester, I
had to order a Lyft to get to campus in order to take my final because bus service didn't
begin early enough. I would really appreciate having more weekend service.
I greatly support more frequency for weekend routes. With just 1 bus per hour it makes it
very difficult to get from Carrboro to downtown Chapel Hill easily - if a bus is missed then
it's a long time to wait for another one.
It's really important to have weekend service along East Franklin.
It would be helpful to add more service to Estes (the library) and all the way across Weaver
Dairy . It's a pain to have to go downtown to catch another bus to go from one side of
Chapel Hill to another.
I like this scenario the best of all 3, as it improves NS frequency and includes more weekend
service. I agree that the HU and V routes are redundant and removing the V would not be an
issue as long as NS frequency increases to pick up slack. The changes aren't as drastic as
scenario 3 so people would still be familiar with the system and able to navigate it.
As a student who has worked on campus on the weekends for the previous 3 years, I fully
support this change. I would much rather take the bus in on weekends instead of having to
drive each time and then drive around looking for parking.
I dont think weekend service needs to be expanded so much.
I do not typically use the weekend routes. What is the volume of users compared to the
weekday users? I would think your efforts should be on week day commuters
While extended weekend service would be very much appreciated, most routes are still
complicated (which may establish a ceiling for how useful such services could be to people
who may use the routes but do not live along those corridors)
This is the best of the 3 scenarios. If you could stagger the times of the J and D buses, that
would increase efficiency for many travelers. (i.e., so that the buses don't always arrive
within minutes of each other).
We desperately need Sunday service on the NS, and T routes. We can not go to church on
Sunday, nor can we seek employment out side of Chapel Hill on Sunday's.
I do not support elimination of V bus service to Southern Village.
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A key to weekend service is evening coverage. Last bus at 5 pm is treacherous. This does not
go across I-40. What is Durham County's view on the routes? On weekends, there is no bus
from Hillsborough St/MLK up the hill to Franklin/Columbia.This is a major route during the
week, and many people have been surprised/stranded that it is not served. Changing the
route or putting more emphasis on route education is needed.
I strongly support this plan as it provides weekend service, which I think is important for our
community.
Having used weekend service I notice that very few people also use the bus during these
times. Furthermore both the V and HU buses would be removed in this scenario, impacting
my ability to go to the Friday Center and Meadowmont. I do not like this plan
This is my preferred scenario as it allows me to continue to take the bus from Lakeshore to
work and to play in the evenings.
i would enjoy weekend service, but not at any great expense
Living in colony woods, this is the only scenario with continued service. Do not like the other
plans!
Are you saying that the NS route, and the T route would run on Sunday? If this is the case,
Then yes, I would support this plan.
for all the scenarios, my main concern is parking for riders who must come to the bus by car
and park. We cannot keep depending on the malls for this, or soon the malls will do
something about it!
I live in Bolin Forest, so I really like the idea of extended weekend service along the F route.
My family would use that service in place of driving to stores and restaurants in town.
The description you have provided does not really indicate what services will actually be
available - especially since some routes currently don't have weekend service that you are
indicating now will.
I am not sure you need to expand Saturday service when you are eliminating service to
some areas on weekdays. I would rather you keep existing routes as is on weekdays even if
it means not adding Saturday services.
I live on Landerwood lane & know the stops there are seldom used at all, and the curve of
the street makes visibility difficult. I think the F service in Colony Woods is only needed by a
few residents & the streets would actually be safer without the bus.
Preserving the existing G route is very desirable
Maintaining the existing G route is very important to a considerable number of regular
riders
It's the best system and option, I support this one!!!
Weekend routes are necessary for off campus students with no cars
Scenario 2 is my preferred option due to the inclusion of weekend services. There have
been many times when the fact buses were not operating in my area kept me at home.
I would love to have more bus routes operating on the weekend
I like the idea of improving weekend transit, however I'm not sure it will actually be utilized.
It is likely better to focus on weekday ridership
I support a move toward increased weekend service.
More service
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Scenario 1 and 3 are a disaster for residents in my neighborhood who have long supported
mass transit, have paid and currently pay high taxes to have that access. I have paid annual
pass receipts going back to the 1970's when it was not free.
Seems like the most sensible and moderate change
It does not improve access to campus and hospital during weekdays, we would have to drive
to work often in this scenario
These route leaves people living near Lower Booker Creek greenway with oly the G route -the least predictable route on the schdule. The changes are so dramatic that it would
prevent me from being a bus rider.
My biggest concern is the G bus. I feel that serving Lakeshore Drive and Booker Creek, at
least during morning and evening rush hour periods, is an important function.
It's the only one that keeps the D on Culbreth, which is necessary for employees at the
middle school. Also weekends are lacking and need to be improved, such as here.
Does weekend service mean extending service to Sundays for all of the routes listed?
I like that it keeps the G bus line as is because this line is important to me and my children.
The G route should run more often. It is the only route that serves Glen Lennox Apartments.
Use this scenario
I don't really know how big of a demand there is for weekend service; yes, I think there
should be a little more than there is now, but parking on campus is free on weekends, so
many students prefer to drive to campus on the weekends.
Our neighborhood - Pinebrook neighborhood needs route A unchanged. It's a very
convenient stop. It allows to get downtown without a car.
I like all the routes being confined within CH range. I like to increase weekend routes.
However, what I don't like or suggest to change is that, similar to the current situation, CL
and D have a "big circle" which is not fair to the south side of the circle (people have to take
more time to complete the circle before they can really get started, which is inconvenient to
those who gonna work or gonna get back to home asap.
I like the routes being confined in Chapel Hill range. I also like weekend buses increased.
This seems to improve service and do the least amount of damage but cutting people off
from buses.
While waiting for NU at Airport & MLK one Sunday last Fall I chatted with a new UNC
student from China. She mentioned that she lived in an apartment near MLK & Piney Mtn
and needed to go grocery shopping but was shocked to find the busses didn't go there on
weekends, so she went hungry. Any upgrade must expand weekend service outside UNC.
This scenario offers people that live in the Coker Hills, Coker Hills West, Lake Forest and
Booker Creek neighborhoods the opportunity to go to downtown Chapel Hill at the
weekends without taking their cars which would lessen traffic. If the frequency of this route
increased from a hour to every half hour during peak hours I believe for residents in the
neighborhood would travel to and from the UNC campus using the bus
Because of the hills in the portion of G route north of Estes Drive it is essential for many of
us to be able to walk short distances to a bus stop. This segment must be preserved and
scenario 2 does this.
Weekend service does not benefit. My neighborhood needs greater access to CL or D bus
routes during the week.
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Another 10 years with no G bus on the weekend? Terrible.
I like the idea of increasing weekend service on the routes listed, especially in terms of
Saturday frequency
This appears to be the most modest change that still maintains the most service area and
provides the very much needed Weekend service (which I would hope have a slightly better
frequency than hourly, or at least was scheduled such that better transfers could be made
through common timepoints).
Highly preferred for maintaining the A route and the access to the Colonial Heights
neighborhood and direct access to Meadowmont on N
This is the only plan that preserves the G route, which serves the area bounded by Franklin,
MLK, Estes and Weaver Dairy. My wife does not drive and this route is a real lifeline for her.
At least you've kept route F in Colony Woods! Please keep it there. I think it should be
expanded to go to the public library, as I've been asking for years.
This seems the most reasonable to me, as it maintains weekday service on the route I care
most about.
At least you've kept the service to Colony Woods via the F route! Please retain the bus
service in this neighborhood! For years, though, I've been asking for bus service to and from
the public library on Estes Dr. I don't see that happening anywhere. Why not??? (and no, a
parent and little kids are not going to haul themselves and their bags of books up and down
the pathway from Franklin St., and also hope to return via Franklin St. by having to cross it!)
Why can't the G route serve Ridgefield/Briarcliff? Since the town wants to reduce car traffic,
why not provide bus service to neighborhoods such that people can get to work, get to
grocery stores/shopping, get to recreation/parks?
This appears to be the only scenario that still serves Lakeshore and Honeysuckle
Of the three scenarios, this seems to involve the least negative change to my typical bus
routes (G, CL, and T) and I appreciate the addition of weekend service.
See comments about G route. Weekend service for NS would be good.
I use a Route G on Lakeshore occasionally.
The A route in and around Pinebrook, Bradley Rd is very important as a means for
commuters to get to Chapel Hill/Carrboro, please do not remove it
My husband has vision problems and relies on the A and N route to get to and from campus
to catch his triangle transit bus on campus
Members of my household are glad that the F route has been preserved in this scenario as
we rrely on it. We use it to get to work and to meetings in Chapel Hill and Carrboro.
Would be so nice to have decent weekend service for all of us, but especially for those
without a car.
I don't see the CL route listed for comments on specific routes.
I like that it keeps the F route intact
I want a route that goes north & south on MLK *and* goes to Carrboro. I'll also say this:
lots of nurses & nurses assistants at the hospital have shifts that start at 7am. That means
you need to be there ~ 6:40am or 6:45am. When I lived in Carrboro, I was able to take the J
bus to the hospital (there is no employee parking there). It's a big workforce and having lots
of buses that get to the hospital around 6:40am might be really helpful.
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I am a senior citizen living on Severin St. I ride the bus less than once a week, but I really
appreciate the service provided by Bus A. I have 2 artificial joints which sometimes causes
difficulty in walking. If the A bus is discontinued I would not be able to easily access another
bus, since I live about a mile from MLK Blvd.
This is the only scenario that keeps Ephesus Church road. Service used to come through
brierclift/ridgewood and making this section on-demand is not feasible
More weekend service for T & CW. Once an hour is not enough. Adding a J weekend would
be great!
I think scenario 2 is deceptive in that you have 2 referenced in your legend for route N. Are
you suggesting that they both are one and the same and that area will now be serving the
meadowmont neighborhood? You also have 3 colors that are green/blue and it's hard to
distinguish. I don't think it can be evaluated in it's current depiction of the route.
I like these changes better!!! Especially weekend service. :)Please keep routes open in
residential areas that have working professionals associated with the university ( route
A!!!!) We already have a lot of routes that serve commuters, but Colonial Heights is an older
neighborhood where we pay very high taxes. This area ought to have continuing service. We
do have consistent ridership and anyone who says otherwise, I would be very happy to talk
to.
PLEASE MAKE J BUS AVAILABLE ON WEEKENDS
As long as S is frequent enough to cover FCX during off hours. It would be very helpful to
have more frequency of the FCX during prime hours especially in the afternoon.
The elimination of the T route down MLK Jr Drive is totally inadvisble, many students and
workers use this route to downtown CH (Franklin and Columbia) nd to the UNC Manning St.
This would be a TERRIBLE change
I support any proposal that offers more weekend service. IT would be nice if more routes
ran later in the weekend so you could get downtown for a nice night/restaurant without
worrying about how to get home if you've had a few drinks.
I like the weekend services!
I like that the T remains on MLK.
I don't have enough information to say I do/don't support. What is the major issue facing
public transportation in our town? Is it weekday or weekend service. I'm thinking weekday
service is probably most important and therefore option 2 may not be a sustainable
solution.
Retaining service to Ephesus Church and Elkin Hills should be priorities, as they service low
income citizens that may need public transportation.
Weekend service is less of a priority for me than increased weekday service
This is the ideal change! Part of the reason that some of these routes are less popular is due
to infrequent service so by expanding into the weekend The problem should be fixed. Also
it's essential that we keep the G route, many kids take it to get to Phillips Middle School and
many college students use it to get to UNC.
I use A Route and desire it not be eliminated.
Improved evening and weekend service is very important.
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the V is an integral route for students/professionals that need to get to campus quickly
(down south road to undergrad areas, law school, etc) from park & ride lot and
neighborhoods along 54. doing away with it would not be conducive
I use A Route and desire it not be eliminated.
It is really difficult to view the maps even when they are enlarged. Can you please give
better maps, maybe overlay the suggested routes on Google Maps or something. These are
very difficult to find anything but the biggest roads on.
Retention of A route is critical to Barclay Road and Northside commuters, so this is the only
acceptable on of the 3 scenarios. Best of all would be NO CHANGE, because knowledge of
the route system takes years for most riders and creates a level of comfort that otherwise
forces people to use single passenger vehicles for dependability.
Those three options in #16 don't make good sense. I'm clearly not an expert on all these
routes. I'm looking at the ones I use.
Removal of HU hurts families traveling between UNC Hospitals and Ronald McDonald
House/SECU Family House
Improving weekend service, giving more options and frequency is good, but my primary
concern is keeping A bus service. It is very important to me and many of the residents in my
community that the A bus service be maintained. I could not support a plan that called for
the complete removal of A service.
Please keep this option! I live in Colony Woods and take the bus frequently to get to town,
and enjoy knowing it's available to my neighbors
Please keep this F route that is important to residents of Colony Woods area!!!
This scenario does not take service away from Lakeshore Dr. I rely on this, as do many
others in our neighbor, please do not take the G bus from Lakeshore!
Weekend service for D bus is good. It is needed. I would go downtown more often on the
weekends if the bus was running (so I didn't have to find parking).
Weekend service would be a welcome addition.
The focus should be on weekday service and community input rather than weekend
changes.
No
I like it
Route A unchanged is the best scenario
I like this one!
This is the only one that preserves route A. Our neighborhood has multiple people that use
the bus to get to UNC and downtown - keep it!!
This appears to be the best scenario for future growth.
I am a big fan of J route service on weekends, it is the biggest flaw of the route
This is the only scenario that includes Ephesus church road/Colony Woods. It would be a
mistake to eliminate that route as many members of the neighborhood take the bus to
work/school.
I live at a g bus stop and I do not want the bus running down my street in the weekends!
Weekend service for the CW is usually pretty bad. It is either very late or very early. I often
miss it. I hope that weekend service for the CW will be more timely and more frequent.
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The F bus route must remain on Ephesus Church Road. There are young teenagers who
cannot drive and must use this bus service. That's why I prefer this scenario.
The Colony Woods neighborhood considers public transit an asset for which we pay taxes.
Weekend service would be very helpful.
The elimination of Ephesus/Colony Woods will have serious economic/employment impact
on residents that daily depend on the route for employment. Either directly, or as a
connecting route. Many, myself included, moved in the are for the bus access.
The elimination of Ephesus/Colony Woods would have serious economic impact of many
who depend upon it for work. There are no economical parking spaces in town or on
campus. Many have moved here for the access to the bus line.
By far my favorite!
We would love to have weekend service in Colony Woods.
Offering quicker and more direct transport to the library weekdays and weekends
S or FCX need weekend service.
Extended weekend service would be great! Getting to campus on weekends as it is now is a
hassle for many people.
sent in earlier
if "G" is removed as in the other proposals, it would create a hardship on a lot of
professionals as well as students getting to the schools on Estes
It is the only scenario that provides bus service to Fountain Ridge/Colony Woods
This scenario seems to maintain best bus coverage throughout Chapel Hill. I live in the
Colony Woods neighborhood, and know that many people choose this neighborhood
because it's on a bus route. Please keep the F bus! Thanks!
I live in SV and I am a student who buses to . Eliminating the Vs service to Southern Village
and the Ds route down Culbreth would greatly affect my commute.
This would greatly help those in Chapel Hill who must commute on the weekends due to
work.
Seems logical.
"Save the F"
Extremely important to maintain of improve the F bus route to Colony Woods.
You need to provide a system map of present routes so we can see what is getting better
coverage in this proposal
I like that service for route F would be increased over the weekends.
Southern Village really needs the V bus. Much of the back of the neighborhood is a mile or
more away from the park and ride. And the hills are extremely steep. PLEASE keep V bus in
southern village!!
We need a bus that comes through Southern Village. Not just the park and ride (which costs
money to park there).
It would be great increase weekend service to Southern Village; having NS and V routes to
Southern Village is largely redundant and confusing.
This scenario seems to provide the best coverage for the town.
Weekend service for the G bus is very useful.
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I like that this plan keeps the F route as-is on weekdays. However, I don't think weekend
service is really necessary. This would be a good route to use alternate options on
weekends.
This is the only good scenario you created. Who came up with the stupid scenario 1 and 3?
Do you guys hate Colony Woods? They need a bus service. This is the only one that will be
there for all citizens in Chapel Hill.
This is the only scenario that provides service to the huge areas of Colony Woods, Briarcliff
and more. We count on access to buses on the F route. Recent changes in the EphesusFordham area have made bus service more important and needed.
This is the only Scenario that services Colony Woods/Ephesus Church area & I would hope
this scenario will be selected in order to maintain our service & even improve it!
I specifically would like service to continue along Ephesus Church Road.
I specifically would like service to continue along Ephesus Church Road.
I think I'm OK with this scenario, but it doesn't give much information about how it will
affect weekday service. Will modified routes be modified on weekdays as well or is this just
a weekend proposal? It's unclear.
use smaller buses on G route
Love the idea of expanding G route service into the weekends. We would use that a lot.
Keep the G route on N Lakeshore Drive!! It was a big reason why we moved to this
neighborhood years ago.
This is the only scenario that keeps a route in Colony Woods. We are citizens of Chapel Hill
that pay for the bus route through our taxes. DO NOT REMOVE our route. We use it to
commute to work and downtown. Please keep a route open in Colony Woods.
I love the idea of weekend service. There are many weekends when I want to go downtown,
but don't want to deal with driving and parking. Also, then I would feel like I could have a
drink (which I never do when I'm driving). There are so many good restaurants downtown.
Of the three scenarios presented, I support Scenario 2 because it maintains public
transportation service to and from Ephesus Church Road, Ephesus Elementary School, and
the Colony Woods and Briarcliff neighborhoods. As a resident of Colony Woods, I strongly
support the continuation of public transportation services to and from this neighborhood.
You took away route V from southern village and I don't support this.
We use the F bus frequently and live off of Ephesus Church Rd. - towards the Durham line.
My hope is there will eventually be a train station that would connect us and the system
even more. With either other scenario, the walk to a bus stop that would take us to
downtown/UNC/Carrboro would take almost 30 minutes, plus a 40+ minutes bus ride.
Please keep the Colony Woods/Ephesus route running! The bus has missed us at the stop
several times - I assume they are use to blowing through it, but we do have ridership from
our neighborhood. The other MAJOR concern for ALL of these scenarios - why aren't there
more bus routes running to the high schools and middle schools!? East Chapel Hill High is
not out of the way - and no one can take a bus from the school district really - why is there
no overlap between the school district and bus route??? There are so many activities after
school that would benefit from a city bus route. Phillips Middle school students use the bus
very frequently, check the stops near the school morning and afternoon to see! Not so for
East Chapel Hill High (and I presume Chapel Hill and Carrboro also) why - because there are
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no bus routes that run to the neighborhoods that feed this school at appropriate times - this
should be checked - 1500+ students at each high school, and almost no coverage from
public transportation - this is a population who could use this system and continue to use it
into adult hood, being completely missed and trained to not use public transportation please work on this, I think it is a huge issue with our public transport system. Thank You!
Please do not change the G bus route. I like that there are no 'on demand' areas as term
seems to imply areas with no regular service
This is ok- it keeps most areas of service. Frequency needs to be increased for the D, F, and
CL routes. Currently, the buses going up and down Franklin are way too crowded during
busy times. Members of the public, not just the UNC community, ride these routes most
often.
This is the only proposal that doesn’t effectively eliminate service to several neighborhoods
that do actively use it. Much better than the other two.
This is the only scenario that maintains service to Ephesus School (where some kids are
picked up on the bus for after school), the group home (from which residents use the bus to
get to their jobs), multiple grad students who are taking advantage of the cheaper housing
in Colony Woods, and others.
I live in Fountain ridge road and the service helps me to get to my office daily.
This scenario is the best choice to improve service for all residents while minimizing
negative impacts.
We live on the Ephesus Church rd route and depend on the bus frequently. We are against
the scenarios that remove this route entirely. Also, we'd love to see a better Ephesus
Church rd to East HS route suggested.
Is weekend service Saturday and Sunday or just Saturday? What happens with the HS?
Occasional weekend service for Culbreth would be nice.
I do not like removing route V
this is the only suggested change that keeps bus service ANYWHERE NEAR OUR
NEIGHBORHOOD (BRIARCLIFF, RIDGEFIELD, EPHESUS APARTMENTS. ON DEMAND, ARE YOU
KIDDING ME? WHAT WE ALL PAY FOR UBER, WHICH IS NOT EVEN A REAL COMPANY??
I like the idea of extending weekend service. I don't currently use the bus on the weekends
because there are not many routes that go by where I live, and I've found that the ones that
do go by have infrequent/irregular seeming hours. I would be interested in expanded
weekend hours that would make using the bus more accessible.
Yay for more weekend buses!
Keep the V route.
Adding weekend routes would help students who need to grocery shop and save money on
eating out. In addition to helping students save money, eating groceries/meals at home can
be healthier. Friends could visit other friends at apartment complexes during the weekends
without having to take a Lyft or Uber.
Have more buses stop on each side of 54 to reduce the number of pedestrians running
through traffic. Also increase frequency of cm and j because they are always packed
Please let's try it! If there was weekend service I would use it to go to downtown Carrbor
and chapel hill. I don't want to deal w parking downtown and if I have to drive then I'll go
somewhere that has easy parking.
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I think there needs to be an increase in frequency in many routes, and additional weekend
service. As a resident who does not have a car, it is difficult to get around on Saturdays and
Sundays
Scenario 2 keeps the G route in my neighborhood.
Please do NOT change G route. I use it every workday to and from Coker Hills and UNC. Do
you really want another “one driver, one car” on Columbia every workday at 5 PM?
Having weekend hours would be extremely beneficial. The limited parking is a challenge for
myself and many of my friends in chapel hill and Carrboro. Sometimes not having
transportation hinders social relationships and participation in community activities. Free
weekend hours would be great.
I am concerned about any plan that would remove the V line from Southern Village.
Although the NS bus runs from the SV P&R lot, getting to that lot for regular bus riders from
SV is problematic b/c the lot is rather distant for permanent (not apartment) residents in
SV.
Don’t remove weekday or weekend lakeshore routes from G bus.
This has a lot of great improvements.
We use G bus all the time and don't want to see it eliminated.
I like scenario 2 much more than the other two because it is the only one that gives my
service by the chapel hill bus system.
The availability of public transportation was the main reason that we chose to live in Chapel
Hill proper, rather than in one of the suburban areas. We live a very short block from a stop
for the G bus. My husband uses it to go to the UNC hospital for his periodic appointments. I
use it to attend lectures at UNC and to get to other places along the route. My main
disappointment has been the lack of weekend service, which proposal 2 would add.
The description of the changes states that weekend service would be provided for D. I
would like to see an increased in frequency of the buses that serve the routes that go to and
from the UNC campus activities on the weekends. I am a senior and I road the bus to an
event last weekend to avoid driving and parking but sat in the cold for a very long time
waiting for a return bus. I live off of Estes and Granville and after I get off of the bus I still
have a walk.
I ride primarily the NS so I like how it would provide a weekend route. However, I would like
to also suggest to put adding more frequency times from Scenario 3 with this Scenario for
NS. Sometimes I stay late on the UNC campus and don't like how the wait times in which a
bus comes gets longer the later it gets.
With the elimination of the V to Southern Village add more frequency to the NS and
weekend. Could use V to go from Southern Village to University place along Fordham
I appreciate that you leave the G route in the Lakeshore neighborhood. In less than peak
hours, say, after 10 am, a smaller, more frequent bus would make sense for this
neighborhood; perhaps a bus that requires a transfer to a frequent larger bus on MLK. the
Please keep route G. We live off Estes near Caswell Rd and enjoy riding the bus downtown
to alleviate parking woes
Finally, a route that continues to provide necessary service for Lake Forest, Booker Creek,
Coker Hills and Estes neighborhoods
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I really like extending weekend services as much as possible because a lot of our citizens do
not work 9-5 M-F jobs.
There is a gap between ECHS and East Gate area. The way this is designed it will still take a
long trip time to get back around.
I am concerned that this scenario eliminates V route. My son used V extensively when in
high school getting to Meadowmont or . I understand that low ridership makes this route
less viable. But part of low ridership is the current frequency and lack of weekend service. Is
it possible to improve route in southern chapel hill and offer better connectivity to carrboro
and center of town.
I support this scenario because it leaves the G route in place. DO NOT remove service from
Lakeshore Drive.
Strongly support expanded weekend service. Does weekend service include Sundays? (Some
Sunday service, even limited, would be a great addition.)
Please don't eliminate the V bus, which is my primary route to work!
We definitely need better weekend cover. If we want to make it possible for people to
survive without a car they need transportation 7 days/week
I would still like to see a way for East students to get to Chapel Hill High in the afternoons.
I support the G bus maintaining its route through Lake Forest and the Booker Creek
apartments
We live on the G line and not only use the bus during the week, but have been discussing
with others in the neighborhood how wonderful it would be to have limited weekend
service! Strongly support this option.
This is my preferred scenario. I live on MLK and need to be able to reach Weaver Dairy Road
easily, and the other two scenarios do not provide this option. I also have a strong
preference for multiple routes serving the central MLK corridor with multiple destinations.
This scenario reduces headways when I'm headed downtown, and eliminates unnecessary
transfers which the other two scenarios create.
Please keep the G route servicing Booker Creek. I am a student without a car and it is the
only way I can attend classes at the University. Without the current G route I have to way to
get to class. I cannot overemphasize how important the current G route is.
Please do not remive V bus line - yes you can simplify it (just have it circle the Southern
Village Green?) but please do not remove it. I approve more weekend service.
We need better weekend service from Southern Village to Franklin Street and improved
frequency on weekdays.
I don't want V line to be removed.
No
I like that the Booker creek portion of the G route has been preserved.
Please do NOT shrink the ranges in which FCX operates - I usually ride it outside the new
ranges proposed, and I see many others do too
Does weekend service include Sundays? I really am in favor of more weekend service.
It does not allow me to get where I need to go.
Weekend service on N route would be appreciated. Having it go to Meadowmont also
seems positive.
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I love the frequency increase for the FCX and S routes
Direct to meadowmont great. Need later service at friday center at least to 6:30
This is the best of the three scenarios.
I've worked at UNC the passed two decades and have lived in several locations. Scenario 2
would continue to meet my transportation needs to/from work and also to/from the areas I
frequent for my grocery and other shopping needs. Thank you!
If the majority of Chapel Hill residents make use of weekday service, it seems more logical to
prioritize that service rather than weekend service.
Please start weekend services for the J and NS; people need to go places during the
weekend too (not all of us have a car...)
expanded weekend service, particularly for NS, would benefit me personally.
Thanks for considering weekend G bus service.
I love this to Death, because I don't own a car, and weekend service is my only way
downtown. This is also my first choice.
These changes are barely worth making, and perpetuate many of the problems with the
status quo system that have been leading to ridership losses. Please be more bold than this.
I really like the expansion of weekend services, especially as more people are moving into
the area without cars.
Weekend service for the NS!!
When you say "weekend" does that mean you will be providing Sunday service on those
routes?
Any scenario without increased service during the weekdays is a problem.
I would like to request Route A service be brought back to Piney Mt. Road. The closest bus
stop is ~a 15 minute walk minimum.
I appreciate the increased weekend service that provides better access for workers who
must travel downtown on the weekends.
It is not clear what "weekend service" means - does that mean only Saturday service, or also
Sunday service? It is not specified how the current Saturday hybrid routes (like the FG route)
would fare under the proposed changes - will the F and G routes run the same as their
weekday service, or do these new hours only affect the weekend FG route? The frequency
of the CL route is additionally unchanged, and I think the frequency for that route needs to
increase.
I don’t support reduced FCX operation
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NS needs more buses and up their frequency
Additional weekend service would be nice
I would like the currently operating southern loop on Culbreth road to remain in place.
I personally think route simplification is nice, but I also know that there are probably plenty
of people who live beyond the margins of the most popular destinations, and they would be
most impacted by these changes. So, I'm not sure how I feel about it.
I think this scenario provides the most benefit to the entire Chapel Hill-Carrboro community.
Having 6 frequent routes that run 7 days a week will allow residents to have access to the
community for a variety of activities. One of my main issues with the current system is that
it is difficult to use as a townsperson. The frequencies and span are not tailored towards the
residents and thus it is difficult to use as a choice rider living in Chapel Hill.
Love weekend service proposal!
I believe this scenario brings about the needed restructuring required.
Scenario 3 makes too many changes that will affect me. I live in Carrboro, and it's infrequent
enough as it is, trying to use the CW and F routes. You're replacing them with less frequent,
less convenient routes. This is prejudicial against poorer people, who are more apt to ride
these routes.
I depend on the A route to commute to work at the University. The bus lines on MLK are
overcrowded in the morning and it is standing room only. I worry that if the A is replaced
with another route on MLK it will become overcrowded too. I do not feel safe crammed
onto a bus with standing room only.
I think it is more important to have wider coverage of the area so that all can be served as
needed rather than increasing frequency. Frequency is not a critical issue as riders can
always schedule the appropriate buses to meet their needs. Underserved areas in this plan
don't have the access they need.
This scenario underserves the neighborhoods around Eastwood lake. Dozens of kids take
the city bus to/from school.
Like any scenario that increases frequency of afternoon northbound service for the NS route
and also increases service to the Carrboro area, especially the apartments there.
NOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!! Good grief this is absolutely terrible!!!!!!!! Please please please
do not do this one. It would be a complete disaster! There literally would be no way for me
to get to work!!!!
Estes Dr could not be without any bus
Please do it. The NS service is trash and less lines are necessary if it’s more efficient to cater
to high populated areas.
The success of this scenario looks like it would depend heavily on the frequency of the
routes.
It will hurt Southern Village
This is too much change, I think people will have difficulty adjusting. I need to know why this
is being proposed: what is estimate of lost/gain ridership and how much does this save the
budget?
This scenerio removes the stop in my neighborhood (Culbreth).
same comments as scenario 1. Do Not remove service on g route on lakeshore/Curtis.
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This scenario really removes service from areas that need it.
Ns express to the eubanks p and r
I would support more Saturday and Sunday service for the J. Also, more Sunday service
would be beneficial.
Too sweeping of a change. I don’t think we need it. I do like frequency increases and access
to new destinations.
I like this plan. The T route movement is an excellent Idea. EW route is good. Though I like
the way the D route is changed to in Scenario 1 better. This Scenario fixes the biggest
problem I have getting around chapel hill currently which is moving from rams plaza area
over to Homestead and Martin Luther area. Like this scenario plan more than the other two.
I'm not sure when the JFX has low ridership because I takebit anytime between 7 and 9:30
am and it is usually quite full as well as between 4 and 5:30 pm. The CM does not come
often enough currently to make up for the loss of the JFX.
You are eliminating historic routes that serve some of the last places in Chapel Hill first time
home buyers can actually afford. Many of us have made a deliberate decision to live in
Colony Woods so we can take the bus to work in town. Eliminating these just makes this
town even more unaffordable and will further drive out middle class families from this
town.
While this plan is obviously the plan that CHT favors, I do not feel that this plan will serve
the massive area of Chapel Hill between Franklin Street, MLK, and Weaver Dairy. There
seem to be no communications on HOW those that live in the Lakeshore area will be served
and what role (other than essentially waving your hands at it) Lyft/Uber/Alternative would
play.
This is a scenario where there ceases to be a transit "network." Rather a few lines with
hopefully at least better frequency. I understand it is based on ridership. However, ridership
shouldn't tell you where to ignore, but should make you ask the question of why aren't
people riding in certain areas. This is a chance to make service improvements that would
encourage riders rather than abandoning them. I ride the F everyday for work. But to get it
in the evening sometime when I want to get somewhere, multiple times the scheduled bus
just hasn't arrived. Or is so late, I could walk faster than waiting for the next bus. When this
happens, of course ridership will dwindle and people will drive or find other means. Don't
take away routes because the service was poor. Take the effort to find out why areas don't
see ridership.
Add a weekend route for MLK near Weaver Dairy to the Hospital area.
see comments below on F route
I like that this looks at higher ridership and trying to make the bus service more efficient. I
would like to see a bus line that goes from Carrboro to Chapel Hill via Estes Dr. Currently, all
routes from Carrboro to Chapel Hill must travel downtown.
I like the increased frequency of buses on route NS. Please keep NS operating at night.
Adding NS on the weekends would also be helpful for me.
no more service to north lakeshore (G)
Would have preferred a box that said "Unclear". Unclear how I feel about it overall as it is
hard to assess overall impacts - especially as most people do not live 1/4 - 1/2 mile from
major corridors and the grayed out areas in Chapel HIll (off Estes and Ephesus Church)
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appears to be significant. In terms of my usage: 1.Would like to have weekend service on
the NS Route. 2. Like having service to Rams Plaza but, since GoTriangle already goes to
Patterson Place, am not comfortable with using Transit Partner resources to go there.
Instead, suggest having GoTriangle add 400 bus stop at Rams Plaza and East Gate for folks
needing to go to and from Durham. Line might, ultimately, extend to Gateway Station and
Eastowne area at northernmost point. (Would also like to see GoTriangle connect to New
Hope Commons again). 3. Concerned about lack of transit along Estes Drive.and in the two
grayed out areas.
See earlier comments on Scenario 2.
I do not support removing the G bus from Lakeshore as well as from Estes Drive. Estes is a
lifeline in our town, service should be improved to connect MLK to Franklin.
I would no longer have direct service to my neighborhood under this scenario, only a route
which would drop off/pick up about 10 minutes from home. This could slightly be mitigated
if the new EW bus route has good frequency of service.
DO NOT get rid of the G bus route. So many people use it every day. My brother rides the
bus to and from school everyday.
More upheaval than needed?
Scenario 3 will create serious hardships for people living along the G & F bus routes! They
should not be removed, they should be EXPANDED to include MORE service, NOT removed
to NO service or LESS service. This is NOT a good plan and will hurt many people. Also this
survey & the route maps are NOT user friendly!
this is a bad plan that will have very adverse consequences and hardships for people living in
the current G bus route & F bus route! NOTE: this survey/questionnaire for ALL 3 scenarios
is NOT THE LEAST BIT "USER FRIENDLY"....and it makes it very hard for ANYONE TO
RESPOND and to READ THE MAPS & ROUTES--it's as though you do NOT want citizen/rider
input! and now it will not even allow me to finish and submit !
Don't want the Culbreth Rd. southern loop to be dropped from the D route.
The current frequency of rides between CW and CPX give me option, If things are changed
that might make it harder to get to and from work.
This scenario scares me. I and thousands of people would be served by only one route: the
EW. If that route runs every 5 minutes during peak times, it would definitely be an
improvement. Every 20 minutes? A disaster. Think "I am Legend" levels of disaster. The
would would LITERALLY end.
I don't like that service to Bowles Drive and Family Practice are so reduced.
To be honest I usually take the route 420 bus from Hillsborough so that is my main concern.
If the 420 bus route was more frequent I would like that. But regarding the three scenario
options #3 makes the most sense to me particularly the increases service frequency to the
NS, because I often park at Eubanks P&R and take the NS in to UNC and get off at the
Fraternity Court stop. I think that looking at overall restructuring makes the most sense
instead of the small changes offered in Scenario's 1 & 2. It seems correct to make
comprehensive overall changes to the route structure to better accommodate for current
and future ridership.
I've repeatedly put off this survey because I do not know how to accurately put together my
thoughts on this scenario. It appears to completely dismantle a highly effective bus system.
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This scenario leads to the possibility of having to do this survey again in the future, but for
adding these routes back. (I do not say any of these comments in rudeness. CHT is one of
my favorite things about living in Chapel Hill and I would hate to see any changes lead to a
decrease in ridership or a decrease in public opinion.)
I live on Croom Court. I ride G bus to work at UNC and back home during the weekday. I
need G bus. I can live if you reduce the service during the off-peak hours but I do need it to
get to work and back home. Don't take G bus away from our neighborhood.
There is absolutely no useful bus system left in the neighborhood for bus g with this
scenario. What is the point?
I would like the timing of routes to be better coordinated. I would travel to Meadowmont
from Booker Creek, and back, if I could count on not having to wait an hour for the
connecting lines.
The Northbound Park and Ride NS route is supposed to run every 10 minutes but
infrequently does. My experience is that commuters leaving the medical complex, school of
nursing, pharmacy, etc. often have to get on an overcrowded, standing room only bus that
arrives somewhere between 5 and 5:25 on most days. I'm not sure what the delay is, but it
is not frequent enough for the amount of riders traveling that route at that time of day,
between 5 and 5:30. Many employees are on waiting lists for other lots closer to work,
and the cost is for some prohibitive. Park and Ride is a great solution if you can get on a
bus in a timely manner and it's not overly full.
Extend HS route to Franklin Street
Ephesus Church Road service needs to continue.
This leave HUGE portions of the city unserved by our tax dollars. I feel like this provides
service to more people who lives OUTSIDE the city than inside the city. More service is
provided to park and ride users... people who live in other counties/cities. Why am I paying
taxes to provide services to people who don't even live in Chapel Hill !?!?1
Regardless of whether or not you remove the A route, please keep or increase frequency of
service going up Hillsborough Street to UNC-CH's campus on weekdays.
You are removing access for many people and it is not equitable.
I don't see a quick direct route to campus from Carrboro Park and Ride. Commuters from
the west don't need more time added to their trip to work!
Leaves too many areas unserved.
I rely on the FCX to get to campus. It's a very safe and convenient park and ride. The busses
are always full so it would definitely inconvenience many others as well.
Needs a stop at the library
The map provided is in no way clear what is happening to some routes due to route overlap
(on NC 54 for example)
This change leaves renters near Culbreth road totally in a lurch without providing increased
service frequency for the J route, which is already HEAVILY crowded during the week days.
There are also no routes in this area besides the D that go into the hospital campus, so
hospital employees in that area will likely abandon public transit.
I like everything except decreased service to the Jones ferry park and ride
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I would be happier with scenario 3 if the T and EW buses had very high service frequency.
The buses they replace (the D and CL) are very crowded on weekday mornings and
evenings.
Keep Route G on Lakeshore.
I strongly support restructuring the routes for heaviest traffic and use alternative systems
for less covered areas.
I'd like to have more weekend day and evening ns or t routes so I could use more
entertainment downtown or on UNC campus. Also, i would use MLK routes more if they
went directly to major destinations like library, U Mall, or Weaver St.
There are a large number of middle schoolers coming from the Booker Creek & Lakeshore
neighborhoods that ride to and from Phillips Middle school each day. It doesn't look like this
would give me a way to get to Phillips. In addition to about 20/25 students, there are also
non-students who ride as well.
My primary concern with transitioning to high-demand routes is the risk of increasing the
impact on marginalized residents whose only mode of transportation is the public bus
system. For example, if a few riders rely on the bus for transport but are in areas that are
not as in demand (say, affordable housing mixed into apartments for high-earners who drive
their cars out of the area for work), removing service would impact those in affordable units
because of the overall demand figure. I would ask that qualitative measures impacting
residents who rely on public transit be used in addition to purely quantitative ridership
figures.
It would be good to redesign from scratch, thinking not only of current numbers but also of
underserved areas. The current system serves riders to/from campus and the PR lots best,
since those have the greatest numbers, and winds up with some routes looking redundant.
For example, the V to southern village brings lots of people to the P/R lot, which is also
served by the NS on almost the same route, so it is easy to overlook the Southern Village
population that is also serves.
If you do the Scenario 3, the FCX bus after leaving the Friday Center, should not get on 15501. It should keep straight on Raleigh Road like years before and turn left by the cemeterygovernment building. During school season for the St. Thomas School, the FCX, and the S
buses set in traffic on 15-501 for about a good 10 minutes. If the FCX and S keep straight on
Raleigh Road, they should continued on to Pittsboro Street, stop at the Credit Union, cross
over Columbia Street, continue to make stop by the deck in front of the hospital, continue
and make a left going down by the Smith Center, make a circle to come back on Manning
Drive, continuing making the usual stops on Manning Drive, stopping in front of the UNC
Hospitals, Public Health Library, etc. Thanks. Ruth
Need more information about frequency of routes on weekdays & weekends, especially
new EW route since it will be replacing some of the existing routes with high ridership.
I live near the corner of Severin and Weiner, and if you get rid of the A route, I may have to
move because the nearest bus route will be ~0.65 miles away! Please don't get rid of the A
route!
I think it would be great to add more service for NS. In the future, it would be nice to add a
park and ride past the CCX park and ride for those leaving out towards Briar Chapel.
I would like to see a combination of each scenario that provides maximum possible service,
redundancies included. I would like to see all buses operate as normal, or only slightly
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reduced during the weekend. I would like to see a longer service window - all buses should
run until at least 11pm, and routes should not be eliminated. I think scenario three is best if
we can only have one, but I would prefer to see a combination that accomplishes the above
goals. Low ridership is still ridership, so eliminating those routes will serve to harm us in the
future as some people will be left without viable transit options where they previously had
them.
It sounds like a good idea, and anything that will improve overcrowding and delays would be
most appreciated.
I have concerns about the routes being eliminated from Scenario 3 - several are routes I use
frequently, and while another route "would be restructured to provide more direct service
to high demand destinations" I worry that any frequency increases would be outweighed by
increased crowds on the buses due to the other routes' elimination. If you do decide to
implement Scenario 3, _please_ consider increasing route S frequency further, to an
absolute minimum of every 5 minutes at both AM & PM peak volume times.
Having the FCX is very important for many reasons. It is good to have multiple bus lines to
the Raleigh road park and ride lot and nice that it doesn't have to stop in front of Glen
Lennox.
This is actually pretty optimal. It makes the best geographic sense without pandering to any
specific large apartment complex.
leaves many areas with no service. we pay high taxes - why can't we have buses?
If these changes are implemented, I would expect some serious frequency increases to
better serve areas that are losing route options. Fewer routes may make things less
complicated, but I would definitely hope to see more reliability. Otherwise, I would not
support this scenario at all.
Consider extending Route V onto Lake Hogan Farms, Wexford, etc,via Calvander.
There should be a route that services Culbreth Road. Additionally, the J route near Smith
Level Rd/NC 54 is incredibly packed during rush hour (8-10am and 4-7pm). If routes are
removed (particularly the D route) then it is important that the frequency of the J route
improves during highly trafficked times.
It seems that this scenario is meant to destroy service into neighborhoods, and replace it
with service to "high-demand destinations" -- meaning non-single-family complexes of
homes and commercial hubs. Makes sense to provide such service -- but not at the expense
of the taxpayers (and their renting tenants) in neighborhoods who have get places in town
and at UNC too.
HUGE fan of the proposed EW route, as there's limited options to those areas currently. If
we could combine this and weekend routes, it'd be perfect
In theory, I like this idea, but I'm concerned about how it would effect the efficiency of the
CW route. I love our CW route and we use it to get to and from school and it feels like a
reliable, safe, local route. I'm cautious that combining it with so many routes and extending
it to go to Durham will affect it's frequency and creates the potential of greater mishaps. But
I do like the idea of being able to get to New Hope Commons all the way from West
Carrboro on ONE bus.
I think this scenario would reduce access to the ACC area from east 54 too much. I don’t like
that HU, and many other route, changes and replacements aren’t specified.
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I do not like the removal of the D route from Culbreth Road without further explanation of
what an "Emerging Mobility Zone" is. As the plan currently stands, that is poorly explained.
As someone who lives in that area, the option to take the J or the D is really critical,
particularly when J ridership extremely high. In this plan, J remains unchanged so even high
J ridership would not be addressed. Perhaps better advertising of the D route would
improve ridership.
Replacing the D and CL route with EW, which has a huge span to cover, is a horrible idea.
The D and CL bus at peak hours is always standing room only, and so replacing both of those
routes with EW does not seem smart.
I support anything to improve NS and V
I like the idea of changing the routes, although I think the existing routes are pretty good. I
just would like to see an expansion of buses during the weekend.
I would like to have a bus route that goes to and from unc hospitals Hillsborough that leaves
the hospital AFTER 7PM so that UNC hospital employees can be better served. I took route
420 from UNC hospitals Hillsborough the other day and then realized I didn't have a ride
back to the bus stop when I got off work at 7 PM.
The G should only be replaced if the new route would allow for more frequent service. As it
currently stands, the G route is so infrequent (and typically packed at peak times) that I
drive more than I used to.
I like scenario 3, i live in meadwmont and this is ok.
Extending of routes outside of Orange county will benefit residents of other counties:
instead of paid transit buses they will be taking free CH bases (for example, proposed EW
route instead of CL and D). As a result Chapel Hill residents (the ones who pay high taxes)
will be riding in crowded buses, possible overcrowded so that they will not be able to take
them when they need (I was in this situation several times: a bus driver does not let you in if
there are too many passengers).
leave cw route the way it is now
I oppose changes to the v route, especially if access to the neighborhoods of Southern
Village and Meadowmont.
Route CW is not addressed, what is going on with it?
Eliminating the V would harm quality of life in Southern Village.
My comments would be limited to a specific route. However, I realize as one route is
important to me, there are many riders as seriously affected, or more so, by changes on the
other routes. What is the purpose of such draconian changes?
Eliminating the G entirely would be a complete disaster for my family and many of my
neighbors, including disable neighbors and families with one or no cars. I do not think that
making some kind of semi-private "uber" style service is a sufficient replacement for a bus
route, practically and also in terms of how I think the town should approach the
management of public transport. We don't need to shift to a more temporary work force,
eliminating benefits for our transit workers, etc. We should be investing in and expanding
public transport if we want to reduce car use and traffic.
My neighborhood -- Coker Hills--would lose its bus route to downtown!
As a resident of the Lake Forest area who regularly relies on bus transportation, Scenario 3
would be extremely unfavorable. Maintaining service to residential neighborhoods is
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important if we want to reduce traffic and allow families to live with less car use, etc. Our
family relies on the G and D routes in particular to get to and from campus during workdays.
I think this scenario misses on the whole idea of a community service. Admittedly, we can
never follow each and every person's needs, but this scenario practically ignores the needs
of many residents while providing a better service for many others. There will be a major
zone that currently is supported by the G bus that will be distant from any bus line, let alone
have basic access to UNC
I think I like this plan the most. It's sweeping. It's ambitious. It takes ridership patterns into
consideration. It appears that many of the routes are through-running, which greatly
reduces the issues of congestion at hubs as in Scenario 1 (and to a lesser extent in scenario
2). I think the optimal plan would be to incorporate the route changes of this plan with the
weekend service plan of Scenario 2 (at least of the routes that have not been eliminated).
Timing of transfers will be crucial here. I will be losing some one-stop trips to places I go to
(especially with the replacement of the D w/ EW). In my case, I need to be able to quickly
and conveniently transfer between the J and the EW. This is a more general comment, but
regardless of the scenario chosen, there has *got* to be more frequency on the J during
weekday morning rush. I'm well aware that the bendy busses can't really negotiate many of
the streets the J is routed through, but during morning rush (8-9.30) I have seen countless J
busses pass my stop simply because they are too crowded. I can imagine that some people
have to wait for the next bus at the busier apartment complexes on 54. I don't think that's
tolerable. If busses are freed up during morning rush, then they really ought to be
reallocated to amp up frequency on the J.
We need more buses that go directly to the school of government/law school. It is simply
unfair and totally inconvenient that my only option from the Friday center is to ride for 20
minutes to be dropped at the school or government last
Route EW is too long and may not be frequent enough to serve the Durham/Chapel Hill
area. Many areas will lose their bus routes, their weekend service and may result in a loss of
riders. If the bus is not convenient, people will drive and move out of Chapel Hill. This
scenario does not serve the working people or the local shops.
This scenario would increase the time I spend to go to school by 100%
I hate the idea of privatizing transit and supporting the bull**** labor model of
Uber/Lyft/etc.
I am CCX Rider, very happy with that rout remaiming unchanged
I like how the T route goes through Booker Creek.
It's hard to say what will happen on the routes represented with dashes, but overall this
scenario hollows out surface, eliminating public transportation to the UNC campus for many
residential areas.
Support the NS frequency improvement, but oppose change to the V Route.
The D route appears that it will take significantly longer, which I do not believe will be good
for people who live further from the UNC campus.
Please do not Rout G bus line service
There needs to be a route coming from the Eubanks/Homestead direction that goes up
Hillsborough and through campus by Student Stores instead of down Pittsboro. This is
currently accomplished by the A. There is no other way for those living in large apartment
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complexes down MLK (Shadow Wood, Timber Hollow, Chapel View/Ridge, 86 North) to get
to the center of campus without having to walk down from Frat Court.
Anything that makes the S V or Fcx more available during the week is great with me!
Removing so many routes and introducing new ones, while great for reaching far areas, may
be problematic for those that take bikes on the bus. Bikes seem to be more frequently used
to support further travel after using long bus routes, and with only two bike spaces per bus,
there may be increased competition for bike space.
My "Yes" is not a preference but a general "looks interesting" response. However, I would
probably take the T-route, and I think it's southward return needs to be on Pittsboro Street
though it's not shown there on the high-definition map.
This is an expansive change that seems to optimize routes to more highly populated areas,
but will it come at the cost of bus frequency?
I feel as long as the CM continues to go down Merritt mill rd and go to Jones ferry rd it will
bc fine . I've been riding and working at the same place for 10 years and starting at the 6:54
bus. The route should stay
It is not at all clear how eliminating Route G would not eliminate important service from the
Lakeshore/Honeysuckle area. Please let Route G intact on weekdays.
Please make the new EW line frequent (even on the weekends)--it serves lots of important
destinations.
What happens to CW in this scenario
I would personally want to pick-up the NU weekday in front of hospital. Hospital employee
that needs to go to University warehouses at Airport Drive.
This change seems to make routes to Friday Center and nearby park & rides extremely rare.
Around 8:30-9:30 those buses get really full (especially the FCX) as it is, and a lot of people
commute. This proposed change seems to particularly hurt commuters who live east of
Chapel Hill.
Keep coming up to the door at Carol Woods
The Lake Forest area would not be served as needed. The downtown parking situation now
forces the need for regular, scheduled bus access from Lake Forest. The proposed new
routing would be disastrous
Jfx is very important to me. I see alot of riders on it personally.
Only comment would be that it seems to address the most popular routes and will enhance
service to these areas.
I rely heavily on the JFX and would hate to see it reduced/removed.
I think that improving the current system based on Scenarios 1 & 2 first would be better
than trying to complete revamp the system. I'm not at all convinces that there is any
increased benefit for riders who live in the Carrboro Plaza area. It looks like we'd have less
service at weird times.
But the hours in the evening need to improve. The old hours were better. Some of us
employees at UNC get out later after 8pm and now we have to wait a half hour for the NS to
come. It used to come at 8:14pm and now its 8:30pm or later depending on the bus driver.
A lot of us work 12 hr. shifts and would like to get home at a decent hour. Would love to see
the old schedule back or similar.
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For all scenarios, I would like to see more pay as you go parking lots. I ride to various
locations around CH and have different vehicles. I ts much easier to just pay as I go
Should start a plan to not cut routes but to add more routes to service public.
No service to Colony Woods.
Coker Hills —the area inside the T route loop is an awfully big area to not have any service.
There are schools on Estes and a senior living development that can use access.
I ride the G route to UNC from the stop at Estes Hills school so this scenario would be a
major problem for me.
I am strongly opposed to eliminating the G route. I rely on it daily to get to work. This would
mean more people using cars and driving downtown from my neighborhood.
Replacing so many routes (A, CL, D, etc.) with a single T route will make the bus way too
crowded.
A public transit option going past Philips Middle school needs to be preserved for students,
especially those who use the service to get to Lakeshore drive.
A number of the routes I occasionally take would be discontinued
Slightly improving the service on the CCX line or at least exploring that would be helpful. Tell
many more people who now lives in Brian CHAPEL and use that line. I believe that more
people would use it if it were more convenient. In addition, having someway to park that
would make that easily doable would be helpful
I like the idea of a hub and spoke system, with downtown as the transfer point. Poor
accessibility to bus service around Estes Extension and Estes park is worrisome for the
residents in the area. Walkability in that area is not great.
As an ashbrook resident the jfx route is the fastest and easiest route to use especially to get
to the campus gym and back in the AM. In fact this route is one major reasons for choosing
to live here. The other routes cm and cw take significantly longer to get to campus and do
not come as often. Even cpx would take a while because it tracels in the opposite direction.
This is definitely an issue.
Students that park their cars in the RR Lot, like myself, need a way to access our cars on the
weekend. Especially since most travel occurs during the weekend. Even if less frequent, it is
crucial that the NU continues to run on the weekends.
The old N route should not be restructured that way...I'd have to use two buses to get to my
destination where previously I could just ride the same one.
I'm not sure I completely understand the routes or how Eastowne would be affected.
additional routes from south campus to carrboro are needed
There looks like a lot of gaps in coverage here compared to the current system.
l like this scenario because it leaves the J bus unchanged and I really like the J bus route and
frequency
I would have to explore other, non-Chapel Hill transit options to get to & from work through
the elimination of the A route. I do not support the elimination of the route, nor do I agree
that the route can be replaced by buses along the MLK corridor. The Elkin Hills
neighborhood is not walk-friendly due to a lack of sidewalks. And that's for those able to
walk to & from MLK to catch the bus.
I'm not a fan of the new setup for the Eastern part of town via the EW. There is no way to
come up Franklin Street and then dip down into the center of campus without changing
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buses (as the D and CL do now). Given the huge morning ridership of the D, much of which
exits on Pittsboro St. at the Credit Union, I think this would be a problem for many. The new
T partially addresses this problem, but via a much less direct route, and without servicing
many of the major stops on E. Franklin St. (e.g. E. Franklin @ Franklin Woods).
It would provide more options and linkages from Carrboro. I think it could be great
depending on frequency.
JFX hardly runs now, reducing the service would make things difficult for the busloads of
people that take it. I'm not sure how it has "low ridership" because every time I'm on it it's
almost full.
It's hard enough finding a bus on Hillsborough without having to wait awhile. Please define
restructured
I like that this simplifies things. If Scenario 3 is chosen I think buses will need to be very
frequent and larger (all extended buses) because the demand will likely be very high on all
routes.
need the sunday sched.
As a rider of the FCX route, I want to know what the plan is to restructure this. There are a
heck of a lot of people that park at the Friday Center Park and Ride. I want to know if there
will be a new structured route from the Friday Center to the heart of campus - that would
be helpful for those of us who don't work on the medical side and end up being on the bus
for a minimum of 20 minutes from our car to work. Also, having more routes from campus
to the Friday Center Park and Ride during the day - having to wait 30 minutes for S bus is not
convenient.
Shouldnt get rid of any express routes they are the best ones i would expand them to noon
when traffic for riding and higher and extended the hours to maybe 8pm
The FCX Route is quite vital with how many individuals it transports. Moreover, it is rather
convenient in terms of its speed to and from campus. The S bus already takes about
8minutes longer than the FCX and with the new re-route it appears it would take longer and
have even more individuals to transport.
I like the idea of the NU (which I assume will be replacing the A) going down Hillsborough St
again. Its been on detour because of the construction, but now that the construction is over,
it will be a lot easier for me to get home down the Hillsborough route. One thing that I
suggest is increasing the frequency of stops at Fetzer gym during the midday hours (11-3).
Usually during these hours, the A came every 45 minutes to an hour.
There is no bus line on N. Estes Dr. There are two schools and on library on that road. It
doesn't make any sense to left it out of the bus line.
Please do not eliminate service to Colony Woods
I love this scenario if it also increases frequency to Carrboro around the Carrboro Park and
Ride - currently there are few bus options and timing is inconvenient.
I cannot reach my home is you make the G route like this
Some of the routes, especially the T route, seem very long and indirect for the regions they
serve, especially for UNC students and staff. I'm also confused by the fork in the EW route.
FCX should be replaced
I am a commuter from Durham who parks at the Friday Center and works at UNC. It is
already annoying to have to bypass a direct route into campus via Raleigh Road in order go
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around the hospital every morning. I would reconsider using Chapel Hill transit if these were
my options.
Scenario 3 makes it inconvenient for me, on Hillsborough Rd in Carrboro to reach a bus. It is
convenient how it stands.
I don't know if this plan is perfect. All I care about is that NS bus frequency improves during
the weekdays. I work at UNC hospital and get on the NS at the Adelaide Waters apartments
stop. It is incredibly frustrating when the NS I've been waiting on for 10 minutes just passes
by my stop when it is full. I have even been passed up by 2 NS buses in the past on a few
occasions. There are so many people using that bus line, that at the very least it is super
packed everyday. Overall, I would appreciate more service here so that I can be reliably on
time for work, instead of late, when the bus is full and passes by me without warning.
Increase the frequency on the A line as well. Increase all routes going down MLK
This will make it easier and cheaper to get to a major. Shopping area that I need regularly.
If you could figure out how to do this to the falcon bridge area it would be even better.
My comments regarding access to Culbreth for students and Estes for businesses still
stands. These are essential components for individuals without other transport means.
This Scenario rids of my Lakeshore Drive bus stop that I use daily to go to work. This would
totally ruin my daily commute.
Scenario 3 looks too streamlined for me. I only see one Franklin Street route (the EW). The
thought of having to rely on one bus, which is making a very long route, makes me cringe.
Bus service from the University Mall area does not offer an option to arrive at the southwest
side of campus (med school, hospitals, etc).
Reducing rides for JFX is an issue because people don't use it because of the fact is has no
service during the mid day. I live by the homes ferry park and ride, but go to Southern
Village park and ride because of the infrequent services there and I know others who act
similarly.
Again, this isolates areas. Not good.
I like the idea of V being changed. It seems quite repetitive to NS so restructuring of one or
the other would be benenficial.
These scenarios are all too complicated. I want better service to the Senior Center [a less
convoluted route-a more direct route from Franklin/Columbia area]] and keep some sort of
daily service to the Ronald McDonald House
Improving service frequency for NS would be nice, but what is really needed is an Express
bus from eubanks lot to UNC hospital.
We need he neighborhood routes to get kids to school.
Though scenario 3 was created in response to user demand, I would be concerned by the
removal of many routes that serve the area directly around campus and used by students,
faculty, staff, etc. Though staff may also live ijn these farther away, high demand areas,
they have already been living with the need to park and ride. People such as myself move
close to the university specifically so that I can have access to the numerous bus routes in
close proximity of the institution. Though some buses would still come by, they would likely
often be fill and not have room for me to join (this has happened occasionally with the
existing bus schedule). Small changes are all that are needed for chapel hill's wonderful
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transit system. It is a privilege, not a right, and if people want access to the buses they
should consider the routes when moving to a new house or apartment.
If this scenario opened up weekend service to nc54 party and ride, I could live with the
changes.
I like the addition of the EW, but there needs to be a direct line from W Main St, Carrboro to
main campus. If adding the EW means getting rid of the CW, I do not support it.
better more frequent coverage for park and rides surrounding Friday center area in early
morning and late evening for 7a-7:30p workers.
I do not think you should eliminate both the D and the F. This will create chaos on the new
EW route. So many people use those routes. Also, what is the CS route? I've never heard
of that.
Scenario 3 seems to provide the best service where it most needed. This is the best use of
our transportation funds.
Not enough service to Hillsborough St./MLK Dr.
Based on the lack of detail on the provided map, we are unsure of how the new routes
would accommodate stops along Sedgefield Dr.
A pretty "big-bang" approach. Seems like there would be lots of confused riders for a good
while. A more incremental approach seems wiser.
I don't see the V bus going to Southern Village anymore (on this map). Is that correct? I think
the V bus needs to continue to connect SV with Meadowmont.
I think that scenario three would constitute a positive change because as of now there are
not enough routes that reach the Carrboro area quickly. The J route is overcrowded and the
CW does not run frequently enough to be convenient. Adding more buses to this area would
be helpful to the residents of Carrboro.
make connections to shopping centers easier
It seems that as our population changes that we should re-evaluate needs and make the
most of the most-used routes.
CHT should be serving all of the Chapel Hill/Carrboro area and not just where there is the
highest volume need.
I think it's good to have removal changes based on ridership, though I wonder about saying
that some areas wouldn't have ridership when there isn't access already
Need to see a proper map with all streets labeled in order to evaluate effectively.
will not miss stops along Lakeshore drv
It really expands the D line to Walmart and Patterson place. Right now the is nothing that
takes you to either shopping center
Reducing bus service on Franklin St in East Chapel Hill (CL, D, and F) is a bad idea because
the buses are already full in the mornings and early evenings.
Having a stop at rams plaza is very convenient and would increase my use of this route.
Again, there is a failure to provide direct routes or site to site transfers. Each of these plans
is clearly drawn to attend to transportation of students, not to facilitate transportation of
residents. Adding a route, EW is good, but nothing in any of these scenarios demonstrates
changes to pedestrian crossings from site to site (i.e. Friday Center to Meadowmont Village,
intersection crossings), there are no noted shelter options at any of the route changes, i.e.
people still will be expected to stand outside in rain, snow, and on unfinished surfaces to
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wait for transit. With each of these Scenario's the plan is to avoid actually addressing the
current and ever expanding traffic issues. There are no options in these scenarios for
parking at the Friday Center to be revised to what it should have been originally, which is a
subterranean and high rise parking lot. The use of land there was poorly planned. If the
idea is to support increased use of the Friday Center route, where do you intend to put the
cars? Pave over more forest to install more asphalt? Each of these scenarios fails to address
this problem. You mention "restructured" routes, but no mention of time changes. There is
no mention of improved connections. There needs to be more attention to how riders can
connect from one route to the other without having to walk across from South Road to
Franklin Street to access other lines, or to walk from South Road to Cameron Avenue. Each
of these scenarios continues to discriminates against the low income population, the
handicapped, disabled, seniors and cognitively impaired.
Add the EW, eliminate HU add the Hendricks park and ride to S route, Add some parts of the
V route to Glen Lennox and eliminate from G route. Keep CL but modify to add parts of EW
during evening time.
I'm not sure why you think this improves things, since it seems to remove service for some
of our poorest residents.
Southern Village relies on the V bus. Do not change
Glad to see implementation of on On Demand Zone.
CL in lower Booker Creek unserved
NS needs more evening busses especially for the time nurses get out of work. You have a
bus that is early around 7pm and then the next bus doesn't even come until 755pm. you
need another bus time in this mix.
Adding a high-frequency EW route would make a major difference for people who live in or
near downtown Carrboro and Chapel Hill, but shop in the newly named Blue Hill area. This
route would be particularly attractive for people who work at UNC, as they could ride the
bus down the hill to the grocery, and come back on the same route, knowing that a bus
would soon arrive. In addition, more frequent NS service would help as well.
Bus service where I live is completely removed in Scenario 3.
YES! Route FCX needs more available times from 0600-0700. Unfortunately, hospital
employees have to take this bus to work. The only time we can get to work by 0700 is to
take the 0615 bus. REALLY? That means we get to work for our 12 hour shift a half an hour
early and then have to wait another half an hour after shift to get back. Ridiculous.
Many of us use the V to Southern Village at different times
Would you consider keeping the V bus through Southern Village? It is my lifeline to UNC
campus. Thank you so much!
This is going to make getting to campus take longer for anyone who doesn't already live
close to campus.
Loss of service to Colony Woods.
Living off of Lakeshore, I would loose transit service.
Makes sense to streamline services to high density areas.
I like scenario 3, but the Eastowne area needs access to the medical school area, since we
have a medical center on Eastowne Dr. and people constantly travel between those two
facilities.
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This redesigned system makes much more sense than does our current system. It goes
where people actually go—including shopping—and makes changing buses much easier. My
only concern is the elimination of service to Ephesus Church Rd. and Colony Woods.
However, I’d gladly trade it for more frequent, late night and weekend service from Legion
Rd.
I like the revamping. I depend mostly on the J, so I don't have strong feelings, but if it's
based on actual ridership and statistics, then I support it.
I would like for the weekend service to Southern Village's Market St continue.
out of all three scenarios, this one seems to be the most promising. I have to have access to
my vehicle which is parked off campus. The other scenarios make it unlikely for me to catch
a bus during the middle of the day. This scenario is the best chance for me if I have to go to
my vehicle.
I oppose eliminating the V route to/through Southern Village. I hope if it is eliminated that
additional NS routes will be scheduled.
I think that a cross-town route from Carrboro to the University Place area is a great idea
I definitely like the addition of the EW route.
This eliminates D route, especially along Culbreth Rd.
It seems like you are putting attention to the Friday Center area routes-- S, FCX, V, and HU. I
appreciate the aim to increase frequency overall. I wouldn't mind consolidated routes. My
main concern is that increasing frequency and directness of routes would decrease service
area and hours. Mid-day and late (after 6pm) service is essential for commuting students
and anyone who prefers to avoid campus traffic/ parking in the evenings. I would be most
excited to see any of the Friday Center area routes go farther north on campus, maybe
going up Columbia to Franklin, and then south again via Raleigh Street. That change would
make these routes useful to a much larger pool of people who don't work around the
hospital and med school. Having a route that takes me closer to my destination would be a
significant time-saver for me. (I take the S from Finley Forest to campus and walk to Franklin
Street, and I know others who do the same.)
The idea of restructuring the routes to high demand areas is a good idea; however, I believe
more thought and public input may still be need on the suggestions provided in this draft. I
really like the idea of having a CHT bus over at Patterson Place; however I would not want to
lose access to some of the bus stops on campus (hard to tell if this plan would remove the
HSL bus stop?) or in the communities - would the HS service be removed (how would the
Rogers Road community be impacted?). Additionally, in restructuring the system, I think it
would be neat to see how CHT could partner with OPT on routes to Hillsborough (e.g. Route
420) - it would be nice to have these two communities more connected with each other.
With this route, I would also be concerned by only the NS going up MLK - these buses are
already typically at full capacity in peak hours, so understanding how the service would
increase for this bus would be good to know.
I think this would be an improvement especially many people riding the NS bus
Change can be good or bad, or somewhere in between. Unfortunately, an in-between
option was not provided. On this scenario, I think it's somewhere in between and would
have the same route concerns as on Scenario 1.
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So many people ride this bus. Getting rid of this bus route would be very foolish. The S and V
route would not be able to handle the demand between 7:45 am - 9 am and 5 pm-6 pm.
Why would you eliminate the Friday Center route? This bus is extremely busy during the
hours that is operates and it doesn't operate during the day.
I like the idea of expanding routes to places like Patterson Place.
I work on central campus and take the V bus from Meadowmont. In this scenario, I would
have to take the V to Manning Dr and get off and find another bus to get me to get to
central campus. That is a bit ridiculous. Not everyone who rides the V works on the medical
side of campus.
I've been riding the bus to and from south campus for work for 10 years. Although taking
the bus requires a half mile walk from the bus stop to my office it's still a viable option.
Changes to the G route including removal, will potentially increase my walk to the point of
being impractical, forcing me back to driving to work and paying for parking.
By combining routes you are also increasing the time it takes to attend routes. This would
be fine for routes that overlap, but it doesn't seem like many do. Rather, certain routes are
extended. Overall, I'm not seeing an improvement.
I do not support total restructuring of the FCX route. This is a vital bus line that helps
commuters get to most sides of central campus. While I understand the S or V do stop near
the Friday Center, the FCX route is convenient because you have a safe space to wait for/on
the bus before it leaves and are sheltered from the weather.
I use the CW (EW) Route and would like to see this rerouting so that it turns by the PTA
Thrift Shop rather than turning by Weaver St. Market.
FCX route is very important. Hundreds of people use this route everyday.
This is abysmal as it screws over anyone who uses a park and ride lot.
I'm not clear whether this change adds coverage for weekends--that is most important to
me. I like that these changes make more of Carrboro and Chapel Hill accessible by bus, but
since that would only be helpful for me on the weekends, I can't really give input on this.
This totally cuts off access to those on culbreth road by 15-501
Some modified routes, such as T, may reach more destinations but look like they will involve
longer travel and so reduce the likelihood that I would use them.
Weekend service needs to run later, more frequently, and Sundays would be nice. The J
should run the same route on the weekends as it does on the weekdays.
Yes I like it, especially because it foresees the introduction of a new line. That connects
Downtonw Carrboro with Patterson Place and Rams Plaza. One thing that I think would be
of great importance would be to cover all Estes Drive (Extension included) with one single
line. It is such an important road that it would be crucial to cover in its integrity.
Buses need to start earlier in the morning; they don't need to be that frequent until after
7am but there should be buses for people to get places by 6a
Route T appears to go though The Oaks via Cleland and Burning Tree Drive. As a homeowner
in this neighborhood, I do not see many residents using this bus but having to deal with
large buses on our smaller streets that do not have sidewalks. This could be very dangerous
for walker, runners and children who walk and ride their bikes through the neighborhood.
Having the bus routed through the Glen Lennox area seems better because more residents
who live there will use the buses. However, I worry about any buses using the Cleland-
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Fordham roads due to the Rainbow soccer fields. These fields and adjoining streets are filled
during soccer practices and games - there isn't the room for buses on this street during the
afternoons. Please look at the streets during the afternoons in fall and spring.
why would you offer less service and choices for the Friday center and the southern village
areas when these areas are so well used and buses are crowded to standing room at peak
times?
Great idea
I live in the Oaks and it looks like you now have a bus going through via Burning Tree Drive
to Cleland. I know for a fact that not many Oaks residents will use this and will be opposed
to having large buses go through our neighborhood that does not have sidewalks. So If
changes have to occur I would support Scenario 2.
The T & NS have not stopped for me more times than I can count. The bus is often
completely packed coming in for 8am & leaving at 430pm. Any solution that doesn't address
this is a failure.
I very much support the simpler layout (easy to remember -especially for non-local students
or people using mass transit for first time), since it connects more of the "island"
communities throughout Chapel Hill and Carrboro in an intuitive way. However, some of the
simplifications may be overkill, and the on-demand zones may lead to exacerbated systemic
inequalities depending on its implementation.
I absolutely need the D route on Culbreth Road. Without it, I will be forced to drive instead
of take the bus. As a UNC faculty member, this is especially concerning, as I rely on CHT to
commute to work.
I depend on service to Culbreth Road for daily commuting to work at UNC. I would stop
taking the bus if this route were eliminated.
The terms "Restructured"and "more directed service are rather vague. What does that
mean?
Scenario 3 cannot happen mainly because it eliminates too many important routes, and it
would personally compromise my ability to get to work and effectively travel to the
common areas for business/leisure. People have manage to find ways to navigate to/from
these "high demand neighborhoods and destinations" before these possible changes. There
is absolutely no reason to totally ruin the whole entire bus system and ridership over
demand that has managed to travel before these implemented changes were even spoken
of.
I really just like the improvements to NS frequencies. I am indifferent about the rest.
I do not support elimination of V bus service to Southern Village.
What is someone that isn't on one of these trunk lines supposed to do? What's the distance
that people are generally expected to walk to get to a stop?
This scenario seems to make the most sense since it is the most efficient.
It would appear V and S would still allow me to reach my destination in these scenarios. This
plan would work for me
I am happy w changes to NS and V but I want to be sure that the stops on 15-501 North &
South side by the first Southern Village entrance are maintained. If NOT then I do NOT LIKE
Scenario 3 I would love it if the NS and V stayed on Columbia and did not do the Manning
drive loop
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This ruins my commute from Lakeshore Drive!
No
It looks like a significant chunk of Franklin St East of Columbia St will be required to switch
buses in order to get into campus, whereas currently the CL and D both provide some
service. Given the number of students up that way, it would be rather inconvenient.
I really like the way Scenario 3 provides more access to the major shopping areas. I don't
like that HS still doesn't have direct access to downtown. I like Scenario 1's version, which
allows access from Rogers Rd. to the high school, to town/county facilities on Homestead,
and to downtown.
From Colony Woods, there would be several bus options IF I PARK MY CAR SOMEWHERE.
And now, that would be Rams Head, Eastgate, who knows where along Legion, University,
Glen Lennox. More park-and-ride provisions need to be made for non-UNC personnel all
around the town. t
Ultimate choice should be based on fuel use as well as rider convenience. This scenario one
looks more efficient to me.
I would like to see direct access to the Chapel Hill Library on this plan.
See comments for Scenario 1. Replacing multiple routes with a few limited services routes
is not an improvement. In fact, it is moving toward simply not having public transportation
at all - a detriment to the community at large.
Very concerned with the removal of bus service from some well-established neighborhoods
with people who count on the bus service to get to work or school. Without having more
information about the options for areas that lose bus service (like on-demand options), it is
impossible to support changes that remove service from established routes and serviced
neighborhoods.
Please keep Ephesus Church Rd. Colony Woods West route
This is the best choice, by far.
I don't like it.
"A" bus would still need to go on Barclay or Severin Street. Many people who work or
attend the university live in that neighborhood!
It seems like the J route would still be overcrowded in this scenario. Use of a longer bus
would help with this.
These changes exclude riders in my neighborhood leaving Uber or a 30 minute walk as our
only option. Ephesus Road should be included at least as far up to the Elementary school
which uses the bus stop.
From the map it looks like commuting times will be increased. This does not appear to be
very efficient.
No because I live at the tip of MLK and the T is the only bus I can catch. If it’s changed, I
think making it make the same stops more frequently is best.
How crazy is it to see two scenarios that eliminate the G route that I have used since the
mid-1970's and have paid annual passes to prove it (in the early days of CHT we had to buy
annual passes and I have all of mine from the first year of service).
Seems short site to optimize current ridership, but not focused on new developments
Like that allows Colony Woods to access East Chapel Hill, although with T line.
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Makes it difficult to get to the hospital from the northwest side of town.
my route will be greatly effected by the removal of all my buses and forcing me to rely on a
single bus. I move to apartments that specifically have more than one bus route for when
the bus doesn't show.
SIGNIFICANTLY increases the commute for people living near Lower Booker Creek greenway.
The changes are so dramatic that it would prevent me from being a bus rider.
I don't like eliminating G service on Lakeshore and Booker Creek during weekday morning
(e.g., 7-10 am) and evening (e.g., 4-7 pm) hours.
Some people (such as myself) make their housing decisions based on proximity to public
transit. While this scenario would not impact me greatly (would have to transfer/walk from
new EW line stop on Franklin to UNC Medical School campus), I would strongly suggest a
sufficient lead time between announcing this plan and having it go into effect. This would
allow riders to make adjustments, both big and small.
This scenario does not seem complete
There is this chicken/egg issue. You have high demand areas because folks have come to
rely on the bus service there that is good. When you don't have good bus service, folks don't
live there who need good bus service. I hate the end of route F and G.
I don't like the loss of the G line
EW would be an amazing route with an amazing concept, The RU should have Weekend
Support, and the NU should continue Weekend Support
Add Weekend RU Service, or Modifed NU service on Weekends to perform a clockwise loop
around the rear of the campus
With the increasing commercial development of the 15-501/Ephesus corridor and
accompanying traffic congestion, Colony Woods is rapidly becoming the most isolated major
residential area in CH. The area is also home to 2 or 3 group homes which are dependent
on public transportation. Removal of bus service to this area is unacceptable to me.
Very little support of NW Franklin St from Columbia onwards. No support to Estes Dr
Schools.
I definitely support taking a "start from scratch" approach to the system to sustain/increase
ridership, improve service, and make the system more efficient.
I think this eliminates too much--I like having multiple options to get home and having
overlapping stops makes it more convenient if you have to switch lines to get somewhere.
Expand evening and night time coverage
Please do not redirect the CM route away from Merrit Mill Rd.
It seems like a bad idea to make sweeping changes to a system that is functional. Only being
served by one bus line is alarming to me. I depend on the V, S, and G to get different places.
This scenario changes the T route significantly.
If the service is cut back so that many people cannot use it, I think you should charge for
rides on the bus.
FCX route is essential route for my transit and many that I know.
This scenario is terrible. It's more like gutting the system to cut service than an upgrade. The
G route is axed with no viable replacement, so the entire Northeast residential sector
becomes a transit dead zoneHow will people in the 100+ new senior units going in at Estes
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& Somerset get anywhere? Not by bus, I guess. Also the T loop is too big; it'll take forever to
get anywhere on it.
I strongly oppose scenario 3, which would result in the elimination of the G route among
others, and leave many areas of Chapel Hill with limited or no access to public
transportation.
I agree that a plan that optimizes bus routes is the best way to go. And I live near one of the
eliminated routes! That bus was often almost empty.
I think changing this route to exclude the residents in the neighborhoods of Booker Creek,
Coker Hills, Coker Hills West, and Lake Forest is a terrible idea. I think if the frequency was
increased to every half hour during peak hours more people would use the service. Cutting
it back completely will cause more residents including myself to take the car to downtown
Chapel Hill, pay for parking. Money that could be used to buy goods in the community. I
would like to see the bus service extended to Chapel Hill Library and Estes
Route A customers on the end of Barclay and Severin furthest from MLK would have a big
hike to get to a bus stop
Don't do this. It eliminates all service in my area.
Most practical scenario.
This change would be a complete disaster. I would be forced to move or find another job. It
would make the area Dobbins/Erwin be much less desirable to live for people at school or
the hospital. Please DO NOT make this change, it is terrible!
No bus to my neighborhood. Seems like a demand service could be costly and of limited
value, plus a risk it will never materialize.
I like how the T basically covers the outskirts of the eastern side very well. but the western
side needs some lovin too. a similar type of route to cover that side well could this town is
growing, a lot. and fast. but i wonder if the sheer number of buses with stops on campus
won't just become a traffic nightmare. Really, our current stops are fine, just need more
and later buses and a year round service. we all pay for this no matter what excuse you give
for the funding. a lot of it comes from taxes. So let's fix our schedule to a full service year
round schedule
I rely on the G bus route to get to work. If anything, I wish the G route was expanded to
include weekends. This bus always seems to be crowded.
I like the restructured routes and really support the creation of the EW route.
Again, you are ditching the G route and leaving a big chunk of town with no bus service.
I think it's odd that you would add stops in Durham while leaving out Chapel Hill
neighborhoods. Use BRT to travel the major thoroughfares and regular buses to service the
neighborhoods.
I don't like any scenario that removes service from Ephesus Church Rd.
No longer provides service to Lakeshore and Honey suckle
Similar to scenario 1, there is not enough information for me to make an informed
recommendation. I ride G, CL, and occasionally T routes. Again, in this scenario, these aren't
merely "simplified," they're entirely revamped. The maps are not sufficiently detailed on the
street level, and there is no information on the timing of the routes.
This looks like a much smarter transit situation. Less confusing, more inclusive,
streamlined/longer routes. I'm sure you'll get plenty of pushback but at least from what I'm
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reading this looks like part of the transformative change this system could use...of course
more frequent service would need to follow. Love the addition of Walmart and Patterson
Place. Could really help improve the system and improve travel options for those that
commute outside of Chapel Hill in the mornings.
We moved into the Colony Woods neighborhood so that we could use the F route bus
service, and we have used this service for many years to get to work and to meetings in
Chapel Hill and Carrboro.
My neighborhood would lose the G bus. I understand ridership is low, but it would be nice if
a route went down Estes, between MLK and Franklin Street.
Riders on Ephesus Church road rely on the F route for school, work, and day to day
activities. After school for Moorhead Planetarium requires this route as well.
I take the D route every weekday between my job on franklin street close to estes and my
job on the unc campus. Even though these changes would make my commute less simple, if
they would increase frequency and also better accommodate the current demand, maybe
that would be better for everyone, and my route needs might change. So I would support
this plan.
Why did you eliminate the G bus? There is nothing that goes into that area now, even
though you mark it as a "on demand zone"? It's great that the NS would run more often.
I can't tell if you have a route that goes from Carrboro to the hospital. You need a route that
goes directly from Carrboro to the hospital. Patients need it and workers need it.
Keep the service off of Ephesus Church Road
It would ruin my way to get to school. We need these neighborhood routes. I would be fine
paying but I use theses routes 5 times a week.
I don't like the mobility zones.
Don't remove F service along Ephesus Church Road.
i like the idea of the EW route. would be convenient to get to durham without having to pay
$2.25 just to go across the durham/chapel hill line by a few miles.
I am most impacted by the V route. Rather than eliminate it at times or streamline it, why
don't you get information from your potential riders as to what they want. The route does
not take me to where I need to go, that's why I don't ride it. I pay much by way of taxes to
fund this free transportation in town, but I don't see how I get to jump on a bus and go
anywhere I would like to go. Don't just look at ridership, look at where and when those
riders want to ride the bus. My main time to use the service is friday night until Sunday
afternoon. Since I work in RTP, I don't need weekday service but I would like to easily,
without transfer get to shopping destinations (whole foods/Southern Season/Franklin
Street) or go to dinner on Franklin and use the bus to return home. I find the transfers are
what makes me not ride the bus.
Scenario 3 currently doesn't have replacement/restructured routes on the map, so how can
we comment on whether or not we'll like these changes? I think this map needs these
routes shown, and as of now, I see a lot of areas not being covered.
I live in Briarcliff and used to have good (G) bus service. This is part of why we bought this
house. Then that route was "simplified" so it skips my neighborhood. Now our closest bus
is the F, on Ephesus Church Road. Scenario 1 proposes to "simplify" the F route by having it
skip Briarcliff and Colony Woods entirely. This would be an additional hardship for people in
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these neighborhoods, making everyone drive everywhere. Walking to and from the Mall (to
catch the bus) occasionally is okay, but not a realistic option for every day--especially in
winter and summer. Also, these neighborhoods are seeing a new infusion of families with
children. Good bus service is a safe and convenient option for teenagers too young to drive.
Route T going to Rams plaza and university place is great especially on the weekends.
I believe that this system could discourage buses to run frequently, which would decrease
accessibility.
This plan reduces service to and from MLK and downtown, which is the opposite of what is
useful for me.
Don’t want Ephesus route changed
Do not put this scenario in place, please!! My kids rely on the G bus route to get to school 5
days a week (M-F). Fine with no weekend. Riding the bus in my neighborhood, Booker
Creek, is one of the greatest perks of living in Chapel Hill.
I might be able to support this plan, with some additional notes. I like that this plan starts
from scratch and is not just a Band-Aid. My concern is that it focuses on high demand areas
(great!) and park and rides.Park and rides are a great solution for working commuters and
special events. If we want to encourage public transportation, we need to provide access to
all neighborhoods. I will not drive to park and ride in CH, to then take a bus downtown. I like
this plan IF the mobility zones/access are added. We need to get the neighborhoods (and
kids) using public transportation.
I don't like the lack of service for Briarcliff/Colony Woods and the necessity of walking
through the huge 15-501 intersections to catch the bus.
The bus system should start to charge for service.
Get rid of it
Scenario 3 replaces too many routes with restructured routes that would leave people
without efficient transportation to/from work/school. With more routes ending in a "central
hub" near campus riders would need to take 2 or more buses to get where they're going,
which often requires long wait time to catch a connecting bus.
You are removing routes from poorer neighborhoods and shifting them to areas with luxury
apartments (folks who don't need the bus to get to work every day). You are
disproportionately hurting the poor. We rely on this transportation every day to get to work
on time!!! I do not support these changes.
It is impossible to comment on a scenario without seeing the details - what exactly are
"sweeping changes" and what exactly is the "restructured route"?
Do not eliminate G route on Lakeshore Dr
I use A Route and desire it not be eliminated.
The route alignments are good but this scenario fails to sufficiently improve weekend
service.
I use A Route and desire it not be eliminated.
Although the EW provides great coverage (comparable to the current NS), what about
mobility AROUND town?
Routes become way too long
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As a D and CL bus rider currently, I can tell you that the EW route will only cause more
headaches. The EW route is completely disregarding the needs of the current riders. The
overwhelming large majority of riders (including myself) that are on the D and CL route get
off at the Pittsboro and Hospital stops. The EW route does not even service that area
anymore. Leaving an ENTIRE BUS full of people to make a route change in the middle of
town. PLEASE do not make this change. Please look at the riders who are riding the D and
CL. They all get on and off at the Hospital/Pittsboro and you would not be servicing that or
providing another route that makes that similar route. The largest majority of D and CL
riders get on at the Franklin woods stop (myself included). If this went into effect, I (and
everyone else on this route) would switch to the Triangle Transit buses that would more
accurately service us.
Scenario 3 best meets my transportation needs and is supported by extensive community
input.
A route is my primary route and elimination would severely cripple my commute.
1. I support the idea of streamlined service with more frequent weekday service. 2. I do not
like the idea of providing taxpayer-paid service to out-of-town retailers like Wal-Mart at
Hope Valley. Rather, I'd prefer more service to the library where people could order goods
from Walmart.com OR other retailers and pay sales tax here with the purchase. The library
has other advantages. I also support service to in-town grocery stores.
Keep route A
Yes, "restructuring route F" would cause a huge impact to those working at Ephesus
Elementary and those living in the neighborhood around Ephesus.
There are a large number of people that access the Kings arms and apartments and the Park
at Chapel Hill as well as Ephesus school that would be further from a bus route. These are
generally low income disadvantaged already, and a significant number of residents in Colony
woods also use the F route in the morning and evening. I see them at the bus stops.
Maintain the G route
Reducing the MLK corridor from 3 routes going south to one will make the buses full too
fast. The NS already is ful by the time it gets to #725 in the morning.
This rout allows me more options while removing the bus from my residential street
I like the idea of a simplification of routes and improvement of service frequency.
I like how the EW goes to Patterson Place, but it doesn't go close to the hospital. I would
have to walk from Franklin. The T would be an alternaitve route, but I don't want to wait
along 15-501 for a bus.
I don't understand the EW route. Are there 2 "versions" of this new route? It doesn't loop,
so how would a rider get home if they lived on only the north or south version of this?
This adds considerable automobile traffic to neighborhoods no longer served by transit.
Really interested in the ew route. Would like to know about weekend service under
sceNario 3
I utilize G route and would like to maintain access
I think this is the most likely option to have major improvements on the bus system.
Weekday routes are definitely the ones to be improved upon, as parking is free on campus
on weekends.
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I don't approve of the leaving Colony Woods/Briarcliff neighborhoods along Ephesus Church
road without a bus line. The F bus line in this neighborhood was one of the major draws for
us moving to the area and I use the F line nearly every day to go to and from my job at UNC.
In addition, there are at least a dozen special needs citizens who live in Ephesus Church road
area who use the F route daily to get to their places of employment--I ride with them most
mornings. It seems ridiculous to not have a public bus line going by Ephesus Elementary
school as well. I know that students use the F route, after school groups use the F bus, and
student teachers coming from UNC campus use the F bus to get to the school every day in
the spring and fall semesters. In short, the F bus route going down Ephesus Church Road
provides an important function for the community.
This seems like a huge change and I don't know that it would be all that helpful.
I know ridership is low on the end of F looping thru Colony Woods but some of those people
who live in assisted houses have no other transport. There are some elderly and immigrants
who do not drive.
I live in Colony Woods off Ephesus Church Rd and this would eliminate bus service that I use.
It’s impossible to comment without at least a draft of actual schedule.
I live in SV and I am a student who buses to . Eliminating the Vs service to Southern Village
and the Ds route down Culbreth would greatly affect my commute.
Please don’t cut coverage to Colony Woods/Ephesus Church Rd.!
I live in Colony Woods, and this scenario eliminates bus service to my neighborhood. I use
the F bus every week.
There are several special needs adults that take the F-route from Colony Woods to
University place. Removing the direct route from these locations would make it difficult for
them to reach their locations safely.
Wow, where's the F? The deletion of the F line is terrible. Please don't hurt those of us who
live in Colony Woods and depend on the F for our work commute.
On-demand zones are actually just un-served neighborhoods. The system needs to serve
the whole community
I think that a combination of this scenario and the number 2 scenario would work well. We
live on the J route. I'm not sure about the low ridership, but I wonder if the reason is
because the bus is not that frequent. We don't want to wait an hour to go somewhere. It's
just not convenient.
I’m not clear on what the restructuring would be for route F. I take the bus to work from
Colony Woods every day and it would be terrible if this were to be altered
Bus G is very important for the Booker Creek neighbors. Please don't remove it! Thanks
Please keep the V bus in southern village!!!! I am in the back of southern village and there
are several extremely steep hills from my house to park and ride and its over a mile away!
That would be unreasonable anytime but especially in the winter. Also, we are an extremely
densely populated neighborhood full of people who use that bus to get to university and
hospital. Please do not eliminate V bus from southern village!!!
We need a bus that comes through Southern Village. Not just the park and ride (which costs
money to park there).
Need Route F
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These changes would leave MANY users of route G, who work at the University without a
viable transportation option.
Culbreth Rd. needs to be included on a bus route.
Keep a route available for the Ephesus Road Elementary School and Colony Woods
available.
I do not support removal of the F route.
Where is the F route? What is Colony Woods supposed to do, walk 100 miles?
This plan essentially eliminates service to a huge area of residential neighborhoods
between Franklin street and Weaver dairy. It is really a non-starter.
I really like the idea of direct service from Patterson place to Rams Gate and whatnot, but I
know some of my neighbors rely on the G bus to go to and from work. Also, some students
at Phillips Middle use the G bus to get to school and home when they miss the school bus.
Please don’t remove or change the G bus route, but the other route I mentioned earlier
would be great.
Where is the F route? Why are you cutting Colony Woods out? Will we get a break on our
taxes if we don't get to use the bus? We are a locked in neighborhood that needs a route in
our neighborhood.
I am not in favor of this scenario because it completely removes service to and from
Ephesus Church Road, Ephesus Elementary School, and the Colony Woods and Briarcliff
neighborhoods. This greatly impairs access to public transportation in Colony Woods,
Briarcliff, and surrounding neighborhoods. There is an indication that this would be
replaced by "on-demand" services, but there are no specifics about what this would mean,
other than a suggestion that it would include commercial services such as Uber, Lyft, and
taxis. I don't believe that these commercial services are an adequate replacement for
reliable public transportation.
You eliminated V from southern village - I don't support this.
This scenario eliminates the G bus from Lakeshore lane where I live. I love the G bus. Please
do not do this.
I am concerned that this scenario removes bus service from MLK to Estes and into the
booker creek area. It is not clear what on demand service means.
Only one line on Franklin Street is insane. this is the worst possible scenario.
There must remain a bus route on Culbreth to support the many faculty and students who
live in Southbridge, Culbreth Park and other nearby neighborhoods. There is some of the
rare affordable housing in some of these neighborhoods and to have to pay for parking
elsewhere would be a hardship.
I ride the F route every day into Colony Woods. I would like to know how the on-demand
service would work
The so-called “emerging mobility zones” would be more correctly called “no service zones”
for all the effective details provided on how riders there will access other routes. No thank
you.
I live in Colony Woods and use the bus line infrequently. I understand the need to be
efficient. I see some people who use the F route regularly. What happens to them? What
about a morning and after work service? Personally I may find the "on-demand" service
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appropriate but I don't see any info on what it entails. More information is needed on that
option.
Don't remove route F! Our neighborhood would lose bus service to the rest of Chapel Hill!
There needs to be a direct route from Carrboro (Hillsborough rd) to UNC hospitals and
Kenan Flagler business school area, i.e., South campus. This is lacking in all of these plans.
You can get to Franklin st, but not South campus. Thank You for considering this. A stop on
manning drive or Columbia near the health sciences library would improve these options for
folks working or studying at the hospital, dental school, med school, public health, research
labs or business school. Thank you.
Please add/keep service to Ephesus Road.
I do not like that service is removed from Ephesus Church Road. This removes all access to
people living in Colony Woods, as well as the elementary school and apartment complexes
along the road. This would have a very negative impact on people in those areas. In
addition, this very streamlined version will negatively impact residents in many
neighborhoods throughout the town.
I do not like that service is removed from Ephesus Church Road. This removes all access to
people living in Colony Woods, as well as the elementary school and apartment complexes
along the road. This would have a very negative impact on people in those areas. Overall,
this scenario is much too simplified, removing service from many neighborhoods and
residents across the town.
Major loss of service in lakeforest and Coker Hills and along Estes between Franklin and
MLK. New T is crazy long. Why not keep EW in Orange county and combine ends into loop.
Could have clockwise and counter clockwise buses all day long.
Do not remove route F along Ephesus Road as there are many who could not get to work.
Not eliminate F to Ephesus / Colony woods completely but reduce frequency and extent.
There are homes for somewhat disabled on route who need buses, & seniors. Need bus stop
at Ephesus elementary for sure.
Restore F bus. I use it often. So does my wife. So does my daughter.
Again, leaving out service to Culbreth road is not acceptable.
I feel like Scenario 3 is designed for commuters coming into town and not for those who live
in town and use the bus to get around.
why are you eliminating so many routes, yet providing service for Durham?
I'm displeased with the reduction of JFX hours. However, I am interested in the proposed
EW route.
Removing a school from any public transportation route is a problem and there seems to be
a point missed that it isn’t just people LIVING along the route affected.
I have strong objections to eliminating the G bus. I ride it several times every weekday (and
would use it at the weekends also if it ran then). This scenario leaves a large residential area
(all around Estes Hills Elementary and Phillips Middle schools) completely unserved, which is
unacceptable.
Keep V.
I think taking the F route off of Carol St. will put bus stops too far away for many.
This is too inconvenient. If you are going to make people park in a lot to get to the bus, you
cannot charge them for parking.
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There must be bus service ON Estes and north of Estes and south of Weaver Dairy. As is, it's
totally lacking service.
Removing routes do to "limited" usage defeats the purpose of mass transit. This is not a
business, it is a public service. Availability and consistency are key to usage. There are
those (maybe few) who depend on town services for transportation including school
children which is not appropriate for private providers.
This moves the g route out of my neighborhood and leaves large sections of Chapel Hill
riderless.
Do not eliminate N. Lakeshore service for the G bus.
The gray area already signify the blackout you would be laying on residents of these areas
who depend on the bus for service.
We must have regular service in Booker Creek / Lake Forest / Old Oxford Road and Elliott
Road neighborhoods - there are several families [ many older and retired senior citizens ]
that like to use public transportation if the feeder services can come into the neighborhood
and connect them to the main routes of Chapel Hill and Durham; going to Univ Mall, going
towards Walmart, going towards downtown chapel hill and the university are very
important to us. please provide a 15 seater Van or even a regular full size Van as a means to
helps us get out of the neighborhoods. Thank you.
Too many areas would have to demand on on demand services which would likely be
unable to meet demand.
Scenario 3 seems untenable if you rely on the bus system to get to multiple different
locations. If you just need one to campus, fine. But plenty of riders require the bus for
multiple locations (i.e. grocery store, gym, etc.) and this would require that they take
multiple buses.
Higher frequency and less circuitous routes would be great and would make me much more
likely to ride transit. This plan appears to do that.
This proposal removes buses from the Coker Hills neighborhood that I and my family rely on
to get to work and to travel around town. This would be a terrible blow. The G bus route
should be expanded as proposed in Scenario 2.
This looks like the worst option to me. Huge transportation deserts are created in areas with
a high density of residents.
The removal of the g route makes me functionally unserved by this bus system unless I'm
willing to walk for 15-20 minutes first
INCREASE frequency of NS bus to Southern Village. You are dropping the V bus inside
Southern Village. I can live with that. But increasing the frequency of the NS bus will
increase ridership because now people don't want to wait long to catch the bus.
Eliminate even more low rider routes
Need weekend and more late night pick up time from UNC for the NS line to Southern
Village Without V at southern Village need to have a weekend bus
If you kept the G bus as it currently runs in peak morning and evening hours, I could see this
neighborhood being a candidate for on-demand transit. However, there are A LOT of
university professionals who use the G bus in the morning and evenings.
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We need bus service through Lake Forest (Lakeshore), Coker Hills and Estes. Neighbors use
the current G route to commute and get to shopping, and students use it to get to/from
school.
I think in general the transit system needs to focus more on serving our low income
communities. I think night buses between Chapel Hill and Carrboro are a great idea that
could cut down on drunk driving. Also, I believe transit needs to have better options on the
weekends, so I would hope this scenario would address this as well.
I don't like the loss of the G route to the lakeshore community.
I again would look to have a neighborhood circulator in lieu of on-demand services as I feel
there is more people who would want trips at the same time which would make Uber/Lyft
not work well for us. I do like the addition of the other side of 40 for us to reach stores.
I oppose eliminating all service along North Lakeshore Drive and the entire Eastwood Lake
neighborhood.
Do not cut the G route.
Have you surveyed areas not currently served by bus transit to determine unmet need?
I like the proposal to improve connectivity from southern chapel hill to carrboro
If EW would be the only bus going on E. Franklin, hope it will run frequently. Appreciate the
weekend service.
Many people in the Lakeshore area ride the G bus, and losing this route would dramatically
impact these riders.
I like the idea of broad changes based on the latest and expected usage, but there is not
enough detail yet, especially regarding the on-demand regions. Might on-demand people
get a special park-and-ride area at, say, University Place? Surprised the library is not served.
Unsure how currently-unserved areas are being considered, such as Eastwood duplexes.
Please don't eliminate the V bus through Southern Village - it's my primary route to work!
This scenario causes people to have to drive to get to the bus. Providing service where
people can walk to get to a bus stop is much preferred.
This scenario would eliminate bus service to large sections of town.
Do not remove route G from n lakeshore
Removal of G's service to Lake Forest/Lakeshore Dr is a major issue for the (many!) people
who take this bus/have organized their lives around access to this bus. Not to be a diva, but
the G is the reason that we live here, and have only one car. Restructuring the G means
we'd have to dump several thousand dollars. The restructure implies that our nearest stop is
over two miles away!
I support the G bus maintaining its route through Lake Forest and the Booker Creek
apartments
Do not support removing the G bus from the Lake Forest community - roads Lakeshore and
Honeysuckle
Removal of G's service to Lake Forest/Lakeshore Dr is a major issue for the (many!) people
who take this bus/have organized their lives around access to this bus. Not to be a diva, but
the G is the reason that we live here, and have only one car. Restructuring the G means
we'd have to dump several thousand dollars. With the removal of the G route, my nearest
stop will be two miles from my front door. This is not an acceptable change to existing
transit service, especially in a central CH neighborhood. Lastly, rereouting the T without
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increasing service for NS is flat-out dumb. This buses are full to the gills already, and drivers
are skipping stops. If anything, NS should be doubled during rush hour.
I cannot support this scenario at all. It would drastically increase my travel time by requiring
me to get a transfer for almost every destination I currently have to reach, several of which
are currently accessible without a transfer. I understand that it may be better for total
system throughput, but it would be a major disappointment. I bought my house where I did
for transit accessibility and this would diminish its value (to me, not necessarily on paper)
greatly.
I use the G route daily, and I live in North Lakeshore. I am strongly opposed to the
elimination of service on this route and/or the elimination of service to the Booker Creek
neighborhood. I depend on this route to get to work and my child to preschool.
The new EW route would be great for me. I go to Patterson Place a lot. It would save me a
little money which I definitely could use.
It seems to reallocate resources to the areas of highest demand, which makes sense.
Removing the G route from the Booker Creek neighborhood would severely impact my
ability to attend classes at the dental school and is not acceptable.
Why is there no service to Booker creek! I cannot get to campus and my classes without the
G bus service!!! We may not be the busiest service but we have a lot of people using the bus
who have no other way to reach campus for their courses or jobs.
I think simplifying routes and increasing service frequency is key to making CHT easier to
use. Although I am wary about the new EW route, which seems like it will have the same
service issues the F and D routes currently have (poor service, frequently late, hard to track
on the various apps, etc). I think more frequent service is really the most important thing. I
know I frequently walk home (1.7 mi/33 min) rather than wait for the bus because service
isn't frequent enough and it is faster than waiting. Maybe talk to people who use the routes
you are thinking about reducing service on to see if you have people walking instead of
waiting because service is already poor.
It is very annoying not being able to get in the NS bus because is full of students getting off
befor Hillsborough St. Those of us who live or park after Estes have to hop on 3 buses to get
passed Estes: NU, A or T, and finally NS
I use the bus to get between home (in Southern Village) and the UNC campus or the
Franklin/Columbia intersection. I am especially concerned with service that extends through
the mid-evening (say 21:30). The system has been recently changed to improve that.
Dropping the V bus, which I can never figure out when and where to catch, bothers me
little.
I live in southern village and use the NS and V routes. If more NS service is added then V
would not be needed, although V takes me closer to home.
Many of the changes in this scenario don’t affect me, but I wonder if the sweeping changes
would increase the ridership, or push folks to other alternatives which would end up
crippling CHT completely.
Again, you are removing my access to the D route
I think it is important for the T route to come all the way Weaver Dairy as shown in Scenario
1 or 3. Bus stops were planned there years ago and could be used by ECHHS students and
staff as well as many UNC workers living in the area.
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I live near Lakeshore Drive and am a regular commuter to UNC campus. This scenario is
unacceptable to me and I will actively oppose it.
today's bus system is v. complex. This looks like something I could actually send a visitor on
with confidence they won't get lost! How might light rail fit in?
This provides diminished service to East Franklin Street and blue hill and our tax dollars are
being used to transport people into Durham County. There is also much worse service to
University Place and no service on Estes. It would be a very long circuitous ride to the
hospital for any houses in neighborhoods north of estes
I think this is overkill - I think the bus system works quite well as is, and while there can
always be improvements made no matter how well something is working, I think a complete
overhaul is more work than is needed and making relatively minor tweaks to the existing
should be sufficient in most cases
It would make it easier for me to get where I need to go and would make me more likely to
use the bus.
One of the routes (on any of the scenarios) should go down Estes and be easily reached
from other routes. The public library really needs to be accessible by bus.
I would be able to use the bus instead of driving to work with this scenario.
The restructuring of T is still unhelpful, but many more NS buses might make up for it.
I am concerned with the service for the Rogers Road community.
I support improvements based on actual ridership data and demand.
The relative cost of each of these changes is not included anywhere. Isn't cost an important
part of the equation? If one scenario is 2x as much as another, that makes a difference.
See comments on G route, which I hope you can keep.
I don't understand this proposal. There would only be one route on the east end of
Franklin? And only one route would stop at University Place? In the afternoon, buses on
these routes are always delayed and unpredictable. At least with multiple route options,
riders can hope that a different route might be running on time. Unless the EW and T routes
ran super frequently, this seems like a mess for riders.
This is my Second Choice (after Scenario 2), mainly because of the Weekend Service,
especially J and NS. Minus is losing Culbreth Road service.
The elimination of 10 routes at one time seems to disregard a number of riders. I ride two of
the routes at least 4 times a week.
J should be modified, see: http://citybeautiful21.com/2018/01/26/chapel-hill-transitproposes-new-system-maps-scenario-3-is-the-best/
Does the V route replace the F route in Carrboro? Still seems way too long a route, only now
it serves Friday Center instead of Ephesus. Not a problem in general, but peak service is
weak. Any way to get cross bus from U place to Greensboro along Estes? Not shown in any
scenarios.
It appears that the V route has replaced the F route in Carrboro. If this is a fixed route and
the service to downtown CH is not slowed, that should work okay. Still needs evening hours.
I'm ready to give up service right outside my door in the Davie / Poplar neighborhood in
order to get to walk 7 minutes to the EW route. It looks amazing! Also- marketing-wise, it
should be the WE route, not the "...EWW..." :) I hope that the other major routes in Scenario
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3 have frequencies that work well with EW and NS. It's not clear from the materials what
frequency you are proposing for the T.
Why would you remove the FCX which is the route that services a park and ride lot. That is a
lot of people to displace onto other routes.
Interesting realignment. Would be interested in more frequent service for high demand
routes like NS, J, EW, and V. Sometimes MLK already has three buses bunched together so
must be done with some BRT plan.
I love the CW bus route, but I am really excited about how demographic data has gone into
this map. Based on the current suggestions, I worry that there are going to be some very
LARGE areas without easy access to the bus (for example, all of those folks living in between
the proposed EW and V routes in Carrboro, people living on Estes Dr), but I like datainformed planning!
This appears to be the best scenario but need to see times on the replacement for the F
route. Also need to see if Friday and Saturday night service is extended to routes that serve
entertainment venues and restaurants/bars so we have better non-car options.
Still need to increase late night (minimum midnight, pref until 2) Friday and sat night service
to and from downtown and entertainment areas so people patronizing bars, movie/theater
venues, restaurants have an alternative to car travel.
I like revamping but in conjunction w a look at land use plans for dense developments. Also,
still need late night service (at least until midnight, preferably until 2 or 2:30, esp on Friday
and Saturday nights so bar, restaurant, and movie/theatre patrons have good alternative to
car use.
Still need more frequent runs, more weekend, and MORE late night services even with this
There is no support for the library. It's difficult enough to wean kids away from their parents
and cars as it is.
Very enthusiastically support the idea of better Direct service. Seems like no one should
have to make a connection to get Downtown and this could alleviate parking issues. Also
Weekend service: yes!
Very enthusiastically support the idea of better Direct service. Seems like no one should
have to make a connection to get Downtown and this could alleviate parking issues. Also
Weekend service: yes!
I would really need to know the frequency of buses along the EW route to comment on
whether I support it or not; the current D route has very heavy use and I’m not sure one line
can absorb all that traffic and more without many buses running along it.
Improve freq of high deman route
Estes is an area of growth, with current and planned multi-modal improvements to both
East and West. We want residents and students to have great walking and biking facilities
near transit, and have transit support Estes Elementary and Phillips Middle School, as well as
the library from Carrboro-west CH direction. On-Demand could work, but a fixed route
seems better for these types of destinations and considering the proximity to other major
transit service.
Not having service to the hospital on the EW route is bad for many riders of the D or CL
routes. Having to transfer buses is not ideal.
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I don't like the limited service and stops in Carrboro and across the more low-income,
residential areas of Chapel Hill.
I like the addition of service to Patterson Place. However, the EW, T, and NS all have very
long routes which will significantly increase commute time. I do not like that the Booker
Creek area will only be serviced by a single route in this scenario - rider density is too high in
this area for a single route.
Some of the new routes seem particularly long. This increases the possibility in major
delays/not enough buses to support the route. Also, shorter routes allow for people to use
public transportation to effectively get to and from a given destination like a doctors
appointment or grocery shopping.
I love the idea of the new EW route and better/frequent service to the growing areas in
Ephesus Fordham. There's a lot down there that I can't easily/frequently/safely reach as a
student.
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Only bus that goes to that side of campus
Need to make more runs.
I depend on the A route coming to Weiner and Severin to get to work. I won't be able to
walk that far to catch the bus. especially in the dark.
See above but essentially NU service on hillsborough would not be enough to meet
ridership demand on the road
Please don't get rid of service to Severin and Weiner!
The proposed "replacement" routes for the A bus (HS and N) may work for the long
"eastern" leg of the A's U-shaped loop, but not for the western leg. In particular, expecting
people coming home to to Elkin Hills neighborhood to cross MLK on foot in the evening is
irresponsible -- you take your life in your hands crossing at Barclay or Airport Drive.
Decision-makers, you go out and try it, please. Separately, what's the criterion for "too far
to expect a passenger to walk"? Is there some standard in this regard that CHT is trying to
apply across the town?
Keep the A route!
Eliminating this route would be terrible for me and would mean that I'd have to find a
different way to get to & from work that doesn't involve Chapel Hill transit. The Elkin Hills
neighborhood is not walk-friendly - there are no sidewalks and being forced to travel out to
MLK to catch a bus is not a workable option for everyone who takes the A route.
I do not like the elimination of route A unless there are plans to make route HS buses come
more often on Homestead Rd.
There are two A routes. one goes to Wiener, the other goes to Social Services, and the
Senior Citizens facility on Homestead. Which A route are you talking about? Or are you
talking about combining both routes?
It's a bit of a walk to get from the end of Barclay or Severin to catch a bus on MLK.
Routes HS and N are hardly used, while the A seems heavily used to me. Instead, these
routes should be modified/discontinued
Should not remove Colonial Heights neighborhood access
Currently, my neighborhood only has Route A connecting it to MLK and downtown CH
Please please keep the A or least show a map that you're going to be service Colonial
Heights/Northside!! The proposed changes makes some of the riders walk ~15 minutes to
our nearest stop....which is not the experience I'm used to having having lived in a variety of
neighborhoods in Chapel Hill for 20 years. Please don't do this to the folks who pay high
taxes to help support our town. We very much like to keep the infrastructure that helps
support our town, but if you take away public commodities that we're paying for, people
will undoubtedly leave. We like having a "green" initiative of using public transportation. I
ride this bus every day and have to be on campus no later than 8:00 am Monday through
Friday. The proposed changes would make me wake up even earlier than I already do to
have me walk on Umstead to MLK. Umstead has very narrow, narrow sidewalks that are
scary to walk on when it's dark out and when there's inclement weather. Umstead rd. also
has a huge drainage problem so large amounts of water gather on the street so it's basically
inaccessible for pedestrians who are walking to and from MLK because vehicles splash the
sidewalk non-stop. Please, please please do not take away my main mode of transportation!
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Also, where is this Scenario 1 that's the proposed one on the map??? I only see the old A
route that's being proposed as being a deletion.
I use A Route and desire it not be eliminated.
I use A Route and desire it not be eliminated.
I don't think you should eliminate Route A and you should use better maps so people can
see the roads involved.
This has been my go-to route for many years and I was rather hoping it would come back to
Piney Mt. Road rather than disappearing altogether. I confess, these mobility zones look
more like black-out zones and I feel the homes here are left out of the transit system. Please
bring some bus back down Piney Mountain.
i already said what I thought, you will affect a whole neighborhood, it takes like 15-20 min
to walk to mlk to get on the bus, and crossing mlk is suicidal at pick hours, there is not
pedestrian crossing on Barclay, this is pretty disturbing
A route is my primary route and elimination would severely cripple my commute.
Route A would be eliminated - keep it!
I, and others I know, go to Seymour Center, so like the A.
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Appreciate that you increased the frequency to more or less match D's.
YES! These are excellent changes!!!!! Please please please do this one. We desperately need
more frequent buses on the CL route. Currently only once per hour is terrible, greatly
restricts my work day and this would make a MASSIVE positive difference. Also this area on
east CH is growing greatly, new rented apartments and places to live but without buses
people are stuck and restricted. PLEASE do this one!
If the d is implemented as per this scenario then this needs to be implemented
When will the night frequency take effect?
I would take the CL more if it ran more frequently throughout the day.
Having the option to look at this detailed map would have been nice in the original page. It's
very frustrating that I only see it now after spending a significant amount of time trying to
figure out what the h*** was going on with the routes on the less detailed map. Come on
people. As Tom Cruise said, help me to help you. Still not quite sure what the CL is doing on
its way AWAY from campus, but increased service on the Dobbins Dr --> Franklin past Estes
route is so necessary. Busses always crowded and miserable to and from campus.
I think these are good changes in the context of if things must be changed. But yes, if the D
is so drastically altered these changes to the CL look promising, and I actually kind of like
them. It does concern me that this map below is different than the map in the hi res
download. The loop near the EPA building and the hospital, like on the hi res map, is much
more effective than the route shown below. I am concerned about the frequency levels
and would be interested to know what time the night frequency is started.
I am highly in favor of the proposed increased service hours and increased service frequency
of the CL route. I am OK with the proposed route change.
frequency could go up to 15 mins (interspersed with D route timing as best possible).
This route does not run frequently enough to be useful as it is now. The D bus takes most of
the people in the morning, and the D and CL come to some bus stops at approximately the
same times so it is not giving riders another time to catch the bus. The D bus switched it's
schedule this year (17-18) and now it misses the connection with the 400/405 buses so that
you have added to the commute times for those heading into Durham. Also, if one could
have a few changes with the TTA to have a bus come down Erwin Road from Chapel Hill to
Durham you may serve more people.
I think increasing frequency on CL will help - CL is frequently full to capacity before leaving
campus, so this would be welcome.
Extending the hours the CL runs would be AMAZING.
If the frequency of the CL route is increased dramatically from what it is now, then this
would be fine. If the new CL route ran as frequently as the current D route, then this would
be OK.
As an exclusive D and CL bus rider, more frequency on these routes would be incredibly
more efficient for my transit time. It currently takes me 1 hour to get home on the D route,
and the CL doesn’t run frequently enough for me to take advantage of a shorter transit
time.
I personally prefer the CL and it's so infrequent and time restricted right now, so this would
be a definite improvement. I did appreciate the reverse loop though but don't mind having
to walk a bit.
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This negatively affects both of my current bus options. Currently I take either the CL route or
D route from Colony Lake (Standish dr) to UNC every weekday. These changes would
eliminate the CL route completely and make the D travel time longer by circling at the
congested traffic area around Walmart. I do not support these changes.
completely unserved areas in lower Booker Creek
Great to know CL has extended operating hours and more frequency than it is now. Also
people like me living on the west side of 15-501 don't have to ride a D bus going back home.
I like the increased hours of service and frequency but not the change of route. I rely very
much on this route and the new map will make the walk much longer to the bus stop, which
mostly concerns me at night. I'd prefer not to have to walk home alone in the dark that far.
I can't tell if Summerfield Crossing and the former Foxcroft Apartments will still be included?
If not, will that be covered by Route D?
We need more buses in the middle of the day and there are no weekend buses
The area that I live in will no longer have a bus route. There are many grad students and
staff that live in my townhouse community on Old Oxford and other townhouses nearby off
of Summerfield Crossing that will no longer have a bus route that goes by. For me, it will be
at least a ten to fifteen minute walk to get to the nearest bus route.
Better bus service in this area of Chapel Hill is a great benefit, currently only one bus every
hour in the morning. And no easy way to get there in midday.
unless the frequency of this route was increased to more than the morning and afternoon,
this would be my only viable route which would be very limiting.
YES! CL needs more frequent buses desperately. It would greatly improve this area, make a
big difference to people being able to live here and get around who aren't able to drive.
PLEASE increase the frequency for CL!!!!!!!
Would be better if it did the hospital loop still. However would still be decent.
If this scenario is chosen the CL should run in the evening after work as well. Otherwise
riders to the north of Fordham would have to cross Fordham from the D route to get
My stop at Booker Creek Rd. and Old Oxford Rd would no longer be serviced by this route;
this is personally disappointing to me. However, I think the extended route hours until
9:30pm and the peak frequency of 20 minutes is a great fit for this route.
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This would cut off this route to me.
eliminating CM from poplar Ave would decrease the number of buses I can take from my
home by 30%; it is significant given I don’t own a car
Making the CM one of the main routes to the Jones Ferry Park and Ride can help free up the
CW for more trips from Carrboro Plaza through downtown Carrboro to Downtown Chapel
Hill and the UNC Campus and vice versa.
All that really concerns me are the CPX and CM routes. Extended CPX routes OR more
frequent CM buses would be amazing through Old Fayetteville Rd. For Sat CM route,
another bus stop should really be put across the street from the Autumn woods apartment
bus stop. The bus passed this but will not stop, so riders have to wait an extra 10 min to
wind back around to get off at their apartment bus stop.
CM needs at least every 15 minute stops. I live at Westbrook drive
CM Route definitely needs help with frequency. Has always been a challenge, despite
several changes over the past two years. Running twice an hour will be a significant
improvement.
The CM is the only bus that stops between jones ferry and smith level on 54. It is always
filled to the brim and uncomfortable. Increasing frequency may help with that.
Only good if CPX actually runs all day
The CM could make for a quick P&R solution, helping people from Western Orange connect
to Campus, and Express/Peak service to RTP, Durham, Raleigh. This could be a good way for
GoTriangle to route service to RTP and Durham, maybe as 405a and 805a
I like these changes. The increased service hours and frequency will be very beneficial.
Because the J route was not listed as an option to comment on, I'll add my comments about
that here too--it's not clear from the drawings whether the J route will continue to operate
as it has since the road construction last year or if it will go back to its original format. I like
this new route where it doubles back through Carrboro instead of the big loop. As someone
one lives at Canterbury Townhomes--the CM route and the original J route force me to cross
highway 54 on my return home (something that is not currently possible for me because of
a leg surgery and even before this injury was very unsafe because cars are not looking for
pedestrians in this area). However, with the J route currently dropping off on both sides of
the highway, it is much safer for everyone. Having seen multiple older people and parents
with children struggle to cross the highway to get to the bus stops, this is something that
must be taken seriously. I honestly don't know how people don't get hit by cars more often
considering how many close calls I've seen.
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I use this route most of all
Please add mid-day coverage to the CPX route. I cannot get to/from my UNC office except
early morning or later afternoon, and I make frequent off campus trips for my job and need
my car. The School of Social Work has very limited employee parking, so I effectively can't
work on campus on the days I have off-campus commitments.
I love the idea of having the CPX run all day from 6:30 am to 9:00 pm. This change would
make it possible for me to stay on or return to campus for activities in the evening both on
campus and in downtown Chapel Hill.
Parking at SECU on Fayetteville Road and having to leave work (UNC) early is inconvenient
to have to take a different bus route and walk an additional 15 minutes to my car.
I think it makes sense to expand the express service that this line offers.
We need buses running between 915am and 340pm on CPX to campus.
More often & not only morning & night
If possible, increased frequency for CPX around morning and evening commute times would
also be a positive change as it would allow greater flexibility for work schedules.
I would like to be able to access the CPX throughout the day.
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Would this improve frequency?
This is a terrific idea, especially if it means that the CW could run a minimum of twice an
hour all day. It's the main bus route through Carrboro to Chapel Hill on Saturday but the
extra time needed to go to the Park and Ride makes it less convenient.
You really are trying to kill access to anywhere in Carrboro with this silly Scenario 1.
Proposed change does not affect me, but is less than clear in the description of changes on
main survey page.
I use this route daily, but the main description of this scenario does not detail changes to
this Route. While this change will not impact me, it's exclusion from the main description
could lead to skewed survey results and upset affected users if/when it is enacted.
The cw sucks because it is so windy and takes forever to get anywhere.
If we're not going to re-design the whole network, I'd like to see an attempt to route buses
through the Davie/Poplar neighborhood the right way instead of the wrong way. It takes so
long to ride away from downtown/campus on CW right now that we have low ridership in a
neighborhood that for this area, has pretty good density/income demographics. The CW
being removed from Davie/Poplar instead of taking action to get the bus to run in the peak
direction through the neighborhood. A look at the ridership map suggests that there is a
weak transit market in the Davie/Poplar neighborhood, but there is a lot of multifamily
housing and the census tract has one of the lower median incomes in Orange County. The
problem is that the current CW runs through the neighborhood going AWAY from
downtown and campus, so you can actually WALK out of the neighborhood faster than you
can use the bus. If half the buses did the CW route in Scenario 1 and the other half ran down
Poplar to Davie, then turned on Fidelity towards Town hall, ridership would probably pick up
quickly. I'd like to see a CWH (High St) alternate with a CWF (Fidelity St) from Carrboro Plaza
with combined service from Town Hall to downtown Carrboro instead. Another idea would
be to have CW *NOT* go to Carrboro Plaza and simply travel down NC 54 between Main
and West Poplar.
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Adding walmart/patterson place is a real improvement.
I want the southern loop operating on Culbreth Road to remain in place.
I ride the D to Culbreth every day, so this change would be very bad for me.
Please implement this
Not many people get on or off the bus on the leg of the route from Ram's Plaza to eastowne
drive. Many people, however, do get on and off on the sage brook part of the route. As it
stands now, many people would have to cross the highway to get to the D route. This can
take a long time and is dangerous.
Expanded hours would be helpful because currently I'm unable to take the D bus home after
my night classes.
The two buses I use most frequently are the CL and D. Under this new scenario, I would only
be serviced by the D because I live in the Colony Lake neighborhood. What I am most
concerned about is not having a route which actually goes into my neighborhood, for two
reasons. First, if I am taking the bus at night, the D stop is about a 10 minute walk from my
home, and the street is almost completely dark the whole way. As a young woman alone,
that can feel very unsafe. Second, not having a route actually go into my neighborhood
could affect my ability to sell my home in the future.
Culbreth Rd is a logical loop coming from campus on S Columbia to Smith Level and 54. The
neighborhood has many UNC and hospital employees. I've ridden that route in the mornings
numerous times & it is full by the time it gets to campus. If the town is serious about
encouraging public transit over individual car ridership, dropping these neighborhoods
would be a mistake. I've also seen middle schoolers at the bus stops when they have stayed
for afterschool sports, etc.
Very worried about congested buses for the folks used to be served by D and CL north of 15501 and Franklin. There are many people that used to be served by both CL and D and buses
are already crowded. Now all of that service will only be served by CL in this scenario.
The changes to this route set it up to being under used and eliminated in the coming years.
It will still be effective for users at the Franklin Woods stop but from there it ends. If the
outcome is simplification, I am unsure that this does that. Instead it takes a loop route, cuts
off about half of the users, and just hopes that no one using it needs to go anywhere near its
old stops. Meanwhile you would still have to increase the times and use of a second bus
route (CL), and all of this could be avoided by leaving the status quo alone. The idea of
dismembering the D route and turning it into a strange back and forth to a Durham Walmart
seems questionable to me. Unless a Park and Ride was established at the Walmart I don't
think that many people would actually take the bus to and from there.
I agree that the Smith Level Road part of the route is underused. However, I choose to take
the D bus over the J bus because the J bus is always INCREDIBLY crowded during peak times
and I find packed buses to be very uncomfortable. Also, the J doesn't go into the hospital
campus at all like the D does, so I have to walk half an hour through the hospital to get to
my office instead of the 7 mins it takes from that small loop the D makes into the hospital
campus. If these changes are made, I would like to either see the frequency to the J
increased or have the J route modified to do a loop into the hospital campus like the D does.
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Making the proposed changes to Route D would make my commute significantly more
difficult. I live in one of the neighborhoods along the "deleted route," and many of my
neighbors rely on this bus route for their daily commute.
how will new Wegman's (taking over Performance space) affect traffic flow ? The corner of
Cooper and old Durham in particular might be a tricky spot
D and J are currently the only routes that service my stop (Laurel Ridge/Kingswood). With
the deletion of the southern portion of the D route, I only have one option to get to and
from places around Chapel Hill - the J route. Unless the J will provide increased frequency,
this would negatively impact me and the other people who live in my area.
Removing service from Culbreth road would hurt the riders who live off of that road
(Culbreth road is approximately a mile long). Additionally, the D helps with overflow from
the J route over on Smith Level/NC 54. Removing service to Smith Level Rd would be
detrimental to riders in this area.
This will significantly increase ridership of the J route in this area, which is already strained
during "rush hours"
I do not like the removal of the D route from Culbreth Road without further explanation of
what an "Emerging Mobility Zone" is. As the plan currently stands, that is poorly explained.
As someone who lives in that area, the option to take the J or the D is really critical,
particularly when J ridership extremely high. In this plan, J remains unchanged so even high
J ridership would not be addressed. Perhaps better advertising of the D route would
improve ridership.
Proposed changes in route D are going to benefit Durham residents - instead of taking 400
and /or 405 ($2.25-$3.00 ride) they will be taking a free D bus. As a result of these changes
Chapel Hill residents (the ones who pay taxes) will be riding in crowded buses.
Oh, thank goodness that weird loopy bit is gone, and that Patterson Place is *finally*
connected to the CHTransit network. My biggest concern is that there isn't enough direct
service to Eastgate/Ram's Plaza. Yes, there's the bit that goes along Elliot Road, and there's
that (vacant, from what I can tell) high rise there... but is that routing the most optimal for
getting people to where they want to go? Perhaps a routing along 15-501, then turning right
onto Old Durham Rd will be more effective. Would probably be a faster ride, and would also
provide direct service to future Wegman's (at the Performance Auto site).
I think that the D bus should have a stop by Sage Road to serve the people there. The CL
route is not frequent enough to serve this area, and you will lose many riders trying to get
to Durham.
The D bus is always very crowded. The area it covers has seen increased population but the
route has not been improved to met this demand.
regular D not D Sat
Can the D route go on the Ephesus Church rd and then comes back on the Old Durham Rd
and Legion Rd? Make a big circle.
The ridership is so robust on the D that it's frequently packed beyond capacity. So more
frequent service would be much appreciated. However, I know many people who live in
Summerfield Crossing and Midtown 501 who depend on the D and this would make it less
convenient for them.
With 4 bus routes servicing Franklin Street, D "should" become less sardine-can crowded.
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I am flabbergasted. You are making it impossible to get to certain areas of town with this
scenario 1. Leave Culbreth accessible.
I do not like the elimination of route D’s service to Culbreth Road. I use it as an alternative
to the J sometimes. Furthermore the people who take the D to Culbreth usually own houses
which makes it harder for them to move if their transportation opportunities change.
Access to shopping centers along this route is great. Patterson Place and Walmart are good
adds. And it looks like it will also serve the location where the Wegman's is planned. Would
love to see later hours on Saturday (for accessing downtown restaurants) as well as Sunday
hours on this route!
This negatively affects both of my current bus options. Currently I take either the CL route or
D route from Colony Lake (Standish dr) to UNC every weekday. These changes would
eliminate the CL route completely and make the D travel time longer by circling at the
congested traffic area around Walmart. I do not support these changes.
I am especially fond of the extension into Patterson Place and Walmart on "D"
I appreciate this route becoming more streamlined, this will make my commute much
faster.
I absolutely need the D route on Culbreth Road. Without it, I will be forced to drive instead
of take the bus. As a UNC faculty member, this is especially concerning, as I rely on CHT to
commute to work.
I depend on service to Culbreth Road for daily commuting to work at UNC. I would stop
taking the bus if this route were eliminated.
I think improved frequency in the middle of the day would be good, but this current plan
would greatly impact me in a negative way
The changes on the D route completely cut out whole neighborhoods on Erwin road! This is
terrible! It would be a complete disaster! The only way this would be okay is if the CL bus
runs every 20 minutes. If you make this change I will not be able to take the D bus anymore.
Please keep the north loop on Dobbins!
Having it extended to Patterson Place and New Hope Commons will add to my shopping
options.I also like that it will not be making the loop to the EastTowne area, as this will
shorten my trips downtown. Having the hours extended is another plus.
This seems like the best scenario in terms of providing bus service in BOTH directions from
the planned Wegmans. Under scenario 2, Route D seems to keep its current path — which
means that, if you want to shop at Wegmans and take a bus back downtown, you either
have to get back on a bus in the outbound direction and wait for it to go around a loop, or
lug your purchases across 15-501 at Sage Rd. (which, as of this writing, still doesn’t have a
crosswalk) to get a bus headed downtown. Similarly, this route offers convenient options for
traveling to two other major shopping centers (Paterson Place and Walmart). While
Scenario 3 also seems to offer improved two-way service, having the two different
endpoints for the new EW route suggests that, if you’re coming from downtown, only one
of every two EW buses will be heading to your destination. Unless the frequency will be
doubled, that would be pretty inconvenient. My only disappointment with this proposal is
the hours. I’d love to be able to take a bus downtown for dinner on a Saturday evening —
but with Saturday service ending at 6 pm, that’s not feasible. Right now, we tend to avoid
downtown establishments on weekends due to traffic congestion and parking
inconvenience. The increased hours for this route in Scenario 3 would be ideal.
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This would be great. The service on the D route needs to be improved in general. There are
many more people who ride this bus than you think. In peak hours it is packed. It also then
does not run frequently at night or at all on the weekend. I would use this bus on the
weekend if it was running.
A. I do not like the idea of providing taxpayer-paid service to out-of-town retailers like WalMart at Hope Valley. Rather, I'd prefer more service to the library where people could order
goods from Walmart.com OR other retailers and pay sales tax here with the purchase. The
library has other advantages. B. I support the idea of streamlined service with more
frequent weekday service. In fact, Routes D could meet back up with Route CL in the
Eastowne/Old Sterling area to enhance frequency yet provide service in Chapel Hill town
neighborhoods.
Extending the hours won't affect me as I work 8-5. But, The D express needs to come back,
or the 7:30 bus (picks up at nottinghill at 7:30) should be an extended length bus.
Consistently the bus is full by the time we get to cosgrove Hill apartments/fox grove
apartments. Extending the time wouldn't necessarily help with this.
Include Colony Woods neighborhood
As stated previously, removing Culbreth Rd. from the route leaves no access to residents
that cannot hike a considerable distance to either 15-501 or Smith Level. As an aging adult
one of the attractions to the neighborhood was the bus route.
Please don’t take the ONLY bus available to Culbreth road. It is bad enough that it is so I
frequent/turns around at UNC hospitals half the time.
Access needs to be maintained to Culbreth Road
Culbreth is a long road for individuals walking along it. Parents without cars will be severely
challenged to reach events/meetings at Culbreth Middle without a stop close to the school.
Particularly those who may have younger aged children.
The current D route uses Culbreth Road. This scenario does not, at least as far as I can tell.
This would disrupt service for a lot of individuals who live in my area.
I live on Legion Road and work near the UNC hospital. My reading of the change for the D
route is I would be able to get to work and back faster. If this is correct then I'm happy with
this idea. It would be nice to know how long this changed route would take (Legion Road to
the Hospital generally takes 40 minutes now).
I need Culbreth Road, as an alternative to get to town from my Apartment. I also know
people at Covenant Place and Culbreth Middle School that use the D Route.
YES! This is a great route. Direct, frequent service to high demand locations. I
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F needs a 5:45 west bound from Franklin Street. Anyone working on south campus cannot
get there by 5:15 then has to wait an hour
Again, don't ignore the trailer park by McDougal. Please keep Hillsborough Rd. on the bus
route!
I use the F route every day. It is a cumbersome and long route to take from Carrboro to
campus, but not because it travels all the way up Hillsborough Road and then all the way
back to campus. It is a poor route because there are very long "stop and wait" periods at
each end of the route for 15 minutes or more at a stretch! This is incredibly inconvenient for
anyone taking the bus from the area surrounding the McDougle schools. Scenario 1 would
completely eliminate the stop that I use for this route, making the situation that much
worse. No one uses the McDougle School stop (or the one directly across Old Fayetteville
Road) after 8 am, so I have no idea who this change is supposed to serve. I am adamantly
against this proposed route.
This route serves one of the last places in Chapel Hill first time home buyers can actually
afford. Many of us have made a deliberate decision to live in Colony Woods so we can take
the bus to work in town. Eliminating this just makes this town even more unaffordable and
will further drive out middle class families from this town.
I have lived in the Colony Woods area of Chapel Hill for 5-1/2 years, and our household has
needed only one car for two professionals precisely because of the current route of the Fbus, which has allowed me to commute to UNC easily. Our family has reflected exactly the
response that Chapel Hill-UNC's transport policy was designed to elicit.
Stating that the F
route has been "simplified to provide faster, more direct service" certainly depends upon
one's perspective. I do not have, nor does this website apparently provide, any idea of what
on earth an "Emerging Mobility Zone" entails. I understand that the F-bus up Ephesus
Church Road is not always full, but I can also attest that it seems to fill up pretty quick
during normal commuting hours.
I currently take the F bus about once a week from Colony Woods. It is a lot faster for me to
ride my bike or drive, but I enjoy taking the bus and seeing/talking with the cross-section of
our community I meet on the F bus. The bus route is one things that attracted us to buy a
home in this neighborhood last year. Most seats are full by the time we get to University
Mall in the morning, but it's likely that many of the riders would opt to drive rather than
schedule on-demand service. Even if you remove Colony Woods, I encourage you to keep
Ephesus Church, the density increases so much as you get toward Fordham!
This route is currently the most unreliable. Ridership is probably down due to the fact that it
can’t be dependent on as much. Increase frequency of D if you get rid of F.
Deprives Colony Woods residents of bus service. Why is CW being singled out?
I've stopped taking the F in the afternoons because it was so late most of the time. Perhaps
these changes will help. It's hard for drivers to turn left out of McDougle. Can something be
done about that?
Increase frequency of the bus on Route F.
Why eliminate service to Colony Woods?
It's so hard for buses to turn left out of McDougle School during rush hour. I wish something
could be done to help the drivers in this situation, and to keep the route on time better. I
don't ride the F in the afternoons any more because it was so rarely on time in the past.
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Maybe this change will help with that. I really like the idea of Saturday service all the way
out to the school!
Simply put, this proposal stinks. It kills service to Carrboro. It is a 50 minute walk from the
eliminated area to downtown Carrboro or connecting bus. This scenario simply is wretched
and horrible. This scenario sucks.
Leaves Colony Woods without service. "Emerging mobility zone" sounds like an empty
promise.
See comment #4
I don't know what an emerging mobility zone is, but I live in Colony Woods and would hate
to lose service, tho I know ridership is low here. But if I use the new F, or D, or another, I will
need a place to park, and the malls are not going to be an option if the owners see they are
turning into park and rides. That problems is not factored in. I am 78 and cannot walk two
miles to and from the bus stop.
Eliminating the F-Route from University Place to Colony Woods is not a "modest" change that's eliminating a third of the route. Replacing that portion of the route with "on
demand" is, in reality, providing NO service to that portion of the route. From how you
have described "on demand" it is no better than calling a taxi - expensive and time
consuming. Since you eliminated the portion of the G-Route that went into the Briarcliff
neighborhood a few years ago, eliminating this portion of the F-Route would cut-off this
entire region of Chapel Hill - portions of which rely on CHT as their only possible mode of
transportation because they cannot afford anything else. For those of us who can afford
other modes of transportation, the nearest Park-and-Ride is now located at the Friday
Center - inconvenient not only because it is not very close, but also because of the ridiculous
traffic on NC-54 at certain times of the day. As it is, the current "first bus" out of Colony
Woods barely makes it to the UNC campus by 8 AM. This makes it difficult for students to
get to an 8 AM class on time and nearly impossible for faculty to be on time (since walking
into class the minute class begins is, at minimum, unprofessional) - especially when the bus
is running behind schedule. Students and faculty who need to get further south into
campus than Polk Place, will not be on time.
Instead of removing service to the Colony Woods neighborhood (and moving it to the ondemand category with no details to allow residents to know what this might involve), you
may want to start service earlier so that people with 8 AM commitments on campus can
actually get there early.
Please keep the Ephesus Rd. Colony Woods West routes.
With the increasing commercial development of the 15-501/Ephesus corridor and
accompanying traffic congestion, Colony Woods is rapidly becoming the most isolated major
residential area in CH. The area is also home to 2 or 3 group homes which are dependent
on public transportation. Removal of bus service to this area is unacceptable to me.
Please reinstate route F to Colony woods.
I am highly skeptical of "an emerging mobility zone" with on demand service.
Multiple members of my family reley on the F route - we purchased this house years ago
becuase it is on this route.
This is the route I use and the changes would make bus travel no longer an option for me.
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I wish I knew more about which hours of the day the proposed 20-minute frequency for the
F would apply to (presumably during morning & afternoon rush, but what are those hours
specifically? Would it still be going that often as late as 10 a.m. for morning and 7 or 8 p.m.
for evening, I hope?). But I'd still be thrilled to have increased frequency on the F whenever
it is. Another benefit is that increasing F frequency would likely reduce unpleasant
crowding in the downtown portions of the other routes that share those stops, the CW and
the J. There are a number of us who can use any of those 3 routes, and I find myself
avoiding the CW and J at rush hours because they're so often packed to the gills.
Ephesus Elementary school is greatly affected by this change. After school availability is also
a concern if this change is implemented.
Traffic on Ephesus Church road is increasing, as it is becoming more and more of a cutthrough from Durham into Chapel Hill (and with all proposed the development in the Blue
Hill District). Bus service along Ephesus Church Road should not removed, as the need for
public transportation along this route is becoming more and more necessary.
I live in Briarcliff and used to have good (G) bus service. This is part of why we bought this
house. Then that route was "simplified" so it skips my neighborhood. Now our closest bus
is the F, on Ephesus Church Road. Scenario 1 proposes to "simplify" the F route by having it
skip Briarcliff and Colony Woods entirely. This would be an additional hardship for people in
these neighborhoods, making everyone drive everywhere. Walking to and from the Mall (to
catch the bus) occasionally is okay, but not a realistic option for every day--especially in
winter and summer. Also, these neighborhoods are seeing a new infusion of families with
children. Good bus service is a safe and convenient option for teenagers too young to drive.
I would like the F route to continue service to the Colony Woods / Ephesus Church Road
area.
Do not delete F route thru Ephesus Church Road.
F route serves many along Ephesus Church Rd
Ephesus Church Road needs service. Emerging mobile services drivers are not screened like
town bus drivers. It does not feel safe.
My neighborhood, the Colony Woods neighborhood, would not be well served with this
scenario.
We need a route on Ephesus Church Road. We have a major employer, Ephesus Elementary
School and several apartment complexes with residents who use the bus.
There are a large number of people that access the Kings arms and apartments and the Park
at Chapel Hill as well as Ephesus school that would be further from a bus route. These are
generally low income disadvantaged already and may not be able to access a route up to a
mile away.
This would leave me with a long walk from my house to a bus stop. I want to use public
transit, but also need to minimize the amount of walking I have to do due to health
concerns. I consider the F bus route to be an asset to the value of my home and have relied
on it over the years.
Please do not eliminate Route F service in Colony Woods and along Ephesus Church Rd. A
lot of people rely on this bus, and a lot of these people are low-income and don't have other
options.
F route should keep serving Ephesus Road, Ephesus Elementary School, and Colony Woods.
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Include the Colony Woods neighborhood.
I live off of Ephesus Church Road and this would eliminate a service that I use.
Where's the bus that goes through Colony Woods?
Please don’t cut coverage to Colony Woods/Ephesus Church Rd.!
I live in Colony Woods, and use the F bus frequently (about 3 times a week). The proposed
changes eliminates bus service to my neighborhood.
The change to the F line is terrible. Please don't hurt those of us who live in Colony Woods
and depend on the F for our work commute.
This is the only bus route that goes down Ephesus Church Rd and our only way to connect to
public transportation in the area.
need Route F to continue to go through Colony Woods/Ephesus Church area
The proposed changes eliminate service to colony woods. This is not acceptable.
"emerging mobility zone"? A taxi or uber and who pays? I know how long folks with
disabilities often wait for their specialized transit and it's terrible.
Please do not remove F route service from Colony Woods and Ephesus Church Road.
However, it would be reasonable for the bus to pick up Colony Woods Residents at stops
along the intersections of Ephesus Church Road and the streets running through the
neighborhood, rather than traveling into the neighborhood via Colony Woods Drive,
Fountain Ridge, and Landerwood.
Don't shorten the F route. People in Colony Woods need to use it too.
I and many others in Colony Woods depend on the F bus to get to UNC for work and school.
Cannot eliminate that route. Increased frequency of it would be good. I don't believe having
to call an on demand service and then intercept a bus would be easy. Once the F bus leaves
colony woods it fills up very quickly.
DO NOT TAKE THE F ROUTE OUT OF COLONY WOODS!! We pay taxes and use it to get to
work and to Franklin Street!!!
I am not in favor of this scenario because it completely removes service to and from
Ephesus Church Road, Ephesus Elementary School, and the Colony Woods and Briarcliff
neighborhoods. As a resident of Colony Woods, I don't support the removal of public
transportation service from this neighborhood.
Keep Ephesus Church Road on the route.
We would lose access to the rest of chapel hill by bus.
Please keep service to Ephesus Road - the entire route
I live on Ferrell Road and use the F bus often. So does my wife. So does my daughter.
DROPPING ALL SERVICE TO A DENSE NEIGHBORHOOD, THE BLUE FREAKING HILL, REALLY?
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see previous comments. I live on Brookview Drive and I use this bus to go downtown.
Under proposed changes my transit options get reduced to using my car only. Also the
school children and the folks at Booker Creek pats would be forced to find alternate transit
options.
This route is needed... and with CHNorth 's development, it will be even more necessary.
This route seems to completely ignore the Lakeshore area, and does not address the use of
city buses for transportation to Phillips Middle School. The existing G route is always packed
in the mornings, and afternoons and am concerned that proper comprehensive evaluation
was not given, due to the fact that this end of the G route is essentially being elimated. I am
also not exactly sure where the T route goes as the maps are WAY to generic to accurately
follow.
no more service to my neighborhood
See comments on Scenario 2.
There are many children and adults who that bus to and from school and work every day. I
rode that bus everyday for three years. Eliminating this bus route would be seriously
detrimental to many people.
Worried about loss of G route and connectivity to UNC and downtown
This would eliminate the Booker Creek route
I depend on The G bus! Let it run over here early mornings and late evenings.
I live on Croom Court and I take G bus to UNC work everyday. I only take G bus so I only can
speak for the G route. This plan will force me to drive to work. What is on-demand service?
Free Uber to work and back home everyday? This solution might increase the cost of the
transportation by reducing the G bus service.
I think its important to provide younger populations (students at Estes middle school, older
elementary school students) bus access through the Lakeshore neighborhood and
encourage public transit use in that age group.
Removing the G bus from Brooker Creek and Lakeshore Dr will affect my ability to get to
work. I do not have parking privileges on campus but I do pay property taxes. I believe
public transportation needs to serve all populations in a city to maintain broad support for
the taxes paid for it. I do not want to pay taxes just to support the needs of the transient
student population.
The G bus serves the families that live off of lakeshore. Please do not reroute this route.
You are excluding neighborhoods from using this service and neighborhoods that need
access to public transportation.
Keep Route G on Lakeshore. This area serves long term, tax paying, Chapel Hill residents.
There are a large number of middle schoolers coming from the Booker Creek & Lakeshore
neighborhoods that ride to and from Phillips Middle school each day. It doesn't look like this
would give me a way to get to Phillips. In addition to about 20/25 students, there are also
non-students who ride as well.
The G from university mall to unc hospital and most stops between are necessary. Please
donot shut down G
I like that it goes by the Chapel Hill Public Library.
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As I wrote earlier, I'm very concerned about losing service between University Place and
campus and University Place and downtown. I do have the ability to drive to work, but many
who use the bus do not. I believe in public transit and prefer the convenience of the bus.
Many people use the G bus DAILY and eliminating it would mean more traffic and more
reliance on cars. WE NEED BUS SERVICE TO RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS, not just buses
between downtown and the mall.
The G bus would no longer go through Booker Creek and Coker Hills neighborhoods, which
would make residents of those areas unable to commute by bus to UNC.
I use the G route currently, and would be less likely to use it if the bus did not go down
Lakeshore Dr.
A lot of current passengers including teenagers will lose their ride, offered by G route, if this
plan is proved.
As long we you keep the G heading from Booker Creek OR make Estes Hills Elementary the
first stop to UNC
Please do not eliminate the current route for G, at least not for afternoon service. It
currently provides an absolutely vital option for transportation from Phillips Middle School
to the Honeysuckle area that makes afterschool activities feasible. My son and his friends
use the G route very regularly. If service had to be reduced on the G that might be ok, but
please keep regular morning and midafternoon routes running during the week and maybe
Saturday afternoons as well if possible.
The Lake Forest area would not be served as needed. The downtown parking situation now
forces the need for regular, scheduled bus access from Lake Forest. The proposed new
routing would be disastrous
I am strongly opposed to eliminating service to the Coker woods, lake forest, booker creek
neighborhoods. Many people rely on this bus to get to school and work. This change would
my family and many others would need to buy cars (yes, we'd need to buy a car to manage
without the bus), pay for parking downtown and on campus, and change our kids school and
caretaker schedules. This would be awful.
Middle school students from Philips need to be able to take the bus home along Lakeshore
drive. This is a key service option for them and engenders skills in public transit use at an
early age.
Sorry about redundancy, comment posted earlier. Specifically, the G route; there is no good
scenario proposed for this route which is the ONLY ONE deserving a neighborhood with 2
SCHOOLS and has many staff, faculty and UNC student relying on it! Unacceptable to cancel
it, to have an alternative system like uber, etc.; it has to stay, but made more efficient with
windows (6:30am to 10:00am and 3:30pm to 7:00pm) and does not need to run the
weekends. Budget-wise, the neighborhoods deserved by the G route pay taxes, as well as
UNC grants and students to have a bus system available!
Estes Drive is an important road in Chapel Hill, it makes a lot of sense connect N. Estes Dr.
and S. Estes Dr. It's a good idea to let Chapel Hill Public library on the bus line, so more
people can enjoy our wonderful library.
I can't walk from my home on Arlington st. to this G stop.
This leaves a large area of Chapel Hill with an aging population and high real estate taxes
with no bus service. It's unacceptable.
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Cannot work out how the bus gets to Booker Creek from Franklin St. and whether it services
Sedgefield Dr.
The existing g route supports important riders: booker creek apt, Kirkwood apts, individual
homes, but at the periphery of the route ridership can be light. I like that such riders are
served by the new T route and add ridership to that route. I (personally) will not miss
lakeshore drive stops. A minor downside might be lack of access to Estes Hill and GuyPhillps
schools (does not affect me personally). And I find myself commenting about the T route
while being sent to the G route section.
You can't eliminate bus service to such a large section of (permanent) Chapel Hill residents
Am particularly concerned about the impact of the changes in the G bus not rotating in the
Lakeshore Drive / Booker Creek part. That is well-used during the week.
I like the fact that service frequency was improved and the route was simplified, but I don't
like the fact that route G does not continue on MLK to Columbia and Franklin. It would also
be beneficial if the G bus went on to South Elliot Road and Rams Plaza after the stop at
University Mall.
Some of the changes to G are good and some are bad. I would like for the G bus to continue
on MLK through Columbia and Franklin like it does now. It would also be beneficial if the G
bus went on to South Elliot Road and Rams Plaza after the stop at University Mall.
wish they ran on weekends as many still have to get to work
While CL is the most convenient to where I live, the G bus was a good fall back if I needed to
travel when the CL wasn't running. This would take away the G bus running by Booker
Creek. So with the CL change and the G change, that is taking the two buses that service the
Booker Creek area in the section that I live in.
I like that the G route frequency would be improved but I do not like the elimination of the
Curtis Rd stop off of Estes. This is the only bus that comes near my house and eliminating
the stop would mean that I would need to find another way to get to work every morning.
G route has not changed since beginning of bus service. Permanent residents buy houses
for the existing service. Permanent residents being "on possible demand" service will not
set well at election time
The proposed elimination of route G would be a disaster for many residents in my
neighborhood who are regular users, some including me, since the 1970's (I have the annual
paid pass receipts to prove it). I don't understand how anyone familiar with the high taxes
paid in our neighborhoods and support for mass transportation can put forth such a
damaging scenario. I just learned about these proposed changes this morning Feb 6thwhere is the publicity for soliciting such comments? A co-rider told me and said that there
were SMALL signs posted near the driver and that Twitter had been used- this feels like a
deliberate attempt to hold down comments from average riders like me. The suggested
possible use of "on-demand" transport is a silly suggestion not suitable for busy people who
believe in mass transit and use it regularly to get to work.
The current configuration of the G route serves my family well and these changes would
make it unavailable to us.
This cuts out an entire neighborhood of students and professors and professionals who rely
on the bus to get in to campus every day. This proposed change would be an absolute
disaster. There are also a number of school children who ride the bus to school and home in
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the Lakeshore Booker Creek area who would be impacted. I would urge in the STRONGEST
possible terms not to even remotely consider such a change. The majority of regular users
of this route use it to commute from the neighborhood to campus or university mall.
I currently catch G at Estes Dr & Somerset. Extending G on Estes to University Place and
adding Saturday service while maintaining Manning Drive coverage on the other end is
fantastic. Yay! North and Northeast CH riders (including the new 100+ senior units going in
at Estes & Somerset) can use it for shopping and entertainment that current routes don't
serve. Enlarge the turn-around at University Place to a small Willow-Fordham-Elliot-Franklin
loop to serve 3 shopping centers on Elliot and apartments on Elliot and Willow.
Overall, I really like this proposal because it FINALLY provides service for the whole length of
Estes Drive from University Place to MLK, allowing for easy access to the Farmer's Market
and other UP vendors, the public library (where there should definitely be a stop), the
elementary and middle schools, and the soon-to-be-built multi-purpose development at the
corner of MLK and Estes. Weekend service and increased daytime frequency would also be
really appreciated, and I suspect this more reliable service would improve ridership. My only
quibble is that I would prefer that the Southbound route continue down MLK to the current
stop at the corner of Franklin/Rosemary and Columbia rather than down Hillsborough,
which would leave riders at the far end of downtown Chapel Hill rather than at its heart.
Route G should continue to go through North Lake shore drive
I think changing this route to exclude the residents in the neighborhoods of Booker Creek,
Coker Hills, Coker Hills West, and Lake Forest is a terrible idea. I think if the frequency was
increased to every half hour during peak hours more people would use the service. Cutting
it back completely will cause more residents including myself to take the car to downtown
Chapel Hill, pay for parking. Money that could be used to buy goods in the community. I
would like to see the bus service extended to weekends and to include Chapel Hill Library
Eliminates service in my area. Because of hills it is hard to walk from my area to a bus stop.
Dropping G leaves a signficant chunk of town without bus service.
Bring the G bus back to Briarcliff!
It's high time that G completed the Estes loop. This helps service the library. My library
options are currently to walk (40 minutes) or take two buses (60 minutes) and walking with
a bag of books is usually undesirable. With this plan I could walk 15-20 minutes and then
catch a bus. In other words, it's quite a walk for me to connect with D (in this scenario), but
it would take me places I need to go, without requiring a bus change. I'm sure there are
people who would miss the Lakeshore Drive connections.
This route has good neighborhood support, used by a diverse group of riders
This seems to eliminate the whole section of the G route that serves lake Forest, Coker
Hills, and Coker Hills West leaving residents to make a long hike in a hilly area ti reach
service. The G route serves many kids at Phillips school as well as many residents that
commute to UNC.
Keep the G route unchanged.
just use smaller buses
This scenario eliminates the G bus from Lakeshore lane where I live. I love the G bus. Please
do not do this.
changes would limit access to bus for those living in lake forest and booker creek areas
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G route is truncated and doesnot provide adequate service to the Coker Hills and LakeForest
neighborhoods.
My concern about this change is that the G bus will no longer go to the heart of downtown
but will instead take Hillsborough to Franklin. This is much less convenient for most
destinations than the current route, which has a stop at Franklin and Columbia. However,
as noted above, the thing I really like about this scenario is that the G bus goes up and down
the long hill on Estes Drive between University Place Mall and the schools at the top of the
hill (Estes Hills Elementary and Phillips Middle). The absence of a bus on this busy road is a
major drawback of the existing network. And Sat service, plus increased weekday
frequency, would both be good.
Overlaps present T at the cost of cutting off all service to Lake Forest and Booker Creek.
There's too much existing demand to switch to on-demand.
Need to maintain scheduled access up N Lakeshore at least at the end of beginning of
theday with the possibility of on demand at other times. Like Estes from MLK to Franklin
aspect.
Don’t remove lakeshore from route.
I ride the G, CL, and D buses most frequently. I support extended hours and improved
frequency for the D - and maybe the CL - but not the removal of service from Lakeshore Dr. I
could live with reduced mid-day service, but the G all along Lakeshore to Booker Creek is
very popular from 7:10 am to 8:50 am and 4:30 pm to 7.
I need this route to go to work so this plan that removes its service to the lake forest area
would prevent that
This is the only alternative form of transit through the suburb neighborhood of Lakeshore.
DO NOT DELETE THE G route through this neighborhood. Many professors and university
related professionals take this bus to campus.
We need bus service through Lake Forest (Lakeshore, Bus G). Neighbors use it to commute,
students use it to get to/from school.
This is the route that provides access to the lakeshore community. The people who work at
UNC that live there need this route.
Weekend service needs to be later into evening if you want me to go downtown for dinner.
I strongly oppose eliminating service along Lakeshore Drive.
There would be unintended consequences for changing the G route that would increase
foot traffic through Phillips Middle School and Estes Elementary School grounds
Lake Forest, Booker Creek, and a large part of Coker Hills would lose their bus! (My family
uses it every day.)
Many families on Lakeshore Drive use the G route.
Do not remove route G from n lakeshore.
Access to town would be very limited for individuals living in the Lake Forest area.
Removing service from a central CH neighborhood is a nonstarter; the nearest stop will be
over a mile from my front door. Partnering with rideshare is only going to put more cars on
the road, which will make downtown CH even more of a nightmare.
Please don't take away the G bus from Lakeshore!
I support the G bus maintaining its route through Lake Forest and the Booker Creek
apartments
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Other comments about Scenario 1 Route G

Use on Lakeshore Drive will increase. University employees use it as well as school children.
It should not be eliminated.
This completely removes transit service to Lake Forest---nearest stop is nearly two miles
away (from my home in the middle). Rideshare is not a viable alternative given how
congested downtown CH already is.
I am strongly opposed to eliminating or drastically altering the G route.
I do not have a car so I rely on buses. If I would have to pay for Uber etc. I would say No.
Also, besides errands I go out impulsively so I don't know if this would be good for me.
Although the route is long, I enjoy the Lakeshore Drive.
Removing the G route from the Booker Creek neighborhood would severely impact my
ability to attend classes at the dental school and is not acceptable.
I am strongly opposed to these changes.
Going from Lakeshore Drive to campus, there is no parking. It's too steep for routine
bicycling. The G bus is the only hope. Getting up the hill to Estes is too far and too steep to
be practical -- we won't do it.
G bus should run later and the removal of Lakeshore Dr. would not be beneficial to the
student and staff traveling to UNC or to those traveling locally through bus routeG
I don't think that you should eliminate Lakeshore Drive. It would have a negative impact on
students, faculty of both UNC and UNC hospital, and residents that live in the Booker Creek
neighborhood.
Professors and students use this route from Lakeshore to the University. Also, middle and
high school students can use this route before they know how to drive. I'm not sure parents
would feel comfortable with their children getting into a private Uber car although these
same parents may feel alright about letting their child board a bus.
This route no longer services the neighborhood north of Lakeshore Dr., including Booker
Creek Rd.
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Other comments about Scenario 1 Route HS

Map not clear to what the direct route is. Does it go to campus? Any change other than the
present circle route would be an improvement.
Not sure how it ends
Any change from the circle would be an improvement
Any change in HS would be an improvement. The circle is really bad and waste of gas. Not
sure what the exact route is by looking on the map. It appears to drop off on MLK/
The original HS route was just fine. Still scratching my head as to why it was eliminated and
changed to go in that crazy circle. You all stopped the route just when rider ship was at it
highest.
I do not like the elimination of route A unless there are plans to make route HS buses come
more often.
I *really* like the way scenario 1's HS route covers Rogers Rd, the high school, county &
town facilities on Homestead, and a route to downtown that doesn't require transfers. I still
wish there were an easier way to take the bus to grocery shopping from Rogers Rd.
I like that the HS now goes all the way to UNC. I think the HS needs longer hours for workers
who work odd hours, such as retail workers.
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Other comments about Scenario 1 Route JFX

Your problem with ridership on the JFX will not be solved. The fundamental problem is that
while park and rides are available, you charge a lot of money to use them. Their purpose is
to incentivize people to park far away from town and use the bus system. With the parking
cost, that incentive is reduced - why not simply pay to park close to your destination,
instead of paying to park far away? If parking was once again free, use of these parking lots,
which are never even close to full, would improve.
The CM route towards campus is also much longer than the JFX. Most of us parking at Jones
Ferry live out in rural parts and already drive long distances to come to work. Adding
additional bus commute time would place an additional hardship on us.
Keep JFX
The complete elimination of the JFX route will displace too many riders. When I take the
JFX, often it is standing room only, especially during the 8:30 - 9am time period.
Keep JFX the same
As an ashbrook resident the jfx route is the fastest and easiest route to use especially to get
to the campus gym and back in the AM. In fact this route is one major reasons for choosing
to live here. The other routes cm and cw take significantly longer to get to campus and do
not come as often. Even cpx would take a while because it tracels in the opposite direction.
This is definitely an issue.
The CM, CPX, and CW do not come frequently enough to the PR lot
I'm concerned about the JFX route being removed, as there are no other direct/fast routes
from UNC to the Jones Ferry Park and Ride. However, I think this change might be ok if the
CPX were to stop at the Jones Ferry Park & Ride.
keep the JFX; it already has limited run times and is well utilized during those times. It is
quick and direct.
I ride this bus, it's the fastest, easiest way for me to get to campus so I do not support these
changes. It's already really hard to get to my apartment using the bus system (in Carrboro)
without taking away this route.
I would not like a longer bus ride. Please reconsider.
Depends on how the changes for cm and cpx happen. 15 minute interval in morning and
afternoon needs to remain
The JFX bus has high ridership in the afternoon. I would encourage you to make sure that
this ridership can be accommodated with the CM and CPX bus before making this change.
Remove the route connecting campus and one of the biggest park and ride lot in area?
Seriously?
This bus route is used, by me and many others who appreciate the efficiency of a minimal
stop morning and afternoon commute.
This is a terrible idea. Why not get rid of half the Cw instead since that route takes a
ridiculous amount of time to run.
I do not like this scenario because it removes the JFX, the bus line that I rely on. I very much
like its quick service to the health sciences area of the UNC campus that the CW doesn't do
very quickly and even the CPX would about double my commute time.
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Other comments about Scenario 1 Route N

As a student, I lived in sublets in the Northside neighborhood, and I had plenty of friends
who lived along that corridor. An even frequency of 60 minutes makes no sense. If I miss the
one bus in the morning, I need to walk 25-40 minutes to campus up and down hills or wait
till the next hour? Why would you not have peak frequencies? That just literally doesn't
make sense. I don't really have comments on the deleted section, as I am not particularly
familiar with that area.
Too infrequent, preventing flexible schedule for students to get to and from school and
work. Minimum 2x hourly would be better.
I live in the Meadowmont apartments. The frequency of the new N route servicing
Meadowmont (once per hour) is a huge inconvenience. Perhaps there could be a couple
hours in the morning and evening during which the frequency was at least every 30
minutes. Also, 7 pm is very early to be ending service. Alternatively, another bus route
(maybe the S) could also service Meadowmont.
N bus frequency CANNOT BE REDUCED. It already doesn't come enough and it is packed by
the time it comes to town hall. I wish it came every 15 minutes!
The N route is one of the few routes that go to the UNC Family Medicine building from
outside of campus. If it is not going to be there, that portion of the route should be added to
one of the routes that goes down MLK.
more frequently
I would not like to see the N route headways reduced to 60 minutes. It is not clear from the
map, but I would like to see the N route continue to serve Estes Park Apartments. I would
like N service to run until 8pm on weekdays to accommodate those who work late on
campus.
I would not like to see the N route headways reduced to 60 minutes. It is not clear from the
map, but I would like to see the N route continue to serve Estes Park Apartments. I would
like N service to run slightly later (until 8pm) on weekdays.
Please do not decrease the number of rides. One every 30 minutes is already too much.
Please do not leave Estes Park Apartments. Please extend until, at least, 8 pm.
60m frequency means nobody will ever use that route. It's pointless.
"Route N frequency would be reduced to 60 minutes all day." I thought this plan was
designed for increasing frequency. Please check rider numbers on the N route on weekday
mornings before you decide that every 60 min is sufficient. The current route also serves
students, faculty and staff who are traveling to Cameron Ave as well as Manning Dr campus
locations. How will the latter be served by this -- especially if you kill the A route?
The reduced frequency is already quite difficult to work around after noon; this would just
make it all the time difficult. Maybe instead of doing away with the higher frequency
entirely, just shorten it. Peak could be shortened to until 10am instead of 12.
Already stated, but timing is detrimental
It is important to keep access to Meadowmont, so if the V bus no longer serves it, some bus
line should.
Reducing the N bus to 60 minute intervals is unacceptable. It is already overcrowded during
peak hours even on the half hour. This will be exacerbated even more with the proposed
extended route.
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Other comments about Scenario 1 Route NU

OK to not go on Hillsborough Street.
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Other comments about Scenario 1 Route T

Seems redundant with other routes that take Franklin St to get downtown, instead of
serving the Eastwood Lake area.
I do not like this change, it will no longer service my home.
Service Hours needs to be extended for Route T on weekdays, especially around 9AM at the
131 S Columbia Street stop. The T-bus needs to come more frequently there heading North.
Changes seem nice. T bus is often clogged with students who live on MLK making me often
miss the bus.
Would the frequency of the t route increase or would the time in which it runs expand to
after 6:15? Since it no longer runs in the same direction as the NS, I can imagine it being
more difficult for some people without an increase in buses. Also this route seems like it will
take much longer for those on weaver dairy, but I can’t tell for sure.
As an avid T-bus rider living on we we dairy, the proposed changes are welcoming as often
times the T bus becomes heavily clogged with riders who should take the NS up MLK. These
changes would eliminate that congestion and I believe the new route would provide service
to those who actually need it. I would say the new route seems a little long.
I'm concerned the trip from Westminster Circle to UNC will take longer than it currently
does. I like that there might be service the length of Weaver Dairy, but I don't know whether
moving the T From MLK is the way to provide that new service.
This looks like it would replace route G in servicing Sedgefield drive, but hard to see without
a proper map! Would it be bidirectional?
I think the hours should be later in the evening.
This will make getting downtown from Weaver Dairy Road area take much longer and would
represent worse service than currently is the case.
Current ridership on the NS and T bus are extremely high in the morning and afternoon generally standing room only. Unless the frequency of the NS is increased, removing the T
bus from it's current route down MLK Blvd would make morning and afternoon travel
extremely difficult for staff and students traveling to the many apartment complexes along
the Blvd.
I like that where I live will now have Saturday service.
T route provides access to Timberlyne mall from my community. Why would you consider
changing it.
A bit confused by the maps on the site here.
This new route might be good for riders on Weaver Dairy, but MLK riders will be negatively
affected by this route. NS frequency would need to be increased
It eliminates the means of transportation for many students of Chapel Hill East High School.
Does this T run on weekends? Otherwise very limited.
Exact route from Weaver Dairy to Honeysucle is not clear. Looks as though it may go down
Sedgefield
I understand the desired to connect the T route to Franklin St but it is also sorely needed on
MLK
The elimination of the T route down MLK Jr Drive is totally inadvisble, many students and
workers use this route to downtown CH (Franklin and Columbia) nd to the UNC Manning St.
This would be a TERRIBLE change
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Other comments about Scenario 1 Route T

This route is tortuously longer for existing riders and does not make convenient sense. It
would work for transfers if it ran on a 15 minute schedule, only. Otherwise you could walk
faster to your destination
Bring the proposed T route down North Lakeshore Drive to make up for loss of G route in
this Scenario.
This scenario appears to cut T service up MLK while not increasing the frequency of any
other buses. Transit on MLK during rush hour is a nightmare, with buses regularly skipping
stops due to overcrowding.
Bus routes along MLK are almost always over-crowded during morning and evening
commute (more so than buses along Franklin). Re-routing the T seems to just make that
worse - but I do like the added service to the Booker Creek neighborhood and the Saturday
service.
NS and T area already overfull and have drivers skipping stops. Removing T service up MLK
without increasing NS frequency is a recipe for disaster.
Removing T without increasing NS frequency is going to cause major headaches during rush
hour.
Do not take the T off of MLK. With a 45 minute headway, this would turn a frequent trip
for me, and a work access trip for my wife, from a 15 minute trip to something that could
take an hour if it is not made a timed transfer with the NS on every pass. But I can't
imagine timed transfers ever being added to the NS outside of downtown.
It is very annoying not being able to get in the bus because is full of students getting off
befor Hillsborough St. Those of us who live or park after Estes have to hop on 3 buses to get
passed Estes: NU, A and finally T
I’m very pleased by this change, as I had previously written to Chapel Hill Transit specifically
asking that the route of the T be extended eastward past the high school to connect to the
buses that run down Franklin Street towards downtown. This new routing addresses that
concern and allows the T to continue serving downtown, and there is still a route that will
serve residents of MLK Boulevard.
Reorganizing the route this way would make it much less useful.
I am concerned about the commute length. I do not think that service until 7:00pm is
enough - I would suggest service until 8:00pm at least. I can't tell from the map whether this
route services Booker Creek Rd and the Summerfield Crossing neighborhood.
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Other comments about Scenario 1 Route V

V in place of G route? Is this a cut back to service down Raleigh Road? Lots of us live down
here!
Would the v route still come to Meadowmont?
When southern village residents wanted to get rid of the bus, I fought hard to keep it, and
have ridden it regularly. I have been in DC for 3 years, and on my return am very displeased
to see that now CHT's plans all eliminate bus service within the "new urbanism"
development of Southern Village, and serve only the park & ride. At a minimum, come in
on Arlen park, take Edgewater circle around to Brookgreen to get to the PR lot with either
the V or NS.
I think the V can be completely removed instead of being modified.
I oppose reduction of the v route, especially if access to the neighborhoods of Southern
Village and Meadowmont.
How long does CH Transit expect the average rider should walk to reach a bus stop?
Eliminating the V would ask that riders in Southern Village walk a mile to the park-and-ride,
effectively transforming the line into a service only for those who drive in and not those
who live in the neighborhood's 550 single-family homes, 375 townhomes and
condominiums, and 250 apartments. That's a lot of potential riders to push off bus service!
It's a little silly, but I think it was nice to have a route connecting the two "new urbanist"
developments in Chapel Hill, Southern Village, and Meadowmont. This particular route does
take away a 1 stop ride for me from my home to the heart of campus, but I can also easily
walk that route. Not a huge loss.
Under the new plan there's no direct route from southern village to the law school, that's a
major problem for me.
I strongly oppose these changes to the V route. UNC hospitals has multiple clinics based in
Meadowmont, so direct services between the hospital and that location are desirable. My
colleagues currently drive between the locations, because the direct bus service is so
sporadic. Also, many UNC employees live in Southern village, so the direct connection is a
positive. I choose public transport over driving for environmental reasons. This change
would force me to revert. Obviously, I would welcome increased frequency of the current
V service.
I live in Meadowmont apartments a ride the V. Under these changes, I would ride another
bus route (N route) which only comes once per hour. For the residents of Meadowmont,
this is a significant inconvenience.
See previous comments. If V no longer serves SV then it would be important to me for the
NS to traverse the neighborhood as V does now. Looks like I would have to take NS and
switch to N to get to Meadowmont. Would NS run on Saturdays to SV?
I don't see the V bus going to Southern Village anymore (on this map). Is that correct? I think
the V bus needs to continue to connect SV with Meadowmont.
These changes are truly not changes in quality of service. There are a significant number of
seniors living in Meadowmont. This route does not provide service into Carborro but is
clearly a route intended only to service students traveling to and from campus. In short, the
V route does nothing to ameliorate the ever growing traffic problem.
I enjoy ridership on V route within Southern Village. I think the number of stops within
Southern Village could be reduced to maintain some bus service within Southern Village
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Other comments about Scenario 1 Route V

It’s critical for medical and shopping. Many older people in Southern Village use the V bus
V is needed in S Village
I rely on the V bus from Southern Village to UNC campus 5 days per week.
I oppose eliminating the V route to/through Southern Village. I hope if it is eliminated that
additional NS routes will be scheduled.
I'll miss the V going to Southern Village, but in all honesty it doesn't seem to have much of a
purpose.
the Friday Center and Southern Village are well used park and ride lots. Why would you
consider offering less service to these areas?
I am in my 70s. I use the V route that circles through Southern Village. Eliminating that loop
will require me to drive and park, at least as far as the NS park-and-ride. Not good.
I do not support elimination of V bus service to Southern Village.
I rely on service to Meadowmont so it appears this would decrease my ability to go to that
destination from downtown
As long as frequency of stops for NS route increases then removing V is OK
As noted above, I think that the V route serves an important, but unsatisfied need.
However, I would agree that that the V and NS routes are not currently very well
coordinated. I wonder it might be possible come up with a combined routing scheme that
could provide the best of both services. Perhaps something along the lines of one NS bus
per hour or so goes on a route into the community. It’s return to the P&R stop, though,
(unlike the current schedules) should be coordinated so that it slips back into the regular NS
schedule. Also, perhaps it would be enough to have the runs into the community only
during selected periods during the day. Another alternative, although I don’t whether the
demand would be sufficient to support it, might involve having a smaller vehicle like a
microbus or even a van that runs fairly frequently through more areas of the SV community
and takes riders to/from the P&R stop to catch the NS.
I would consider this essential as it seems to be realigned to replace how I use the G now
(U-mall to law school). Higher peak frequency than G current operates on is great.
The proposed V route should ride through Hamilton Road instead of Oakwood Drive
because there are a lot of student residents living on Hamilton Road and the Glen Lennox
Apartments than on Oakwood Drive.
Please keep the V running through Southern Village.
I do not support any of the three scenarios, because none of them include the V bus loop
through Southern Village. I depend on that loop for my commute and do not want it to be
eliminated.
My house and most people in the back half of the neighborhood are a mile or more from
the park and ride and there are extremely steep hills to get there. PLEASE do not eliminate
the V bus. That would eliminate any reasonable bus access for at least half of this large
highly densely populated neighborhood!!! Especially in the winter.
We need a bus that comes through Southern Village. Not just the park and ride (which costs
money to park there).
You took V away from southern village and I don't agree with this change.
Please do not remove V service within Southern Village.
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Other comments about Scenario 1 Route V

We live on the V-line route in SV. Once the bus enters the neighborhood it is almost always
completely empty. A waste of resources. I take the route regularly but am almost always the
only one on the bus plus I often walk to the park and ride (from HighGrove Dr) to get the NS.
It is close enough for anyone in the neighborhood to make it to the park and ride.
Give us scenarios to improve it, not eliminate it.
If the V bus is eliminated from the Southern Village area that is the weekend bus for us.
Also the V bus gives us more frequency It would be nice if the V bus would still stop At
Southern Village and continue on to the new route to the University Place along Fordham
Boulevard.
How is Glen Lennox served? The map below through Glen Lennox is not the same the map
shown on the main page. That map shows the route traversing Rogerson (i.e. east of
Oakwood, not west). Please make maps consistent.
This would eliminate the rout that is my primary transportation to work: the V bus into
southern village!
Eliminating the V bus route from looping through Southern Village May cause hardship to
those currently on the bus line loop that would not be able to walk the challenging hills
between Highgrove and the SV park and Ride lot to ride the NS bus to intersect with the
modified V route.
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Other comments about Scenario 1 On-Demand Emerging Mobility Zones

These changes should not be made without providing specific details on how these so-called
Mobility Zones would work. The public should then be given an opportunity to comment on
the plan once those details are in place.
This is garbage can fire terrible. First, outer neighborhoods should be getting the most
frequent and **reliable** services. These are the ones that are most likely forced to drive,
and this is where you will gain the *most* benefit, for those citizens and for air quality.
Partnerships with private providers (specifically Uber and Lyft) is a terrible idea because
those areas have low population density, so drivers would be circling around for longer
finding new customers. Other cities have found that congestion has worsened with Uber
and Lyft because of this. Please no. Just no. Thanks.
I do not think this is clear and do not understand. Would this cost the rider more money?
Would this cost the transit budget more money?
Unclear how this would work, but as long as it covers the Culbreth Rd. (D-route) it would be
ok
What are these? They are currently poorly explained.
I don't think that you should privative specific areas since Chapel Hill Transit is free to ride in
general.
I don't really get these. I'd just get rid of them completely. I imagine that they there
primarily to make people who are losing some service feel better, but it seems complicated
and unncecessary.
Booker Creek and Ephesus Church Emerging Mobility Zones may be difficult for some
residents in those areas to use, especially if they have poor literacy, technology skills, or
access to internet/phone (all of which are required to call for on-demand service). Chapel
Hill Transit should take initiative to discuss the pros and cons of such a service with
residents in those areas, as younger, low-income, underserved citizens who do/may soon
depend on existing bus services may be negatively impacted but do not know this
survey/conversation exists.
EZ rider and Shared ride are largely unknown and oversubscribed at the same time. How
much will it cost, are the vehicles ADA certified,and how will it work?
It doesn't make a lot of sense to force riders to resort to increased fairs with private
companies.
Uber etc. is not a viable option as daily transportation.
This might be a great idea, but to throw it out half baked makes me hate it a lot. I moved to
the neighborhood because of F bus service so this is very frustrating for me.
One general note - with modest changes in scenario 1, is this sustainable? I like the
acknowledgment that ridership is low in certain areas, but the on-demand emerging
mobility zones allow the community some benefits of public transportation. If we want to
encourage public transportation, then it must be accessible to all neighborhoods across the
town.
You call them mobility zones, but calling them that does not help my mobility. I'm in the
middle of one. Am I supposed to call you when I need to go to work? I used to have a bus
nearby and now they are getting further and further away. Most of my neighbors have given
up on the buses. Help us, don't make it worse.
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Other comments about Scenario 1 On-Demand Emerging Mobility Zones

Shared Ride Taxi didn't work before, why would this work now? it would serve a very
narrow group.
I don't like the idea of On-Demand. I think too many people will want trips at the same
times of day and I think a neighborhood bus would work better. Why not have
neighborhood routes that go to a place where we can transfer like U-Place?
On demand zones may be good for folks in the lower income housing such as that off of
Piney Mountain. However, there must be a concerted education effort to make sure folks in
that housing are comfortable using that novel system.
I think this is a good idea in theory, however I question the cost of providing on demand
transportation in these areas. I would strongly caution CHT from patnering with Uber/Lyft
due to their shady business practices and lack of driver-vetting.
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Other comments about Scenario 2 Route CM

The CM route is too long for me to be efficient. It also isn't frequent enough. I sincerely
hope the JFX remains in operation.
Having bus service on Sundays would be absolutely wonderful!!
like having weekend options
Good, but the cm needs to run more frequently weekdays because its always packed
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Other comments about Scenario 2 Route CPX

It's OK not to have weekend service on the CPX but there must continue to be service in the
morning and in the afternoon and evenings during the week since it is the only route that
serves the Carrboro Plaza Park and Ride. The CPX should be expanded, not reduced. The JFX
does not go to Carrboro Plaza, it only goes to the Jones Ferry Park and Ride. This is a BAD
idea.
So, does it still run in the evening? If not, that is a problem.
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Other comments about Scenario 2 Route CW

Please make CW run all weekend
Increased weekend would be wonderful, especially if there could be limited service from
Carrboro to Chapel Hill and back on Sundays
more CW
The CW needs to run later on Saturday up into night time and it needs to run on Sundays!
Weekend service for the CW is usually pretty bad. It is either very late or very early. I often
miss it. I hope that weekend service for the CW will be more timely and more frequent
(closer to every half and hour. every 50 minutes is too infrequent).
I like the idea of expanded weekend hours for the CW. I know it has some weekend hours
now, but they have always seem limited and slightly inaccessible for my usage needs.
The cw is terrible- too windy, takes forever to get anywhere, always packed. Needs to be
reduced.
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Other comments about Scenario 2 Route D

Additional weekend service is great
This is the only scenerio that keeps my stop, so I favor it strongly!
Also good. The D is crucial for connecting the Smith Level area to destinations along greater
Franklin St.
Weekend hours could be a nice addition. Mainly, I support this scenario because it
continues the D route on Culbreth Rd.
I am in favor of increasing weekend service for the D route.
Please keep service for the D route to Smith Level Rd. I like that this scenario involves
keeping service to Smith level Rd.
Route D is very busy right now, and so I think changes should be made to the route.
This is a route I don't take often, but it would be nice to have a one-stop ride (for me, at
least) to the CHPL, especially during the weekend. I've noticed that quite a few UNC
students go there, too, so this might be a good option for those students. It's a little
disappointing that this route won't be extended to Durham in this scenario. I think that such
an extension would be an attraction for riders who might not have other means to go to the
stores around Mt Moriah Rd.
As long as the frequency is enough during the day from Ram's Head Plaza area to UNC, this
would be fine.
regular D
It looks as though the D route remains unchanged. This route is soooo long and it gets so
crowded at peak times. (Maybe not quite as crowded as the NS, but pretty close!) Weekend
service, however, is tempting. My husband and I would definitely make use of that.
Keep Route D as it currently exists.
While the decision to not use Elliot Rd (where D buses often had difficulty turning, causing
traffic delays and congested intersections) was very smart, I was disappointed that this
rendition of the D route did not extend to Durham; extending it there (and using other
services to cover for potential inefficiencies near Culbreth) may allow for additional
ridership and access to more shopping options (i.e. Patterson and Walmart).
This route change is not beneficial. It would be better to increase frequency during the
week. In 4 years I have needed the weekend bus twice. However, I need frequent D routes
daily through the week for work.
I like the extension of weekend service, although I would miss the proposed extensions into
Durham which are part of scenarios 1 and 3.
Per my comments on the J-Route, I feel like this route could potentially be modified to
service the Rock Haven/Smith Level loop portion of the J-Route, and routing could be more
logically aligned on the J Route. Separate of that, I was a fan of the plan on Scenario 1 to
have this line service the New Hope Commons area. I believe this is something that should
be added to some trips throughout the weekdays and all trips on weekends. This again is an
opinion based on my own experiences trying to access shopping centers during a period
when I did not have a car.
I’d love the added weekend hours, but I strongly believe the route D alignment needs to
change to make the loop at the end smaller and provide two-way service along a greater
extent of the route. There’s a large population of folks in Colony Lake, Pickard Oaks, and
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other nearby communities for whom bus travel is really only convenient in one direction —
which means, ultimately, it’s not useful, so ridership probably isn’t what it could be.
Great addition for the weekend service. Would like to have extended or more frequent
hours during night.
Route D is the only reasonably close route to my house. I have anticipated using the bus
more frequently and like the idea of availability on weekends.
So many people (adults and teens) live off culbreth Rd. Give us a chance to use public
transportation on the weekends when we don't have work or school. And don't just offer it,
promote and encourage it. Every 35 minutes is a lot. Maybe hourly at first until we get the
hang of it if necessary. Thank you!
there are only 2 good routes to Franklin from Estes. Last weekend we waited in the cold for
bus D for so long that we finally gave up and paid. To ride the Triangle Transit bus.
Increasing the wait time is just wrong!
I like the later service for the D route
I also daily utilize the J/JN route.
While adding the weekend service is good the D route is pretty ridiculous. The route is way
too long (40 minutes to go 4 miles is crazy).
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Keeping this long-standing (40-plus years) route intact is a positive, because while the outer
neighborhoods on each end do not appear to be experiencing land use changes (new
structures), they are experiencing *occupancy* changes, with more transit-dependent
residents occupying less expensive older housing (1960s and early 1970s). ¶ Early trips on
Sunday may get very light use. CHT needs to market the new service in all areas where it's
added.
F route needs a 5:45 westbound from Franklin street - anyone who works on south campus
cannot get there by 5:15, then has to wait a full hour
This route is not great, but it still serves the people who live in further flung areas (west
Carrboro, Colony Hills) and use the bus. If you want to reduce commuting by car, these
areas *especially* must be served because they are the ones that benefit most from bus
service. People who live in denser areas closer to the center of town have several options
for non-car travel (walking, biking, etc.) whereas these are more difficult/unattractive
options for people who live a greater distance from downtown.
I have lived in the Colony Woods area of Chapel Hill for 5-1/2 years, and our household has
needed only one car precisely because of the current route of the F-bus, which has allowed
me to commute to UNC easily. Our family has reflected exactly the response to Chapel HillUNC's transport policy was designed to elicit.
Of the three scenarios, this is the only one
which benefits me and my neighbours in the Colony Woods Area. WHILE THE ADDITIONAL
WEEKEND SERVICE OF THIS SERVICE WOULD BE WELCOME, I WOULD BE HAPPY TO
CONTINUE WITH THE STATUS QUO RATHER THAN REROUTE THE F-BUS AS PROPOSED IN
SCENARIOS 1 AND 3. It is not entirely clear how much we would use the weekend service,
insofar as scheduling travel with a "once in 65 minutes" frequency runs the risk of long waits
that can (unfortunately) be easily overcome by driving. But the current route of the F bus
has enabled us to keep our family down to one car, which I fear will not be the case if the F
bus is rerouted during the week.
Anything you can do to speed up the "layover" at University Mall would be appreciated!
I like specifically that it goes farther up Hillsborough, servicing many residential spaces and
not simply stopping after downtown. This is important because the buses don't just take
people to and from attractions or destinations...people must also get *home.*
I'd like to see some weekend service for Route F.
What's with the detour that the F takes to the University Mall? I get that it goes to a
shopping centre, but it adds maybe 10 minutes to the ride... and how many people actually
use the F there, especially given the terminals?
Please add weekend routes for this stop! It would be great if you could get to the campus
quicker then it currently is.
Route f needs to have weekend service
I live on hillsborough Rd and find it extremely frustrating that the f route does not come to
my area on weekends.
regular F
If the hours of the F Route allowed me to arrive from Ephesus Church Road to UNC Hospital
before 6:50am, I would be a regular rider.
I need Route F to get to work, as do many people in my neighborhood in Colony Woods.
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I like the extended hours of service for the F route - this could replace car trips for my
family.
The specifics giving about the routes on the individual route pages needs to be given on the
"general" page. Without full information, we cannot give meaningful feedback.
I think the change is no change which is good.
We need weekend service to f line . Also need service to run until 11 on weekends . If so ,
we would likely go out to more cgapel Hill business where we have difficulty parking
My understanding from several university colleagues is that this route is used by many
particularly in the Colony Woods area. The removal of this service area would be a
significant hardship to those riders, and as such this scenario (2) the only one that accounts
for that. Future revisions may want to consider some type of coverage in that area.
Keep route F in Colony Woods. We need to have a way to get to Rams Plaza, Eastgate, UNC,
and you should add the public library off Estes Rd. (A parent and children are not going to
haul themselves up the hill from Franklin St., then hope to safely cross Franklin St. to return.
)
I like that you've kept Colony Woods on the F route. It would be even better if it stopped at
the public library. Glad you have it slated for some weekend service. Frequency of service
matters, too, and I can't tell what's changed with that (during the week).
Wish it could be even more frequent, though. Are we talking about Sat AND Sun, by the
way? Or just Saturday?
F needs to be kept as a route
I like the idea of weekend service. I would love to be able to take the bus to downtown
restaurants on the weekends.
I think that the F route should be simplified, similarly to the first scenario.
I am not sure of the changes, but would like F route to Ephesus Church road retained.
Scenario 2 is the only one which will continue to serve my neighborhood, the Colony Woods
neighborhood, so this is the one I would prefer.
Please keep the F route in Colony Woods! People rely on it for getting to work!
Please keep this route!! In Colony Woods.
Please keep the F route (or even just service to Ephesus church road) so that members of
colony woods has access to public transit
Adding weekend service along Ephesus Church Road is a good thing, especially for young
teenagers who cannot yet drive.
Weekend service could use an improvement. It would be nice to be able to go downtown in
the evening and get home!
The continuation of service to Ephesus and CW is important! The combo FG service on the
weekend has been workable.
We would like to have weekend service in Colony Woods.
Weekend service is nice because I can use it to take my child to the mall/downtown on
weekends. I like that it doesn't eliminate service to where I live, which all the other
proposals do.
Please keep the F bus running through Colony Woods. Thanks!
Save the F! We need and depend on the F in colony woods.
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Extremely important to maintain the F bus route through Colony Woods
Keep Route F (this is only scenario that does) & increase nights/weekend service
The F route should stay.
Thanks for at least keeping this route alive for Colony Woods in one scenario. Don't leave
Colony woods out. They are a large and established neighborhood of this city. They need a
bus route.
Please select this scenario so that Colony Woods/ Ephesus Church Rd maintains service.
Bus F loops through Colony Woods. It is the only bus that I can take to go to work. Please do
not remove it. Thanks!
Please keep this route that runs through Colony Woods neighborhood. I have mobility
limitations and without this service I could no longer use public transit
Please keep the F route in Colony Woods
Please keep F Route and provide more weekend services. We have a lot of people who need
the bus here. Perhaps a smaller bus could be used during the less busy times.
Of the three scenarios presented, I support Scenario 2 because it maintains public
transportation service to and from Ephesus Church Road, Ephesus Elementary School, and
the Colony Woods and Briarcliff neighborhoods. As a resident of Colony Woods, I strongly
support the continuation of public transportation services to and from this neighborhood.
We use the F bus frequently and live off of Ephesus Church Rd. - towards the Durham line.
My hope is there will eventually be a train station that would connect us and the system
even more. With either other scenario, the walk to a bus stop that would take us to
downtown/UNC/Carrboro would take almost 30 minutes, plus a 40+ minutes bus ride.
Please keep the Colony Woods/Ephesus route running! The bus has missed us at the stop
several times - I assume they are use to blowing through it, but we do have ridership from
our neighborhood. The other MAJOR concern for ALL of these scenarios - why aren't there
more bus routes running to the high schools and middle schools!? East Chapel Hill High is
not out of the way - and no one can take a bus from the school district really - why is there
no overlap between the school district and bus route??? There are so many activities after
school that would benefit from a city bus route. Phillips Middle school students use the bus
very frequently, check the stops near the school morning and afternoon to see! Not so for
East Chapel Hill High (and I presume Chapel Hill and Carrboro also) why - because there are
no bus routes that run to the neighborhoods that feed this school at appropriate times - this
should be checked - 1500+ students at each high school, and almost no coverage from
public transportation - this is a population who could use this system and continue to use it
into adult hood, being completely missed and trained to not use public transportation please work on this, I think it is a huge issue with our public transport system. Thank You!
I think that you should consider eliminating the university mall stop from the F bus route. It
makes the route too long, and people can walk to Franklin street to pick up a bus.
My family and I specifically use this route. With either other plan, public transit becomes
effectively inaccessible.
this again, is the only change that keeps ANY BUS SERVICE IN THIS AREA.
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I think it's not a bad idea to have shorter hours but better peak frequencies. However, this
sounds not great for night class continuing ed students at the Friday Center. Some classes
end pretty late, and while I do get that the rider numbers might be pretty low, maybe just
once at 7:30PM and once at 9:00PM might be enough to catch classes that end at 7:15PM
and 8:45PM? (Or at least something like that.) Thanks for reading!
More coordination between timing of this route and the S would be more beneficial to this
route, and not reducing it's use. Also, forcing riders to use the S would cause crowding of
the stop directly across the street from the P&R lot at the Friday Center. There is no
crosswalk or established area for the stop, just a shoulder on the side of the road to stand.
This scenario is poorly designed, constructed, and reflects a severe lack of "on-the-ground"
information in its planning.
The 15-minute in the evening is not good. The busses are always full now, never mind if the
service stopped at 6.
Limiting the FCX, especially in the evenings would be terrible for the large amount of
employees and students that count on this bus for transportation. There needs to be a bus
route tha goes towards the firday center that runs consistently and after 6:00 pm. The
current hours that the FCX run are ideal. Unless there is a VERY SIGNIFICANT increase in S
busses running then I do not support limiting the FCX hours. Additionally, the FCX hours in
the morning should be extended to past 9:00 am and until at least 10:00 am as many
employees and students do not need to be on campus by 9:00 am and need consistent
busses in the morning.
Don’t do anything to decrease FCX coverage
Many people park at the Friday center and ride FCX. Shortening the schedule doesn't seem
to make sense from my limited perspective. The bus is usually near full or overfull when I
ride. What I have never understood has been the long lapse between the 9:30 and 10 am
buses. Perhaps continie the service to 9:45, and cut out the 10 am bus.
FCX should be longer with improved service frequencies
I don't think that you should reduce service to the Friday Center in the evening. I frequently
work passed 6 pm and many people are on the bus passed this time period. Reducing it in
the morning is doable but I think that 9:15 am is more acceptable. than 8:55 am.
I do not think you should reduce service to the Friday Center. I take this bus everyday and
work late. Many people take the bus after 6 pm and it would not work to eliminate this
option. Further, even having more buses run before 6 pm won't increase service because
traffic on campus around 5 pm due to student traffic (walking) is horrible and slows the bus
service down a lot. If you want to reduce morning operations, I believe 9:30 am is better
than 8:55 am. I was late this morning due to traffic on 40 W and my bus at 9:05 am leaving
the Friday Center had at least 8 people on it.
The reduced times means that more people will cram themselves into the bus and they're
packed as is. Also, you need to check your thing about the changes. One place it says the
FCX route will have "shorter hours of service—from 5:15 AM to 8:55 AM" but then in the
next sentence it says " every 7.5 minutes from 7:15 AM to 9:10 AM" which time is it actually
ending: 8:55AM or 9:10AM?
Please do NOT shrink the ranges in which FCX operates - I usually ride it outside the new
ranges proposed, and I see many others do too
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Weekend service is great news
Very glad Booker Creek stop remains. Very happy about weekend service.
This route is the only public transit access for the lake forest community. Given the hilly
terrain where biking is difficult into town this is a big help and weekend service would avoid
driving car into town.
The CL and G are very important to all of the people who live in this area, specifically the
Booker Creek community.
It very important the service on the weekends and the change in the bus station specially in
Christopher road or maybe the implementation of light traffic ??
Our entire family uses Route G. We would use it even more if Route G service was provided
on the weekend. All other scenarios decrease service in the Eastwood Lake neighborhood!
The G is so important for many residents of Booker Creek to get to class and work. I am
happy that scenario 2 leaves it intact, and increases weekend service.
The G route is used by dozens of Eastwood Lake neighborhood kids everyday to go to
school, it should not be altered.
I like that the current G bus will remain and will still serve Lakeshore, and add additional
weekend routes.
I'm a strong advocate of keeping the Route G service through the Booker Creek and Lake
Forest neighborhoods. Our family, including two teenagers, has used this route in previous
years. Our use has decreased due to job changes & kids going to college. However, both
Booker Creek & Lake Forest neighborhoods are transitioning with an increase in younger
families, as well as aging residents who benefit from the bus service. Please keep regular G
Route service to Booker Creek & Lake Forest as you plan future master route schedules. I
would question if the proposed weekend service needs to operate every 60 minutes, or as
late as 8pm. Thank you.
I would be happy to see weekend service on Route 3 along Lakeshore Drive.
I do not drive and the bus currently goes close to my home. Being able to use the bus on
weekends would help me.
Like addition of weekend service
I only ride G bus and I take it to work at UNC during the weekday. It is strange you remove
my bus stop in Scenario 1 and 3 but increase the server on Scenario 2. Couldn't we just keep
it as now? I need G bus and I don't support to increase the cost for weekend rides.
I have never understood why the G route wasn’t turned into a loop by connecting from
UMall to Booker Creek with buses going in each direction. It would provide a core to CH
with the ability to get on and off and combine with different routes. Having buses go in each
direction on a loop would also mean trips wouldn’t take an Hour to go ten minutes’
distance.
Please keep this route running and running regularly.
Please keep route G in place with added weekend service.
Happy to keep the existing route G. I like the expanded weekend service.
This is the only proposed scenario that keeps G on Lakeshore. Please do keep this.
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Please keep the G route servicing Booker Creek and Lakeshore towards Estes Dr and then to
Franklin Street- this has been an important transportation option for our family -and
neighborhood- for many years!
As long as G route services Booker Creek/Lakeshore and goes past Phillips Middle.
I would use this bus on the weekends.
It would be great to have weekend service for the G route so that non-driving teenagers can
use it to get downtown.
This is the best proposal for my neighborhood. I see many riders on the bus on the G route,
which serves our neighborhood. I also support weekend service.
Having the G available on weekends would be beneficial, as there is no service within two
miles of the lakeshore area and leaves the community stranded on weekends if they are
unable to use a car.
We strongly support keeping weekday service for Route G and applaud the addition of
weekend service as well. Please do this for Route G!
Keep the G route as it is.
Keep to G running to residential neighborhoods!!
As a resident of Kirkwood, I cannot tell you how much the G route means to me. I use other
routes as needed or when the timing is more advantageous to me (e.g., D and CL), but most
of the time the G Bus gets me downtown and usually gets me back. Although retired, I am
auditing classes at the University and know that the bus system is making it possible.
Route G is the only route we rely on to get in/out of Booker Creek community. It's essential
to our daily commute. Adding weekend services would be very welcome.
Route G needs to be preserved on weekdays, not weekends, so that students who use this
route during the week to get home from Philips Middle along Lakeshore drive can continue
to do so.
The added weekend service is a good change.
G is important to me in Booker Creek. We bought our house because it was on this bus
route.
I live on Sedgefield Drive, and sometimes ride the G bus as it now goes. I really appreciate
this scenario keeping the G in place. The weekend service for the G would be especially nice
- I would use the G bus to take my toddler downtown if it were available on weekends. I
think we would take it a lot on the weekend.
Weekend service would be very valuable.
Will be happy to use it on weekends for myself and the kids.
Need to see all the roads covered please! After reading comments below it appears this is
the existing route G - but that it hard to tell from the map!
Current weekend FG route does not provide weekend service for those who can not walk a
long way.
Am particularly concerned about the impact of the changes in the G bus not rotating in the
Lakeshore Drive / Booker Creek part. That is well-used during the week. I am not sure it
would be as used during the weekend so am not sure that is worth the change.
It is the only scenario that keeps the G bus coming through Lakeshore and Booker Creek.
Please do not eliminate!!!!
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The only change I see for route G in scenario 2 is that weekend service was added. I don't
see anything saying what the hours are or the frequency.
I like Scenario 2 because it keeps the "G" line and adds week-end service
I like the addition of the weekend bus route and that the G route would still service Curtis
road. If possible, it would be nice to increase frequency so that the bus comes more than
once every 60min.
Maintaining essentially the same G route is very important, affecting a substantial number
of riders
Preserving basically the same service for the G route is desirable and supported by a
considerable number of riders in the affected neighborhoods.
half an hour per bus during will be better
I don't want any changes to the G route and have helped pay for it through high taxes since
the mid-1970's.
I can't tell the hours, but reduced frequency during the middle of weekdays makes sense. I
think weekend service on the G on Lakeshore is not required.
I like the weekend service, but it should run more frequently on weekdays especially.
I would like to see Route G still exist and even have some weekend time.
I will ride route G in weekends if weekend service is offered
Keeping the current G route is better than eliminating it as in Scenario 3 but it's still not
usable for shopping and entertainment. The new G route in Scenario 1 is much better.
Glad to see the addition of Saturday and Sunday service.
I will ride route G in weekends if the weekend service is added
The other two alternatives are very poor for service in my area (near Eastwood Lake).
Weekend service would be a useful thing
I occasionally use Route G on Lakeshore Drive and would like to see it continued in that
location.
The G route used to go through Ridgefield.Briarcliff, and it should again. If the town is
serious about reducing car traffic, then the bus service should be greatly expanded.
I think you should reinstate the G route in Ridgefield/Briarcliff, or have some bus route in
those neighborhoods --- to get to UNC, shopping, etc.
The G route is vital for staff of UNC hospitals, university faculty, university students and
Phillips Middle School students. Eliminating this route would be terrible and would
tremendously increase the need for automobile traffic to downtown. I would not like to see
the frequency of weekday buses decreased to accomodate Scenario 2
The G route is vital for staff of UNC hospitals, university faculty, university students and
Phillips Middle School students. Eliminating this route would be terrible and would
tremendously increase the need for automobile traffic to downtown. I would not like to see
the frequency of weekday buses decreased to accomodate Scenario 2
I’ve been taken on a Circle in this survey.
It's essential to keep it so that people can get to class.
It's not that the changes are bad (I don't currently use this route), it's that we missed the
opportunity to close the loop along G. G should continue down Estes so it makes the library
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accessible. I can currently walk to U Mall faster that I can get there by bus and it's over two
miles from my house.
I like that in scenario 2 G bus does not change on Lakeshore
Please keep G service to Lakeshore Drive, with reductions during non-peak times (i.e.
morning and evening)
I think it would be dangerous and unsightly to have the g bus run on the weekends
keep "G" running thru Booker creek and lakeshore
Addition of weekend service is a step in the right direction. I would also shorten intervals in
peak hours.
Long live the G route in its current state!!
use smaller buses for G Route
Love the idea of weekend service on the G route! It would make the G bus even better than
it is already.
Please add weekend s cruces for G bus up Lakeshore and booker creek.
Leave G route as is!
Like the expanded service and preservation of the route
If Route G is eliminated as in the other scenarios, it leaves a very big gap in service coverage
in the area.
The addition of weekend service would be good, but ideally you would also route the G bus
directly along Estes Drive from MLK to Franklin, as is proposed in scenario 1.
For almost thirty years I have relied on the G route for taking me from N. Lakeshore Dr. to
downtown. While I do not use it as much as I used to, I still use it as a convenient means to
travel and as a way to lessen downtown traffic. I object to the elimination of service that
Scenarios 1 and 3 propose.
We pay > $1000 per week city taxes. change G and expect to have relevant emails
subpoenaed and to be in court under oath. widely held suspicion is that the “ol’ convincer”
was used to “lubricate” the changes to get CH residents to travel to Durham malls.
This preserves scheduled access for neighborhoods like Lake Forest to schools and UNC
Provision of Saturday and Sunday service would be great, but I don't think it would need to
operate every 60 minutes.
These changes are good because they don't change this route, meaning I can still use it.
I am excited about the possibility of weekend service and would also like to see evening
service extended. I would be willing to pay to ride the bus, particularly during additional
hours.
I like this version that leaves the G bus with a route through Lakeshore. That section needs
to be served by a bus because there is no access from the central part of that neighborhood
to a major thoroughfare where another bus could be used. That section of Chapel Hill is
quite unique in that several neighborhoods run together without ever having a main road
(aside from Lakeshore) to access.
I appreciate that the G route continues in this scenario. This is an important route for
university professionals. On non peak hours, a smaller, more frequent van could be used in
this neighborhood to connect with frequent busses on MLK blvd. However, in the interest of
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keeping automobiles off campus and out of downtown, the morning and evening G busses
must remain for neighborhood transport.
Please keep Route G off Estes and Caswell and consider allowing spring and summertime
weekend scheduling so we can get downtown
It appears that this proposal keeps necessary service for Lake Forest, Booker Creek, Coker
Hills and Estes neighborhoods
To be able to have a sit down dinner downtown, I really need more time in the evening so
the bus need to be later.
Can you offer service a little later. If I leave for dinner at 5 pm -- there won't be enough time
at a nice sit down restaurant to get a ride home.
As I understand it, the G bus up North Lakeshore would be preserved, and we would get
weekend service. This would be better for us. This plan far preferable to Plans 1 and 3,
which would be most inconvenient.
I would like to see the G route maintained through N. Lakeshore Drive. This route serves not
only employees who work at UNC and other areas in town, but it also serves the nearby
schools, Estes and Phillips. We live close to the G route and see the extensive use that bus
gets from surrounding neighborhoods. It also serves an elderly population that, increasingly,
seems to use that bus to do shopping, etc. The addition of Saturday and Sunday service
would be ideal for this range of residents
I support the G bus maintaining its route through Lake Forest and the Booker Creek
apartments
Keeping North Lakeshore on the G route is important to university employees as well as
school children.
We utilize the G bus frequently, as do many others in the neighborhood and would live the
opportunity to use it on the weekends!
I strongly support maintaining service to the Booker Creek and North Lakeshore areas. I
would use weekend service.
I think this would be great to get out on a Saturday. Where I used to live I had that option
and it was nice to have to go to University Place.
As far as I can tell from this map, there will be an increase in service with no change in
route. If that is true, I'm all for it.
Going from Lakeshore Drive to campus, there is no parking. It's too steep for routine
bicycling. The G bus is the only hope.
I think I'm seeing that the G route is shortened-it doesn't go down to the Friday center
anymore. I always thought this route was too long.
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Reducing weekday service on the HS is a bad idea. It doesn't allows workers from the Rogers
Road area to use the service.
HS is the closest route to me that I would love to have weekend service.
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I think the HU runs too late. Often I see no one on it late at night. The absolute latest I use
it is at 5:30 to get home from work.
I rely on this bus to get to the Friday Center
The HU currently provides direct access to the hospital from the Ronald McDonald house. I
would hate to see families staying there have less access
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Fantastic! The J is a frequently used route that needs to operate on the weekends. It serves
as a crucial connection to Franklin St. and downtown Carrboro. The JN is almost useless.
I like the improved weekend service for this scenario. Further improvement of this route
could involve adding increased service during rush hour/highly trafficked times (8-10am and
4-7pm).
Yes. This a million times. I always drive during the weekends because the JN doesn't take me
to where I want to go. Sure, university lots are generally open, but what about game days,
when they aren't? Driving on the weekend would definitely be a pain. I would definitely
use this route. I think many others will, too. I feel so strongly about that that I think this
should be implemented regardless of what the survey results actually say.
The J route (or another route) should reach the shopping mall on 602 Jones Ferry Road
(where Food Lion is). Many of us would like to take advantage of that shopping location, but
there is no bus that consistently reaches it coming from Carrboro downtown, leading
students to go shopping where there is transportation, such as Harris Teeter and Weaver
Street. Walking from where the J line ends to the shopping location is not safe and is
inconvenient for carrying groceries.
Moving the route to the weekend, as I said before, would ease my travel to an from
campus.
regular not JN
I’m very excited by the idea of having the J route function on the weekends. It would give
me the mobility needed to more comfortably take shifts at the hospital that I normally
wouldn’t.
I would like if J could be re-routed back to its original route on South Greensboro St. I'm not
sure how the construction is really affecting that right now and it's a long walk to get to a
bus stop without that stop on S Greensboro.
I like the idea of weekend J service. I always found the JN to be problematic as it really was
designed for the students and eliminated the Jones Ferry community’s access to public
transit on saturdays.
This would be a very positive change, so long as it is implemented with improved northsouth service like the proposed addition of weekend NS service.
I like the idea of more weekend services on the J route. It is a commonly used route and I
feel stranded sometimes because it only runs hourly on Saturdays and does not run at all on
Sundays.
The current routing of the J seems very illogical. Even when it takes it's normal route, it is
odd that the route essentially doubles back on itself. I'd wonder if anything could be done
with that. Maybe leaving the Rock Haven/Smith Level loop to the D route, and creating a full
loop and a separate new inverse loop route bypassing Smith Level and continuing on 54
between Rock Haven/Kingswood and Davie Road stops? Even if the route logic is not
improved weekdays, I believe the Weekend route specifically should be setup to also serve
either the Jones Ferry Food Lion or Carborro Plaza -- This opinion is from the lack of ease I've
experienced accessing shopping centers on weekends when my car was not functioning. I
also often see residents walking along non-pedestrian friendly routes to the Food Lion near
Jones Ferry lot.
This would be fabulous! Sometimes I have to work late Saturday nights and this would keep
me from having to drive and park my own on those days. (Walking all the way home at night
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starts to feel sketchy when it gets to be >9 pm.) I wish it could run even later than 11 p.m.
but I'll take what we can get. And a 30-min frequency is enough to be truly useful and get
me out of my car.
In order to compare scenarios 2 and 3, I would like to know more specifics about night and
weekend service on the J under the two scenarios.
Please keep J going down Jones Ferry on it's return trip from campus (not down
Greensboro)
Must run on Sat AND Sun!
I live in Villages of Chapel Hill off BPW Club on the J route. Whether through this scenario or
another, it's really important to me that service from that area of the J route to downtown
Carrboro is improved. The walk/bike ride from there to downtown Carrboro is really difficult
because of the busy road/highway ramps and hills, but because the J route goes to campus
first, it takes upward 40 minutes by bus to get there. And on weekends where you have to
transfer from JN to CW to get there, it can be over an hour and a half if the schedules don't
align. It feels like our section of Carrboro is caught off from the rest of the town because of
that. I like the switch from JN service to J on the weekends, but also wish the J would go to
Carrboro from Rock Haven before campus.
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Other comments about Scenario 2 Route N

As a resident of Meadowmont, Scenario 2 works much better for me than Scenario 1. My
most important consideration is the frequency of bus service. Under this scenario, the new
bus route servicing Meadowmont would still be 30 minutes during peak times.
The N route is one of the few routes that go to the UNC Family Medicine building from
outside of campus. If it is not going to be there, that portion of the route should be added to
one of the routes that goes down MLK.
I like that this route now connects the Friday Center area to North Campus. If this runs
frequently enough, it will be very convenient for me. I would like to see it go along Friday
Center Drive to the 54 park and ride lot as well.
Please do not leave Estes Park Apartments. Please do not decrease the number of rides (if
possible increase it). Please extend service until, at least, 8 pm.
I do think you should keep the N route, so I agree with not eliminating it entirely, but again,
these maps are almost worthless. No street names. I am also in favor of keeping the A route.
Is there much demand for service in Meadowmont?
Does frequency remain the same? Every half hour during peak hours and every hour in
between? If so, I'm alright with this proposal, but it's unclear. The addition of the Friday
center seems to elongate the route, which means if might require more busses to meet
those time demands. Has this been considered?
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Other comments about Scenario 2 Route NS

Ok, as long as there is Sunday service for the J!
We need central places to change buses NS to F, CW, J so we do't have to wait long period
of time. Right now no thought has been made to coordinate schedules so changing buses
effortlessly is the goal. Buses on Franlyn Street should linger a few minutes so people can
change buses. Right now bus drivers drive away making it impossible to change buses at
differing locations.
We need to be able to transfer routes so there has to be central places(terminals) where we
can transfer from the ns to the f and j bus.
I like the new weekend service.
NS NEEDS WEEKEND SERVICE
Curious if one must pay to park in SV park & ride 24/7 or only during peak hours. While I
appreciate having a P&R permit, likely will be retired in 2019 and being able to park free
there for a weekend trip downtown may be quite appealing.
This is a good start. However with the current development on this route more buses are
needed.
Weekend service for NS is a wise move.
I like the addition of the weekend service, that will be very useful. Will the route still start at
5:30am? I frequently take this earliest bus, and would be extremely disappointed if it were
eliminated. I approve of the adjustment of changing the service to 10min intervals,
especially if this is throughout the afternoon as well.
Since the V line is servicing parts of Southern Village that the NS is not, I propose to add a
pedestrian traffic light for the NS stop at Arlen Park (northbound) such that riders from that
part of SV can safely cross the street to catch the NS.
While there is redundancy with the T route, the weekend runs will be helpful and useful.
There needs to be bigger or more buses coming using the NS route. It is miserable riding
where everyone is packed on the bus or the bus is too full that they have to skip stops and
then the next bus isn’t coming for 30 minutes.
Great move to have Saturday and Sunday service!
The addition of saturday service for the NS is a very good change. A large amount of off
campus student housing is located on MLK, and this would provide alternate methods to get
to campus and other destinations like Franklin street where parking is very limited.
Expansion of the NS service to weekends would be very helpful. A large concentration of off
campus student housing is along MLK and this would provide alternative methods to reach
campus on the weekends.
I think this would be a huge improvement over the status quo on the weekend.
I oppose eliminating the V route to/through Southern Village. I hope if it is eliminated that
additional NS routes will be scheduled.
As long as NS frequency is increased, burden from removing V would be offset. I'd rather
have buses every 10 minutes during peak than one long bus every 30. The V has filled that
10minute NS role from Southern Village as of yet. I use the NS primarily before 7am.
Please consider running this route on Sunday's
An early route, for those of us who go to church and work. And a late route for the return
when we return on Sunday would be great.
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I live in Southern Village in a one car houselhold. When my husband has the car on
weekends, I can't leave Southern Village due to no bus service. Weekend bus service is a
good thing. However, I do catch the NS earlier than 7:00 in order to transfer to the CRX bus
to get to my job at NCSU in Raleigh.
I am very much in favor of Saturday and Sunday service for the NS, especially to and from
MLK and downtown.
Additional more regular service south to the Southern Village park and ride on weekends is
good
If you delete the V route, consider changing the NS route in SV somewhat to include 2 stops
along Highgrove and Edgewater to provide ease of access for bus riders for whom mobility is
a problem in navigating the distance and hills to the P&R lot. Suggest the NS route turning
off 15-501 onto Arlen Park, right onto Edgewater, right onto Parkview, left on Highgrove,
left onto Brookgreen (keeping the Brookgreen stop at the pool) and then up the hill to the
P&R lot.
Also add more frequency times later in the night along with the weekend times.
Yes, It would be great to have Saturday and Sunday service. NS still needs to start at 6:30
Running the NS bus on weekends as proposed would provide my family great options to
frequent Franklin Street shops and restaurants. Presently, because of traffics and parking,
we choose retail and restaurants surrounding downtown Chapel Hill. Running the NS bus
every 10mins would allow for a more convenient way to get to/from UNC hospital and
surrounding clinics.
I would like to see a direct route to Franklin street instead of going to the hospital first. I
would also like to see a direct route between Southern Village and Carrboro High School.
I would like to see more frequent and later times on both weekdays and weekends.
This route b/c it goes to mlk and administration (training) needs more service based on hr
classes.
I think weekend service for Route NS should be provided under all three scenarios.
weekend NS would help me.
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I live right at the Friday Center bus stop so whatever provides great service from there to
town or hospital and from there to Meadowmont. And later service would be great.
I love the idea of having the S bus run later in the evening especially if the HU route is going
away. It can be tricky getting home by the time the last S bus runs for the night. I can take
the HU bus but since there are only stops by the hospital, I would have to walk a ways to get
the bus.
If the FCX is limited to what is suggested, the S route needs to operate MUCH MORE
frequently, especially between 9-10 am and after 6 pm when the FCX stops service. I
support increasing frequency of the S, but it needs to be increased more than the propoed
amount to be a good change (in combination with reduced FCX operations)
I like that the S bus would run more frequently as that is one of the buses I take and it
seems to sometimes be very infrequent during the day. General comment: The S bus
seems to be a substitute for those that use the FCX, but often times at different spots
around campus the S and FCX are right behind one another. This particularly occurs during
slower times during the afternoon (12-3ish) when the buses are only coming to each stop
around every 20-30 minutes or so. Would it be possible to stagger these so that there is a
bus going to the Friday Center and Finley Forest area more often?
I think the times for the S route could be scheduled to better offset the FCX route. They
always arrive/depart within 2 or 3 minutes of each other, but essentially take the same
route. If the times were offset better, then the effect could be higher frequency, and shorter
wait times. Also, more frequency midday would be great.
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Other comments about Scenario 2 Route T

I like the new weekend service.
If the route could pick up the old G route when entering Booker Creek, it would be an
excellent compromise for those who use the G line.
The T and the NS are too similar both in this proposal and in the status quo. Either of the
other proposals give improve the T so that people in those areas have more places they can
get to without a transfer and less redundancy.
Service Hours needs to be extended for Route T on weekdays, especially around 9AM at the
131 S Columbia Street stop. The T-bus needs to come more frequently there heading North.
Extend service past 6:30
Adding some additional frequencies would be good, but the biggest problem with this route
is that Saturday T service follows a fairly convoluted route that means it takes a very long
time to get downtown. More direct service is what is needed.
If you intend on providing Sunday service, this will be a great improvement.
If this provides service on Sunday, then I support this move totally. If you still demand on
forcing me to go to a church of your choosing, and refuse to allow me to seek employment
in Durham; then no I do not support this plan.
The elimination of the T route down MLK Jr Drive is totally inadvisble, many students and
workers use this route to downtown CH (Franklin and Columbia) nd to the UNC Manning St.
This would be a TERRIBLE change
I am in favor of more frequent operation of T on Saturdays, especially to and from MLK and
downtown
It takes too long on the T Route to get downtown and back to East Gate.
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Since V is similar till campus, this is a good weekend elimination.
I oppose the change to the v route.
Eliminating the V gets rid of an essential route from the center of campus (Student Stores)
to the center of a major Chapel Hill neighborhood. That's 550 single-family homes, 375
townhomes and condominiums, and 250 apartments not being served--UNC students, staff,
and faculty, retirees, and others who rely on the V to get them where they need to go.
Asking them, presumably, to use the NS is asking them to find creative ways to get to distant
bus stops and re-imagines Southern Village as a parking lot--a useful place for people who
use the neighborhood's park and ride but not itself receiving adequate bus service. As a
fairly new resident of Southern Village, the V was a big pull factor for me to relocate to the
neighborhood.
I do not support discontinuation of the V route. Bus service within the neighborhood of
Southern village is important. Just serving the park and ride is insufficient.
I don't see the V bus going to Southern Village anymore (on this map). Is that correct? I think
the V bus needs to continue to connect SV with Meadowmont.
V is absolutely essential for Southern Villagers
The V bus is essential from Southern Village to campus.
I oppose eliminating the V route to/through Southern Village. I hope if it is eliminated that
additional NS routes will be scheduled.
I have a soft spot in my heart for the V, but the route probably has very little purpose.
I live in Southern Village and use the V bus that circles through the community. I am in my
70s. If the V route is eliminated in SV, I will have to drive and park, at least up to the NS
park-and-ride. Not good.
I do not support elimination of V bus service to Southern Village.
I rely on this bus to get to Meadowmont.
as long as balanced w better NS service this is OK. Also would need to still service stops on
15-501 North & South side by the first Southern Village entrance are maintained. Otherwise,
this is a BAD change
Please keep the V running through southern village.
Please keep the V bus in southern village!!!! I am in the back of southern village and there
are several extremely steep hills from my house to park and ride and its over a mile away!
That would be unreasonable anytime but especially in the winter. Also, we are an extremely
densely populated neighborhood full of people who use that bus to get to university and
hospital. Please do not eliminate V bus from southern village!!!
We need a bus that comes through Southern Village. Not just the park and ride (which costs
money to park there).
You took away route V from southern village and I don't support this.
Route V is the only one that provides access through Southern Village. I do not support
removing it. Crossing 15-501 to access the V route into town is not pedestrian-friendly
We live on the V-line route in SV. Once the bus enters the neighborhood it is almost always
completely empty. A waste of resources. I take the route regularly but am almost always the
only one on the bus plus I often walk to the park and ride (from HighGrove Dr) to get the NS.
It is close enough for anyone in the neighborhood to make it to the park and ride.
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Keep the route!
Please see earlier comment.
I still think we need the V at Southern Village it would be nice though if it went to University
Place and along Fordham though
The V bus is important to me! The Southern Village Park & Ride stop is not close enough to
serve as an adequate route to work.
See previous comments. Please do nit remove the V bus. You can simplify it but please don’t
remove it.
I don't want to remove route V from Southern village
If i understood correctly, V route in Scenario 3 will go Downtown. This is great, make much
more sense than connect Meadowmont and Southern Village. So meadomont will have
direction to Hospital, Campus and Downtown (which Southern Village already has with the
NS).
If I understood correctly, changes to V will give access to Franklin St/Downtown. This is a
great move to eliminate trying to make connections from South.
Current F service is inconvenient and infrequent, so the new V route provides better access
to destinations
I believe the survey links are broken, as I am trying to comment on Scenario 3. This scenario
removes all direct access to UNC main campus for the 54 corridor. Anyone going to main
campus would have to ride around the hospital first. This adds AT LEAST 15 minutes to the
commute to main campus. I realize there is more demand at the hospital, but there are a
large number of students who utilize the current V route to get to main campus.
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Don’t cut route A.
Please please please don't get rid of service to Elkin Hills (Severin and Weiner)
[See the comment I made on same route deletion in section on Scenario 1 please.]
I do not think the A should be replaced
Colonial Heights needs bus service. Also, the new Municipal Services Bldg is going to be
here, and that will need service.
Keep the A route!!
The A route is essential for my commute to & from work. It's not reasonable to state that
the existing ridership can easily walk to MLK to pick-up a bus on a different route. The Elkin
Hills neighborhood is not walk friendly due to a lack of sidewalks. Additionally, that assumes
that a person can walk to and from MLK to catch the bus. In effect this decision would force
me to stop utilizing the Chapel Hill transit service completely and I'd have to find alternate
options for my work commute.
As long as that remains the only route to the Senior Center, it will not help many seniors.
Few seemto ride it because of the convoluted route and this doesn't help
I do not like the elimination of route A unless there are plans to make route HS buses come
more often. It seems out of the way for route T buses to come onto Homestead Rd.
"A" bus would still need to go on Barclay or Severin Street. Many people who work or
attend the university live in that neighborhood! The slope is very steep to walk to MKL, the
closest stop. Please don't discontinue the bus to this neighborhood.
The loss of Route A leaves a fairly dense neighborhood without service.
I screenshot the map below and all I see is the old route that's the hashed line....and no new
map. How can you expect people to comment on a "revised T and V" when it's not being
shown to the public? I rely on CHT every week day at least 2 times a day, if not 3-4. The A
bus serves a huge population in Colonial Heights/Northside and we pay high taxes for it. I
expected better and hope you don't take reduce the frequency/served stops in this area.
I use A Route and desire it not be eliminated.
I use A Route and desire it not be eliminated.
A route is my primary route and elimination would severely cripple my commute. Thanks
People in our neighborhood use the A route to get to UNC and downtown - keep it!
I live on the A line, so the proposed changes would directly affect me. We chose our house
based on ease of access to a bus line, the proposed changes make it so that getting to the
bus would now take around a 20 minute walk...not so easy access.
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The complete elimination of the CL route would mean my neighborhood no longer receives
direct service. The replacement EW simply doesn't provide as good of service.
Route EW does NOT appear to take the same route as CL --where will the people that live on
Foxcroft get off when they are going home? They will have to get off at Elliot and walk
(which is what I have to do anyway these days as the CL runs only three times in the
afternoon and is very inconvenient), or walk all the way from Sage and 15-501. Scenario 3 is
very bad news for the people that live on the north side of 15-501 and close to Franklin
street.
The CL route services Chapel Hill residents (the ones who pay taxes for free CH
transportation) of many subdivisions, and this route in on a high demand. I think you should
keep this route.
lower Booker Creek has no buses anymore
If you delete the CL route I will have no way to get to work on public transport!! Please
NO!!!!!! This is a completely terrible plan!!!!!!!
As a D and CL bus rider currently, I can tell you that the EW route will only cause more
headaches. The EW route is completely disregarding the needs of the current riders. The
overwhelming large majority of riders (including myself) that are on the D and CL route get
off at the Pittsboro and Hospital stops. The EW route does not even service that area
anymore. Leaving an ENTIRE BUS to make a route change in the middle of town. PLEASE do
not make this change. Look at the riders who are riding the D and CL. They all get on and off
at the hospital/Pittsboro and you would not be servicing that or providing another route
that makes that similar route. The largest majority of D and CL riders get on at the Franklin
woods stop (myself included). If this went into effect, I (and everyone else on this route)
would switch to the Triangle Transit buses that would more accurately service us.
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This route looks like it would take longer to get from Carrboro Plaza to UNC and vice versa
than the current CPX and it removes the weekend service for the CM. Where's the benefit?
These changes would redirect the CM away from any stops in my area. The CM is my only
option for getting to UNC campus
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Other comments about Scenario 3 Route CPX

I use the CPX every morning to get into work between 6:15 and 7:00 AM other routes to not
come this early or as frequently. Its frequency in the evening help with ever changing hours
for the end of day at work.
If you remove this route, I won’t be able to get to school on time
The CPX route should be expanded, not eliminated.
Getting rid of express routes is stupid as h*** i depend on these to get to work daily
merging these with another route is dumb leave them separate and extend operating hours
I'm not sure how this would work with the Jones Ferry and Carrboro Park and ride lots, is
there no longer going to be an express bus for the park and ride commuters? Especially
since they have to pay for the parking now, why would they even do that then? The CPX is a
very popular route, it is usually standing room only after 4:30pm, and almost as full when I
leave in the morning at 8:45am-how are you going to fit all these people on 2 routes that
are already popular? Do you really think it is a good idea to take this much transit away from
poorer Carrboro neighborhoods where a lot of students live, and bring it to more wealthy
neighborhoods where people aren't relying on transit as their primary form of
transportation? This is a horrible idea.
I am a bit confused about the proposed EW route and how this will make the CPX a more
efficient route. I think the CPX is already an efficient route.
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do not remove/replace the routes to Carrboro
This is a great route between downtown Carrboro, Carrboro Plaza shopping center, and
campus. Please do not take it away.
I really love the reliability and efficiency of the CW route and I'm concerned that turning it
into a inter-city route that goes all the way to Durham could create mishaps and make it less
reliable for our local use in Carrboro. I would be very sad to see it be removed.
It will provide less service with extended times -- it already only runs every hour parts of the
day
CW needs to stay!! It’s the only bus I can take home past 6pm!!!!
I don't see the benefit to riders who live in Carrboro of eliminating this route.
The changes are stupid
I like the addition of the EW, but there needs to be a direct line from W Main St, Carrboro to
main campus. If adding the EW means getting rid of the CW, I do not support it.
This would remove my daily route and replace with the EW. I would have to add a transfer
at Franklin & Columbia to get to Med School campus. Hopefully, improvements in frequency
of routes such as NS will mean this isn't a big deal, but...
Are there sidewalks for people that will now have to walk to the bus?
Will all stops in Carrboro currently served by CW still be served? Like the stop at the post
office?
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I would like the currently operating southern loop on Culbreth road to remain in place.
I ride the D to Culbreth every day, so this change would be very bad for me.
It might negatively impact those on Culbreth rd.
The Culbreth Rd neighborhoods need to be on a bus route and the southern loop is a logical
path from South Columbia to Smith Level.
There are so many people that live on this route. Service every 15 minutes by the new EW
route would be a disaster. Everything would be crowded and miserable. Children will cry.
Puppies will whimper. Voldemort would win. Are you on the side of Voldemort?
I do not think that the EW route is an appropriate substitute for the D route since it does not
go south of Franklin St.
I would not mind walking to the J route if that route wasn't already very crowded. Without
increased frequency of the J route, the buses are often packed from just the first three
stops. The J also doesn't serve go into the hospital campus, which leaves folks who work on
the east side of the Hospital campus pretty much screwed.
Please do not remove this route, or if restructuring occurs, please continue service to
culbreth road/smith level rd with the restructured route.
I do not like the removal of the D route from Culbreth Road without further explanation of
what an "Emerging Mobility Zone" is. As the plan currently stands, that is poorly explained.
As someone who lives in that area, the option to take the J or the D is really critical,
particularly when J ridership extremely high. In this plan, J remains unchanged so even high
J ridership would not be addressed. Perhaps better advertising of the D route would
improve ridership.
Extending of routes outside of Orange county will benefit residents of other counties:
instead of paid transit buses they will be taking free CH bases (for example, proposed EW
route instead of and D). As a result Chapel Hill residents (the ones who pay high taxes) will
be riding in crowded buses, possible overcrowded so that they will not be able to take them
when they need (I was in this situation several times: a bus driver does not let you in if there
are too many passengers).
Similar to my comment in scenario 1, I don’t like the elimination of service to Culbreth. I
take the D route as an alternate to the J sometimes. Also people who live along Culbreth
likely own their homes and made the decision to purchase there based on transportation
access. I think eliminating this route would lead to unnecessary driving (ie people might
drive to the Southern Village Park and ride)
The D route is very popular. I do not understand why you would get rid of both the D and
the F. Such a huge change. The new EW route would be so crowded because it goes a very
long distance and covers what the D and the F used to.
I absolutely need the D route on Culbreth Road. Without it, I will be forced to drive instead
of take the bus. As a UNC faculty member, this is especially concerning, as I rely on CHT to
commute to work.
I depend on service to Culbreth Road for daily commuting to work at UNC. I would stop
taking the bus if this route were eliminated.
If you take away this bus route there is no way for me to get to work!!!!! Apart from cycling.
I need CL or D to get to work! They are currently not frequent enough but at least I have
options, if you delete them what the h*** will I do?!
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As a D and CL bus rider currently, I can tell you that the EW route will only cause more
headaches. The EW route is completely disregarding the needs of the current riders. The
overwhelming large majority of riders (including myself) that are on the D and CL route get
off at the Pittsboro and Hospital stops. The EW route does not even service that area
anymore. Leaving an ENTIRE BUS to make a route change in the middle of town. PLEASE do
not make this change. Look at the riders who are riding the D and CL. They all get on and off
at the hospital/Pittsboro and you would not be servicing that or providing another route
that makes that similar route. The largest majority of D and CL riders get on at the Franklin
woods stop (myself included). If this went into effect, I (and everyone else on this route)
would switch to the Triangle Transit buses that would more accurately service us.
I live off Culbreth & rode the D bus this morning. I have gotten off at 15-501 and walked
home before. It is a very long steep climb. As an aging adult, I can't imagine being able to
hike to either 15-501 or Smith Level to catch a bus. A city bus should also be available to the
Middle School students who have extra-curricular activities.
Keep D on Culbreth!
Current D provides a quick trip to campus or downtown for a lot of customers
I do not support removing a route from Culbreth Road
This scenario decreases my access to the bus route. I like to use public transportation, but it
has to be accessible. When you remove Culbreth Rd from the route, you basically remove
my access to transportation. It is totally unfair to make me walk to either Smith Level Road
or 15-501 to catch the bus. Shame on you.
I've received a lot of feedback on route D taking too long to make the loop in the northeast
section of the route, especially from residents near Erwin Rd at Franklin St. These people
often prefer to take GoTriangle route 400 for the more direct service heading north on
Franklin.
I like the Culbreth Road service, and don't want to lose it. I also know people who use it for
Culbreth Middle School.
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you're cutting / replacing routes to Carrboro. I believe this is prejudicial against Carrboro.
This route serves one of the last places in Chapel Hill first time home buyers can actually
afford, Colony Woods. Many of us have made a deliberate decision to live in Colony Woods
so we can take the bus to work in town. Eliminating this just makes this town even more
unaffordable and will further drive out middle class families to Durham. Why pay Chapel Hill
taxes if you are not going to adequately serve us?
I have lived in the Colony Woods area of Chapel Hill for 5-1/2 years, and our household has
needed only one car precisely because of the current route of the F-bus, which has allowed
me to commute to UNC easily. Our family has reflected exactly the response to Chapel HillUNC's transport policy was designed to elicit.
Stating that the F route has been
"simplified to provide faster, more direct service" certainly depends upon one's perspective.
I do not have, nor does this website apparently provide, any idea of what on earth an
"Emerging Mobility Zone" entails. I understand that the F-bus up Ephesus Church Road is
not always full, but I can also attest that it seems to fill up pretty quick during normal
commuting hours.
removing service for the F route will have create serious hardships for people living along
the F route. It should be ADDED TO & ENHANCED, NOT removed!. This questionnaire is NOT
user friendly. The route maps are also NOT user friendly--trying to download and read them
is EXTREMELY CHALLENGING, and then trying to complete the survey is extremely
challenging. The survey does NOT allow me to be finished & submit it! Perhaps you all do
NOT want residents/riders views?
removing the F route will cause hardships for people living along the F route. The F route
needs to be EXPANDED and NOT removed!
I currently take the F bus about once a week from Colony Woods. It is a lot faster for me to
ride my bike or drive, but I enjoy taking the bus and seeing/talking with the cross-section of
our community I meet on the F bus. The long layover at University Place is what deters me
from taking the bus more often. The bus route is one of the things that attracted us to buy a
home in Colony Woods last year. Most seats are full by the time we get to University Mall in
the morning, but it's likely that many of the riders would opt to drive rather than schedule
on-demand service.
You are not only eliminating the route from University Place to the mall, you are also
eliminating to route to Franklin Street, from which I can walk to South Campus (though a
longer walk than I have now). Why would you totally isolate our end of the community.
There are many apartment complexes, and condo complexes in that area. Some are low
income and may have no choice but to take the bus; and others, like me have believed in
public transit, reducing air pollution, and leaving some space on campus that is not for
parking.
I take the F every morning and evening to and from work (Morning Side/Carolina Coffee
Shop stops). The frequency in the evening is not good to begin with, but I'm wondering if I
need to transfer now and how often the buses will run
Why no bus service to Colony Woods?
Removing service to Colony Woods is concerning
Why have you deleted Colony Woods? This is important to us.
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With the increasing commercial development of the 15-501/Ephesus corridor and
accompanying traffic congestion, Colony Woods is rapidly becoming the most isolated major
residential area in CH. The area is also home to 2 or 3 group homes which are dependent
on public transportation. Removal of bus service to this area is unacceptable to me.
Keep route F serving Colony Woods! I don't know what an "on-demand" service would look
like. Would it react in a timely manner to the "demand?" Is it like the senior bus service? I
would need more information about this.
Removing this route would remove my main connection to CHT
Multpile memberss of my family rely on the F bus route - we moved to the Colony Woods
neighborhood because the F route goes through it.
Eliminating the F route on Ephesus Church road makes using the bus not an option for me. I
will have to drive instead of using public transportation.
Not happy about losing the F from N Greensboro St and having it replaced by a V that winds
its way through a neighborhood vs. taking a straight shot down Franklin St.
Ephesus Elementary school is greatly affected by this change. After school availability is also
affected.
keep ephesus church road
It would be quite short-sighted to remove the F bus line, particularly with all the proposed
development in the Blue Hill District. Traffic is only increasing, with Ephesus Church Road
becoming a much-used cut-through for travelers to/from Durham. Public transportation is
necessary to reduce car traffic.
I live in Briarcliff and used to have good (G) bus service. This is part of why we bought this
house. Then that route was "simplified" so it skips my neighborhood. Now our closest bus
is the F, on Ephesus Church Road. Scenario 1 proposes to "simplify" the F route by having it
skip Briarcliff and Colony Woods entirely. This would be an additional hardship for people in
these neighborhoods, making everyone drive everywhere. Walking to and from the Mall (to
catch the bus) occasionally is okay, but not a realistic option for every day--especially in
winter and summer. Also, these neighborhoods are seeing a new infusion of families with
children. Good bus service is a safe and convenient option for teenagers too young to drive.
I would like the F route to continue service to the Colony Woods / Ephesus Church Road
area.
You should not delete F route through Ephesus Church Road.
One reason I bought a home in Carrboro was because of its proximity to a bus stop along
the F Route, and the F Route's route along Franklin street. There are many riders who take
the bus farther than the new termination point of the V Route. Scenario 3 appears to
significantly decrease the ability of the people to use bus transportation, which would
negatively impact the community because it would force more people to drive to
school/work. The roads are already congested and the parking lots and street spaces full.
Bus transportation is a HUGE benefit of living in Chapel Hill and Carrboro. Please keep it that
way!
Emerging mobility is not as safe as town buses. It should be piloted first
I am not sure what is meant by an "on demand emerging mobility zone," but I suspect it
would be more costly for the rider, and would not be advantageous to the Colony Woods
neighborhood.
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By eliminating route F, this would impact town residents working at Ephesus Elementary as
well as residents living in the many neighborhoods and apartment complexes off of Ephesus
Church Road. What is the on demand emerging mobility zone?
There are a large number of people that access the Kings arms and apartments and the Park
at Chapel Hill as well as Ephesus school that would be further from a bus route. These are
generally low income disadvantaged already, and a significant number of residents in Colony
woods also use the F route in the morning and evening. I see them at the bus stops.
I like how the current F route now goes from Carrboro, past Carr Mill Mall, through Franklin
Street downtown, to University Place and Extraordinary Ventures. I used to take my son to
daycare via the 'F' bus to the Kindercare on Elliot Road. All that would be lost if you cut
Route F off from East Chapel Hill. I think it would be a mistake to take that away. The
combination plan is a big mishmash that would hurt this attractive direct route across town.
Regular bus service is important to this neighborhood, and is considered an asset. I would
not be able to walk to the nearest bus stop with these changes.
Please do not eliminate the Colony Woods/Ephesus Church Rd part of Route F. Many
people rely on this bus.
Route F is currently the only route serving Ephesus Church Road, Ephesus Elementary
School, and Colony Woods. This route should be retained instead of being eliminated.
Maintain access to the Colony Woods neighborhood.
What I wrote in the previous comment box
I live in Colony Woods off Ephesus Church Rd and this would eliminate bus service that I use.
Where's the bus that services Colony Woods??
Please don’t cut coverage to Colony Woods/Ephesus Church Rd.!
I live in Colony Woods, and use the F bus every week. This scenario eliminates bus service
from my neighborhood.
Route F should be continued--we need it in Colony Woods and Ephesus Church area
Route F should not be eliminated.
Elementary school should have access as well as the modest neighborhood off of Ephesus
Church Road.
Please keep the F route along Ephesus Church Road. There are not safe biking options from
this neighborhood to the UNC campus due to the dangerous intersections at Ephesus
Church and 15-501 and Willow and 15-501. Driving is not a great option either, since parking
at UNC is limited.
I am not in favor of this scenario because it completely removes Route F, including the
removal of service to and from Ephesus Church Road, Ephesus Elementary School, and the
Colony Woods and Briarcliff neighborhoods. As a resident of Colony Woods, I don't support
the removal of public transportation service from this neighborhood.
please do not remove route F! This cuts our neighborhood off from the rest of Chapel Hill.
Do not remove route F along Ephesus Road as there are many who could not get to work.
See above, I wrote in previous box
on demand is nuts and will never work. It is just abdicating any responsibility to provide
transportation for any citizens in this neighborhood. I had allowed my 12 year old daughter
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to ride on the F bus but sure wouldn't allow her to get in a strange car (and pay for) Uber,
how the h*** is that supposed to work?
An “on-demand emerging mobility zone” seems like jargon for something that doesn’t exist
and isn’t understood
I think taking the F route off of Carol St. will put bus stops too far away for many.
I honestly cannot Tell from any of these maps whether it’s of the route replaces the F route,
or is in addition to the F route in Carrboro. It appears in an earlier map that the V route is
replacing the F route, but the V route is not mentioned on this page of the survey.
Is the f route being replaced by the V route on NGboro? It appears that might be good,
depends on frequency and how long it takes to get to town
I ride F route from N Gboro and see it has been replaced by V route. Wish it went slightly
more directly to coffee shop downtown but depending on frequency might be okay.
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The beauty of the FCX is that it doesn't stop everywhere the S does. That's why it's an
express....the Friday center is large and those busses are packed during heavy commute
times, never mind combining all those people with the S route people...
Please see the previous comment that I made about not letting the FCX as well as the S to
get on the 15-501 Hwy. The St. Thomas School holds up the traffic for about 10 minutes in
the morning. The FCX and S needs to keep straight on Raleigh Road and after stopping by
the Credit Union on Pittsboro Street, continued crossing Columbia Street, make a stop at
the deck in Front of the UNC Hospitals, turn left down by the Smith Center to come back out
on Manning Drive, make a left on Manning Drive, and continue to make their current stops,
in front of the UNC Hospitals, Public Health Library, etc. I do not think the FCX should be
removed. The FCX is always full of riders, people always have to stand up. Also, the Route S
is always full of riders that people always have to stand up. Please do not get rid of the
Route FCX. I have been riding those buses for over 11 years, and combining them would not
be effective. Thank
I believe that this line provides more service currently than will be replaced by running the S
every 5-10 minutes at peak volume times. I believe its elimination will have a strong
negative impact on riders.
I think having the different express routes such as the FCX helps reduce riding times. At peak
times the FCX gets full. Having the S route covering more territory would only further
extend the time from the Friday Center to the campus.
I use this route every day. Having it run slightly offset from the S is pivotal in me (and I think
many others) being able to commute into campus from east of Chapel Hill.
As a rider of the FCX route, I want to know what the plan is to restructure this. There are a
heck of a lot of people that park at the Friday Center Park and Ride. I want to know if there
will be a new structured route from the Friday Center to the heart of campus - that would
be helpful for those of us who don't work on the medical side and end up being on the bus
for a minimum of 20 minutes from our car to work. Also, having more routes from campus
to the Friday Center Park and Ride during the day - having to wait 30 minutes for S bus is not
convenient.
FCX should not be replaced and should be longer with improved service frequencies
YES! Route FCX needs more available times from 0600-0700. Unfortunately, hospital
employees have to take this bus to work. The only time we can get to work by 0700 is to
take the 0615 bus. REALLY? That means we get to work for our 12 hour shift a half an hour
early and then have to wait another half an hour after shift to get back. Ridiculous.
So many people ride this bus. Getting rid of this bus route would be very foolish. The S and V
route would not be able to handle the demand between 7:45 am - 9 am and 5 pm-6 pm.
Why would you eliminate the Friday Center route? This bus is extremely busy during the
hours that is operates and it doesn't operate during the day.
FCX bus and parking lot provide PAYING park and ride customers with a safe, weather
shielded place to wait for their bus. Why should I have to pay to park at the Friday Center
when there is no longer a Friday Center Bus
This is really bad for anyone who uses the Friday Center park and ride lot. The FCX and S
buses are extremely packed in the morning and evening as is, removing the FCX would
exacerbate things.
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Will the S bus pull into the large Friday Center lot and the large 54 area lot? the Friday
Center alone will fill a bus in about 5 minutes during peak times. I am not sure reducing this
to one bus route (S) by eliminating the FCX is the way to go unless you add a lot more (A lot
more!) frequency. Would the S bus improved frequency run throughout the day time, lunch
hours included?
The only changes that should be made to FCX are to put back the 6:25am bus, to eliminate
overcrowding on other buses. It should NOT be removed!
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Removes the bus I take most days
You can't leave out such large blocks of the service area as shown in grey.
This basically removes any public transit option for entire neighborhood area. Restructured
T route is too distant for me to use when carrying purchases made downtown. Would need
to walk too far to reach proposed alternate route.
Keep the G route! Aren't you trying to reduce traffic in chapel hill?
See earlier comments on Scenario 2.
Don’t get rid of G route.
changes like this to the G route will create serious hardships for people living along the G
route!
this will negatively impact and create hardships for people living along the current G bus
route! The G route (and the F route) need to be EXPANDED, NOT have ANY service
REMOVED!
It eliminates Booker Creek access to public transportation
This is an important route to me and my family, the updated T route does not cover what
we need. I like the new T route because of the accessablility provided for high school
students, but this option really messes with people trying to get to the University. They
would have to jockey with the high school students. The G route should be left
I live on Croom Court. I ride G bus to work at UNC and back home during the weekday. I
need G bus. I can live if you reduce the service during the off-peak hours but I do need it to
get to work and back home. Don't take G bus away from our neighborhood.
Do not remove completely remove the G bus ... at least maintain a commuter route !!!! I
like the social interaction of the bus... it helps build community. I do not like the idea of the
"on-demand emerging mobility zone"
You are "deleting" an entire route from people who depend on public transportation. You
are marginalizing several neighborhoods. This is completely unfair.
Please keep all booker creek stops
Keep Route G on Lakeshore. This area serves long term, tax paying, Chapel Hill residents.
There are a large number of middle schoolers coming from the Booker Creek & Lakeshore
neighborhoods that ride to and from Phillips Middle school each day. It doesn't look like this
would give me a way to get to Phillips. In addition to about 20/25 students, there are also
non-students who ride as well.
will not be able to get to work anymore. we will have to get a second car (although no
parking at UNC)
I know that this is being removed because it would be replaced by another route, but that
should only be done if service would be more frequent.
I assume there would be some service to replace it, but deletion of the entire G route seems
insane. You say that you are basing your plans on ridership, but when I ride the G at 6:23 in
the morning, it is about 1/2 full and when I ride it home from campus to the neighborhood
around University Place, it is full! I can't believe you want to replace this route.
I support the G route. Eliminating it would be terrible for my family. All of us rely on it daily.
Large residential neighborhoods would no longer be serviced by the bus!
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As mentioned above, the entire Eastwood lake neighborhood and beyond will not have
service
What are people on Estes (between MLK and Franklin) supposed to do?
I don't support the elimination of the G route, which provides beneficial service to my
neighborhood.
It is not at all clear what an on-demand service would be. I would not ever pay for Lyft or
Uber to provide transportation for my kids and Route G in its current form works very well
to provide important service for us on weekdays.
On-demand service will not help regular bus users in the Lake Forest area. Many people in
Lake Forest chose the neighborhood because of bus service to downtown where parking at
reasonable costs many times a week is impossible and expensive.
Again, this would be a disaster for me and my neighbors. We would quite literally need to
buy a car to deal with this change! We moved to this neighborhood because it had a bus
route! Transporting kids without a car is hard enough, some kind of uber situation is not
going to be manageable, not to mention I don't support privatizing city transportation jobs.
There are two schools and one library on N Estes Dr. Scenario 3: Route G has no bus on N
Estes Dr. This is a busy road, a lot of kids take G bus to go to school right now. Please do not
take the bus away from this road.
I am on disability fixed income and I cannot reach my home is you make the G route like this
The G is essential for university mall residents to access the medical side of campus without
a circuitous route through undergraduate-heavy areas of campus (Manning, stadium drive)
We need to keep this route the same.
Am particularly concerned about the impact of the changes in the G bus not rotating in the
Lakeshore Drive / Booker Creek part. That is well-used during the week.
If the G route is being replaced by something it is not evident by what in this survey.
I've been riding the G bus to and from south campus for work for 10 years. Although taking
the bus requires a half mile walk from the bus stop to my office it's still a viable option.
Changes to the G route including removal will potentially increase my walk to the point of
being impractical, forcing me back to driving to work and paying for parking.
This completely eliminates any bus route that would service my house (Curtis rd). Having to
walk ~1 mile to reach any bus stop would mean that I would have to move to a location
closer to campus. I do not support these changes.
The elimination of the current G route is a disservice to our community, most of whom,
including me, have supported mass transit since the 1970's
On demand, especially in the morning will not replace bus service
This cuts out an entire neighborhood of students and professors and professionals who rely
on the bus to get in to campus every day. This proposed change would be an absolute
disaster. There are also a number of school children who ride the bus to school and home in
the Lakeshore Booker Creek area who would be impacted. I would urge in the STRONGEST
possible terms not to even remotely consider such a change. The majority of regular users
of this route use it to commute from the neighborhood to campus or university mall.
Elimination of the G route would leave the areas of Estes Hills, Coker Hills, Lake Forest, and
Booker Creek with very limited access to the Chapel Hill Bus system. My family uses this bus
extensively to access downtown Chapel Hill as well as Estes Hills Elementary, Phillips Middle
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School, and businesses along MLK. My children's classes have also used the G bus route to
take field trips to Morehead Planetarium and other parts of the UNC campus. Furthermore,
many of the residents in the parts of town served by the G bus specifically chose those areas
for their homes *because* these locations are highly walkable and relatively well served by
the bus system. I strongly suspect ridership would improve if route frequency and
punctuality were improved; currently, some residents -- especially those with young
children or limited mobility -- do not use the G bus because they are afraid of getting stuck
at one end given the infrequent timing of return trips. Please do more to improve this
important service rather than eliminate it.
Please do not eliminate route G
I think changing this route to exclude the residents in the neighborhoods of Booker Creek,
Coker Hills, Coker Hills West, and Lake Forest is a terrible idea. I think if the frequency was
increased to every half hour during peak hours more people would use the service. Cutting
it back completely will cause more residents including myself to take the car to downtown
Chapel Hill, pay for parking. Money that could be used to buy goods in the community. I
would like to see the bus service extended to Chapel Hill and the library. I will protest my tax
dollars being spent on a service that I or those living inmy community are not able to benefit
from
There would be no service in the portion of current G route north of Estes Drive. Don't do
this.
Killing this route is a poison pill. No mas.
The buses were infrequent on the G route, which made it less useful.
It looks like you are eliminating the G without providing an alternative. That is bad.
We need this route. Many kids and students ride this bus to school.
Keep the G bus and bring it back to Briarcliff.
Please do not eliminate Route G. My family and I use it every Monday-Friday EVERY week.
We don't just use it for going to school. We use it to get to doctor's appointments at the
University.
I like the G route stop at University Place being the end of the line. It takes me 20 mins to
walk there from Briarcliff, and I need 5 min leeway. Otherwise, I have to run another 10 min
to Franklin St. There's no parking at the university, so when I attend events there, I take the
bus, even though I am 70 years old and paid Chapel Hill taxes for 44 years.
There needs to be bus service along Estes - maybe from West (Carrboro) to East (U Mall). It
should certainly service the MLK to UMall corridor, especially the library. Removing all
service is unacceptable. Make it better, not worse.
I utilize G route and would like to maintain access
Do not cut the G bus route from my neighborhood please!!!!
This route is an example of the diverse population of riders that the bus system serves. It is
well used and relied upon, even if there are only a few riders per trip. Cutting this route will
kill the system for many. In the late 1960s, the Chapel Hill bus system was not heavily used
so they cut routes until it became unsustainable. The system needs to subsidize long hours
and convenient stops for the benefit of the community and as an alternate to private
vehicle use.
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These changes leave users of route G without a viable option for public transportation that
takes us to UNC. Most users on this route have a car and work or study at UNC and this
change would practically eliminate a public transportation option and increase the need for
parking near the University.
It will take too long to get to and from UNC campus.
The total elimination of the G bus means there is no service for a huge swath of CH
between Franklin and Weaver Dairy. I would like to remind you that it it these middle class
residential neighborhoods that pay most of the taxes that help support CH Transit! You
dont want us as an enemy!
This scenario eliminates the G bus from Lakeshore lane where I live. I love the G bus. Please
do not do this.
I have strong objections to eliminating the G bus. I ride it several times every weekday (and
would use it at the weekends also if it ran then). This scenario leaves a large residential area
(all around Estes Hills Elementary and Phillips Middle schools) completely unserved, which is
unacceptable.
Removing the G route would cut out bus service for a neighborhood of several hundred
houses where many of the residents are affiliated with the university.
Do not eliminate N. Lakeshore service for the G bus.
This would completely disrupt the many travelers on the G bus so much that the on-demand
would have to be another service to replace it.
PLEASE KEEP THE ROUTE - please provide a smaller more economical regularly scheduled
Van or large Car transportation at the same times and stops.
This route would not provide adequate access for neighborhoods like Lake Forest and would
not offer improved cross town routes like Option 1.
Why eliminate service to such a huge area between MLK and Franklin? The G is heavily
utilized between 7:10 and 8:50 am and 4 and 7 pm.
If you kept the G bus as it currently runs in peak morning and evening hours, I could see this
neighborhood being a candidate for on-demand transit. However, there are A LOT of
university professionals who use the G bus in the morning and evenings.
You've killed it! We need bus service through Lake Forest (Lakeshore), Coker Hills and Estes.
Neighbors use the current G route to commute and get to shopping, and students use it to
get to/from school.
this route to the lakeshore community is vital.
Elimination of all service to the Eastwood Lake and Coker Hills area by discontinuing this
route on N. Lakeshore Drive is a very bad idea. Far better to integrate this neighborhood
into other changes.
Many people in the Lakeshore area ride the G bus, and losing this route would dramatically
impact these riders.
Lake Forest and a large part of Coker Hills would lose their bus. My family uses it every day.
The elimination of the G route would remove bus services for the neighborhood that I live
in. This neighborhood has a lot of university staff.
Do not remove route G from N Lakeshore. My children and many others use this to go to
school. We are in the walk zone but as far as you can possibly be and still be in the walk
zone. The city bus is critical.
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For Seniors, the elimination of service by the G route would be very detrimental. It would
reduce accessibility to many parts of town including campus. It would also be more difficult
to get to the Library.
With the removal of service to Lake Forest our nearest bus stop will be over two miles away.
This is not viable for a neighborhood in the middle of CH, which has had transit service since
who knows when. What's the alternative CHT is going to provide?
Many Phillips Middle school students in the Lake Forest neighborhood use route G to go to
and from the school
Please don't take away the G bus from Lakeshore!
North Lakeshore Drive needs bus service for University employees as well as others
including school children.
I depend on the G route on a daily basis. This would be a drastic and terrible change for me
and my neighborhood.
Removing the G route from the Booker Creek neighborhood would severely impact my
ability to attend classes at the dental school and is not acceptable.
Elimination of service to Lakeshore Lane is not acceptable. I will oppose it.
I think it is important to preserve the G route as currently run. The T will not provide
adequate service and on demand will not meet the needs of the many riders
Taking away the G bus would end my bus use. Going from Lakeshore Drive to campus, there
is no parking. It's too steep for routine bicycling. The G bus is the only hope.
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I believe that the replacement of the HU route with slightly increased frequency on the S
will provide riders with insufficient options during busy times.
This route serves a growing area and should not be reduced.
Hu need to run more frequently
The HU is the only route that stops along Finley Golf Course Road. Not only do I work part
time at the Botanical garden on that road, but I also frequently have neurology
appointments on that road. The P2P disability service refuses to take me to my neuro for
some reason.
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I vote to keep the JFX. I like it's regularity. I actually wish you would offer it later in the
morning and start it earlier in the afternoon. The CM route rakes longer, even restructured,
to get onto campus, which is an issues for those of us already driving long distances to get to
work.
I do not know the ridership for the runs prior to 7am. Having JFX ridership from 7am - 10am
would meet my needs.
Do not reduce JFX use
It's okay as long as there's a route to get to campus/unc hospital from ashbrook stop before
7 am.
I'm happy to see that the JFX would still provide service during peak hours.
This route is already pretty restricted. The 9:30 am bus is always packed. You need to ADD a
915, 945, and 10 am route.
I ride the JFX and work from 12 hour shifts so losing the JFX route would make my ride
home a longer and this difficult after working 12 hours.
The JFX bus has high ridership in the afternoon. I would encourage you to make sure that
this ridership can be accommodated with the CM and CPX bus before making this change.
Now that I see what the proposed hours would be, I have mixed feelings about the reduced
JFX schedule. The morning hours are fine, so long as they still run every 15 minutes between
7-9 AM as they do currently. However, I do not like that the bus would stop running at 6 pm.
I often rely on the later JFX (post 6:30/7 pm) and this would affect my ability to commute
home.
This does not help the hospital people if they can't get to work by 7. Would definitely need
the cm to run earlier than that if you changed the hours.
I don't think that JFX service should be reduced due to low ridership. Especially in the
mornings, the bus is pretty much always full. It's already limiting enough that it doesn't run
for more hours. Plus, the new EW route is useless for people who work on the medical side
of campus. The CM doesn't run frequently enough and takes much longer. Plus, ending
service at 6pm would be very detrimental to people who work long hours, such as grad
students.
I can't see the J as a choice? This is a pretty hard survey to do online!!!
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The old N route should not be restructured that way...I'd have to use two buses to get to my
destination where previously I could just ride the same one.
Please do not decrease the number of buses. Please do not leave Estes Park Apartments.
Please extend the service to, at least, 8 pm.
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I am excited about the coordination of services along MLK. The A, NS and T often run back
to back and providing a bus every 6 minutes on the new NS would be a great improvement!
I'm also excited about the potential for transfers between the NS and the EW/J. This makes
getting from anywhere along MLK to the west to Carrboro very easy.
PLEASE MAKE THIS MORE OFTEN AND ON TIME
Has this been tested with peak traffic? Will 6min actually work?
Ns express
Weekend service please
When I ride the NS route the bus is almost always filled to capacity and very often people
are forced to wait for the next bus too to overcrowding. Increased frequency (and increased
use of the extra-long buses) would really help to alleviate this issue.
I like it.
I like the improved frequency and new weekend service.
I depend on the NS. Currently the buses are at capacity in the morning and evening, even as
early as 7 am. With all the development this route needs more frequent service and
weekend service
Would like to see old schedule back. The wait is too long for the UNC employees.
I appreciate the increased frequency
I think the increased frequency on weekdays would be absolutely necessary for this route to
pick up for the loss of the T route along the majority of MLK Blvd. Based on current
observations on the NS route, the buses are extremely full and often have to pass stops and
not pick people up, even as early as UNC campus heading north. The frequency would have
to increase (compared to current conditions) to alleviate this.
I just think more buses need to be available after 7pm. especially when nurses or other
medical profession are trying to get to their car and they have to wait till almost 8 to get on
the bus.
I would LOVE to see a timed transfer between NS and EW, especially offpeak and weekends.
The 40 minute headway is potentially problematic: difficult to sync with EW and difficult to
memorize the schedule.
I oppose eliminating the V route to/through Southern Village. I hope if it is eliminated that
additional NS routes will be scheduled.
I am happy w changes to NS but I want to be sure that the stops on 15-501 North & South
side by the first Southern Village entrance are maintained. If only the Southern Village Park
& Ride is used to service Southern Village then I do NOT LIKE Scenario 3 I would love it if
the NS and V stayed on Columbia and did not do the Manning drive loop
Increased weekend service is GREAT!!!
The increased frequency is helpful, though I am not sure that even this is adequate due to
the population growth at the northern & southern ends of the route. I also believe that by
providing a direct shuttle from the stops at Manning/Mason Farm to So Village in the late
afternoon/evening, this might alleviate the route delays that result from the bus getting
caught up in heavy parking deck traffic.
I really like the improved frequency of the NS. As a student it gets me from my apt on mlk to
Franklin st and school but the frequency is usually overlapping with t which doesn’t help
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much. Being able to get to and from afternoon classes without waiting thirty minutes for a
bus would be awesome. Also the bus is SO FULL at rush hour even the big buses.
Wow, every 6 minutes would be terrific! The increased frequency during midday would also
be great - it is hard to plan around the current midday trips. It would be nice to be able to
use this bus to travel south after evening events on campus.
The loop to UNC hospital adds significant time to NS route with only marginal benefit to
UNC hospital riders. Would removing this loop add efficiencies to the route? It seems like it
would cut off 5-7 minutes of time. With a more direct (and therefore, faster) path, this route
would be more attractive to those headed to central campus and downtown, like myself,
who are choosing to drive and park because it's still faster than the bus.
INCREASE frequency of NS bus to Southern Village since you are dropping the V bus inside
SV. Run this bus at 15 minutes on the weekends to make it easy for SV residents to get to
UNC for events or downtown for dining, etc. Run NS down to Franklin Street
yes i think these would be good changes for the NS at southern Village still would like later
hour for ending on Friday and Sat
It definitely needs more frequent buses at rush hours. It is very annoying not being able to
get in the bus because is full of students getting off befor Hillsborough St. Those of us who
live or park after Estes have to hop on 3 buses to get passed Estes: NU, A or T, and finally NS
Need improved reliability and frequency in the evenings. Specifically between 6:30-9pm the
buses are highly unreliable and often do not adhere to the schedule at all
Not much Is chsngung
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just want to access the route from in front of hospital. Maybe it still goes by, can't really tell
from drawing. If it still runs in front of hospital, I'm happy.
Students that park their cars in the RR Lot, like myself, need a way to access our cars on the
weekend. Especially since most travel occurs during the weekend. Even if less frequent, it is
crucial that the NU continues to run on the weekends.
I'm concerned about the NU not running on weekends. How will students get to their cars.
Also, I would miss the connection to the Franklin/Columbia street intersection because I can
transfer from the Go Triangle bus.
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Unless the frequency of the S route is basically tripled, I worry that my daily use of the
system will be negatively impacted. I think that eliminating 2 of the 3 routes currently
providing service between campus and the park-and-ride lots in close proximity to the
Friday Center is a bad idea; the S bus will likely be overloaded during high-volume times,
leading to people having to wait for another bus due to buses being at capacity (especially if
you're only sending it every 10 minutes at evening peak-I know for a fact that many use the
S & FCX interchangeably already). While more efficient, I think this would lead to people
having to pay to park on campus, defeating at least a small part of the mission of Chapel Hill
Transit.
I'm glad the frequency would increase to make up for the loss of the FCX, but I'm also
concerned about evening routes. Right now, the HU is the only option to get to my car
really late, which I've needed a few times working late on research deadlines. I hope that
the S would be extended to run until at least 10pm in this scenario.
Will the S bus actually enter the Friday Center Park and Ride lot?? Most people park here
and not at 54 Park and Ride - no covered areas for waiting for bus along Friday Center Dr.
LEAVE FCX ALONE or IMPROVE FREQUENCY OF BUSES!
I think combining S and FCX is smart. They already cover the same area more or less, and
the FCX does not arrive quicker than the S anyway. I would like to see this route go up to
Franklin Street to serve a wider area on campus.
This would mean that the S bus route has to cover for more people and it is already packed
as-is.
I think it is good to replace FCX, as they often time overlap leaving bus empty in the middle
of the route. I'm a little concerned that the frequency won't be enough during peak times, in
the morning FCX and S are usually both pretty full. Increasing to every 5 minutes would be
helpful, but may need more than one bus departing if eliminating FCX in the mornings.
Makes more sense to eliminate one in the afternoon and increase frequency to 15 minutes
instead of 20 but keep FCX in morning at 5 or 10.
Access to Franklin would make this more valuable. Focus on naming the routes too - implies
complexity.
Would the Hedrick Park & Ride still have service? I've received feedback that the S route
takes too long to get around to the Student Union. Could the S route serve the Union first
since Hospital employees can take the FCX for direct service to Manning? (this would entail
keeping the FCX route)
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like the new route, and the fact the senior center is included. like the improved frequency
The T is fine as long as there is a stop near Weaver Dairy where the G currently goes. Also,
the stop on Mason Farm road seems to be a popular one
Concerned about T replacing stops currently serviced by G and CL near Booker
Creek/Weaver Dairy. Would be OK with it if these stops run every 30 min during commute
hours.
Since this route would be replacing the Route G, the route around the hospital needs to be
included. Some of us who work at the hospital also rely on the bus to get to work.
I do not feel that this plan will serve the massive area of Chapel Hill between Franklin Street,
MLK, and Weaver Dairy. There seem to be no communications on HOW those that live in
the Lakeshore area will be served and what role (other than essentially waving your hands
at it) Lyft/Uber/Alternative would play.
Concerned about bus service around Glen Lennox.
For people that live on the North and East side of this route, it seems like an absurd waste of
time getting to and from campus.
This new route allows for students in the Brooker Creek neighborhood to take this bus to
school. As a student here, I am too close to take a school bus, but due to the actual distance
by road end up walking arounf 45-60 minutes to and from school.
It's good if it continues to serve MLK at Taylor St ( my stop).
Under this route, the T (which is the only bus that comes to my house) would overlook a
large portion of campus where a lot of riders get off (particularly along Columbia Street).
Also, I worry that it would take substantially longer to get to campus since it takes a less
direct route.
The current G route is packed by the time that it gets to Glen Lennox, especially at peak
times. This should only be done if service would be more frequent. Also, there has to be a
route which goes through Glen Lennox and goes to central campus.
Route is okay except it no longer comes up to the door at Carol Woods
Route T needs to keep the stops at East Chapel Hill High, Carol Woods, Senior Center,
Abernathy Hall. The Service Hours also needs to be extended for Route T on weekdays,
especially around 9AM at the 131 S Columbia Street stop.
T bus seems a little long. I like the route length.
The TV ultimately replaces the current G, but without service to the southwest side of
campus from University Mall.
The new proposed T route seems a bit excessive. It does eliminate the use of NS riders
however in the proposed plan I may be more inclined to take the NS and walk down weaver
dairy instead of taking the T due to its length.
I don't like dropping Westminster Circle from the route. There are a lot of people who get
on there. The route seems unnecessarily long and meandering, kind of like the current A
route is.
I live on Sedgefield Drive, and it is somewhat awkward to get from my house to University
Mall on Franklin Street via transit, even though it is only a mile away, because the buses
don't go directly there. I appreciate that this proposed T route would (if I'm reading it
correctly) connect the east part of Booker Creek, where I live, with the University Mall area
of Franklin Street.
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expanding service times for route T and including Sunday service
This survey appears not to be widely advertised. Heard about it through Nextdoor app, but
it should be formally communicated to all residents via letter or text or both!
Provides w/e service for current g route riders. Routes is more convoluted but I would like
more bodies in seats through the booker creek area (want cost efficient as well as good
service)
This T Route looks very convoluted and not efficient
This would be the only route that services my neighborhood and would make it take even
longer getting to and from campus every day.
While I like the proposed frequencies, the routing is unappealing. It seems like it would take
much longer to get from Weaver Dairy Road to downtown.
Current ridership on the NS and T bus are extremely high in the morning and afternoon generally standing room only. Unless the frequency of the NS is increased, removing the T
bus from it's current route down MLK Blvd would make morning and afternoon travel
extremely difficult for staff and students traveling to the many apartment complexes along
the Blvd.
In seeing the roads better I see that Route T does not go through the Oaks. It is better to go
through Glen Lennox but you may need a light at Fordham Blvd. so the bus can make a
timely turn onto and off Fordham Blvd.
This is mixed for me. I now take the CL bus and this goes right down my road and so is still
the same there. On the good side, it runs much more often and more frequently during
peak time. I am very happy about that as getting home mid-day was challenging. I think the
way the route is going to be will mean a longer commute both because of distance and
traffic but not the end of the world.
I am personally happy with this route as a UNC student and former/current resident
basically all along this new T route. However, the overall length of this very long realignment
and how it's so close to so many On-Demand Zones were concerning (since the Zones'
implementation may be risky since, given that they cover many areas where residents may
not speak English, are lower-income or technologically less challenged people who may not
be aware of all of Chapel Hill's resources). Since buses are much more accessible than ondemand services for such populations, it may be useful to break up this new T route in two;
the Northside-Glen Lennox segment (this may be easier to consider and modify if the V
route were also changed for similar reasons), and the Weaver Dairy segment (which may be
diverted into Booker Creek and/or extended into Ephesus Church). Modifying this route in
such a way may increase equity for all residents along/near the new routes, and also
increase property values near the DO-LRT maintenance center not far from the county
border (as well as near the planned Leigh Village area).
it runs too late on Saturday
Although the change to T route is not as bad as in scenario 1, it still eliminates a significant
part of MLK boulevard on its way to Chapel Hill East High. This bus route is used by many
kids living in the neighborhoods along MLK as a means of transportation to school.
The MLK corridor is underserved right now. Please keep the T route on MLK.
I live off Timberlyne and connect with the J/CW/F to go to work on Franklin St. This change
wouldn't help.
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I would have to take this bus instead of the D/EW and get on along 15/501. BAD IDEA!
The elimination of the T route down MLK Jr Drive is totally inadvisable, many students and
workers use this route to downtown CH (Franklin and Columbia) nd to the UNC Manning St.
This would be a TERRIBLE change
It might be nice for earlier service in the morning, but I like this overall. The realignment of
this route seems to match up with how I use CHT now (U-mall to law school) and I like the
increased service frequency (higher than G now)
Being able to get more places without many bus changes looks great!
I wish I could see more details on this route... It seems like it could be good for N riders, but
I'm not sure.
Too long for anyone to get to campus
This re-route of the T, combined with the elimination of the G, would greatly increase
commute times and walking distances for many neighborhoods.
See comments about route map discrepency discusses in Scenario 1 comments
Since NS service will be improved, I think this is a good change to the T. The boonies of
Weaver Dairy are currently lacking, and this is a smart change.
This will make for an unreasonably long ride to campus for the neighborhoods currently
served by the G
This route gets me where I need to go.
Wasn't this scenario supposed to have more streamlined routes? This might be the most
circuitous transit route that I have ever seen.
I do not like the fact that this is the only route to service the Booker Creek area. Especially
combined with the length of this route, that will make commute times very long. Even
though the peak frequency is 30 minutes, that will cause a large backlog of riders and long
wait times for busses during peak hours.
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Make sure the route runs consistently through the day. The current F route is confusing
around McDougald School.
You're replacing the CW with this?? at 60 minute intervals! that's very bad.
This seems reasonable, but the frequency is insufficient, especially during peak times to
areas of high ridership, such as the Carrboro Plaza park and ride lot.
This seems reasonable based on my observation
The V in this scenario serves an almost completely new set of riders, which may be good. I
am a Southern Village rider who is not well served under any of the new plans. When
southern village residents wanted to get rid of the bus, I fought hard to keep it, and have
ridden it regularly for 15 years. I have been in DC for 3 years, and on my return am very
displeased to see that now CHT's plans eliminate bus service within the "new urbanism"
development of Southern Village, and serve only the park & ride. At a minimum, come in
on Arlen park, take Edgewater circle around to Brookgreen to get to the PR lot with the new
NS.
Consider extending Route V onto Lake Hogan Farms, Wexford, etc,via Calvander.
I oppose changes to the v route, especially if access to the neighborhoods of Southern
Village and Meadowmont.
Over 1,000 residences in Southern Village are served by the V. True, the heaviest ridership is
to and from the park-and-ride and the apartments and townhomes nearby. But the short
jaunt through the neighborhood serves hundreds of Southern Village residents and
eliminates the need for walkers--who contribute to the spirit of CH Transit by not using their
cars--to get to the park and ride (as much as a mile away or more from some areas of the
neighborhood). I feel like a crank complaining about a fairly short walk, but that walk isnt
short for everyone, and the interstitial bus service is a big attraction for people considering
moving into the neighborhood.
Southern Village and Meadowmont are both densely populated neighborhoods with
commercial hubs. The V route connecting them via UNC hospital and campus is a positive.
Please don't downgrade that connection.
As long as the frequency of the V is high, this would work well for me.
The weekday schedule is to infrequent to make it useful for commuters to UNC so what is
the point?
Service frequency every 60 minutes when this bus is the only route servicing your
apartment (Meadowmont) is a huge inconvenience.
I'd like to see weekend service on the V route. the current F route has issues at each end especially the lack of accuracy in Next-Bus scheduling at the McDougle School end.
I don't see the V bus going to Southern Village anymore (on this map). Is that correct? I think
the V bus needs to continue to connect SV with Meadowmont.
The V serves people well who need to travel from Southern Village to campus or
Meadowmont for medical svcs.
The V route is incredibly useful for me in getting to school (UNC) from Southern Village.
more frequently
I oppose eliminating the V route to/through Southern Village. I hope if it is eliminated that
additional NS routes will be scheduled.
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I'll miss the V going to Southern Village, but in all honesty it doesn't seem to have much of a
purpose.
The far-reaching route of the V route and how its eastern end is near an On-Demand Zone
suggests that this route could be broken up in two; the western end may be its own route
(route W?), while the eastern route (V) may be looped via Estes and through southern
Booker Creek/Glen Lennox. This may also let the reimagined T be changed so that it, too,
can cover some of the areas currently defined as an On-Demand Zone.
I am in my 70s and use the portion of the V route that circles through Southern Village. If
that portion of the V route is eliminated, I will have to drive and park at the park-and-ride to
ride the NS bus.
I do not support elimination of V bus service to Southern Village.
I would no longer use this route if it only stopped at the park & ride
This looks like a good route for people working at UNC, which makes sense.
Only 60-min frequency, even at peak? No, thanks. Also skeptical of the cost/benefit of
having the V wind through a neighborhood vs. taking a straight shot down Franklin St. It
had better be picking up/dropping off a lot of people in that detour off of Franklin and
saving them the walk to Franklin to justify everyone else riding the extra distance. Whereas
my current route of choice to get from Carrboro to the 200 block of Franklin (i.e., work) is
the F (when I'm not walking the entire 1.6 miles to work), I probably wouldn't even bother
with this replacement -- terrible frequency, too much extra winding around, and still leaves
me short of my destination. I'd probably just walk every day since the bus would save so
little time. Which is not a horrible option, but sometimes there's a lot of stuff to carry or it's
freezing cold/boiling hot or dark, and walking is just not pleasant.
I am most impacted by the V route. Rather than eliminate it at times or streamline it, why
don't you get information from your potential riders as to what they want. The route does
not take me to where I need to go, that's why I don't ride it. I pay much by way of taxes to
fund this free transportation in town, but I don't see how I get to jump on a bus and go
anywhere I would like to go. Don't just look at ridership, look at where and when those
riders want to ride the bus. My main time to use the service is friday night until Sunday
afternoon. Since I work in RTP, I don't need weekday service but I would like to easily,
without transfer get to shopping destinations (whole foods/Southern Season/Franklin
Street) or go to dinner on Franklin and use the bus to return home. I find the transfers are
what makes me not ride the bus.
Please keep the V running through Southern village.
Please keep the V bus in southern village!!!! I am in the back of southern village and there
are several extremely steep hills from my house to park and ride and its over a mile away!
That would be unreasonable anytime but especially in the winter. Also, we are an extremely
densely populated neighborhood full of people who use that bus to get to university and
hospital. Please do not eliminate V bus from southern village or you will be effectively
eliminating bus option for half of our neighborhood!!!
We need a bus that comes through Southern Village. Not just the park and ride (which costs
money to park there).
Southern village needs the connection to meadowmont.
I do not support removing service into Southern Village.
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We live on the V-line route in SV. Once the bus enters the neighborhood it is almost always
completely empty. A waste of resources. I take the route regularly but am almost always the
only one on the bus plus I often walk to the park and ride (from HighGrove Dr) to get the NS.
It is close enough for anyone in the neighborhood to make it to the park and ride.
The detour to Northside, rather than going straight to campus on Rosemary or Main st
makes this route longer and therefore undesirable. Therefore Carrboro will be served by
fewer routes that go straight to campus.
Keep the V route.
I would like to see the V bus still utilized at Southern Village but have the route changed to
University Place and along Fordham
The V bus in Southern Village is important to those of us who live in the Highgrove area, far
from the Park & Ride stop. Please don't eliminate it!
I like using the V bus to my house. It doesn’t run as often as the NS so I end up on NS from
UNC.
Reduces the redundancy with current NS route, but would prefer if it did not bypass South
Rd
This route seems to work well, except it ends way too early on that week nights. It would
be impossible to go to an event at the Friday center and take the bus home after it ended.
This may be a problem on the weekend as well.
The times end way too early. How is one supposed to attend an event at the Friday Center
and get Home when it ends? Also, peak hour service should be better.
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I like the idea of an express bus route that goes from the eastern and western ends of the
region quickly. I don't know if this is what the EW will be but that's what I hope it will be.
The EW is also definitely a more intuitive name and route.
The EW, while serving a lot of high demands neighborhoods, it will be far too slow for me
and is not an attractive alternative.
How frequently the north and south branches would operate is unclear. Does each branch
operate at 15 min intervals at the peak? Or do Both combined operate at that frequency?
Which one will have a shorter interval during the morning and evenings. More details would
be helpful.
Since GoTriangle already serves Patterson Place, think that it would be better to limit this
route to Eastowne vicinity and have GoT 400 bus pick folsk up at Rams Plaza. (Less costly to
Chapel HIll Transit and more supportive of shopping in Chapel HIll).
Under this scenario, EW would be the only bus I could take to get to/from campus. Unlike
the current bus plan, I would no longer have direct service to my neighborhood (Colony
Lake). Instead, I would only have a stop that is a 10 minute walk from my house. This is
particularly a problem at night because the walk from that stop is almost completely dark.
As a young woman walking alone, that feels very unsafe. Also, cutting service to my
neighborhood could affect my ability to sell my home in the future.
My first thought when I saw this route was "ew" and then I realized that was also the title of
the route. I know, it's east/west, but CHT should fully think through the optics before titling
a bus route EW. Calling something the EW line leads to connotations of buses being
unhygienic and gross, and while CHT buses are so far from those words many people do
hold these ideas about buses and do not use them for those reasons. About the actual
route, it completely cuts off any part of campus that is not Franklin St. I currently take the
bus to and from the hospital, which is a 5 minute walk down Manning from my office. To
take the bus home I would need to walk nearly a mile to Franklin to catch the EW route
home. The fact that this bus only serves Franklin St. makes me think that there is a severe
misunderstanding of where people access buses and where they are taking these buses to.
Before making such drastic changes more research should be put into whether anyone
would actually use a bus as a Carrboro to Eastowne connector. If not then it is ineffective to
completely cut off the entire campus from the only route that goes to east Franklin St., 501
Midtown apartments, and the Eastowne area.
I think adding this route would be helpful because it would alleviate the crowded on the
already heavily used J bus. However, this bus addition doesn't address the fact that the J is
often full within it's first three stops during peak times. The J should really be running every
10 mins during rush hour if the double buses can't be used on that route.
This route seems convenient, as long as the frequency remains high. I am in favor of this
route.
please explain how buses will connect from Patternson place to Walmart & vice-versa. Or
are these two different bi-directional buses (EW-Patterson vs EW-Walmart?) If not the case,
would the directions of buses depend on time of day? more information and clarification on
this is needed. in general higher frequency (20 mins per branch, or 10 mins in unified areas)
would help since it's replacing important parts of existing D, CL and CW routes.
Extending of routes outside of Orange county will benefit residents of other counties:
instead of paid transit buses they will be taking free CH bases (for example, proposed EW
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route instead of CL and D). As a result Chapel Hill residents (the ones who pay high taxes)
will be riding in crowded buses, possible overcrowded so that they will not be able to take
them when they need (I was in this situation several times: a bus driver does not let you in if
there are too many passengers). Furthermore, the EW route is not proposed to serve Chapel
Hill Hospitals area. I take this route every weekday and I can tell you that many hospital
patients and a lot of UNC employees take this route.In the worst case scenario (if you cancel
D route) please expend it to Manning Drive and Mason Farm Rd to make it convenient for
UNC employees and patients.
I like that it goes through downtown Carrboro.
I really like the through-running nature of this route. This would reduce hub congestion,
especially near UNC Hospitals, and hopefully shorten ride times. It also reduces the "huband-spoke" nature of the current system, where riders need to transfer in the middle of
town to continue their trip. The great irony is that the introduction of this route means
that I would need to transfer if I want to go to points east. This is why I think it is absolutely
critical that transfers between this route and others (such as the J) are timed perfectly. If
that doesn't happen, then this might wind up being a spectacular failure. One major
concern I have about this route deals with rolling stock. Since this will be a consolidation of
several routes, the load factor on buses will inevitably increase. Larger busses will need to
be used, at least during rush hour periods, in order to avoid the unfortunate scenario of
people being left at stops due to overcrowding. If the bendy busses cannot be taken off the
NS during rush hour, then rush hour frequency will have to be increased (7 minute
headways, if not shorter) to accommodate the Carrboro to UNC morning rush.
As this new route is a long east-west route that absorbs shorter routes that do not follow
such a straight course, I hope that the intersecting routes running north-south are frequent
enough and timely. In other words, travel to areas should not require 1+ miles of walking or
long (30min to 1hr) wait times. For example, CW currently goes from Carrboro plaza to
south campus directly but would require a bus change at Franklin or walking for over half a
mile with the EW route.
This route and schedule might be good for the weekends but it's not convenient for people
who commute to south campus from Carrboro Plaza during the weekdays
I've often wanted to go places served by this new route, & have been frustrated to be
unable. It's a great idea!
I think it's radical, but it might work as long as there enough buses going EW down Franklin
towards Durham. Going all the way to Walmart would be helpful for students who don't
have cars on campus.
Would think lengthen time between when buses arrive or duration of time to travel
between UNC and Eastowne? I do like the increased range fo service times.
there is a need for these increased service
I really like this additional route extended out to the Walmart in Durham. I think this is a
great addition to the transit schedule.
I'm not a fan of the branch system; it would result in less frequent service to my current
apartment complex than I currently have, and it seems like it would be easy for people to
accidentally get onto a bus headed down the wrong branch. If the branch system is kept, I
think it would be better to give the branches different names.
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"EW" is not a good route name. Just sayin. "Ewww! This bus is taking forever!"
I absolutely love the idea of the EW route. I love that it will take you right to the Walmart in
Durham. I am disabled and do not have a mobility scooter so I rely on the bus and the P2P
to take me places. I find it extremely hard to shop for groceries because the CCX takes you
near the Walmart in Chapel Hill but it is a VERY long walk which I can no longer take. I'm
stuck with having to pay high prices and have a low selection and have to have all my
medical supplies shipped to me since I cannot access the Walmart. Having this route go so
close the Walmart in Durham would make my daily life better and easier. The only thing I
would change about this route is have it end in Chapel Hill and not go to Carrboro because it
is a very long route and I think it will be VERY busy. I think you should keep either D or the F
or both and keep the J or the CW or both.
Route EW is outstanding!
The fact that you have what look to be two routes sharing one label (EW) suggests that they
will also be sharing bus and driver resources. Does that mean the frequency for the parts of
the route that are "forked" will be half as often as listed? If every other EW that comes
along is serving a different terminus (Walmart, Patterson Place), that means a rider would
have to wait twice as long to get a bus to the correct destination. And if either of those
destinations is a person's home, it would effectively mean a person couldn't feasibly
commute via this route. If the goal is to make the town more accessible and reduce car
traffic, this won't help! The added hours and weekends are a plus, though.
Since this is a new route, it might be worth experimenting with having fewer stops, so
someone could expect to get through town reasonably fast.
Two branches & no service to the medical school would make it impossible to travel
between the Eastowne UNC medical centers and the medical school. Furthermore, med
school students & faculty live in the Eastowne/Sage Rd. area and they won't be able to get
to work on south campus.
I would LOVE to see a timed transfer between NS and EW, especially offpeak and all day
weekends
As a Carrboro resident, I very much like the proposed EW route - currently I find it difficult
to travel by transit between Carrboro and the University Place area due to inconveniently
long transfers and limited mid-day CW service. Even if Scenario 3 isn't fully adopted, I would
like to this kind of cross-town route implemented.
Hopefully there will be designated parking, especially for the Patterson Place route. Cannot
tell via map, but will the route stop near the hospital or would I have to get off and get onto
another transit?
Overall, I think this is good that it extends into Durham at Walmart and Patterson place. I
am concerned that there isn't any sort of "loop" between the two Durham destinations. It is
a dangerous intersection to cross if you leave from one and come arrive back at the other. I
absolutely love that this extends into downtown Carrboro. There really isn't any efficient
bus that currently runs between Durham and Carrboro, so that route is an improvement.
I am very much in support for a new, unified EW service that operates on a similar spirit to
the NS. However, I noticed that there is a loop on the western end that may be
redundant/could be handled by the new J or V services. Also, when operating these
services, it may make it much less confusing for riders if the branches were named
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differently, similar to the Silver or Green Line services in Boston (for example, naming the
Eastowne branch EW1 and the Patterson branch EW2).
Love love love the way that EW provides access to major shopping areas and that it
operates frequently and on weekends.
This looks like a good option to connect the 2 towns - as much frequency as possible along
Franklin Street would be best (or even abbreviated shuttle service along the core of Franklin
Street and back to Carrboro in evenings). Just make sure that connecting routes through
town are also running at these extended times (nights and weekends) so that riders can get
all the way home easily.
YAY! I would not have to cross the bridge over I-40, With cars less than a foot away. Please
please please include this route.
The EW is long and does not include Ephesus Church Road. It would exclude our neighbors
and school.
I would very much like to see this route serving locations just in Durham that are currently
inconvenient to bus to
EW is a major route that serves over 1/2 of the town, it would be better if it served both the
campus and the hospital in a loop.
My concern with this route is in the branched nature and the current manner in which buses
sometimes have the wrong information displayed on bus exteriors (e.g. the G route around
the hospital sometimes can be confusing if it has the incorrect destination displayed) or the
Nextbus transponder isn't working or turned on (e.g. evening bus routes, such as the CW).
These current problems on a newer, more complex route could cause a number of
headaches for both riders and drivers. HOWEVER, I do like that this route does appear to
offer service on both Saturday AND Sunday.
I'm a bit confused about how the branch system would work. I like in Colony Lake, and it
looks like while I would have a direct ride to Patterson Place, in order to get to New Hope
Commons I would have to take one bus down to Franklin/Ephesus Church and then transfer
to another bus.
I think the route is very useful and I would use it often if created, especially if it ran on
weekends.
I’m confused by how the frequency relates to having two separate endpoints for this route.
Does that mean that, roughly speaking, every OTHER EW bus would travel to each endpoint
— so that during non-peak hours there would be one bus every 60 minutes to a specific
endpoint? That would be ridiculously inconvenient. I LOVE the extended hours in this
scenario, but much prefer the revised Route D alignment in Scenario 1.
This helps make up for the F->V proposed change -- not because these EW stops are so well
located for me (though it's do-able), but because the frequency is so darn good, and
includes weekends. More excited about Scenarios 1 and 2 overall, though.
Travel time on this route looks to be very long
the route doesn't travel near the hospital..this is an issue for me
As a D and CL bus rider currently, I can tell you that the EW route will only cause more
headaches. The EW route is completely disregarding the needs of the current riders. The
overwhelming large majority of riders (including myself) that are on the D and CL route get
off at the Pittsboro and Hospital stops. The EW route does not even service that area
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anymore. Leaving an ENTIRE BUS to make a route change in the middle of town. PLEASE do
not make this change. Look at the riders who are riding the D and CL. They all get on and off
at the hospital/Pittsboro and you would not be servicing that or providing another route
that makes that similar route. The largest majority of D and CL riders get on at the Franklin
woods stop (myself included). If this went into effect, I (and everyone else on this route)
would switch to the Triangle Transit buses that would more accurately service us.
1. I support the idea of streamlined service with more frequent weekday service. 2. I do not
like the idea of providing taxpayer-paid service to out-of-town retailers like Wal-Mart at
Hope Valley. Rather, I'd prefer more service to the library where people could order goods
from Walmart.com OR other retailers and pay sales tax here with the purchase. The library
has other advantages.
This would be a very good route for people without cars who need improved access to
grocery stores. I think this is a valuable route to connect Carrboro and campus to resources
down Franklin street. This could be good for businesses and consumers alike.
This seems like it'd be a good route for students and community members without vehicles
I don't supposed sending our buses into Durham county. That's what Triangle transit is
n\for.
I am very interested in this route and how it would connect me to other areas (like Rams
Head Plaza and further down on Franklin Street) that I normally have to drive to, but would
be interested in using the bus instead.
This route seems terrible and long. This is not a good substitute for other routes.
Please don't eliminate the High St stops that are currently on the CW route. There are a lot
of people who use these to get into Chapel Hill every day.
I think there would need to be quite a few buses on Route EW to accommodate enough
riders.
The new EW route would be great for me. I go to Patterson Place a lot. It would save me a
little money which I definitely could use.
I really like that you are proposing to have transit out to Walmart and some of the shopping
centers on 15/501, but I do wonder if it will be navigable once people leave the bus as there
tends to be poor bicycle/pedestrian facilities out there. Also, I find it difficult to believe that
such a long route won't have major service problems
Too convoluted and way too long. Very confusing and could easily go down wrong branch. If
people want to go to Durham county for shopping they should at least pay to take Triangle
Transit.
This is very confusing. Most of the people who ride the D bus are going towards the
hospital. Is this bus still going there? Will the route be faster? It would not serve anyone for
those living near Legion Road or Eastowne if we have to take two buses to get to our jobs
near the Hospital/classes at the School of Public Health.
Since this would potentially replace the D route, would it be possible for the EW route to dip
down to South Road (via Raleigh St) to serve the central part of campus and then head back
to Franklin Street (via Columbia St)?
EW is a wonderful, overdue idea and I strongly hope it is implemented.
YES YES YES!!! This is the route we need. Bravo!!!!
LOVE this route. So much demand to access these locations.
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NO NO NO
This is too unclear. At whos cost is this, rider or transit?
What does a partnership look like? How will that work? You seem to be waving your hands
at an awful lot of this "plan". How exactly will this serve the Lakeshore area? What will these
changes do to the very loyal and longterm G ridership you already have from these areas.
These changes do not appears to take them into account.
The Lake Forest area would not be served as needed. The downtown parking situation now
forces the need for regular, scheduled bus access from Lake Forest. The proposed new
routing would be disastrous
Would these on demand zones just not be visited by buses as often like the p2p on campus?
Emerging Mobility Zones may be difficult for some residents in those areas to use, especially
if they have poor literacy, technology skills, or access to internet/phone (all of which are
required to call for on-demand service). It may be possible to replace these by breaking
apart segments of the radically re-aligned T and V services, and continue to provide bus
service there instead in an equitable way. Chapel Hill Transit should take initiative to discuss
the pros and cons of such a service with residents in those areas, as younger, low-income,
underserved citizens who do/may soon depend on existing bus services may be negatively
impacted but do not know this survey/conversation exists. In the event that an On-Demand
Zone is inevitable, the transit agency MUST be cautious so that its implementation does not
look like they are "getting rid of free buses for poor people" or "taking away buses from
immigrants"
You left HS off the list on this scenario, perhaps because it doesn't change. But that's what I
don't like about Scenario 3--- It would take me 2 bus changes to get to the new EW route
and its access to major shopping areas. Plus it's already a pain to get downtown via HS. I like
the Scenario 1 HS proposal, which covers Rogers Rd, Chapel Hill High, county/town facilities
on Homestead, and direct access to downtown.
The idea that "on-demand" service could provide reliable service for regular users in my
neighborhood, many of whom support CHT with high taxes, is ludicrous.
I suspect that this will end up costing people in those areas more. Also, I don't trust these
private companies. They have to have ADA compliant vehicles if you do this. Finally, I am
annoyed that your survey for Scenario 3 didn't have an option to comment on the HS. I
wanted to learn more about changes to it. I hope that it has longer evening hours for
workers who work retail.
These look more like "shut-out" zones to me. Bring bus service back to Piney Mountain
Road. Please. You'd better make it very clear how these work and how they will save
money.
There is no understanding how on demand routes can serve the large number of people
that access the bus system from the apartments on Ephesus church road and coloby woods.
I'm not sure how these would work. Would I would call when I need a ride to work every
morning at 7:30am?
Inadequate service given current numb of riders throughout the day on G route.
this is completely crazy and allows Chapel Hill to have service in Durham, but abandons all
the tax payers in the town that would now have NO SERVICE IN THE TOWN.
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Changes to (especially elimination of) routes that have good ridership usage numbers would
be a major disservice to the community members that rely upon that transportation.
I have always had trouble walking to the high school because of health problems. A walking
path from Chesley to Red Bud would be easier but residents in Lake Forest will not allow
neighbors to cross their property and the land is marshy. Also, although my daughter took
the bus to campus, because her allied health classes often ended just after the 'T stopped,
she would have to take then NS, and then I would have to go pick her up. This hasn't nbeen
terribly efficient.
Do NOT get rid of the G that services University Place and the Hospital
I am pleased with the addition of the Saturday V route to Southern Village. This is an asset
as I do not drive.
n/a
please don't remove the G route to Bookercreek
Note that zip code area has been in CH town limits (with access to CHT) for almost 32 years
I think it would be beneficial to have an express bus that just runs up and down MLK. I ride
to and from work and 90% of the people are getting on and off on MLK, but we all wait
forever because a jampacked NS flies past us. Additionally, I used to get on the MLK/N.
Estes stop across from the YMCA that was discontinued. I could drop my kids off an make it
to the 7:40 NS, but now, I can't get on until 7:55 because I have to walk the extra block. I
know it seems like it shouldn't make a big difference but it does. The reasoning I was given
was that it is safer to cross at the median but I've been nearly hit half a dozen times (once
by an A bus actually). So, now I'm late and it's actually less safe for me. When I voiced these
concerns, no one responded.
With expansion of service I would use system more, doing a great job and funding should be
increased. The emerging mobility zone concept is interesting if it saves CH money and
meets service needs. But you must go into much more detail on logistics, service level
commitment and payment? if you accept buy-in.
Fully agree that there should be more service on the weekend! I had to request not to work
weekends because too many times I couldn't find a bus that would take me home or I had
to wait a hour plus for a bus that may or may not have been on the schedule.
Keep it free; do not privatize; don't cut Carrboro routes just because fewer students/faculty
ride them; add a 5:45 west bound F route from Franklin Street
Im not sure if it recorded my answer so I will repeat, the G and CL routes are very important
to the people who live in Booker Creek area. This area is home of a lot of low-income
families, not all of which have access to cars or computers. To take away their easy access to
the bus routes would be to overlook these people because of their inability to access the
internet.
Living here is my first time with access to public transport! I love it and really do not want to
lose the A route!
I want scenario 2: more weekend service
I believe that riders can schedule their travel by finding the best bus ride and time that
meets their needs. Increasing frequency at the expense of cutting off areas is a bad decision.
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Whatever changes are made, please have a weekday morning and afternoon express bus
that runs between Jones Ferry P&R lot, Carrboro Plaza P&R lot, and UNC campus.
I made comments to all scenarios, however I am not sure if those were taken since I had to
select "i do not want to comment" to get out of that screen. I do NOT support scenarios 1
and 3 as they underserve the Eastwood Lake neighborhoods where dozens of kids use the
city bus every day to/from school. Scenario 2 is the ONLY scenario that I support.
Thanks! I really love CHT! Your staff have been wonderful and the services are so
convenient! Keep up the great work!
The bus does not service our neighborhood. Option 2 would provide access and we would
use it
Please make more buses go to Dobbins road. We DESPERATELY need more frequent
services, it would make an enormous impact on this area of Chapel Hill. PLEASE, if you are
going to make changes please improve the service to this area!!!!!
Wish we could see more expansion/connection north of I40.
Please make the important routes more often
I hope you choose not to reduce service to any of the neighborhoods. It feels as if CHT is
becoming a students only service and those of us who rely on the bus to get to work are
being forgotten. It also feels as if service to the hospital is being forgotten.
One of the GREAT things about living in CH is the transit service. I love being able to ride the
bus!!
It will be great if at least one bus line can cover the homestead road to hillsborough road
section. I believe there are lots of people who live in this section would like to use the bus
service, but either F or HS can not cover these area. Example of the Community in this area
are winmore, lake hogan farm, and many apartments.
I only found out about the proposed changes from other people in my neighborhood. I do
see the flyer on the buses now, but the language appears to be transit specific. Short Range
Transit Transit survey does not hint at what you are really proposing.
Please expand weekend schedule many of us need to go to work on the weekend or would
like to enjoy our days off work and do not have cars.
Rating the service plans from the one I like most to the one I dislike most: Scenario 3,
Scenario 1, Scenario 2
Some of these route changes are pretty radical. How are you getting the input of those
elderly and lower income residents who may not have been informed about this survey
from the e-newsletter?
This change and request for comments were NOT originally well publicized. The hangers are
better, but only seem to have been prompted by ridership action. You need to make better
use of available tools and methods to connect with your most important supporters, your
riders.
Add Sunday NS route from MLK to Hospital and route leading to Carrboro, to start late and
end around 8:30 pm
I know Morgan Creek wouldn’t get a lot of ridership but I would like to see a route there, I
would ride it.
a far greater clarification as to what on earth is meant by an Emerging Mobility Zone....
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Please create an advertising campaign to teach good ridership. Step to the back of the bus,
bags off seats, stand for a rider who needs a seat more than you do...
I strongly support continued Route G service through the Booker Creek and Lake Forest
neighborhoods as you plan future master route schedules. Thank you.
You did not ask about hospital staff only UniveristyI have lived in Carrboro for over 10 years and have been using CHT to commute to and from
work at UNC Hospitals everyday during the week for all these years. I am so grateful for CHT
and am looking forward to continuing to be a regular bus rider in our community.
thank-you for the bus service
Please note the proposed Glen Lennox redevelopment and the three-fold increase in
population density and possible bus ridership in the Raleigh Road / University Place area.
Ladies and Gents; it's a free bus service, I'm thankful for whatever it can provide. I'd
encourage maximizing efficiencies to make it more cost effecting. My one concern about
the current service is buses depart from Jones Ferry Pank 'n' Ride Lot at ten past and twenty
past. I'd appreciate them more spaced out across the hour so it's not quicker to walk into
town if you miss one ;)
this survey and the maps of routes are NOT user friendly! do NOT remove the F route. do
NOT remove the G route. The G route and the F route need to be EXPANDED with MORE
service and into more areas and more hours of operation, NOT less, and certainly do NOT
need to be removed. Removing service along any of the G & F routes will create hardship for
many people! also with all the development and redevelopment in the G route and F route
areas (i.e. Glen Lennox, The Park Apts, etc), these routes need to be expanded in terms of
hours of operation, frequency, and where they go--they do NOT need to be lessened or
have ANY of their stops removed. There is often standing room only on the G route out of
Glen Lennox to UNC Hospital, UNC Ambulatory Care Clinics and elsewhere along the G
route. same with the F and D routes.
Can CCX run later please
I had anticipated increasing ridership now that my child is independent & I don't feel the
need to have access to my car at all times. One of the attractions to our neighborhood off
Culbreth Rd. was the access to a bus route.
Please do not take away the A route to weiner and severin and the V route to
Meadowmont!! I have do other way to go to work!! Please I beg you!!
We picked this apartment because it had a regular and express bus routes. If you change
that, that will effect many graduate students and young professionals who choose to live in
Carrboro away from the campus craziness.
Chapel Hill Transit operators are community assets!
You guys are great--thanks so much for everything and for providing this platform for
feedback.
I appreciate this service so much! It's the best transit system I've encountered. The drivers
are all courteous and professional, and the administration is admirable in that they are
soliciting our feedback on planned changes. Thanks!
No
Route 420 bus is great but would love to see some more frequency/options during peak
hours.
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Y'all are great!
Don't remove G bus from my neighborhood. I need it!
Despite the limited use of the A, important to serve the Northside neighborhood where
many individuals lack car access and/or are unable to walk to work/school.
An Express bus to Eubanks lot would be fantastic!
I love CHT! Not only is it year in general but it allows my growing family to remain a 1-car
family, which is both a service to traffic patterns and to the environment.
Times listed at stops for j route are off sometimes
Please please please consider increasing the frequency of the J service if you are going to go
through with the drastic changes to the D bus route.
Please increase service to the area around Foxcroft Drive! Morning and evening commutes
on the CL and D buses are very crowded.
I tried to do this before
I strongly support restructuring the routes for highest traffic, and using alternative options
(e.g. on demand) for lower density locations
Thank you for the years of accessible mass transit.
If money is needed, please don't punish the people who live in Chapel Hill. Most of us
already pay a lot in taxes and I feel like people that live outside of the county should be
paying a little bit more. If they had an on campus permit they would pay way more than the
park and ride permit costs.
It would be great to get service for going out side Chapel Hill, but if resources are limited, I
would suggest put more resources on Chapel Hill local service. Specifically, increase service
area and service frequency and duration (especially during weekday). For scenario 1, it is
already very hard to get into a bus during rush hours on MLK now, with A bus line reduced, I
am expecting it will be even harder to get in a bus unless bus frequency (NS and HS)
increase drastically. With D bus extended to New Hope Commons, I would wondering how
many people would take it there on weekdays. May be keep it just for weekend, but during
weekdays save the buses to serve better CH local community. For scenario 2. Is that possible
to extend A bus further to Winmore? I can see lots of people taking HS to commute to
campus everyday, which is super inconvenient, that's why more people I know (including
me) are driving either to their friends or to park & ride then take bus to campus/office. For
scenario 3. Again, I would prefer having a good commute everyday rather than have another
option going shopping(400 already serving this area). Is that possible to extend T bus to
Winmore? I am sure a lot of people there would love to take buses going to campus if the
bus is available and convenient.
It would be great to take into account frequency of popular routes at certain times of day
(e.g. morning and afternoon rush hours). I've been on busses (both the J and the D) that are
so crowded there is no room to move, the bus is stuffed all the way past the yellow line at
the front, and the drivers have to reject passengers, even on days where the weather is
balmy. This doesn't exactly seem safe, nor does it seem friendly to people of different ability
levels. I have also noticed a large uptake in bus commuters when it's raining, so perhaps
adding some flex room to account for inclement weather would also be helpful.
Though I am not a Chapel Hill resident, I serve on the town's Transportation and
Connectivity Advisory Board.
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I chose to live in a new urbanism neighborhood because it would be served by public transit.
I support redesign, but want it not to serve only those who park & ride.
No
Draft #2 is my favorite!
Thank you
NS needs to be way more frequent. Buses are continuously overcrowded and unsafe.
I ride the 420. There is a lack of service for most of the day except for morning and evening.
If i need to get back to hillsborough from chapel hill in the middle of the day there is no
service.
I am sad to see V service to Southern Village eliminated under all scenarios. I take it daily
from South Street to SV.
I have ridden the bus for 25 plus years. I think you need a bus system that connects better
on Saturday, because it is hard to rely on the bus with it being on an hour schedule. I do like
the idea of the bus with the connections from patterson place, carrboro, chapel hill,
Carrboro Plaza. I think it would also be helpful in Buses could run a little later on Saturday.
We do have a great transit system.
I love CHT service! Thank you for your continued improvements/keeping the needs of the
community in mind!
Keep up the good work! I'm riding the NS right now.
Please Please Please have someone on South road at the cross walks every day between
4:30 and 6 pm directing traffic. When they are there, the traffic goes very smoothly and
everyone arrives home on time with buses remaining on schedule. When they aren't there
during the suggested time, South road backs up like crazy and everyone is delayed. It is a
very simple suggestion which can help relieve multiple issues with this part of town during
these times.
Why fixing something that is not broken?
I love being able to ride CHT. It is an easy and convenient way to get to work. Thank you for
continuing to improve this service!
Don't forget about those with disabilities!
Thank you for all that you do. It is such a huge asset to have free public transit here. I
support progress and appreciate being involved in the process.
None at this time.
Don’t leave areas of campus or chapel hill inaccessible just because of low ridership. If I
can’t drive to campus I have no choice and I need a bus.
PLEASE REINSTATE THE DX
I love Chapel Hill Transit!!
I greatly appreciate CH Transit's services. The drivers are very welcoming, competent, and
helpful. They are fantastic. One critique: once in a while, a driver will smoke at the bus stop.
And every once in a while, a driver will not wait when a person is very visibly running for the
bus and is very close. That is rare, but can be disappointing to see that. But again, they are a
great group and I appreciate all that they do. Thank you.
I would really like to see more crosswalks put in around Carrboro and Chapel Hill. For
instance, a crosswalk on Merritt Mill and Edwards Street (a lot of people cross the street
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there, and that road can be dangerous). Also, a crosswalk on Jones Ferry at Barnes Street.
These are all high volume areas where students live and constantly walk, and there is no
safe place to cross! Thanks!
I found these kind of difficult to follow. I never ride on weekends but I think you need to
take into account those who have to work and cannot afford a car.
no
The implementation of weekend routes would be great. I've only lived in one place along
the J route the entirety of my time here, so I don't feel qualified to say much about most
lines, though oftentimes during peak hours the J route is unable to pick people up at the last
stop or two on the way to UNC campus before Mason Farm Rd.
It would be nice if the T Weekend route also operated on Sundays.
The maps are difficult to read and there is no explanation of the "on demand" zones.
Therefore, my responses are not fully informed; but educating the bus-riding public more
would have been an important first step.
Area south of campus should be frequented more, and the NU should run more frequently
KEEP THE G ROUTE!
No
The U and RU are always way too crowded in the mornings, especially on Tuesday and
Thursday. At some points it feels unsafe to have that many people on the bus. Also, having
the CCX run more frequently throughout the day would be helpful.
I think it is important for Chapel Hill to serve all of the people who live here, go to school
here and work here. The bus system is important to reduce the insatiable need for parking.
The frequency of the buses is critical for ridership. If you double the time it takes to drive
you will lose riders. The time you must leave for work until you get to work is a critical timeso door-to-door time is how commutes are practically measured. Having the CH transit
buses linking to the TTA routes is an important factor for commuters in deciding to take the
bus at all. Working with the TTA to better serve the Chapel Hill-New Hope
Commons/Patterson Place area in Durham would also better serve many riders. Also there
are no Park and Ride spots on the eastern area of Chapel Hill. Eastgate and University Place
do not want commuter parking so you lose riders who would take buses if they could leave
their car near the bus stop. I have also seen that there are times where cyclists must wait for
an hour to get a bus that they can take because the bicycle racks are full so they have to
wait for the next bus. The bus doesn't come frequently enough to accommodate cyclists
especially in the good weather.
Keep the route for bus G and maybe add a Route near the circle for T bus, thanks.
Sunday service would be great
Most of the drivers of the FCX and S are phenomenal!
This survey was thought out in some places (by an IT person, I guess) but was very hard to
follow. Questions came before the information that was needed to answer the question. I
suspect no one with User Experience job experience helped to design this survey. Also,
where something changes, it changes from X to Y, but the survey only gave one of these
(usually Y) without allowing the respondent to see what it was changed from--impossible to
say if it is an improvement in that case. In addition, it was nearly impossible to tell what the
routes were doing because of the stylized approach to drawing the maps. In some cases,
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there might have been a dramatic change from the existing route path or it might have
simply been that the map was simplified.
G bus needs to remain in service. Many people bought houses in that area specifically
because of the bus service.
None of the changes will effect me negatively.
Would really like to see more U buses in rotation
Keep the A route and make it more frequent. There is no other way for those living far down
MLK to get to the center of campus (Student Stores, Wilson/Davis Libraries) easily.
After answering questions about Scenario 1, I couldn't skip to the end of the questionnaire,
so hope you got my comments about approving of adding mid-day trips for CPX.
The bus service has been a terrific resource for me for the past 30+ years.
We need service down Jones Ferry Road to 602 Jones Ferry Road (where Food Lion is). Only
the CW route reaches it and it is not useful for many residents coming from Downtown
Carroboro. The J route, for example, could go past the bridge and to that location.
Please change the frequency of your routes so that buses don't all come down one road at
the same time; it leaves a large gap in time when there are no available buses to take.
A hybrid of scenerio 1 and 2 would be good. There is still no bus that has stops on the main
artery that runs from 15-501 and Martin Luther King Blvd.
Please leave Route G intact to serve Lakeshore and Honeysuckle and add weekend service.
We would use it even more if there was regular weekend service.
Ns frequency shoul definitely be increase especially during mid day hours between 11 and 3
Keep Route T coming into Carol Woods parking area
Although the proposals do not weigh heavily on the route I use, the NS, I have several
coworker's that will be hugely inconvenienced by changes to the D and G routes. They have
depended on this system for decades, and changes to many of the uptown routes would
have a detrimental effect. Thank you for offering this opportunity to comment.
KEEP JFX
Anything you can do to increase the service from Carrboro Plaza area to campus and to
downtown Carrboro and Chapel Hill will be appreciated. Anything you can do to provide
increased bus service on Saturdays and service on Sundays will be appreciated. Thanks!
More lunchtime late morning options and early afternoon to FCX
Love the service do far..most drivers very nice
A broad and comprehensive reorganization is key to improving our transit system. We must
reach out and cooperate with our neighboring municipalities in order to achieve light rail
and other methods of transit. We are reaching critical mass with traffic, congestion, and
pollution. Look to Portland, OR for an example of transit done well.
I am writing for someone who is handicapped and cannot drive and who relies on the bus,
especially the T and F routes.
I love Chapel Hill Transit! Y'all are awesome!
Keep the G running and keep service to residential neighborhoods!! That's the only way you
will get families and non-students to reduce car use!!
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Increase frequency of weekday rides, please! Also - since there is construction on Stadium
drive, we NEED updated routes/time schedules on the web site. It's hard to plan for
transportation when rides aren't frequent and the posted stops are not accurate.
I ride CPX and its never on time!!!
One reason I stopped riding the Go Triangle bus was that I had multiple times when the
Chapel Hill Transit bus was not on schedule, causing me to miss my connection. Greater
frequency on the NS line would help that.
I think that the CHT service is outstanding because it is convenient, easy, friendly,
supportive, and most of all, free!
Thank you for the service and the continued attempts to make it the most useful for the
riders.
None of the scenarios would be much of a change for me.
no
I appreciate the care that's going into both the scenarios and really garnering user feedback
about them.
Need to add more JFX routes in the mornings and throughout the day
If the V line goes away, I suggest a pedestrian traffic light across 15/501 for the northbound
NS stop t Arlen Park. Thanks!
Public transit works well for me when the weather is bad and I choose to ride the bus
instead of my bike. Scenarios 1 and 3 would increase its utility for me on weekends.
CHT could greatly benefit from adding multilingual prompts and directions for non-native
speakers. Riders in need of translation assistance will often try to speak to the bus driver
which often leads to delays in transit. Adding multilingual voiceovers and signage would be
helpful for this population.
no
Would like to see no changes to the service routes, but increased service on the weekends
Just remember that the Friday Center Park and Ride lot is usually full - it needs more
dependable service. Several times I have arrived to see people lined up waiting for a missing
bus. This lot has more people than the 54 park and ride lot.
I think combining scenarios 1 &2 would be great
Please note that I am not a Chapel Hill Transit user, but I do manager several student
properties in Chapel Hill. Not only do these properties house students, we also provide
housing for many UNC employee and both heavily depend on the Chapel Hill Transit for
transportation to and from school and work.
These routes are vital for graduate students who are both in school and are teaching
courses for undergraduates, especially beings that many of us are well underpaid for the
work we do. Having the bus routes saves a lot of us from spending money on gas, parking,
etc. and some of us can not afford a car to begin with. I am very grateful for the transport
service in Chapel Hill. Thank you.
During peak times (a little while before the start of classes at UNC, such as before 8, before
9:30, etc), buses frequently fill up and pass by passengers on MLK without picking them up.
For some students, this just means that they have to walk to class. However, there are
probably other people that need to go farther than north campus for whom this is very
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difficult. I suggest an extra route that just runs the most busy parts of MLK to take some of
the student riders in this area so that the longer routes are free for non-students.
It would help to explain what would replace routes being eliminated
PLEASE PLEASE MAKE THE NU MORE FREQUENT AND INCREASE WEEKEND SERVICE. It is a
shame that students are left at the RR lot for upwards of an hour, often with no guard in the
watch tower, after spending so much money on parking. Do better.
I use the GoTriangle services (Robertson Express, GoDurham, etc). and the "next bus" text
messaging service is really poor. It's made me miss the bus several times...
No
Increasing 420 route stops and times would be useful for those of us who can’t reside in
Chapel Hill/Carrboro.
Please keep the Lakeshore Drive line!!
It would be great to have a double bus on some of the J routes. Particularly in the morning,
the 8:38 bus is packed before even leaving the Kingswood stop.
Improving NS and/or T frequency is critical to my daily travel.
Simply because certain stops on certain roads do not attract high volumes of passengers
does not mean they are useless. Please leave the D and F Routes unchanged.
No additional comments
I miss the parking that used to be available at University Place.
The most sorely lacking part of CHT is that there is no express bus from eubanks lot to the
UNC campus and UNC hospital. The NS takes so long because it stops so frequently, which is
very inconvenient for people who live outside of chapel Hill and work at UNC.
We need the G route.
Please keep the jfx! The CM is ok as an alternate but the CW takes far too long. 15-20
minutes from campus to the jones ferry park and ride should be about the limit. Also
CM/CW around 12-2pm on campus is a guessing game sometimes on whether they will
show up
I am glad the bus routes are being looked at, there are good ideas floating around here.
Hopefully some will get implemented. Thanks!
I reviewed the documentation for the CRX bus and did not see it noted at all in the survey.
Was this a miss or ? lisamarie_ferrell@unc.edu is my email if you'd like to contact me.
thanks.
UNC hospital staff
I would love to provide more feedback. I love the transit system and I use it multiple times
every day.
Thank you for this survey.
The maps are a bit confusing as they are lacking some of the detail to understand where the
routes will have stops.
smaller buses in the outlying regions and big ones on the arteries would be advisable
The D is the best.
Leveraging technology more would create a better service and attract more riders. Being
able to see the movement of the buses and their arrival time would be helpful.
More sunday bus service
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I would like to see more sunday service
The bus system makes it possible for me to get to work and other activities given that I do
not drive (legally blind). Thanks.
Thank you for your hard work on the new transit routes! I am excited to see what happens.
HU and S currently both service the Hwy 54 P&R Lot. They both go to UNC Hospital at
approximately the same time. HU also services the Ronald McDonald House. Is there a way
to combine the 2 routes or spread out the times so that the HU and S buses aren't so close
together?
I generally use 'D' and 'F' buses, i am pretty satisfied from services that has been given.
Maybe weekend schedule would be arranged more accurate.
Thanks
I appreciate the effort to increase weekend service. My son cannot drive a car. As he gets
older, CHTransit enhances his independence.
are there possibilities for smaller vehicles for lighter ridership places,or are there not
enough to warrant the FTE? I believe that your basing routes on data is good...
Love the route n on scenario 2
Think it is excellent and great for my kids who have instruments to take to school but live in
the walk zone.
Please make this survey known more widely so all residents have opportunity to evaluate
and comment.
Complex survey and logical exit forces chioce of “I don’t want to comment....” Cost?
Including city and university taxes/fees/surcharges/etc. Interactions with light rail
The G bus is heavily used in my neighborhood on Lakeshore Drive during the weekday and it
would be terrible to lose that access.
Yes, you failed to inquire as to whether anyone had special needs, i.e. are there disability
issues, handicapped transit transfer concerns. There also is a failure to ask whether these
scenarios would result in any increase in the respondent's use of the transit system. You
also did not ask whether or not changes in the routes, service schedules, etc. might affect
anyone's ability to get to or from work outside the campus. CHT service is essentially a UNC
Chapel Hill service. Yes, UNC contributes to the CHT service but they also are the primary
cause of the increased traffic in the Chapel Hill-Carborro area, which is easy to determine in
the summer months. These scenarios each contribute further to the existing problems and
do nothing to address truly moving people efficiently, safely (pedestrian crossings outside
the campus), or reducing the use of fossil fuels, i.e. impact on environment due to traffic
back ups. Regretfully, this survey suggests the failure to accept that light rail is necessary
and would provide non-discriminatory transit options to those who are less advantaged.
Certainly not progressive options.
Having more maps at the actual busstops would be very helpful. Sometimes there are maps
for the specific routes that pass that stop, but no map of the overall bus system. Making
access to the map of the overall system easier to find on the website would also be helpful.
No
Thanks for proposing the EW route! If I could take easily take the bus from downtown
Chapel Hill to the library, and Trader Joe's/Whole Foods, I'd use that route at least once a
week. Now, one has to be lucky to catch the bus one way or the other, and with different
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routes and uneven spacing it's not reliable enough to take it back. (This is also true for
biking; it's an easy bike down the hill, but harder to get back; having regular bus service
would make a difference).
Please improve the reliability of the 630am CCX from chatham park and ride. I am late 6075% of the time as it doesn’t show up and having only one later bus gets me to work after
7am and therefore late. This is the closest park and ride to me. I have heard other riders in
the same position and they have complained often about this particular bus. Please fix its
reliability
I ride the S, V, and FCX depending on which bus is available to transport me between Friday
center lot and bell tower. But What’s the problem with the morning S drivers? More
often than not they are surly and non-responsive. Are they the norm among chapel hill
transit drivers and the V and FCX drivers are the exception?
ugh
We need to be expanding transit, not contracting it. We can adjust routes in some cases, but
we need to give people options for transit, not push them back into cars.
I believe transit should support wide access as opposed to simply larger numbers.
I just moved here from NY city to attend the grad program at UNC, and I believe the bus
system I’ve experienced here, living in Southern Village, is absolutely transformative. It is
the most impressive thing about Chapel Hill, and I applaud its design wholeheartedly. In
particular, the drivers on my route, the V, are impressive both in their work ethic and in
their humanity. I offer NY as a comparison of which you should feel very proud. I hope you
will be able to consider these things before making choices which result in the loss of
something valuable for so many. With humble thanks .... and best wishes!
Please explain why you are doing this.
evening and weekend routes for g bus would increase our usage
Eastowne/Sage rd. is composed of a UNC medical center and neighborhoods full of med
school employees & students. There needs to be transit between the med school and the
Eastowne area.
I would likely ride CHT a lot more with later evening service and more frequent weekend
service.
Thanks CHT!
Regardless of scenario, I think timed transfers - both within CHT and to/from TTA - will help
boost ridership, particularly offpeak and weekends.
It was hard to tell from the maps if any stops on the CM route would be changed. I would
vote for scenario 1 (increased frequency of the CM) as long as the stop at Canterbury
apartments remained in place.
Thanks for seeking input. I hope you are able to find a plan that serves everyone better.
Overall, I am a big fan of CHT. Most of the time, it is reliable and convenient.
no
CHT isn't perfect but I haven't made a single complaint even though I have watched buses
pull out with me 10 feet away. By removing my route (that doesn't even run during the day),
I will be extremely unhappy. I really hope that you don't remove FCX route. Many people
use this route from all over campus (student, staff, faculty, doctors, etc.).
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The NS route to Southern Village is absolutely vital to me and many other commuters from
the southern stretch of Chapel Hill and beyond.
I live in Chatham County, Chapel Hill address and take NS and CCX routes.
Thank you for your services
I just ask that whatever route is going to pick up at Meadowmont please at least go down
South Rd, so those of us who work on central campus aren't stuck taking multiple buses to
get to and from work everyday.
None of these affect me, but I think my priorities in general are: underserved areas and
increased frequency
Unclear if buses into Carrboro will be running past 9 pm on weekdays at any frequency
beyond once an hour with all of the busses departing around the same time more or less
stranding you on campus for an hour if you don't want to walk 2+ miles
Improving the routes that already exist seems like the best bet. Reducing FCX would be a
problem for a lot of people. I use Hu and S routes every day.
Riding the bus would be easier if there were more crosswalks across busy streets (MLK for
example). Also, it's very difficult to see stops at night (to know whether you are getting
close). Can you light them up in some way with name of the stop or a number or
something? One more thing, often busses will be stacked--last night, two NS buses pulled
up at a stop together, the first packed, the second one empty. Overall though, CHT does a
great job and the bus drivers are always excellent!
PLEASE ADD AN EXPRESS NS BUS TO EUBANKS ROAD
Please ensure that all public housing area have convenient access to transit services,
particularly to places like grocery stores. I think the EW route helps by going to Patterson
Place and Hope Commons.
It was very hard to see the details of the maps until one got further into the questionnaire.
I would like to see an improvement on transportation around Mt. Carmel Church Rd. Area. I
live in a neighborhood near UNC and off Mt. Carmel Church Rd (Azalea Rd), but am not able
to use a bus because there is no any bus route or sidewalk to actually walk to UNC. I am sure
that faculty and staff of UNC who live very close by would love to take advantage of public
transportation.
Consideration of all existing local plans (i.e. Gateway and Wegman's near 15-501, Ephesus
Church, Leigh Village and other DO-LRT-related developments) should be made in
determining final routes. Eventual expansion of Sunday and late-night (not ending until at
least 10pm, or maybe even 1am) services would also be very much appreciated!
I am in my late 70s.
Why don't you use the bus? Because I'd have to walk 1.5miles to the nearest stop, then
change buses. The car ride takes 10 minutes, the bus walk/rides takes over an hour.
How does the proposed 'bus rapid transit' thing fit in with this? I hope it doesn't, but am
curious Last SurveyMonkey test I took was terrible. This much easier to use. Thank you.
Senerio 3 makes the most sense since it would be the most cost effective an efficient.
I did not comment on the individual plans, but do have some overall thoughts: - If you offer
us more service, we'll always say we want it. If the current infrastructure isn't sustainable,
present us with tough decisions. - We lost A service to our neighborhood several years ago,
but it was the right decision because ridership was low. Discontinue service that isn't being
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used, and focus on high-density corridors. - Only one of the scenarios has a bus going to the
public library. After all we spent on it, it sure looks like a glaring oversight. - Our "free" bus
system is one of our Town's most impressive resources. Thanks for all you're doing to
sustain it.
I don't support any of the Scenario.
I still love the current routes. if I have to pick one, I pick option 1
Love the service and depend on it to get to work. Look forward to seeing even better
availability of buses in the near future!
Improve the frequency of route b, or change the service time from 7-9 to 9-11
Better live monitoring from smart phones!!!
No
Park and ride issues all over town!!! especially for non-university people.
I use the bus running off of Lake Shore Drive every day to commute to my office.
see comment about fuel use.
I don't use the service much now, but my family would love to use it more with some of the
proposed changes.
Scenarios 1 and 3 eliminate service. If the purpose of these changes is to be more
economical, how is scenario 2 even possible?
no
Some of the bus drivers need to know how to talk to people when they are we ask
questions.
Keep going with your good service and work!!!
Please do not discontinue the bus service route "A" from Barclay or Severin street.
Should allow well-behaved pets on leash or in carrier. If goal is to reduce need for cars,
consider people needing to access parks and vet care.
get actual on demand tracking. next bus sucks
no
Not that I know of.
Scenario 2 with increased weekend service would encourage everyone in my family to use
transit rather than drive to downtown stores and restaurants
CM needs more than 30 min frequency in this improvement! It’s ridiculous, many routes are
on the main road!
greater frequency during peak hours for the CL line would be an incredible change for our
area
Provide a Direct route into South Road (not by manning drive) from the Friday Center Parkand-Ride.
I do like the idea of a bus serving Estes Road.
General suggestions to implement, regardless of system: Better use of signs on exteriors of
buses, more reliable use of Nextbus transponders, more weekend (i.e. Sunday) routes
I live on the CM route and really like the idea proposed in plan 1 to make it more direct and
increase the frequency that the bus comes.
The drivers are really great and provide wonderful service!
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Changes should be coordinated with gotriangle routes to optimize service.
I appreciate the funding and growth of public transit in our community. I live just a little too
far to walk to a bus stop, but if I lived in Carrboro proper I'd use it a lot.
More explaination of "Emerging Mobility Zones" is needed. Would these be free, like the
current transport? how would one access them? What are limitations?
I will be crushed if I no longer get picked up by the very nice man who drives the G route
from University Mall at 2pm! He is always so kind!
More s route
Do not consider deleting ANY bus routes. Public transportation should only be expanded not
retracted. Given how high are taxes are in this area it would be absolutely infuriating to lose
the bus service which I use every day at least twice a day and for which we are paying with
our tax dollars.
Please keep Bus A for Elkins Hills or keep Elkins Hills bus connection to the downtown and
possibly to Carrboro. Thank you.
Thanks for giving us the opportunity to comment. Really hope you opt for Scenario 2 or 1
with regards to the G bus.
This was a terribly designed survey. Bottom line is that more Chapel Hill residents would
travel on the G line if the frequency increased. If the changes are designed for UNC students
then let UNC pay for this I don't my tax dollar contributing to a public transport system that I
cannot participate in.
Changes in bus service might have an effect on our property value and Chapel Hill tax
income.
PLEASE you desperately need more service to Erwin/Dobbins road!!!! PLEASEEEEEE!!!!
Chapel Hill benefits from its free buses. Kill it and you will hurt our town. Cost/ benefit
misses the big picture and your proposals all look at small shortterm questions. Not a good
set of options because of your narrow view.
lower taxes. it is always good to lower taxes. this will increase what people spend on/in this
town. LOWER TAXES
What options do you have for seniors? Mixed age neighborhoods, such as the one I live in,
need transportation to accomodate little kids through seniors so everyone can ride safely to
get to basic needs like the grocery, work (or another ride source to work), UNC, health
services, recreational opportunities. Seniors like to go to the Seymour Center across town
from those of us in the eastern part. I had a very difficult time with this survey because I
wanted to see each map next to each. When I downloaded them, it threw out my previous
comments. This "10" minute survey took me about an hour.
I don't mind walking to a collection point, but once past a certain distance I won't
realistically use CHT anymore. And I can't imagine the on-demand service working very well
for commuting.
I've been riding Chapel Hill Transit 16+ years and am passionate about the strength of public
transportation and its role in Chapel Hill. I'm dismayed that these proposed changes have
not been advertised on the buses where the stakeholders would be able to note and
provide input. I do not endorse any of the changes until more information is provided:
increased street-level detail, information on timing of bus routes, information on how “on
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demand” service is envisioned. Your daily and long-term bus riders are a tremendous
strength of this system. Please involve us in this process.
It would be nice to have a circulator that goes around town instead of just down to campus.
I entered copious notes about each scenario, but then the only way to get to this final
screen was to select “I don’t want to comment on any of the scenarios” — so now I don’t
know if my comments are being submitted! Very confusing survey design!
Thank you!
Keep the A route
We need more routes on weekends
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback. Overall, I'm happy with CHT service
and grateful that we've kept the commitment to be fare free (please continue). If you can
figure out who is the best person to pass this next comment on to, please do: I'd like to see
drivers trained, and encouraged, to drive more smoothly. Some of them are great at this,
but others seem to know only 2 modes -- full-on acceleration or full-on braking, with
nothing in between. The latter type of driver makes for an unpleasant and potentially
unsafe riding experience, especially on crowded buses when you have to stand. They're not
saving any time either. They're just jangling everyone's nerves, flinging around their
passengers (I've seen people stagger around trying to stay on their feet in the aisle), and
probably making some people motion sick. Driving like that has also got to be wasting fuel
and wearing out brakes early.
I would visit downtown (i.e. spend money there) more often if the weekend bus service was
improved.
Thanks for all that you do.
I love that Chapel Hill buses don't have fare. It makes them so much more accessible. I hope
in your process that you will take note of whether social welfare resources are accessible by
bus: homeless shelters, domestic violence resources, organizations that serve the Spanishlanguage communities, affordable grocery stores. Are you surveying members of lowincome communities, for whom driving may not be an alternative, about the places they
need access to? I hope you are. That would make this project justice-oriented in a way I
value and admire. I'll also say this: workers can only depend on the bus system if it's
punctual. It's really important that the buses run on time so we can get to work on time.
Thank you for your hard work!
You missed the opportunity to rethink public transportation at a fundamental level.
I think the routes should be upgraded many of us work on Sunday's with no way to get to
work, I don't think this is fair and I can't afford cab's to work
We should keep these routes and keep the G route!
Frequent weekend stops, instead of once an hour, better connectivity to the NextBus app
(CW & T on the weekends have issues frequently), longer service on the T everyday in
operations. And finally, we NEED SUNDAY SERVICE. People like me that work, need a ride to
work on Sundays, and not living within walking distance to work is hard, and means I have
to get an Uber or Lyft to work and that costs me money that I really don't want to give up
(or can afford to spend sometimes).
I'm not sure that you captured my input since it kept on taking me to the same screens
repeatedly and the only way to get out was to say I did not have comments about the
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proposal. My comments were about the V Route. I am most impacted by the V route.
Rather than eliminate it at times or streamline it, why don't you get information from your
potential riders as to what they want. The route does not take me to where I need to go,
that's why I don't ride it. I pay much by way of taxes to fund this free transportation in town,
but I don't see how I get to jump on a bus and go anywhere I would like to go. Don't just
look at ridership, look at where and when those riders want to ride the bus. My main time
to use the service is friday night until Sunday afternoon. Since I work in RTP, I don't need
weekday service but I would like to easily, without transfer get to shopping destinations
(whole foods/Southern Season/Franklin Street) or go to dinner on Franklin and use the bus
to return home. I find the transfers are what makes me not ride the bus. If you didn't get
them in a previous screen then your surveymonkey is not working properly and you are not
recieving the public feedback that you think. Please call me at 919-594-2694 to confirm the
feedback. It would be a shame for you to be soliciting public information and not actually
get it because of a computer glitch.
Thanks for putting out the survey, but its visibility is rather low. Please considering
publishing this survey in more areas for the community to comment on!
Overcrowding on busses
Having larger buses on the FCX route (for instance, the double buses that frequently are on
the NS route) would be helpful, too.
I really appreciated when the NU stopped at the Carolina Coffee Shop.
I used to use the G bus daily, but now drive everywhere because the G bus no longer comes
to my neighborhood (Briarcliff).
I would like service from the MLK south to Estes so I can access the library directly by bus.
Failing that, a route that runs in Estes to/from Carrboro and Franklin (going by the library)
would be excellent. I would also like a route from Carrboro to MLK, at least to Northfield
and MLK where I live. Again, a route that ran from Carrboro (Main st/Weaver st) down Estes
and had a stop at MLK would suffice.
Please put stops along Weaver Dairy extension! I know it's curvy, but there must be ONE
spot in each direction that could work! We would use the bus system MUCH more often if
there were a stop that made sense for us! Thanks so much.
You completely missed all of Homestead Rd. Services are being provided to low density
areas and skipping larger ones or soon to be large ones. Why isn't there service through ALL
of Homestead rd?
Although I don't use CHT often (most often use would be special events), I think it's a great
option for neighborhoods. People that it could most benefit are young people (with/without
licenses) and older people.
I am sorry to see service to neighborhoods being cut. I used to ride the bus each week day
when the G route came through Briarcliff. Now it appears that service will be cut from
Ephesus. Neighborhoods like Ridgewood/Briarcliff may not be high demand areas but such
neighborhoods do pay a great deal in local taxes and it seems should get some public transit
help.
The bus service can no longer be offered as a free service. This model is not sustainable.
Increased bus access to Durham is also a priority for my household in addition to increased
frequency of weekday service
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I use A Route and desire it not be eliminated.
Connection between routes is important (Scenario 3) but weekend service is more
important, so I support Scenario 2.
Please don't take the F line away from the way it is now. I'm here in tears trying to figure
how I will get to work if you change or take away the F. I will either have to walk a long
distance or lose my job.
NextBus app and other tracking work well except for some lapses with older buses or when
signal is lost in low-lying areas - any way to avoid these signal outages?
Explain how and why the "emerging mobility zones" are a good thing. I'm unconvinced.
We use CHT daily on weekdays (taking the NU to get from the corner of MLK/Umstead to
Spanish for Fun daycare) and are grateful for such fun and free transportation. We would
use it more often, especially on weekends, if there was more frequent service (I also am a
teacher working with low-income students, and they have not been able to participate in
weekend activities due to lack of bus transportation at the right time). The A and N come
right to our neighborhood (Pinebrook/Umstead Park), which is nice, but we would trade a
slightly longer walk (to the NS or other routes down MLK) for more frequent service,
especially on weekends.
Please don't take away the a route
I'm not sure if my option 2, A route comments saved so: It is very important to me and many
of the residents in my community that the A route bus service be maintained. I could not
support a plan that called for the complete removal of A service.
Please don't get rid of the F route!
Please take the time to look into the needs of the D and CL bus riders. It is great that the
service has been slightly increased since Aug. However, it is constantly packed buses (where
many riders are left because of space). Almost all of the riders get on at the Franklin Woods
stop and get off at the Pittsboro or Hospital. It would be better if the frequency was
increased at later hours (after 5pm). Eliminating this route in #3 would cause many riders
(and myself) to switch to the Triangle Transit. I really love the busing system here and all it
provides, so I would hate to not be able to support that if it was no longer a service for me.
Thank you for considering weekend service. As a newer member of the community, I've
been impressed with the commitment to free, frequent service. Weekend service has been
the missing link. I hope that it will be added, regardless of the scenario adopted.
We use the A Route primarily, especially my son, who depends on this route for work
transportation. As far as I could tell, you have given no indication of what a restructured A
Route might look like. Please, please keep this route operational!
there is a glitch in your survey i think i submitted 20 times my answers
Please keep route A that goes down Severin St.
Weekend services are very important to students as it helps ensure that we can make it
campus for research/ internships as well as have a social life on weekends which is currently
not possible on saturday evenings or all of sunday for those living in Southern Village
without a car. This is a great idea and I really hope that you move forward with increasing V
and NS (especially) frequency, with a special consideration towards saturday and sundays as
school events and study meetings take place then.
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I like that there is thought to reconsider the whole system. Though I am student who uses
the system primarily to get to campus, I've heard from many in the community who like to
use the system to go other places besides downtown/UNC.
Prefer 2, do not remove routes. Increase frequency.
I don't have any problem with charging a reasonable fare for riding the buses.
I love CHT and have been a user for 25 years. Great service, great buses. Please don't
screw up the 'F' route.
Parking downtown and at the University is nearly impossible - public transit is the only
viable way to get to either retail or the University. It is subsidized by our taxes - and we
would like to continue to benefit from it.
I truly value the bus resource in CH, the access to the university and other CH locations.
Thanks.
Don't cancel the Southern Village V bus
I think all three drafts are excellent changes. I think the NS route could be more efficient
than it is currently. I really enjoy the ccx route, I just wish it came in front of the hospital
more frequently between 2-3pm
Please don't take a bus route away from any neighborhoods. Especially from Colony
Woods. That's what I use to get to work. I have no car and I'll lose my job and lose my
home.
Please don't take the F away from Colony Woods. Use #2.
Please consider using smaller buses (or vans) during less busy times on routes.
My daughter rides the G bus from Booker Creek to and from Phillips daily. It allows her to
get to school, and participate in before and afterschool activities while both her parents
work full-time.
I would just like the transit to adjust their service to the CHPL library for quicker and more
direct routes.
I don't know if my comments on the CPX route change for scenario 3 got saved, if not they
are here: " I'm not sure how this would work with the Jones Ferry and Carrboro Park and
ride lots, is there no longer going to be an express bus for the park and ride commuters?
Especially since they have to pay for the parking now, why would they even do that then?
The CPX is a very popular route, it is usually standing room only after 4:30pm, and almost as
full when I leave in the morning at 8:45am-how are you going to fit all these people on 2
routes that are already popular? Do you really think it is a good idea to take this much
transit away from poorer Carrboro neighborhoods where a lot of students live, and bring it
to more wealthy neighborhoods where people aren't relying on transit as their primary form
of transportation? This is a horrible idea."
Free transit is a fabulous thing. Now we need sidewalks on heavily walked routes!
We love the fact that anyone can ride the bus in Chapel Hill for free. Awesome service!!!
Why da f*ck my race matters? Do different races use busses in different way? Or maybe you
want to make different routes for different races?
Save The F!! Don't change the F!!
Map of existing routes for comparison when proposing route changes. Shorter routes with
more frequent trips, extend service hours to 30 minutes past business hours, 7 days so
entry-level workers and kids can rely on getting to work or the store and back home without
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needing private transportation. The bus and uber/lyft/taxi serve different needs, the ondemand zone is not a viable solution, just a euphemism for cutting service. Scenario 2 has
some thoughtful elements. In general this is not an industrial town so weekend/weekday
differences only matter regarding school and university. Problem with existing routes is
some trips are so infrequent that you could walk to your destination faster.
Thanks for supporting our free public transportation. Please, do not remove route G
Don't need the bus to cover so much of SV but at least part of it!!!
Please do not stop LINE G. Is the only one that server our corner of Chapel Hill
Colony Woods should not be eliminated from the service. The f route should remain.
keep Route F!
Keep the f route.
Don't take a bus away from Colony Woods. Keep the traditional F route alive for the best
neighborhood in town.
PLEASE KEEP ROUTE F! We need Scenario 2 since this is the only one that keeps f!
My reason for wanting service along Ephesus Church Road is that my elderly mother lives
with us, and would like to be able to rely on the bus. I don't use it, but she would. Thanks!
This survey doesn’t allow comments on any of the scenarios without preventing you from
finishing the survey. Please fix.
Please consider providing more details. It's hard to comment when I'm not even sure I
understand the extent of the changes.
The EW route is appealing, but multiple people in my circle use the D on Culbreth Road and
the JFX!
Please don't take the F route out of Colony Woods. It is my only way I can commute.
Without it I will be forced to walk miles to the store or hire a taxi. This is the only way I can
survive and make a living. Please!
DON'T TAKE THE F OUT OF COLONY WOODS!!!!!
More bus routes to high schools, please! Especially afternoon and early evenings, the high
school population and the community would highly benefit from public transit help! And
weekend frequency, a must.
Two scenarios eliminate the G bus from Lakeshore lane where I live. I love the G bus. Please
do not do this.
Why was there no announcement of these potential changes on the buses? Seems you
should be posting flyers to let the larger community know about these proposed changes.
Mass transit is the key to keep our town livable!
I'm generally pretty happy with CHT service. The drivers are amazing. The reason I don't ride
the route thats best for my house is because it is infrequent, unreliable, and takes a really
long time. Rather than eliminating service to the neighborhood, I think an option should be
explored for a more "park and ride" option from this area, perhaps using Rams Plaza or the
American Legion as a parking lot? it would shorten the route- but it needs to go from there
directly downtown, not taking a weird route through Eastowne. And it run more frequently
to go to the hospital areas, where most people work.
I primarily take the V bus. From south st to SV, and that option is being eliminated in all 3
proposals.
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Yes, please add another option from carrboro to south campus.
Ridgefield and Little Ridgefield appear to remain underserved in all three scenarios. Please
serve us too!
I didn't know there was a Saturday V bus. I would have used it.
I have often felt willing to contribute $$ to CHT. How about if you make it easy? Put a place
on each bus to voluntarily drop quarters, lose change, whatever. In a year's time, it could
amount to some serious money.
Love the idea of connecting service to Patterson Place and New Hope. It seems like that
should be a loop so one could go from one shopping area to the other (dont like the version
with two arms, one to each place with no connection). Also, I am sad to see Colony Woods
lose bus service. I think we would ride more if there were more frequent buses and it would
be even better if we could get over to those shopping centers.
Please ensure that service is maintained for those of us who use the bus to get to multiple
locations around town, not just for commuting.
WHAT LUNATIC IS MAKING THESE MAPS? PLEASE HELP ME UNDERSTAND THE SENSE OF
THESE
the V route in Southern Village is important to me.
I am in favor of scenario 1!
Thanks for asking our advice.
Can you get more double buses besides the NS route? Everything that runs by student
complexes is packed. Also, you should try to reduce the people crossing 54 or major streets.
CHT and Orange Public Transportation (OPT) should consider merging into "one" bus
system. Currently, people on OPT can only be taken to doctor's appointments. Those in
the county who are on disability cannot utilize the EZ-Rider for assistance to attend "lifeaffirming activities" - even though the American Disabilities Act gives the city permission to
expand it's services outside the "city limits". I'd propose that the CHT should charge riders
25 cents a ride (with one free transfer per day). This is a very modest cost for riders. These
funds could then generate revenue for the expansion of bus routes into the county.
I'm so glad to see this initiative.
Removing routes do to "limited" usage defeats the purpose of mass transit. This is not a
business, it is a public service. Availability and consistency are key to usage. There are
those (maybe few in some areas) who depend on town services for transportation including
school children which are not appropriate for private providers.
Do not eliminate N. Lakeshore service for the G bus.
Don’t change G please.
Perhaps update the app for more accurate schedules
Taking away service that is depended on is a huge injustice. Give free parking permits on
campus and parking lot spots if you choose to make these moves.
I think by going to smaller vehicles, CHT can provide more economical but sustainable
services
Reducing service is very shortsighted! Many people have chosen their residence based on
access. Why live in Chapel Hill and pay CH taxes if these benefits are gone?
I think transit on demand would be best for areas with low ridership.
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Improved service to the G route would encourage us to use it even more frequently. I have
been asking for evening and weekend service for years. We would be willing to pay to
support increased service.
To take the bus rather than drive requires FREQUENT service and not many stops between A
and B. Otherwise if driving will take 15 minutes and parking is available...while taking the
bus will take 30 minutes with a 30 minute wait for the next bus......guess what option will be
used! BRT only works if its fast and available.
On demand transit is novel. The idea is interesting but its a big change toward which people
can inherently be resistant. Without more detail about success of this system in other
communities, or how you plan to roll this out, or what metrics you will use to measure the
success of this system, it is difficult to support it. I would love to see the transit system used
more by elementary and high-school aged kids to increase their mobility and decrease their
dependence on the family car.
Please do not modify the JFX! A lot of people rely on its service and I am really happy with it.
(1) Please do not eliminate service to South Greensboro Street. It's already a drag that the J
bus has been long-term-detoured to close that stop. (2) Weekend service is a priority; if
Sunday service could be added, even on a limited basis, it would be a big help to carless
people who want to go to the library, work, etc. on Sundays. (3) Thank you for all you do.
I'm proud of our transit system.
Strategies that maximize service later in the evening and weekends would serve everyone
best!
PLEASE KEEP THE G BUS IN THE LAKE FOREST NEIGHBORHOOD. OUR KIDS TAKE IT EVERY
DAY.
Thanks for soliciting input, but SurveyMonkey isn't up to the task (or your design isn't so
hot). My back button broke the survey, and I had to re-enter my responses...
Keep the G bus in Lake Forest! I would use it more if it ran on weekends.
I would immensely prefer a scenario in which our taxes are increased to provide better
transit service.
I am a strong supporter of the G route through Booker Creek! Lots of people use this route
to get to work, and kids in the neighborhood use it to get to the Estes/Smith schools.
Please please please do not get rid of the G route service to Booker Creek, I use it twice a
day every day a long with many others and would be lost without it.
Retired UNC staff and not living near bus stop so no longer have a need for these transit
services.
It is very annoying not being able to get in the NS bus because is full of students getting off
befor Hillsborough St. Those of us who live or park after Estes have to hop on 3 buses to get
passed Estes: NU, A or T, and finally NS
The survey is odd because one has to say "no I don't want to comment" to get out of it. I'm
sure that will cause some confusion as it did for me.
When I first moved to Chapel Hill, I frequently rode transit from Southern Village to
downtown or campus. Then a small loop to UNC hospital was added to make it more
convenient for them; this added at least 5 minutes to the trip to central campus or to
downtown. Then frequency was reduced (I laude your attempt to improve this), so I rarely
ride transit now. It is no longer more convenient -- or even marginally the same -- as driving
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and dealing with the hassle of parking. IF you want to attract riders who have a choice, you
should increase frequency and simplify routes. And stop treating transit like it must be
convenient for hospital workers and no one else matters.
Thank you!
Where is the public information about these scenarios? I am quite bothered by the lack of
open discussion.
As long as you keep the NS running often from Southern Village on weekdays I’m good. I
don’t know If the bus runs from SV to Franklin on weekends but if it does I might start using
it rather than driving to Franklin.
Don't forget about bike lanes, transfer station and light rail - showing that together gives us
context for the complete transportation picture.
I am not allowed to drive for medical reasons, so I am dependent on Chapel Hill Transit for
transportation around town. I really appreciate the fact that you provide safe and reliable
transit services.
I believe there should be some cost to riders for this service
I think if service improved on weekends (and frequency) I would use transit with kids to go
to places. Right now since I don't work downtown Chapel Hill my wife is using it, not me.
Again, the Chapel Hill Public Library needs to be accessible by bus. Thank you.
I used the bus everyday before our office moved to Timberline. I would love to be able to do
it again.
There are many bus stops on the NS route lacking sidewalks and it makes it difficult to use
them.
I prefer scenario 2
I live just outside the bus routes, in the sliver of Orange County south of Carrboro. It is such
a huge hassle for me to use any of the buses that I bicycle in weather and daylight
permitting, or just find a way to park near where I need to go. I'd ride buses if I had some.
Damascus Church Rd is a service wasteland. :/
Got stuck in survey question. Just in case my previous comment didn't register, I think
weekend service should be provided for Route NS in all scenarios.
This is not a great survey technically. It's spammy, there are redundancies, and ambiguous
flow (e.g. repeating the route question, showing the previous answer, and having to change
that answer to continue to the next question). Repeating included maps is slow and busy,
links can make maps available in pop-out windows.
The Eastowne area could really use a park and ride spot or an express bus to campus.
Please work to address this bus stop for safety reasons:
http://www.heraldsun.com/news/local/counties/orange-county/article173759346.html
Scenario 3 is my favorite.
Thank you for your presence in our community.
I Choose Scenario 2, First Choice, 3, Second Choice, and would hate Scenario 1.
Are you addressing the hazard of having people cross NC 54 (especially in the evening) near
Chambers Ridge, Royal Park, and other apartment places?
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As stated elsewhere, please consider revamping the J route along the lines of the suggestion
in this blogpost: http://citybeautiful21.com/2018/01/26/chapel-hill-transit-proposes-newsystem-maps-scenario-3-is-the-best/
Need late night hours, especially Friday and Saturday nights, to give people attending
shows, restaurants, events, bars a better alternative to cars. This means midnight runs, not
9 pm.
Be bold. Scenario 3 is the closest to where we need to be.
I need the A to go to my job at the hospital on the weekends from Caldwell street
Expanded weekend service rocks my socks.
Well the survey web site was pretty confusing and put me in an infinite loop (where I had to
specifically select that I did not want to comment on Scenarios even though I had already).
Love CHT, but am very excited about prospect of better Direct and Weekend service.
Sunday is a problem. The way the scenarios are presented, it is hard to see Sunday vs.
Weekend Service
I prefer scenario 3, given that it responds to revealed demand, services traditionally
disadvantaged areas, and increases the frequency of weekday and weekend service. Thank
you for this opportunity to provide input.
You really need to think about how to make it safer when bus lines are designed to drop
people off on one side of highway 54 and pedestrians are forced to cross the highway to get
to the other side without crosswalks. This is clearly unsafe and should be considered in
conversations with the towns of Chapel Hill and Carrboro about how to improve it.
The CL route was not included on the online ridership survey that was done to create the
preliminary data that these scenarios are based on. Please keep in mind this high-density
rider area around Booker Creek Rd. and Summerfield Crossing.
Ask about the hours people typically use public transportation. The hours of operation are
very restrictive/sometimes useless for graduate students.
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Do you have any comments or suggestions for the Preferred Alternative?

Reducing frequency of service on some routes to one hour would have the effect of making
those routes less useful or unusable for riders living in the affected areas. As the frequency
of arrival rise from, say, 30 minutes to one hour, many riders on those routes would have to
find alternative means of transportation .. e.g., their automobiles. Degrading service would,
in my opinion, eventually lead to cessation of service on all or part of these routes, surely
not the result that the majority of the town's residents would prefer.
The D route needs to come through Summerfield Crossing
please complete road construction on Friday center drive! there are potholes that run a
long the parking lot and the Friday center building
No
I am very glad to see the F route removed from Carol Street. The road is too narrow for it to
be safe for a bus, car, and pedestrian. Thank you.
Glad to have weekend service on J!
I think we should keep the JFX route. I think it's important to have an express route during
peak hours between the Jones Ferry Park & Ride and UNC.
Please do not change the FCX. Most of the employees at UNC use this parking lot as a place
to park their car. Please consider adding additional time coverage to this route. I would
also encourage CHT to consider having an UNC Hospital parking lot only with frequent
transport times to ensure that workers are able to arrive to work in a timely fashion.
Please keep the FCX route. Many employees at UNC are trying to pick children up from
daycare after work. The additional stops would cause delays and create more problems.
I like an express route
Still no cross town service on Estes.
You're replacing the FCX with the S?? I don't think that's a fair trade. Sure you're going to
make more runs, but the S stops EVERY 25ft. Not to mention are generally packed. I
seriously am not understanding why.
I am concerned about removing the JFX and the proposed alternative with the CM would
not provide me with timely service. I depend on this bus to get me to the Health Sciences
stop in 10 minutes.
Can J route start at 6:10am on Jones Ferry & Davie Road other than 6:25am? This was s
needed if CM is going to replace JFX.
Not understanding how these changes actually impact my commute makes me resistant to
the change. If I knew what the new schedules would be, that would make a difference. I am
unable to glean enough information regarding how the Preferred Alterative really impacts
my commute to and from UNC Hospital to the Friday Center parking area available to me as
a student
By eliminating the express routes like FCX, it will bring inconveniences to employees during
peak hours. I believe the lack of parking on site and the majority population in UNC had to
commute via park-and-ride itself is a drawback to many and people are stressed by it
already, please do not make this any more inconvenient. Before your decision to eliminate
routes like FCX, please provide a constructed "restructured routes replacement" plan with
the stops the route will have and the frequency and gather feedback from the riders.
Please propose a constructed "restructured replacement routes" plan for everyone in UNC
to see and decide if FCX, HU, JFX, and V should be removed.
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Is the S bus going to drive into the parking lot? Walking to the street from the FCX parking
lot is inconvenient in the morning and when it's raining. If the bus is willing to go into the
Friday Center parking lot in the mornings then I am fine with this suggestion.
I live on Poplar avenue, as do a large number of bus riders. We live there because is the
most affordable one-bedroom apartment complex, and many people there, including myself
and my husband, rely on the bus to get to school and work. The CPX is great, but we rely on
both the CM and CW to get around when it is not running. During the afternoon on
weekdays I can count on either one or other being around, usually both are not running- or
at least only one shows up on NextBus as well as the electronic prediction signs at the
Health Science Library stop. Taking that away from us would mean not being able to get
home in the afternoon.
no
A significant change in the labeling of all routes is really needed. To the newcomer or visitor
our routes are not at all intuitive. It takes significant intent or necessity to learn what routes
go what direct and full system maps aren't readily available in print and difficult to read/find
electronically. LOVE our bus system and so grateful for it, but I'm running into visitor and
new residents frequently that struggle to figure it out and ultimately choose other more
simple transportation options.
I am a daily commuter. I park at the Friday Center and my stop is the last one on the route,
at the School of Government building. It already takes me between 15-25 minutes to get to
my stop. If my route is replaced with the S route, it will only take me longer to get to and
from my parking spot, on top of a 40 min commute. My FCX bus this morning, around 8:30
didn’t even go all the way to my stop, I had to walk 4 stops. This is not uncommon. Also, by
the time it gets to my stop on peak hours, it’s full and often tries not to stop, making me
wait even longer to get home. The S route would only be worse to try to catch in the
evening as it takes all sorts of people off campus instead of just commuters. I do not look
forward to these changes.
THESE SERVICE CHANGES MUST BE IMPLEMENTED!!! While I supported the more
transformative Alternative 3 that more or less started CHT from scratch, the Preferred
Alternative still accomplishes important goals and I strongly encourage the CHT Partners to
implement these service changes. I say this ***EVEN AS THE CHANGES WILL TAKE AWAY
SERVICE FROM MY STREET.*** I have been riding CHT for 15 years, and while the CW goes
right by my house, I barely use it anymore because it takes so long to get where it needs to
go. These new routings are more direct, and I can walk a little further to get to service with
much better hours under the preferred alternative. THE MOST IMPORTANT THING to do
with these changes as they are implemented is scheduling on the sections where multiple
routes provide high frequency when combined. Currently, the J, CW, and f routes all run
hourly service in the evening between Chapel Hill and Carrboro. If their departures were
spaced well, you could have service between the two downtowns every 20 minutes.
Instead, we have a situation where the buses depart Chapel Hill for Carrboro at 7:41, 7:47
and 7:52, or something like that. It means that three buses leave in a bunch and then there's
no more service for nearly an hour going west. If you can schedule those buses at 7:20, 7:40
and 8:00 pm, you will have greatly improved the overall utility of the service in the off-peak
periods. Finally, just as a comparison to other systems in the region- ten years ago, CHT
was the envy of the region's transit systems in terms of service and ridership. Now
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GoRaleigh, GoTriangle, GoDurham, and even GoCary all have superior Saturday and Sunday
service to CHT. Those improved weekend services have seen a positive ridership response,
and the changes proposed for CHT on weekends should do the same. Some people are
going to complain that this is different than what they are used to, but the Preferred
Alternative will help many, many, more people than it will inconvenience. Yes, I will have to
walk further from my house to get to the bus stop, but i will use the system a lot more once
these changes are made, for both trips in the two towns and for connecting to regional
services on GoTriangle. Thanks to CHT and the consultants for putting these services
together, and please implement them!
I strongly believe that trying to substitute the route operated by the JFX bus by the CPX,
including the proposed alternative for CPX, is a mistake. The JFX is an efficient, quick and
necessary route. More importantly, removing JFX would eliminate the only route that allows
me to be in less than 2omin to work. I request that the JFX route to be maintained.
I like that the S is replacing the FCX because it will come more often and all day long. My
only potential concern is that the bus ride itself will be longer; I ride from the Friday Center
to the Law School (last stop).
I am adamantly for keeping the FXC route.
I’m not sure that the FCX route during peak hours would be easily replaced by the S route.
The direct route to the hospital area in the morning is crucial for so many
students/employees and is already crowded. Replacing it or using the S to fill these needs
would not be sufficient.
I NEED THE FCX bus.
I do not support taxpayers losing service that they have relied on for years. I bought my
house because it was on a bus line and now I will not have access. This will now impact my
resale and rental potentials. I also found this survey to be poorly advertised. I ride a
heavily traveled route that is standing-room only so I could not even see the advertisements
on the bus.
No suggestions. Please keep the FCX route the same so we don't have any more stops
between the Hospital and the parking lot. There are already too many stops the way it is.
This plan seems to cut out a huge chunk of service area. I have lived in Chapel Hill and have
been using and relying on Chapel Hill Transit for 30 years. It would be devastating to me not
to be able to use the CL route.
Wow! It looks like you just cut service out for entire neighborhoods. Don’t you receive
grants based on ridership? This plan will just put more cars on the road.
The plan would remove service from entire neighborhoods. A lot of students and UNC
employees rely on the D and CL routes to get to class and to work. They would be left with
no service at all.
I believe the JFX is a crucial route for a large number of both students and workers at UNC,
and that the availability of this express route during the morning and evening rush hours
should be maintained.
have the S bus go to the HU lot
Yes. See comments below for NS and V routes.
The Friday Center is a large Park and Ride area that seems to be affected by these changes
and I don't quire understand that
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CPX all day service is WONDERFUL!
Having FCX removed completely would overload the S bus especially during peak times. The
FCX had an express option that made less stops on 54- giving a happier and faster ride back
to the park & ride. If the S bus will replace everything- maybe have an Express option that
does not stop as frequently on 54. Perhaps have one designated to go into the Friday Center
only and another designated to go down to the further 54 lot only.
I love having more frequency
I would very much like to see increased service on the CPX route but no stops added. This
should be a fast bus from Carrboro Plaza to campus and back.
Replacing the FCX with more S routes is a bad idea. The FCX is already far overcrowded at
peak hours, so replacement would result in further crowding and delayed transit, unless the
plan has an S bus running every 5 minutes.
The FCX is vital as it provides an express alternative to the S. The S, no matter the
frequency, with all its local stops is SLOW. If I were to change the FCX, I would make it an
alternative to the V - have it go more directly to the campus like the V, but be more
frequent. I never understood why an express bus has to loop around like the S.
Keep the FCX line or at least add a stop on the N line near the Friday Center S stop. Our
immediate local neighborhood houses approximately 1000 people that are either students,
faculty, staff members, medical professionals that rely on this express/high frequency bus
route.
Getting rid of the FCX will highly impact many people's commute. There is already standing
room only during peek riding times. The S stops more frequently making commute times
longer for anyone riding just to get to the FCX. This change will make me highly consider
leaving UNC and finding other employment that does not rely on bus transportation. I
already have a long commute and pay to park. Making the commute more crowded and
longer will negatively impact all riders looking for an express route to work.
What I like about the preferred Alternative is the J route service to 54 from UNC Campus
throughout the day. What will make my commuting more difficult in the morning will be
the removal of the JFX. I rely upon the JFX availability during high frequency early morning
and afternoon times. The CPX takes longer and if you combine the ridership of the JFX and
CPX the bus will be overflowing.
Will the New B route serve UNC Spine Center to UNC Hospital through Finley Golf Course
Road?? UNC Employees need this route to serve clinics in both places
I would like you to please reconsider removing the FCX. Combining this with the S will
greatly impact my commute times and will make me highly consider not working UNC
anymore. The S makes several more stops, making the route take even longer. During peek
times there is no way these combo buses will fit everyone needing to ride, it is often already
standing room only during high traffic times and having to wait another 10 min for the next
bus is crazy. I would be ok with combining routes during the middle of the day but this
change will not work during the morning and evening commute times. Please reconsider
this change.
"High frequency service" should properly be defined as every 5 minutes. That is what is
needed during peak hours, and I speak as a commuter who has been using the bus during
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peak hours for 10 years. The proposed 15 minutes is wholly, completely, and outrageously
inadequate.
The FCX Bus to the Friday Center should continue to be express, without many stops as the
S-54 Bus.
I do not support removing service from Sage Road. Keep service to Sage Road!!!
I ride the JFX/CM to Jones Ferry P&R and have difficulty even with JFX/CM and CW running
there at peak hours. The JFX often fills and many people have to wait for another bus. If
you take away JFX and CW from the Park and Ride route, it could take several buses before
finding one with a seat at the 5 pm and 8 am hours. With your new proposal, could you add
a stop at the Jones Ferry P&R on the CPX since it is now running all day? Bottom line is
there needs to be more than one bus serving the Jones Ferry Park and Ride lot at peak
hours.
None of the Preferred Alternative routes plans for options after 8pm to get to Friday Center
Park and Ride. Some of us get off after 8 and need to get to the Park and Ride then
No express from Friday Center parking lot to main campus is not preferable at all. It takes
much longer on the S bus that makes numerous stops. I would prefer you keep that route at
least during the most busy times of morning and evening.
Losing the JFX as an express route: well I might as well park on campus and use the campus
buses. The JFX is one of the most popular routes and the CM or CW coming out of Jones
Ferry does not offer the best service for getting to/from the university and hospital or
dental school. This would create over-crowding on those buses with no alternative along
with extended but time.
My son depends on the D-bus pickup and drop-off near Culbreth Middle School. Please do
not decrease service there!
FCX bus needs to remain in existence separate from the HU and S. It needs to be running
constantly throughout the day, including lunch time. I have had to pay for transportation to
the Friday Center if I need to get there between 10am and 2pm, which is not fair. The routes
at this time should be every 15 minutes maximum, while peak hours (AM and PM) should be
every 5 minutes to allow for the buses to not get overcrowded.
I prefer the FCX route to the S route 2/2 to having motion sickness and more stops=more
sickness. I also prefer more frequent buses, bc I am often waiting for a bus in the evening for
at minimum 10-15 minutes and on top of waiting in traffic, that makes for a long bus
commute just to my car.
The neighborhoods that border Culbreth Road will be much inconvenienced by this change.
My son has a disability and relies on the D bus on Culbreth for his transportation. This is the
only way he can get around.
The S bus route HAS to start the same time FCX does UNLESS there are more early morning
shuttles available. at least 20 people use the FCX bus to get to work.. their shifts start at
5:30 in the morning. and anywhere from 5-10 people currently ride the early morning
shuttle.
Don't want to take away FCX stop because then all employees would have to cross the
street to catch the S which could be really disruptive in high volume times.
For people who have to be at work at 5:30 in the morning, you have now limited their
option to only riding the Shuttle Van provided in the HU lot. there are easily at least 20
people who ride FCX every day who have to be at work at 5:30 in the morning. even riding
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FCX is cutting it close. If you are taking out FCX, the proposed S route needs to begin at 5 or
5:15 OR there need to be at least 2-3 more early morning shuttles.
I like the N option as it does not go to the hospital from the Friday center and instead goes
straight to main campus.
the D route on Culbreth serves people who work at the university and the middle school as
well as students attending these institutions. current frequency of service should be
maintained.
I'm glad you'll be adding weekend service on the J line. I work at the hospital and I work at
least one weekend day every week. I always have to pay for a Lyft to and from work.
Will JFX replaced by CM? Will the new CM start as early as JFX does today?
I ride the NS route on weekdays that I work 7-7 shifts, and I have trouble waiting for a bus
when getting off. One leaves from UNCMC at 7:13 and the next bus doesn't come until 7:53.
That's an extra forty minutes I have to wait when I don’t get out in time, which when I clock
out, I still have to change clothes after giving report to nurses coming on. I understand
reasoning behind limiting busses later at night, but its very inconvenient when I don’t get
home on those nights until 9:15 and I have to get up for work at 5:00am just to catch the
bus. I’m not the only one with these issues, as many other Nurses and NAs have expressed
the same thing to me when we aren’t allowed on campus parking.
I wholeheartedly support these changes. I am happy to see that Chapel Hill transit has
identified key areas where high frequency bus routes would be more useful, while cutting
routes that are very underutilized. I can tell that this will better allocate buses and funding
to areas that need more attention. Thank you so much for your efforts!
I think that the S/FCX should split into two different routes: an express line that goes
straight to the Student Union (much like the V) and another route that goes the normal way
to the hospital.
It really cuts out what I rely on for employment and education with the University. Given
that I pay really high taxes on my mortgage, I find these changes to be unacceptable.
I live at Sunstone Apartments, near University Place and East Franklin, so I'm on the CL, D, F,
and currently-G/future-A routes. I rely heavily on the bus for my commute to downtown
Chapel Hill and the UNC campus, so this plan looks like it would improve the frequency of
service for my part of the map.
Please do not remove FCX. I rely heavily on the express route to get me to south road
quicker than the S route. Depending on how the N route will operate, I would be fine with
removing FCX if th N route will be timely and direct to south road.
I live in Southern Village and used to live in Southbridge. Both areas have greatly reduced
access under the new plan, which will result in more traffic and cars parking on
neighborhood streets, and that is why I do not support the changes
Please do not get rid of FCX bus. Instead, please offer more FCX service during the mid day
hours
For users who do not have a car, it is highly desirable that the CCX route (the one that goes
on the highway past the Walmart) have a stop near Walmart.
I can live with the changes in the G route and even the decreased frequency (from 45 min to
60 min intervals), but stopping this at 6:00 is too early. it's not even clear what this means -
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6:00 at Booker Creek? 6:00 at the Hospital? Please keep this running so the last bus reaches
Booker Creek at 7:00pm
If CM is running on weekends but not servicing Fayetteville rd. There will be no difference of
no bus routes over the weekend for people like me who live at autumn woods and there are
no routes on Sundays already
Changing the culbreth road frequency especially during the week really degrades the service
and makes commuting from those neighborhoods via bus nearly impossible.
Weekend service on lines like the NS is absolutely essential. I currently opt to drive and
spend my money elsewhere than downtown Chapel Hill. Having bus service as an option
would encourage me to spend more time in the area on the weekend.
Many medical students want to keep the FXC route. Our FCX morning buses are too full, and
we're stretched as it is. A route change would be extremely inconvenient, as buses
sometimes already pass us due to being too full. We need to get to class by 8 AM every
morning.
Do not take away FCX route pick-ups. It's not safe for everyone to have to cross the street
en-masse to catch the S bus. Keep the FCX service. It is already cut back right now. We don't
need it to be replaced by more frequent S stops.
Changing the frequency of the S route is not enough of an equivalent to the FCX route to
eliminate it. The convenience of the FCX route is not merely in its frequency but also in that
it only stops at the hospital and on campus, not along 54 like the S route does.
FCX route should NOT be removed. Its safety issues for the rider to cross NC 54 to take the
S bus. FCX is an express with less stops.
I appreciate the effort for making more direct routes.
The D route serves as a vital source of transportation for many of us around Culbreth middle
school. Removing this route would take away our main source of transit to work at the
University and hospital. Please don’t take away the D on Culbreth road.
Route D on Culbreth Road is used by many in my neighborhood to commute to work at
UNC. Cutting this route and replacing it with HS service that runs only hourly and ends at
6pm is unacceptable. Our neighborhood needs service later in the evening for commuters
getting home and improved frequency of busses.
I do not support removing bus service. Especially downtown areas.
I don't have much of a dog in this fight – only one, and it looks like you're about to give me a
chance to talk about it.
The maps are not easy to read - esp since I don't know all the street names - but It looks like
you are eliminating the bus (JFX)that serves my needs - Jones ferry park & ride to Health
Sciences library stop - I am not sure how I will be able to get from the Park & Ride to the
hospital in a timely manner. If I am interpreting this wrong, I would like a response.
Access from Raleigh at Burning Tree to Eastgate shopping center area
These changes do not affect me.
The loss of D service on Culbreth with replacement with very infrequent HS service and no
midday service is not acceptable to me as I use the D route to commute to campus and the
hospital area 3-4 times weekly. I also cannot determine if the HS will service the hospital
area.
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Please do not remove the FCX and merge it with the S bus. There are already too many
people on these busses to begin with. Too many employees park at the Friday center lot and
merging the FCX with the S bus would make all of our commutes much longer.
Please do not remove the FCX bus.
This will make the bus commute even longer. There are already to many people riding both
the S and the FCX to combine them .
You can’t get rid of FCX bus routes, the FCX is crowded already and so isn’t the S route it
would be chaotic
There needs to be more FCX and S buses running to and from the Friday Center and the
hospital. In addition, I recommend later FCX or S buses in order to accomodate UNC
Helathcare employees that have shifts until 10:00pm in the evening.
PLEASE do not remove the bus stop from the Southern Village residential development.
That is where I catch the bus! Also, could you please change the current arrival time of the
NS bus at Manning Drive UNCH Parking Deck from 6:28 and 6:53 to 6:38 & 7:03? People
(like myself) who get off at 6:30 pm and 7:00 pm have to wait half an hour for the next bus
to arrive in order to get home.
I don't think getting rid of the FCX route in the peak morning hours makes sense. The
amount of people that take that bus from 7am-9:30 mixed with the S route will be over
capacity
As long as CPX still runs at 6 am, I like this alternative, but the email said it would run from
6:30am-8pm
Do not drop the FCX
The loss of Old Oxford Road stop and summerfield crossing on the CL route will be a
problem. I like how you simplified the routes and added weekend service, but a lot of
people use the removed stops. The G route also covers near there, so you could increase
frequency of the the G routes during peak hours to compensate. Even increasing to a 40
min frequency would help compensate.
I strongly oppose modifying routes that service the Friday Center and surrounding park and
ride lots. Increasing the distance the route travels between campus and the lots themselves
by adding destinations to S & N routes, and decreasing available volume of routes (by
eliminating FCX & HU) does nothing but incentivize people to avoid the transit system.
the FCX service as an express route for hospital employees is an important bus line to
provide adequate service to get people to work on time. Without an express route
employees (and other people using the service) can be delayed greatly with all the extra
stops. This in return can affect patients and people trying to visit the hospital as well. If we
have to park off campus, we need an express route. Its a patient care issue.
Please keep the stop at UNC Hospital (Manning Dr) for Route T.
I like that the FCX does not stop at other stops off of campus and is a lot faster than the S. I
also like that in the evenings I can get a bus to the park and ride lot more frequently by
having multiple lines.
30 mins between buses from Ronald McDonald/The North Carolina Botanical Garden is a
long time. It also affects those at the hospital stop trying to get to either of those
destinations. Missing a bus sets you back getting to work/hospital or getting home by close
to an hour...
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I don't like removing the FCX bus. It is already packed in the morning and afternoon around
8 am and 5 pm. I don't think adding us to the S bus will help. We will have people who
cannot catch the bus because it is full.
Keep the FCX. S route stopping on the road is unacceptable.
At a minimum the S bus should travel through and pick up people in the Friday center Park
and ride. .The current FCX bus serves many people and the more central, covered bus stop
is adequate to accommodate the number of people. S stops are not especially when it is
raining. 2. The peak evening times are insufficient because with the elimination of the FCX,
you have the same number of riders and fewer buses. The FCX stops from 430 to 6pm
leaving campus are already crowded with standing room only to often no room. The S route
currently does very little to help ease this back up as it is and now the efflux of riders will
only have the S? 3. The new schedule with more frequent stops will increase the
commuters time to campus by 5-10 minutes 2x per day. That is 1.5 hours per week of
lost/unpaid time. And since many of us will be standing on the moving buses after a long
day at work, using our remaining energy to keep from falling on seated passengers while
trying to hold on to bags and purses, these changes will add to stress levels of individuals
using this method of campus access 4. In addition to #3, without covered, seated benches
and the additional standing required for many accessing the busier afternoon stops,
older/physically disabled individuals will not be able to comfortably nor safely use this as a
form of campus access.
NS route need to be change for UNC employee and students. 7:10p 7:20p and 7:30p. The
bus is too pack in the evening from M-F
Bring NS around more often 6pm-7:30pm
Would prefer more frequent FCX buses in the morning/evening- I believe the current
proposal would fix this issue. I would suggest lengthening the "peak operative time" of the S
route to go from 3pm to 8pm since a large amount of staff at UNC hospital leave the
hospital between 7:10pm and 7:45pm
Happy with CPX and CM changes. Weekend routes helpful to my post doc employees at
UNC
Do not take away the JFX route.
Having the S adopt the FCX schedule will make mornings even more delayed then they can.
The S and FCX are both busy in the morning rush, not certain 1 line can handle it.
Please clarify if the Park and Rides will still be available options for weekend transportation
and if so, what times and routes.
increase frequency of mid-day S route and maintain the FCX route
The routes that affect me are F, CW, CPX. Two other main suggestions: 1) Would be great if
there could be more frequent service on the F and CW. If that is not possible, please try to
fix schedules so they are not running at the same time. In the evening, in particular, they
are running once an hour but at essentially the same time, so if you mistime things it is a
LONG wait (and these are the only 2 routes into the Carrboro neighborhoods). 2) One or
two later buses on F or CW routes. Would like to, for instance, go to a movie and use public
transit, but hardly ever possible when last route is 915.
I like the stream-lined CM and all day CPX service, but I am disappointed in the elimination
of the JFX route. Currently during the school year, the JFX and CPX both operate 2 buses
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during peak hours, and often both of those buses are very crowded. Losing the JFX would
increase an already crowded CPX. The CM is not always an ideal alternative due to the
frequency of stops along Cameron, Merritt Mill, and 54. I would really prefer not to lose the
JFX route during the peak hours.
I rode Route D for a month, I did not like the long commute home because the bus went
very far off the main route, where only a few people would get off. I would like to see a
more direct route to and from the hospital, or allow people to park and catch the bus in one
spot like CCX.
Do not remove the FCX route! Rather you should increase the frequency of it in the morning
times between 6-7 am. It is nice to be able to hop on the bus and go straight to the park and
ride lot instead of having to stop along NC 54 when that adds loads of extra times.
I think this looks great as someone who lives on the CPX route and works at UNC. I'd love to
see more weekend services, but this is looking pretty great.
Eliminating the FCX route is a severe inconvenience for me
I think it's absolutely ridiculous that you are getting rid of the JFX entirely. How can you have
a park and ride with no express bus to campus??
I am very happy you are adding the CPX all day service. Thank you for adding it!!!
Do not remove the JFX
It's upsetting to lose the southern loop of the D bus around Culbreth road. How will I be able
to access the middle school with no bus line? I choose not to drive to work knowing I can get
to my kids' schools by bus, but with out the southern loop onto Culbreth I will no longer be
able to access the school. I'm sure I am not the only parent that solely utilizes the buses to
reach the public schools in town. Please keep line on Culbreth.
FCX is necessary. Otherwise S will be very crowded and it takes longer to commute between
Friday center and campus for the park-and-riders.
The FCX and S routes are extremely crowded during peak hours. Completely eliminating the
FCX route (although I understand the S would be modified) would result in the S being
overly crowded despite the proposed alternative. Having two buses that service the Friday
Center Dr (currently FCX and S) is crucial.
FCX should not be replaced by S for the sake of hundreds park-and-riders
Please see other comments on specific routes.
While the proposed changes allow the CL route to be more accessible throughout the day, it
would NOT TRULY serve the Colony Lake division as it is named. Bypassing travel directly on
Standish Drive, which is the core street for CL, is unacceptable.
Please do not remove the FCX route.
I understand it's expensive running the bus system, but it is a transportation necessity to cut
down on traffic and pollution. The bus system is also the only way some people can travel to
campus (like me) so it supports the thriving UNC community by making campus a better
place to work. Getting rid of the FCX would huge hassle for commuters and would
discourage people from using the Friday center lot instead of parking on campus. The S bus
is okay in a pinch, but the FCX is faster and is already frequently packed to the brim in the
morning and afternoon. Also, the central pickup/dropoff location in the Friday center lot
is much safer than the surrounding S bus stops where commuters need to walk across huge
stretches of parking lot or the busy street to reach.
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I live in the PineGate Apartment complex, which is on the D route. With these changes, I will
no longer be able to ride the bus to work, or even to the supermarket.
Please do not remove service from Sage Road. I use BOTH the D and CL from the Sage Road
bus stop every single weekday (I take the D to the Varsity Theater stop every morning, and I
take the CL from the Carolina Coffee shop to Sage rd every evening). None of the new
routes provide a bus stop close enough to my residence for this to be feasible for me. I
basically would not be able to take the bus anymore with these new changes. They are NOT
an improvement for residents of sage road! I know MANY people from my apartment
complex take these bus lines (D and CL) each day, and we would be VERY negatively
impacted by these changes. I would have to park somewhere illegally all day in order to
catch the bus now!!! DO NOT MAKE THESE CHANGES!
Please do not remove the FCX bus route.
I like increased CPX service. I do not like Southern Village losing coverage.
The CL route would no longer go to Colony Lake... will you rename it? I live on Standish Dr.
and would prefer for service to be maintained to Colony Lake.
DO NOT stop serving Sage Road!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Great to see Southern Village get weekend service!
Do not take away service from sage road. I take the D or CL every day twice a day from the
sage road stop. I would need to cross Fordham in order to take the D with the new
purposed route. There is no cross walk at Fordham and it would be unsafe to cross twice
daily. The closest CL stop would be safer but a 20 minute walk and still crosses two roads.
Making that walk twice a day would prevent me from taking the bus.
I take either the S or the FCX and ridership at FCX during peak hours can fill one bus! While
the S is under utilized comparatively, joining them together during the 7:15-8:30 peak will
result in squishy. Not to mention the drivers at the FCX stop won't put on the air in the
morning drive unless you beg them too. That plus a full bus = miserable commute.
Please do not remove the Culbreth Loop from the D bus route! Living off Culbreth at
Channing Dr, I rely on the D bus to avoid having to walk all the way to Columbia and Purefoy
to catch the many routes that serve campus. Adding the Culbreth loop to the HS route does
not make sense because it makes the HS route much longer, and the frequency of service
would make commuting from anywhere on Culbreth tedious and time consuming. Thank
you for your consideration.
It is hard to find a set on the S bus now and long waits. A change would make this very hard
and cause issues for the riders.
Please make j line more frequent in the morning. It is almost always too crowded amd many
cannot get on the bus. Also, I would like to see safe j line cover the highway 54 portion as
well. I haveno way of getting home late night because highway 54 does not have any
sidewalk.
We need the new S service to run as late as the HU does.
I marked "do not support" but would change my answer if the following adjustments were
made for Friday Center/Hedrick area travelers: 1. You are replacing 4 options (FCX, HU, S,
and V) with 1 (modified S) for Friday Center commuters. I appreciate that S will run every 5
minutes during peak hours, but FCX already does that while the other 3 are all running and
the FCXs seem reasonably crowded during that time and so you may need say 3-minute
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intervals at peak to handle all the commuters reasonably. 2. Stopping S service at 8PM on
weekdays when that is the only option to get back to Friday Center / Hedrick is not
acceptable. How are those travelling after 8PM (which occasionally is me and I see others
too at that time) supposed to get back there now? 3. Stopping V and HU to Friday Center
area is okay, and even transferring most of the FCX traffic to S is acceptable, but I think you
should keep a limited FCX service to supplement the S with a plan to completely phase out
FCX in the near future once it's known how the modified S is handling all the traffic (and you
can make more informed decisions of the consequences of stopping FCX altogether)
Eliminating the FCX and substituting the S route will cause severe overcrowding to the buses
and significantly increase the travel time normally taken from Friday Center Park & Ride to
the hospital (and vice versa). Since the Park & Ride is NOT free, we have to pay for it, we
should have an express bus/shuttle. If you take away our express bus, you should take away
the cost to park.
I don't support getting rid of the V route. That only leaves the NS route to southern village
which is very crowded in the 4-5pm hour. The NS always runs late and is never 10 minutes
apart as the schedule says. Many people leave at 4:30pm.
I do not support taking service away from Sage Rd. Please add this in to the D or CL!!!
I don't think having only one bus (NS) serving the park and ride at Southern Village will be
sufficient. Many people use that park and ride and providing 2 buses that serve that area
allows for buses to not become too overcrowded. It also allows for people to not have to
wait too long for a bus. The NS bus route is frequently running behind schedule, while the V
is more reliable with the timing and often arrives before the NS even though trackers put it
minutes behind. Many hospital and university employees are forced to use the bus system
because parking is not available to them, so there needs to be multiple routes and at high
frequencies to ensure they are able to get to work on time. Right now the every 10 minute
bus service during peak times runs more like every 15 minutes, and can make people late.
I am strongly against removal of the FCX route. The FCX is essential for commuters that park
at the Friday Center. I believe it is a liability for the university to require commuters to cross
traffic on Friday Center Drive without any crosswalks being available to pedestrians. As a
result, commuters would be expected to dodge traffic to get to the bus stop, which is
dangerous for riders and drivers. The proposed change would also not be accessible for
individuals who are physically disabled or elderly.
This is a horrible idea. N Weekday and weekend route alignment would be altered to
provide service to Meadowmont Village. Route N would replace portions of existing Route
V. 60 60 60 60 60 6:30 AM - 8:00 PM (M-F) 8:00 AM - 7:00 PM (Sat-Sun)
I take Bus D everyday at the E. lakeview drive at old durham road , so I hope they wont
remove that route.
It makes no sense to get rid of the FCX route since so many employees park there!
if the S replace the FCX bus, then between peak hours make/keep and express bus that will
not service all stops in between
Do not get rid of the FCX route. It is a large lot and unless the S bus will be stopping inside
the lot, it is not safe to walk through a large, empty lot, after dark, which happens during
the fall/winter/spring months. Also, the S bus takes significantly longer to get to and from
the lot.
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For the more frequent S bus, will everyone that boards at the Friday Center P&R then have
to ride to the S lot and sit? This is already a long ride for those of us that are going to
locations after the Health Sciences Library. We can also opt for the V bus but it goes to
Harris Teeter and sits for ten minutes. Either case is very frustrating. I started taking the
FCX and had a rapid trip to the Student Union stop. Now I spend 20+ minutes on a bus ride
that used to take less than ten. How about a reverse S bus option, V bus, that moves more
quickly?
Prefer to keep the FCX. Allows for quick P&R to campus with no stops along the way. Good
for when needing a rush to campus.
My concern is with the S Route. Currently, there are too many stops during peak times.
There needs to be a route that goes from the S Lot (and perhaps FCX lot) straight to the
hospital. Multiple stops in the morning and afternoon rush hours are too much. Plus, these
buses are overcrowded with students during the peak times. It makes for an extremely
uncomfortable experience. Additionally, if you park in the HU lot...how are you going to get
to the hospital? I haven't seen that described anywhere...just says that route is eliminated,
but people working at the hospital park here. Also, some people have to be at the hospital
by 520-525 to start work at 530. How will that work?
The JFX is an essential route. What else will adequately serve the park and ride lot off of
Jones Ferry road? Why have a PR lot that doesn't have adequate bus service. With this
promoted map, the CPX will not go all the way to campus (big issue for campus workers who
rely on the PR lot). The CW only runs every 50 minutes, so people using the PR lot will have
to wait and there may not be enough room on the buses for everyone. Removing the JFX
route is an absolutely horrible decision and I submitted my opinion against in on the first
round of surveys.
if the CM replaces the JFX then the CM would need arrivals more often than ~15 min during
peak times.
The removal of the Mason Farm and UNC Hospitals stops from the T route is a problem for
me. I frequently get passed by, by overfull NS or T busses at my morning stop, I think
removal of any service for either of these would be a problem as they are already so
overcrowded and popular.
I want the FCX to stay how it is. But I think this questionnaire is to say the census was done
and the changes are going to be made regardless of what the riders need.
I like that you are adding more frequency but I do not like that you are ending service to
specific areas. It seem like you are singling bigger apartment complex areas and giving them
priority and not the common people living in area. Specifically north Chapel Hill and ending
the service to Summerfield Crossing. It doe snot take that much longer to drive into Old
Oxford and Summerfield crossing
Please add more efficient Saturday and Sunday service to the J line. Thank you!
Please do not combine the S and FCX routes, the FCX is highly utilized, and it would delay it
greatly by having to go to the NC 54 lot as well and make all the stops on 54. The express
route is such a nice option to have.
I support streamlining of the routes around the Friday Center area. I'm glad that there will
be fewer routes but the service timing will stay the same. I have used the FCX for the last 3
years and I've always wondered why we had 3 routes (HU, S, FCX) that serve the same area
when one, with updated service, should be sufficient.
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what is the proposed timeline for implementation?
I am worried with all of the restructuring and increased demand that it will take even longer
to get to campus from Friday center
Please do not eliminate the JFX. A lot of people that work at the university rely on this bus.
The removal of the HU route, modification of B, and added stopes to S all mean 1 thing... no
single fast way to get from NC 54 park and ride to UNC Hospital main stops on Manning
Drive... forcing higher use to Eubanks lot, or an even further stretched commute time.
While I can appreciate trying to consolidate routes, I wonder how often the people who
created the Alternative actually ride the bus, especially during peak hours and from the
frequently-used P&R lots.
Please leave the FCX as is
Not sure if taking away stops would help, would like more stops added
The buses are already overfilled. I have to stand most evenings and afternoons. If I need to
get to the hospital at a specific time, I need to get on a very specific bus. Combining the S
and FCX buses would only lead to more over crowding.
I'm concerned about morning and particularly afternoon peak times going to Friday Center if
there is only one bus every 10 minutes.
I need to be at work at 5:30am. It seem to me that the FCX bus will no longer be arriving at
that time. Or the S bus. What bus do I take to be at work on time.
Express routes are important to those that are forced to do Park and Ride because parking is
not available on campus.
We need better service for the 1900-2030 time period as 12 hour shift workers get off from
work. we often have to wait 15-20 minutes for transport to get to our cars to go home
Please do not make UNC employees suffer more for taking away FCX and having students
board S. This does not help current or new employees that work at UNC. It's bad enough
we have to pay 250 dollars to park and ride a bus.
I use the Jones Ferry Park and Ride to commute to campus. The current JFX schedule means
that I can leave my office as late as 7:50, and this last bus always has riders. Under the
proposed alternative, the CM bus will only run until 6:30. This will really be a problem for
me as I often work later than that. If you are going to eliminate the JFX route, please extend
the hours for the CM route.
Please provide a halt of JFX at Laurel Kingswood/Laurel Ridge Apartment on NC 54. And
increase frequency of D to this route.
Those changes might provide overlap around Franklin street but will cause locations that
currently have overlapping buses to being served by just one bus. Have you heard of the
issues of having a single point of failure, like a broken bus in a route that is only served every
30 minutes? Or, to use a simpler way to describe the issue, two is one, one is none.
I do appreciate the additional midday and weekend buses
Please keep FCX.
Keep express routes. The time from Park and Ride to Hospital and Hospital to Park and Ride
needs to be kept short < 15 minutes. Please keep JFX
I think it would be a mistake to eliminate the JFX express bus. Even if the CM runs more
frequently, the additional passengers will make that bus way too crowded to ride in peak
hours.
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I am very concerned that the FCX route is going away. This is by far the bus I use the most
often and replacing it with just the S both reduces the number of options for getting to the
Friday Center but also replaces with a slower route that has more stops.
Please do not make changes to JFX route. I use the bus to get to UNC for a work schedule of
6am-6:30 pm. I need this route not to change. Please consider UNC employees in this
decision
keep the fcx route - if it were eliminated and combined with the S route, commute times for
people that park in the Friday Center lot would increase, resulting in employees of UNC to
arrive late to work.
I don't mind the change in the route for the V changing to the N. I do mind that it will run
60 minutes apart. It's difficult enough to get to work on time while it runs 30 minutes apart,
changing to 60 is going to make it impossible. I will either be REALLY early or REALLY late,
and so will others that ride this route. Please reconsider running it every 60 minutes. Also,
why is it necessary to run through the Friday Center? With so many FCX and S buses going
that way, it would be much easier for one of them to run through the "back" way to the
Friday Center.
Yes, please don't eliminate the FCX route.
I don't see how eliminating a line and combining with another (FCX & S) is going to improve
service. it's only going to congest an already overly congested line. Also, evenings need to
be every 5 minutes instead of every 10. The map presented here is limited and doesn't give
a good snapshot into the UNC campus.
The route I ride every morning and many evenings is being removed. I see the constant
influx of riders at the Friday Center and I’m concerned about the safety of all the park and
riders without an off-street pickup point, especially if construction persists. That’s a lot of
street crossing without crosswalks, and no waiting place, for a high volume area.
I live at 233 Erwin Rd and use the D line to get to campus and try to take the CL getting
home. I don't think that the increased CL service would compensate from taking D line away
from Sage Rd. Also, the bus stop for CL line closest to my house is an extremely dangerous
stop where you are dropped off on the grass on a road way with a blind turn and no
shoulder. I feel endangered when I use that bus stop.
Route FCX is very important for a lot of us who use the Friday center park and ride lot and
most of the traffic in the S bus is for Friday center. Lossing direct access to Park and ride will
be a big problem. If at all it gets replaced by S route please increase the frequency of mid
day from 20 to 15 min and evening peak from 10 to 5 min.
It looks like the FCX route is being replaced by the S. The S, however, does not enter Friday
center; it only picks up along Friday Center Drive. Currently, there is no safe crosswalk to get
to the S stop from he Friday Center park and ride, and that bus stop really isn't equipped to
handle the Friday Center riders every day - there are no benches, no shelter, muddy grass,
disabled access, etc. If these changes are going to divert a majority of customers over to the
S route and out of the Friday Center pickup, I would suggest a safe crosswalk and an
upgraded bus stop there. Or, alternatively, that the S actually enter the Friday Center Park
and Ride. It looks like the "N" might enter the Friday Center lot, but since this is route runs
infrequently, especially in the midday, it doesn't seem as if it would provide a reasonable
alternative for most riders.
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If the FCX route is replaced with the N route that also serves Meadowmont, that seems like
a lot of extra stops for people getting on at Friday Center. Hopefully the bus would stop at
Meadowmont first and THEN go to the Friday Center...? Also, does the N route replace
the S route as well? Because that is a lot of extra stops on the way to the hospital for people
looking to get to work quickly in the morning. The reason I take the FCX only in the morning
is because it's fast.
Will finley golf course road be serviced by the HU bus under this new alternative?
I like that CCX and CPX will run during the middle of the day.
UNC is expanding everyday, to remove the express routes for more frequent S routes will
cause an even longer delay for students and employees. Mid Day the FCX lot is packed full
of cars, I cannot imagine the S having to handle three routes and it not create an issue.i
would advise against replacing the FCX route for more S buses.
If you are going to remove the FCX and Friday Center lot pick up location, then please
provide a sheltered area on both sides of the street where the S bus currently stops at the
Friday Center. Also, how much time will be added to the commute from the Friday Center
to campus (Health Science Library stop)?
When I use CHT, it's primarily NS or FCX. I really like the SPEED of the FCX, opposed to the
comparative slowness/increased commute time of the frequent stops of the S.
The NS route has way to many stops from eubanks park and ride to the hospital. Their
should be an express alternative for people who are going from the hospital straight to
eubanks. the commute from point a-b is so long because of all the stops
FCX is an important route, using the S route suggestion is not working for me because in the
rainy cold days the S route will not help. besides, the FCX is busy by the rush hours 8 and 5
the bus driver keep asking us to squeeze all the way back to have more people can stand in
the bus!! how awful will be if we all have to squeeze in the S route only?
If the FCX route goes away, Is the S bus going to loop into the parking lot for drop off or pick
up. Or would we need to go in to street to pick it up? I get a bus at 515 a.m. and getting in
the street doesn't seem like a very safe idea.
Please do not remove JFX
Don't do it
It is hard to tell if express service from campus to jones ferry park and ride would be
available. I currently rely on JFX to get me to my car without making an abundance of stops
in downtown CH/carrboro (like via the J route). My only request is that a JFX-like route be
available earlier than 4 pm as currently offered. If I need to leave campus earlier then it can
take 45 min for me to get back to my car which is ridiculous. Thanks for taking a minute to
read this!
FCX removal will increase commute times for hundreds if not thousands of people, the
buses are often full as is with only the express stops.
I do not think that both the FCX AND V routes should be eliminated.
KEEP THE JFX or make an additional express stop on CPX at willow creek professional center
heading toward 54
This is definitely more rational with less curvy convolutions in the routes. It is far easier to
visualize the areas and directions of a route at a glance. At present, that is difficult,
especially with some of the curvier routes like the g. I would like the new A service,
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replacing okd G service through Glen Lennox to be more frequent. With the redevelopment
here the population density and demand will increase. Hopefully, a reliable, frequent service
will cause many of the new residents to keep fewer cars here. As close as we are to the
campus, and main triangle bus routes, it should be very possible to live here without a car.
Also, at the moment, the peak service on the G is very crowded during term times esp.
already. Replacing 1 story apartments with dense, four story ones is going to require more
service.
more d buses
Thank you very much for keeping the A route's Severin/Weiner service, and for fixing the
higgledy-piggledy routings of the A and G routes! It makes a lot more sense to have them
not double back on themselves mid route. That said, the J route is still very confusing -would it be possible to make this route more linear instead of the odd two-direction circle?
Thank you.
I like it! Thank you for providing a bus service that gets me to work and back home
painlessly and safely
I am worried about frequency of midday transit towards the Friday Center given the
potential alteration of several routes that travel there
Awesome! Thank you for Sunday Service, as well as expanded Saturday Service.
Improve access to University Mall, particularly from Franklin.
Routes have been limited in NE Chapel Hill with no increase in service to the remaining
routes, making buses only available every hour in the region.
There's a large area with no coverage ever: East of MLK and between Estes and Weaver
Dairy. Lots of folks live here without reasonable bus service (lengthy walk to MLK).
There's a large area that receives no service ever. East of MLK and between Estes and
Weaver Dairy.
Is it possible to combine the CW and J routes on Franklin / Main Street in Carrboro to get to
15 minute or better service?
We need a park and ride in Carrboro and commuter service to the regional transit center!
would much prefer to keep the JFX for peak times; as an express service it is much quicker
than the CM which makes numerous stops, even with it's shortened route it will still take
much more time that the JFX express.
I really will appreciate having bus service on Sunday serving the Carrboro Plaza area via the
CW route. If it runs in the mornings, I'll be able to ride the bus to church. Fantastic!
I take the N route to work. I do not support the change in frequency from every 30 minutes
to every 60 minutes.The bus is often over-crowded as is. If the frequency was changed to
every 60 minutes, I likely would opt to no longer utilize Chapel Hill Transit and drive to
campus instead. However, many riders in the community around Umstead would not have
this flexibility and freedom. Many of these riders are students, low-income, and/or minority
individuals that rely on the bus to get to work or class; increasing the frequency of the N to
60 minutes would make it difficult for these individuals to get to their commitments on
time. Instead of decreasing the frequency of the N route, I would instead advocate for the
community around Umstead to be served by a bus every 15 minutes.
Please do not eliminate the JFX
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yes, many residents have moved to Eastwood and are in need of public transportation.,
Some work and need a ride. Some attend school at UNC. We need the bus stop to be
replaced at Piney Mountain Road and Billie Jean Road, The make- up of the family have
change, Which now makes it important to reconsider the bus route. Thank you
The maps are had to follow - need more specificity to see what roads are being kept and
what dropped. Also, it is not clear whether CL service will continue to stop on Dobbins Drive
near the offices, 15/501 MidTown apartments and Summerfield Crossing.
I wonder whether it would be viable to use small buses or vans to circulate within some of
the more spread out communities. For example, in Southern Village, it could run a route
that takes it to most of the major housing constellations within the community, then drops
riders off at one end of Main Street as well as the NS stop on Main Street, then continues
for another loop. Unlike the V, this minibus would never leave the SV community. This
could be an especially valuable adjunct for communities that are topologically spread out, or
contain a high concentration of seniors or folks with limited mobility.
With proposed new construction at Erwin and Old Oxford, the CL line through Summerfield
will be vital.
I was told by a representative today that the CL would still go through Summerfield crossing
and the G will still go through lakeforest though this makes it seem as that is not the case
and we need the CL to do the sage, old oxford summerfield crossing route, if they do not do
the colony lake side that is fine as they have the D and we do not need to overlap but that is
our only means of transportation so yes I do support if the CL only does our side of 15-501
but we do need it. any weekend support on our side of town would be wonderful even if
we had to pay as we can't park up at the hospital on the weekend days we work though still
need to get there and if it was just a few times a day would provide a great service
I wish the G route took Honeysuckle to (or from) Piney Mountain to make a large loop
rather than a there-and-back line. My neighborhood is a mile away from any stop, but I
want to use transit. A stop at PM and Summerlin, Louis Armstrong, or Edgewood would
serve a lot of residents.
NS going north should not stop before Hillsboro road. Students should take NU, A, G or T
Same old thing - only provides for unc
CL needs to STAY
There is no direct service to the library. We looked at moving out of chapel hill, in
preparation for retiremetn, but stayed due to the good bus service, among other things.
Those who are not able to drive will no longer have access to the library, and the race down
to Franklin street without stopping makes no sense. University mall/place would not be
accessible either.
Is it possible to design a route to chapel hill public library?
NS J CM CPX on Sat & Sun 6:15am - 7am and 7:30pm-8:30pm service. I am unsure about
hospital student volunteer hours if they need services.
Need to continue to serve Summerfield Crossing and other locations along CL route.
there are many students and people who take cl route to unc and hospital also hs is needed
for CHHS students
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I am one of a number of graduate students living in Summerfield Crossing that would be
extremely negative impacted by these changes. It is essential that a route to campus that
does not involve a park and ride lot is maintained for the students that live here.
This would be a disaster!!!!!! Please DONT do it!
Seems like a thoughtful redesign overall
I applaud your efforts towards efficiency! I love the addition of more hours on Saturday and
Sunday service.
Replace the Saturday V route with an Saturday NS route.
Removing the V line from Southern Village is terrible - it is the only bus I take!
You do not explain what a "restructured" route is that would replace the existing FCX route.
Need to have eventually evening hours at least until 7 to accommodate those who work
until 6
Please have the A route continue to the stops on MLK at citgo and homestead and such, the
NS and A are already overcrowded in the mornings so we really need both buses.
Frequency increases during the day are incredibly important, and I am really excited to see
that this is a priority for this new plan. However, (not shown here but in other documents),
nighttime service is not frequent enough for those that stay at work later than 6 and need
to take a bus home. I think this plan could benefit from an increase in nighttime frequency,
in addition to the increased frequencies at midday and at peak service times. Also, I think
there are several opportunities to increase the efficiency of CHT that could be implemented
in this plan. For example, the J route is a long route with a loop at either end. However,
those loops are in reality very close in proximity to each other. This is not a very efficient
route design, especially for such a highly-used route, but it could be made incredibly
efficient. This is true of all routes along 54 and along Franklin St/Main St/Jones Ferry Rd.
I just want CCX routes to be more frequent especially in the afternoon/evening
I don't want the V line to be removed from Southern Village.
I live in Carrboro, so I never ride the V route, but I am absolutely shocked to hear that bus
service to Southern Village would be ended. There must be a ton of people down there who
ride the bus to campus and to downtown CH!!!
I moved to Southern Village to be on the bus line. I do not have to drive to work. Removing
the bus from the village will make more and more people drive cars which is exactly what
we do not need!
You don’t need to change any bus routes you just need to added more buses.
The NS already operates at 15 minutes or better. There is no "change" to the NS route, as
the above description would suggest.
The CPX route should be modified to include the Jones ferry park and ride if the preferred
attentive is implemented.
The CPX route should be modified to include the Jones ferry park and ride if the preferred
attentive is implemented.
As long as the F route fails to include the UNC campus in its route, it is useless to me.
I do not support the removal of the FCX or the JFX. These are express routes with few stops.
I do not want to add any more time to my commute than necessary. Please supply the
timetables for the new routes as we..
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Why is FCX route being changed.
I am in my late 70s. I am currently riding the V-bus 4 to 6 times per week from the stop near
my home in Southern Village. Almost all trips are morning and late afternoon, back and for
to campus. Elimination of this route would be more than inconvenient.
What matters most to me after working a 12.5 hour shift at UNC Hospital is getting home in
time to see my kids before bed. As it is now, if I clock out three minutes before I'm supposed
to, and briskly walk to the bus stop I can make it to FCX and then home before 8:20pm.
However, it is hard to leave work early because providing my best patient care and giving a
safe and effective shift hand off report to the oncoming RN requires that I slow down, pay
attention, and do things correctly. That typically results in me having to catch the next bus
which comes 20 minutes later. We need more frequent bus pickups after 7pm. We deserve
it.
Stop trying to cut service to communities in northeastern Chapel Hill.
I think there should still be an express line to/from the Jones Ferry Park and Ride.
If I’m reading this correctly it looks like we would Losing service to the areas lists to support
more frequent trips to routes around downtown. That is not acceptable. I approve of more
weekend service for those that work at area businesses on the weekends.
NE section of Chapel Hill has no weekend coverage (looks like the Saturday D is going
away?). Can anything be added/added back there?
I am happy to see more weekend CW service, particularly the addition of Sundays. In
general, greater CW service both on weekends and during the week at off-peak hours, when
the CPX is not running, are desirable.
Thank you for keeping some G bus service to Booker Creek!
I'm really hopeful that this will improve service along MLK blvd. However, I am concerned
that there may not be enough service from the Friday Center park and ride - especially for
hospital-based employees.
It's no secret that Chapel Hill Transit hates the Eastowne part of Chapel Hill. I do not
understand how you can say this service change would "improve weekend service" when
there is no bus route that serves anywhere north of the redesigned D and east of the NS on
the weekend.
Yes, I'd like to see the Chapel Hill bus system integrated with the Orange County and
Hillsborough bus systems. None of this matters to me if I can't catch a bus to Chapel Hill in
the first place
Still would like to have the V bus
The FCX bus is always busy when I am on there - I would like to know what the plan would
be to accommodate the large amount of people who use this route.
My support depends on how frequent the S route will run. Currently, combining the
S/FCX/HU would result in very overcrowded buses during peak hours, but this could be
mitigated by decreasing the amount of time between buses. So, I would want to know how
frequent buses would run on the route during peak hours and during mid-day hours.
Don't remove the FG weekend route!
I think you are making a mistake to decrease the number of routes that service the Friday
Center/ Meadowmont area. So many people come in from the east/40 and you have
basically eliminated 3 routes that we ride to the hospital area: FCX, V and HU. The S route
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will be over- whelmed and more cars will go into town or on Fordham to other lots causing
more traffic.
Your maps suck because you can't tell where routes go in downtown that well. Also, it's nice
you want to do this stuff, but at what price? Will there be less frequency? You removed the
Dx route and added 20+ minutes to my commute plus walking 10+ minutes to get to central
campus which sucks when you've had several knee surgies). But from talking to people on
the phone, you really don't give a damn. I rode the Baity route for 2 hours one day since
that is what got added when the Dx was removed... 6 people... 6 people in 2 hours. The Dx
was always 20+ in the mornings and evenings. You suck.
I'd hope for increased frequency, longer service day (until 8PM at least) and better transfer
schedule coordination in addition to the additional weekend routes.
An east west route on Estes Drive from carrboro to University mall would be fantastic. This
would be a limited stop route until the development along the senior condos finished. Will
provide great access to the library, restaurants, community park, grocery store etc
It seems like A/N/NU could be pared down to two routes without sacrificing much in the
way of service. Same goes for CPW/CW/F. Thanks for retaining G service in Lake Forest. I
wasn't looking forward to buying a parking pass and being stuck behind the wheel. (I would
love if we could retain a 7pm bus, but I've ridden it and understand that it's not well-used)
Seawell School Rd. serves 2 polling places. Only relevant 2 days a year, but does seem to
dienfranchise the nondrivers--low income, elderly, students
The route to Seawell School Rd. serves two voting places. Only relevant two days a year, but
could make voting difficult for nondrivers--low income, elderly...
Please don't take away the Colony Woods weekend routes. We pay taxes too. Unless you'd
like to refund my taxes. This is how I get to Franklin street and gameday on the weekend to
avoid drinking and driving. If you take away the weekend route you put the community in
danger of having people who might drink and drive back to the colony woods area. Stop
screwing us over!!!
Don't drop JFX
Why are certain areas removed entirely---is it because of low ridership?
Key areas are being eliminated. That does not seem a good thing to me.
I like the more frequent D and CL service.
Please eliminate NS loop around hospital. This adds 10+ minutes to the route in both
directions. This detour from NS axis serves hospital employees, not others, and it makes the
route much less efficient.
Extend route D just a bit further to reach Patterson place. I have wished countless times that
a connection between Chapel Hill Transit and GoDurham existed without the need to use
GoTriangle.
Lots of routes look more streamlined?
The changes to CL eliminating service to Old Oxford and Summerfield Crossing will be a
major disruption for Town residents. The current service is limited but vitally important to
workers at UNC who live in these neighborhoods - necessitating a 1/3-mile hike to the next
closest route.
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If I'm reading the map correctly, the D route will now cross I-40 and go into Durham, but it's
not clear where the turnaround will be. Also, I can't tell if there will be Saturday service to
University Place.
I have no problem with the Routes A, B, N, and S would be modified to reach additional
destinations, HOWEVER, the frequency of the stops being served needs to be ~20-30
minutes. Making folks wait even longer than they already due for these residential areas
makes certain parts of Chapel Hill less desireable to live, which would not be good for us. I
personally rely on these buses every day they are running and my occupation would be
completely disrupted if I had to wait that long (especially when it gets dark and scary) to get
home.
Removal of JFX for those living near the park and ride is rather brutal, as it is much more
useful then the CM
I think that its ridiculous to remove most service from the Jones Ferry Park and Ride lot. I
would adjust the revised CPX to go to both the Jones Ferry P&R and also the Carrboro Plaza
P&R (contingent on contract renewal at Carrboro Plaza). Further, this section of Carrboro
needs better mid-day service.
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